
Pentateuch # OUU342
This course which we are beginning is called The Introduction to the Pentateuch. We will

begin with consideration of what the Pent. is.

I. The Pentateuch in gaaraal: It comes from the word meaning five-fold. It originally is

the five-section book. This word does not occur in the Bible at all ivitik neither are the

books referred to as Gen. Ex. Lev., Num. or Deut. Those names are never used later on any

more than the name Pent. is used. However they are often referred to throughout Scripture

but they are referred to as a unit. The name Pentateuch is a better name than these obher

-
five name, because the Scripture very frequently, though it refers to this section of the

Bible, it always is refer'ed to as the Law of Moses, or the book of Moses, or the book of the

law of Moses or many such terms. I locked up the word Pentateuch in Hastings Bible Ency. last

night and. I found that they had nothing under that but put down, "See Hexateuch". In most

Bible Dictionaries published in recent years, even as recent as forty years ago, you will

find that the word Pentateuch is not used. but the word Hexateuch is used. It doesn't mean

that they think that this portion of the Bible should be divided into six parts instead of five

but they think of the first six books making a section--that is why they call it the Hex. There .'

are still other books which prefer not to use the word Hexeteuch but rather Oxeteuch. They

taken the first section of theible and. they not only take what we think of as the Pentateuch

but also add Joshua, Judges and Ruth. It is always the first six or the first eight. Neither

of these terms have any tradition back of the past hundred years but in very early Rabbinic

writingax we find. refrences to the fine - of the law, showing that the thought of the five

parts is an early division. In all these references to the law of Moses, or some such term,

we find the refernce always between Genesis and Deuteronomy so there seems to be an apparent

attitude in the Scriptures, and in the early writings, that this section is in mind and in all

writings after the Scrptures in early times there are references to the five-fold division of

the Law of Moses. We have absolutely no way to know how it came into being put into five

sections. The fact that the Rabbi's said something about the five books of the law, praoves

nothing as to how Moses wrote it..It simply shows us that they noticed the five sections. The

Jews had. not dealing with the Samaritans, it would hardly be likely that they would have

divided their Pent. into five sections just because the Jews--it would thus suggest to usa that

this five section idea was received as far back as when they received the Pent. There are

those who think they received it at the return from exile, but at least it would not be much

,.ter than this time and. I would suggest that around 400 B.C. perhpa they received the Pent.
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&e these divisions logical. Some would say yes, but I rather doubt it. Certainly the\

of Dent. is a book and section by itself and. is a series of orations which Moses gave at\\

end. of his life. It would be the most natural thing to make a division at that point.

one were to make another division though I would think that it would be in the middle of the

book of Exodus because the first half of this book is almost entirely history. But from the

middle of Ex. on it is mostly laws and ordinances with a few brief sections of history. That

is the major of the division of the Pentateuch. From Gen. 1:1 to about the middle of Ex.

you have that which led up to the giving of the law-- the making of the universe and. the cut

ting out of a people for himself and putting them into a position where He was ready to give

His law unto them. From Ex. 20 on we have the Law which is the foundation of that nation.

The Old and New Testaments both speak of the boks fo Moses as the Law and we might call

this first part the Preamble--about 70 chapters. That of course is not the place where our

division and the way that our divisions are made it would seem that for the sake of not having

too long a scroll you have all of this on one scroll. It might be difficult to make a scroll

that long. Maybe at that time it was not possible to make that long a scroll but even it

were possible, it certainly would not be convenient to have one that long. As you know up

to4the first part of the 4th centuary A.D. all writing was in the form of a scroll and. in a

scroll that winds from one stick to the opposite stick you have the iisadvantage of trying

to find, the place. There is the great advartage in this sound-scriber over the tape-recorder

or over a wire recorder, and of course there are advantages which the others have over the

sound scriber but for the things that I am interested in, even though the sound. scriber does

not haveiearly the fidelity of getting your voice like the tape or wire recorder, has at

the same time a tremendous advantage and I can take onf of these little record.sx and. say this

is on this and. this is on this and I can put three hundead of them in a pile and in an instant

I can find almost anything you want just as you can open your Bible and find the reference.

If you watt to find a point on a wire-recorder you have to play the thing over and. over and.

eventually you may find it. Now that is a pretty good. illustration of what these scrolls

were like. And when you would come across a long scroll with the Pent. in it and you would

nnwidd and unwind--this would be so unweildy that even if it would be made as big as that

thezwould be no point to it. Also notice that the five books of Moses are about the same

length more or less. You have thus five rolls of very convenient length. We have rather
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natural divisions between them even through there is more a division between Ex. 19 and Ex.

20 than there is between Ex. and Gen. yet Ex. begins with Israel as a nation and. before that

Israel is a family. You might say that Gen. Is an account of Israel as a family and. Ex. be

gins the first events of Israel as a nation and from there on it takes Israel up as a nation.

There is a break but not one that pppears at first sight because the history goes right

straight on and there appears no larger break there than appears Ct many point elsewhere

throughout the Bible. Leviticus seems to be unit, but I question whether there is o much

a unit between what precedes and what follows. Ex. ends with description of the making of

the tabernacle and the setting apart of Aaron and his eons to be priest and. in Lev. is the

telling of them in office and it is pretty hard to distinguish the divisions, and so it all

seems like convenient divisions into these five books and historically, traditionally and

comparing all the refrences , it all refers to it as one book--the Book of the Law of Moses,

The Torah--the book of the Instruction as to what God wanted the people to know. The word

Pent. is not found and doesn't describe what it is but tells us nothing about it.

b. The Names of the Five Books: Now our names which we have in the English comes from

the Greek but you will notice in your Heb. Bibles that at the top of each page you have it

in Latin, so all can read it.

# 2. Now the Latin names are taken uver almost letter for letter from thereek, so some

times it is a translation and sometimes simply a transcription of the Greek. The names of

these five books are either taken over directly from the Greek into the Latin or they are

translation. The first of them in the Heb. is called Bereshith --in tia beginning. Now the

Greek name which we have is Genesis-be!-inning. Now you notice that the very first word of

the book is used as the name of the book. The Greek name is a discription---The Heb. name

merely takes the first name of the book. You may wonder why the distinction. Now tell us

what the name of the second book is--Exodus is a good. descriptive name of the first half of

the book of Exodus and of course the Latin takes the same. The Heb. name is --And these are

names or these are names but what does that have to do with Exodus? In x. you have the

first two Heb. words given of the book and that in a way would seem a better ending to the

book of Genesis than a beginning of the book of Exodus but we have given it a descriptive

name, of the first half of the book. It tells us nothing about the building of the taber

nacle. Then how about your third book? The Greek name is Leviticus but what does it meant
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Levi was one of the sons of Jacob and his sons were the Levites. Just like we have

ecciesastical legislation which is legislation for the church and. politisal, legistlation

is that for the bmk for the state and then we have Levitical legislation, which is for
/

the Levites. Do the Hebrews then call this their priestly book. Note the Hebrew name.

It means "and he cried or called"--That is the phrase with which the book begins. Now

let us for a moment skip the next book and go on to the last. The last book as a Greek

name called Deuteronomy. What does this mean in Greek? It means the second. presentation

of the law.That is a very good name--these is a series of orations in which the man Moses

urged the people to obey the law. The Hebrew name---davar is used.. "These are the words"

which are a good. descriptive term, but the reason that it is used. is becasue the book

begins with that word. Now that leaves the 14th book, in mind. keeping what they have called

the first three books and that last book, you can immediately tell what you would expect

the mime of thus book to be and it sometimes has that name but not usually.

sent # 3




"these are the names"
It means your first book is in the beginning, your second of these is the third is

"an he called" and the fourth "and he spoke" . You look in your Hebrew Bible --I wish that

you would bring both kinds of Bibles in the future so you can refer to them as we discuss them in

class. You look in your and the Lord spoke unto Moses. The Hebrew in this case may be

a better description thai the Greek so to call the book Numbers is about as sensuiable as call

ing the U.S. Maine to Calif.--you have only the two ends mentioned. You have a census at the

beginning and at the end of the book, but it has nothing to do with what goes in between, but

this book describes the events that took place in the wilderness. If we called this book, the

wilderness wanderings it oulã give us a much better idea of what the book was about--it tells

about 39 years of wilderness experience and tells about the first conquests of the land of

Palestine--it describes some of the concst that is beyond the Jordan river so the Hebrew name

Is much better than what we have. We have the names of these five books, but the last one is

t}e only one which forms a unit by itself. Exodus, the last part of it and Leviticus would

form au a good unified section but Deut. is quite diffe'-ent from the rest of the books. If you

read through the book of Deut. hastèly not trying to get the details and then read through the

rest of the Pent. hastily, or if you would open up and read at random a few verses and then a

few verses in the rest of the Pent. you would know at once which was Deut. but does that sug

Eest to you that a different man wrote Deut. What does this suggest?
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Dent. is the book of orations that Moses. It is put in a different light--not just telling of

incidents or describing things or simply laying out details of legislation. It is distinct in

itself. Ill, here of ships and. the repair or something on them. A book publ1 shed by a prof.

it the Un. of Chicago which is a help --it is "The Modern Reader's Guide" --no critical theory

and it has a help. It is a book which takes up the Bible from a literary view point and. I

have found it very useful. In this book th're is material about the readings of the'orations of

Moses . I think we miss much of it in the value of literature and. orationC C is the place of

the Pentateuch in the Bible . The purpose of Mass here is primarily lay --showing the origin

of God's view , theorigin of sin , the plan of redemption. Number 2 -- a ceremonybf the

abnquest. We are shown a history of the Bible and its credibility --the creation of the

world. , etc. The partiarch of history of Israel when it wag too small to be a nation.

We read of Abraham first mentioned. and then his burial in oh. 28 and then about Isaaand his

son Jacob was born in the very chapter in which Abraham died. so the book could be divided. quite

nicely. Practically nothing original, these are only phrases from the record. as so much of

it is tndistinct. )

4 --The story propher begin3 at ch 37--his birth begins long before that but we begin to

read. about Joseph at ch. 37--his deat]- is described. in the chapter th.t his birth is. Of course

you are all familiar with the story of Abraham, Issakc and Jacob and Joseph and you can never

cease to get value from these stories. Value for your spiritual life, value for your under

standing, value for illustrations and. values for proof of how God blesses His own. We could

spend years on them and never exhaust them. This is the third. and. last section of the Historical

part of Pentateuch and a section which is predominantly and this section runs from v. 1 thru

ch. 19 thru v. 2 and it is a question if it shifts back to verse 1. It is rather hard. to d.eide

the parts. ThIl part . This deliverance is divided into three parts --this chs. 1-4.. The people

areAlnder this terrif oppression and then he is taken out to the wilderness--there he was called

and here is one who was so willing t0 thrust himself in delivering the people when he was not

near ready. Now that he is thoroughly trained he is practically has to be forced into the work.

It is very similar to many who az training for the lord's work. There are those who are trained

at all that have a great zeal and then those who have had a good training but then they lose

their zeal and then they don't feel ade uately prepared for the task. I remember when I was first

in Germany and. knew only a few words of German and I would come up to anyone on the street and

I would tell them all sorts of thincs and telling them all I knew--the German must have sounded
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terrible but then the time came when I knew enough German, that instead, of one word. for one

thing I knew six, and I couln't make up my mind which was the best to use, and I used to wonder

what the exact grammatical form was and I found myself speaking more haltingly and hestantly

and. I had. been in German two years by this time but tere was this other person who knew about

one-fifth of as much German as I did. but he would just go ahead with it. This was the way

with Moses. After years of preparation he was then afraid. to go into the Lord's ervice though

before he was prepared. at all he was willinc- to thrust himself forward. and kill one of the

Erptians and Moses now says that he can't do it and Aaron was sonsequently sent to be his

spokesman but most of the time you find Moses doing his own speaking and of all the time

loses was far better equipped than aron ever was. When you are really ready

to do something it is so easy for othei to do instead of doing that for which

you have been trained. But God had to supply ssron here to sort of tie ove

the gap to give him a little confidence--when you are really ready to do

something it is very easy to loose that enthusasm and confidence and go for

ward/ Thiê is taken up in ch. 1-4 and / 2:--5:1-12;36.

I would like you to take a paper and put down the various title of God

as found in the book and put down the refrences therewith. That is the

assignment for ne:Lt time--that is in the book of Genesis. ie might be called

Lord God Almighty at one place then Lord of hosts--just go along in the book

and write down 'there these names occur and all these terms used for God at

top end underneath put down the refrences in their order. Do it farily

carefully and start at the beginning of Genesis end go as far as you can.

v'e have been looking at the survey of the Pentateuch and under that we were

looking at the end of the hour we saw under 1 --.0 --the deliverance

from Egypt under which is ij 1 Preparation for deliverance. 1:1-4.

# 2 is The Contest with Paroah--5:l-12:36. This section except for 28

verses is devoted entirely to the contest between Iv.oses and Paroah though

it really was contest with God and Paroah, to determine whether he would

reeese the children of Israel and if not to what extent God would have to

go o release them--to what extent God ehou1 show His great power. These

chapters are rich in spiritual lessons and vital for the their help in

understanding spritlual doctrines.
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3. The Journey to Sinai. These 28 verses th t I mentioned under 2

it is well to have in mind. They are verses 12:l-e8 and though not dealing

directly with Pharoeb they are directly related to it and have to do with

establishment of the first great Passover and what was done at the ordinance

and how the precise riles were given to carry it out and you immediately say
that is law .nd not history. That is a regulation what Israel should do

thereafter and the law begins in oh. 19 and from thereon to the end of the

book--here is law and an extremely place of law which we come right in the
midst of our history. The reminds us something that is something often

overlooked. It would shows us that ther e are often parts of the Bible the t
don't have sharf distinction and it would often be impossible for you to
show exactly where the ocean comes to an end and the land begins--to draw a

a hairline and it is useful for human thought to make divisions for human

thought but it is rarely that one can be too sure about these divisions

in either.

Pent. # 5

Exactly where the animal world ends and the vegetable beg1ns,1 is hard to say

The history of t1s is definite and the law is given in history and there are

important historical accounts given. The account of the ±'aasover really

belongs in the Pentateuch and in a real way is not part of the contest of

.haraoh although it ends with Ch. 12, 36 and number 3, the journeys of

Sinai begin and oh. l is something that occurs on the way to Sinai and

e-w-Phee.-epeed yet is the concluding chapter in the contest with

-hareoh. 14 is the crossing of the Red Sea and the end of Pharaoh and his

attempt to defeat the Israelites. Number 3 is like unto no. 2 and is interest

Ing and vital from the standpoint of spiritual truths. You will profit much

from reading and rereLding these chapters . lthough it is not as long

as the preceeding part, it is not reed or studied one tenth as much . Some

of the sections after this are used in Sunday School les'ons, etc but the

great bulk of the niateial from the oh. 19 is h1ght nd of course

that is a very definite mistake and the whole Bible is fox4our edification
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end if you ignore any section of it you re missing some of the blessing

God has for you. Our course is not a study of the contents of the Pent.

but an introduction to the Pent, and we will not spend much tie on ths

succeeding section. I have entitled Section D as the establishment of the

Covenant. I wonder how many of you in reading this section singled thic

part out as a section, as a separate section. t is just as much a section

a the Journey to Sinai or the contest with Pharoah. The Establishment of

the Oovenant beginning with oh. 19, v.3 as to the arrival at Sinai and in

cluding six chapters. the view point of God's relationship to Isøael

these six chapters comprise one of the most important sections . it is

unfortunate in our Christian world tht so few realize this fact. There

is a section well known in the Christian world--that of the Ten Commandments.

However, they in themselves are not n isolated fact. Up to tbis point we

have had the history of God's c.ation and then of God's calling out of Israel

from Egypt and then the establishment of God's Covenant with Israel is in

these chapters. e'll subdivide this chapters then into divisions of which

no. 1 will be preparation for the Covenant ch. 19 v. 3-25. It was not a

covenant of salvation but thpurpose is in v. S and this is the way that

Israel is to beco:e a Holy nation and a peculiar treasure above all people.

It is a way not of salvation but of sanctification--itis the way Israel is

o be set apart as an instrument for bringing his Word into the world and

also for bringing xiis Son into the world and so the Covenant s very im

portant. He makes a covenant and shows them how they are to be a holy people.

God redeems us not for anything that we hove done but hen he has redeemed

us then we are aaiious to do what lie wants us to do and to carry out His law

and to follow the path lie has for us. No. 2 is the Ten Words--which we

call the Ten Commandments oh. 20 , v. 1-13. They are the expression of God's

will for any who are his people and for any time. No. 3 is he Ordinances.

Many times we stop with the Ten Wods --we teach them, etc, but ve should not

stop there. This section covers from oh. 20, v. l8-ch. 2, v. 33. The

Ordinacas follow the Pen Wordsl it is like the Constitution andthe by-laws
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and the constitudtion give the fixed princip&ls and it is quite difficult

to change the constitution but the by-laws can easily by changed and they

are the application of the principals of the constitution. I divided the

material of the 2 chapters of the ordinances into five divisions. Small a

we will call regarding idolatry and that isn't a large term but in a way

more like a preemble--v. 18-23--it tells a little of .he situation and then

it begins with the reaffirmation of the fact tht people are not to worship

idols. Small b then is the law of the attar-ch. 20 , 24-26. These people

are God's people andchey are not to make false gods. how will they worship

Himt There are no priests as yet, no tabernacle and God is deciging to make

a covenant together. It is just with a group of people. They are not bound

in one place but they are to travel to the wilderness but at the present the

altar is to be made in the different places where they are. This is a very

important pert of the ordinaces but you can see why it is not a part of the

constitution and then when there is a tabernacle built he will establish

a more definite rule.

Pent. #6 civil

They continue their worship of God . The next section is e4ty laws--ch. 21 to 23:9. It is

important that the people have the civil law. Thus we have laws regarding slavery, marriage,

fighting, restitution of thatwhich is injured and. then civil. Section D shows o certain

special times for wrahip--23LlO-l9. We have the sabbaths and feasts in this

section but now we have the most elementary things stated about details of

of the sabbath " We then have the covenant promises 20:20-33--a declaration

of the blessing that lie is going to bring to the people who are in the

covenant relationship with him.

# 3--he ordinances

# 4--The Ratification of the Covenant--oh. 24. it is too bad that these

books weren't divided separately and put into separate rolls--it is a separate

between what precedes and what follows and is quite distinct. hioses, .L.aron,

and two sons o f .4.aron with the 70 elders of Israel come before Cod arid a

ceremony is perfored as we read in oh. 24.--the book of the Coventant is
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read before the people--there is a ratification of the covenant and Loses

and his servant go up into the mount and so we have these very important sec

tions and for a complete understanding of the -4ble, the Pentateuch etc. it

important that we get this right in our mind--this section is very vital to

keep in mind. ifter having established the covenant , the next thinc to be

be done after the rudiments have been laid down naturally is a system of

worship.

B. The stabl1sment of a System of Vorship--Ex. 25- Lev. 10. fhis is a

section which belongs together. £here is no break between x. and Lev. and

this should have been on the one roll and of course we have no more warrant for divisions

of the various books of the Pentateuch than we have- for the divisions of the Bible into chapters.

It would be a much better division, if we had the whole system of worship in one book. The rest

of Iv. is closely allied to it. We shall divide this into six heads.

1. Moses is direbèed to build a sauary and consecrate priests. Ex. 25-31.

a. Directions for building a sanctuary -Hi. 25-2?. Why do I say a sanctuary instead

of a tabernacle. Tabernacle means--unfortunately it is an old English word which doesn't mean

much to anyone today. There are six Heb. words that are tanslated Tabernacle--ohel---a dwelling

place. It is used. to mean tent more bften than it is used to mean tabernacle. There is another

word which is translated tabernacle 119 times--tabernacle is not a translation of any one Heb.

word and it is pretty hard to tell from this wha1 the Bible means by tabernacle. It would be

much better if we used tabernacle for just one of these words and sae just how it is used. You

will find one chapter where the same word is translated always tabernacle and the same word in

another chapter and it is always translated tent--25-27 He told them how to build the tabernacle

and in 31 He tells them how to set it up--explain 33:7. You have verbal contradictions in

practically every took that ever was written. Here is a definite contradiction in the English

Bible --this tent which was his tent for meeting with the people--instead of the tabernacle of

the congregation it should be the tent of meeting. It is entttely distinct from what is later

known as the tabernacle. j If you understand congregation as a coming together of people and
not a tent it is all right but it is vague. We have this word translated tabernacle which simply
means a dwelling place. God tells Moses how to II1 build a dwelling place--a tent that is to
be used for the place God's Name will have habitation--if mishka is the word we use for tabernaci
then we should not confuse this with the other Heb. word, ohel and call it also tabernacle. Some
times in theA.V. it will be translated tabernacle in one ver and the next verse it will be
translated tent. The A.V. is a wonderful translation but sometimes it is very confusing--sometimes
tabernacle means simply pavilion and yet put down as meaning tabernacle.
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Some parts of the Penttach are very familar to you and some parts are not. Yesterday we

dealt with an extremely important section --the establishment the Covenant which I am

here calling section is of Exodus. 19-214 and it has an unique position in the law. It is

the very beginning of the systematic presentation of the law and separated from all that

follows. One section deals with that and. then you go on to another and this is the first

presentation of the Law to thepeople stressing those things which were most vital and. of

tose things which it wa necessary that they should immediately become aware. You can't

erything was in there because it is immediately necessary and you can't say it has all

the important things and the two factors enter into it. The first covenant with the people

of Sinai stressing those things that it was vital they should know right then and it is the

great principal of the Law.-2 Begins with the Ten Commandments and then the Ordinances as

we show them. Then the radificationof the Covenant in ch. 24 and then after establishing the

Covenant the next natural step is the establishment of a system of worship. We have brief

direatlons for worship in the Presentation of the Øovenant and then the system of worship of

the Israelites with their God and consequently this Section _Z has its part as no. 1--Moses

directed to build a Sanctuary and consecrate priests. The directions for building a Sanctuary

in ch. 25-27 and then the later section which tell how it is built and almost identical to

these chapters and they give minute details . God had. this Tabernacle built to impress upon

the minds of the people certain great truths when they saw this building and we have all of

these truths explained to us more clearly elsewhere in the Bible and in the NT and. thus it is

best to get your teaching from the clearest portion of the teaching. It is useful for us to

see how these teachings were suggestive to the minds of the Israelites . Some of the meanings

of the various parts are made clear but some are not. We have t0 study in order to seewhat is

clear and what needs extra study. The building of the taberaacle is not just to have a

building but to sugge .t certain truths and. these truths were doubtless explained. to them by

the priests and. by Moses and part of the explanation is in the CT and part comes out from the

Book of Hebrews and we find the meaning ofmost of it in Christ and His work for us--the work

which was equally done for them. I commend to you the study of the details U the Tab. and. thei

meaning. We will not have time to go into them here. is the direction for consecration of

priests--28-29 and. all of these are partly for the purpose of expressing the Will of God and

impressing on them that th ey are to be holy to the lord and they were to dress and behave in
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a manner that would be of an example to the people and show the importance of the relationship

to God. which the priest typifies. Much in their manners and. actions were to be representative

of the truths they were to teach. The religious meaning of the direct consecration of the

priests is a bit more difficult than the meaning of the Tabernacle and there are the three

factors that enter into it. Very typical of God's truths of salvation as lie wished to put

them upon the people. C is of further details of worship --the incense alter is described and

other small things that were not built into the tabernac&e yet were put into the Tabernacle

to be used. there. Matters were given on the use of these things in regard. to the cleanliness

of the prits and so on. D is the.esignation of men to direct the construction. It was desig

nated to Moses who was to have the leadership of the construction and who the men were to take

charge in the building of the Tabernacle. God said that He had. given special leaders and He

said that He had given as a leader The Holy Spirit to make Moses adequate for the doing of

this work. God. trains men to do His tasks and God trained these men for this purpose.

In connection with this direction$ about the building of the Tabernacle and. all of that, it

is interesting that God would insert right here in His directions to Moses six verses of stress

on the Sabbath Law because the Sabbath was a la that stressed the people's relationship to

God and no matter where they were on this day they were to keep this day and it did stress very

definitely the relationship to God.. God has aplan and purpose in all of history and. in all of

His work and this the Sabbath Law stressed repeatedly through the Pentateuch. It was stressed

earlier than their going through the wilderness and. it was stressed much in connection with the

Lawnd. it was means of which the Law was expressed much. It was one way that the people could

remember the Law and. not become indifferent. They were impressed in this way the great im

portance of showing forth His righteousness.

Pentateuch #8

Number 3 is the Tabern.c built and its worship established --6 chapters of the building of

the Tabernacle and these chapters begin with that which these first end. After it was told

to Moses how the Tabernac&e should be built, He then says, "Remember the Sabbath Day" and then
and

when Moses tells the people/the priests have been told their duties, God then says "Remember

the Sabbath Day" and it comes at the end. of the directions for the making of the

Tabernacle. So the section iegirte with that vutb which number 1 ends. After that in general

it follows the course of number one. Number one is repeated. in no. 3 and in fact it is practicall
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repeated word for word. except that it will be in a different tense. It is do this, do that,

do the other thing and. they said they build the forces in that way. The lord stresses the

carrying out of the exact details by repeating all of this over again and by telling how

He lanted. it done. Here we have history coming into view and we are reminded that God. &id

not lay down whole complete and. final system for us. He dealt with the people, lead them

along and gave them what they needed next. It is very wise if we take advantage of the Law

and. the purpose for which it is given. Ill, of Seminaries and not needing four months to

recuperate. Drs. not recognized unti]!they have had. time of practice. The real purpose of the

Seminary's vacation is for the purpose of students doing practical work. If a person does

that in his first year he is apt to get far more from his second. year of work than he might

otherwise receive. If he gets internship between his 2nd. and 3rd year it helps his 3rd. year

to be even better. God. gives instruction and then He gives them the change to digest it and

to work it out in practical experiences. We thus have law given and. then the reaction of the

people. It i done this way in order that the people may take it and understand it and know

the why of it. It would be good. for ministers and missionaries to realize that they should give

only the truths when the people can grasp them and. not try to give too much all at once. We have

no. 2 for interruption and 1 is of practical application. The covenant was given to Moses in

the mountain and while there it was broken so no. 2, the interruption, can be divided. into 3
32:1-29

parts. Small a is the incident of the golden calf--the peopje turn away from God. Small b is

Moses's intercession 32:30-33:23. It is not absolutely certain where to make the break between

incident and the intercession because the two are closely tied. together and the part of the

intercession comes early and is really a part of the indident. It is all really a part of the

break at that point. Much space is devoted to Moses's intercession for the people. I would

advise a careful study for you of this section as a unit. There are'certain parts here that are

repeated much in Sunday Schools and. then other parts that are never mentioned. The section is

aimit and ch. 32 and 33 in this we have the people's hypocrisy and God's dealing with Moses

and we have groat spiritual lessons here. To take it as a unit and to see the relation of each

part to the other cannot help but bring a blessing but we don't have much time in just the semester

but I do want to stress to you the importance and may be mention one feature of

When Moses was doing the interceding for the people and doing so much to bring the people back

to God then it is necessary that Moses Himself be strengthened in His own spiritual life. He
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is given a speci revelation of God. at this time in order that e may be strengthened and

that is very vital as when you're dealing with others you yourself need new wells of spiritual

strength to enable you to dow what you are doing. It would be well when you see someone in

a situation like that to pray for him. Many criticize because there are some features they

like or else they will praise him as though he has no faults. We see no need. of Moses's

at this special time but Godriid. This special nearness was given to refresh him in this time.

Another thing t0 notice briefly here is how God said he would cast the people aside and make

a great nation of Moses but Moses plead for the people and God. sled said He would send the

people up there to the promise land but He would not go with them. How Moses pleadZ He knew

of their grrat need. Through all of this God is testing Moses and strengthening Rim so

will be able to meet the needs of the people. Yesterday I asked you to explain how Moses took

the tent of the meeting andfut it up outside of the campnd the reason is clear as to how he

wanted to show God's displeasure on the people. He showed their hypocrisy by taking the tent

out of the camp and making the people to come outside. This tent wa out ther and Joshua was

out there doing the jobs and it was the administrative headquarters which He put out there and

it had. nothing whatever to do with the tabernacle but yet the King
tabernacle

James version says that M0ses took the 4ei4 and pitched it outside of the camp. It is extremely

confusing. If tent is the word for tabernacle, why don't they use it always, etc. It is

confusing. If tabernacle is ued for dwelling place, then it should not be used for this

tent, etc. King James version, in the translation introduced endless confusion and. it is hard

to understand this passage here. Small c is the renewal of the Covenant --it has been broken

and it now is necessary to renew the Covenant. V. 1-35 is devoted t0 the renewal. The covenant

was made and established once and then the people turn away from it so it is necessary to

devote the chapter here to the renewal of it.
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We must be constantly renewing our relationship to Cod. We must reconcecrate ourselves every

day to the lord if our consecration amounts to anything. The acts you did years ago do absolutely

no good today without a constant reconsecration today. Some think that they can give their lives

and stop there without realizing that they must continually keep on. It is then easy to find

greed and selfishness among Christian workers. God. intends us to have true consecration. Pray

that He will not allow you to slip into this condition. Pray that He will keep us --you from

slipping away from Him so that outwardly you appear to be most sincere but inwardly you are

looking out for just your own pleasure instead of actually seeking in the will of God in every

aspect of your life. No. 3 is the tabernacle built and its worship established and. it begins

with that with which no. 1 ends and part of it is repeated. Ch. +0 tells of the setting up of
ch. 32 and 33 up

the tabernacle. Of course they couldn't move it outside the camp until it was set "t. No.4

the law of offering. It is rather unfortunate that there should be an interruption by the

ending of Exodus and the beginning of Leviticus. The roll happened to come to an end at this

point so they started a new roll but this is logically what comes immediately after the setting

of the tabernacle. The law of the offering within the Tabernacle--ch. 1-7. They all typify

Christ in His sacrifice and it is interesting and valuable to understand the great values of

these offerings--they don't all typify Christ but they typify certain aspects of Him and taken

all together they give a wonderful picture of the work of Christ to those who are looking oto

the law of offerings. No. 5 is the consecration of Aaron and his sons--Lev. 8-9. If the

law of offerings had not been inserted here we might have considered 5 as part of no. 3

No. 6 is another interruption. Sin among the people. The people have turned away. Sin breaks

out among the priests who have been set up by God. to show how people are to come to Him. When

the covenant was established originally Moses had gone with three other men to appear before

God. for the (formalgaticn\ of the covenant along with the 70 elders. The other two men sin

against God that they have to be cut off and we see what a terrible thing that two men who were

important in the helping of the stablishing of the covenant had to oe cut of for their sin.

When we think we stand then is the time to take heed. lest we fall. That is what happened here.

One is saved he is saved for eternity but it may be as by fire if he turn away. Satan is the

the god of this world and. that we must remember that he creeps in to the very center of God's

work if he possibly can. If you look for a perfect place here on this earth, you're going to be

disillusioned all of your life. Ii every human group, in every human organization sin has crept
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in. Sin often comes in to individual leaders and also the attitudes of the group. Aaron's two

eldest sons who were chosen to go up and now they turn against God and they go in and do the

sacrifice as they want instead of how God wants it done. Perhaps we should stop here and. mention

t'at there is a difference here between OT service and NT service to God. The difference it not

that we have a different way of salvation in any detail but that the events have occureu. and now

we can look back to them and. thus it is far easier for us t0 understand God's truths than it was

for the people in the OT days. They looked forward through a glass darkly and they looktd. forward

with signs, sacrifices and wtth indications but it was tifficult for them to understand it and

it was necessary for them t0 have the forms carried out just so in order that the representation

be given exactly. In God's atage of dealing with the people He told them He wanted it done$ just

a certain way and it was vital tihat they do it that way. When He tells of a certain way He wants

a thing done then of course He means that is the way it is to be done. After Christ came and

the things were preformed, to which they looked forward typically we now do not need these

sac-rificesand. the signs of the tabernacles and all of that as pictures to impress upon our minds

that withing which our salvation lies. We don't need that. We can read the Gospels, the Epistles

and we can get the teaching more clearly and more fully and ther is thus a remarkable difference

between the Old and. the New Testaments. In the Old there is detail after detail of ceremonial

law and exactly how all is to be done. In the New we are not told how we are to preach, hcw ou

church service to statt, end, etc. If God had wanted the details He could have indicated it so

claarly in the New Testament too. We can get the truth in a clearer way in the New than they

were able to get it--now we impress it on the minds of people in every kind of way. We can

work out our own methods of doing it. There is no set method although sometithes we find. nes

who think that they have the only right way of doing it. All different methods are ways we can

adapt to different types of people or to the particuk situations because God has not given us

full detailed instructions. If we turn away from His teachings however we are in exactly the

same positicn as Aaron's two sons who turned away from the law. E I have called the system of

worship from Ex. 25 to Lev. 10 and. right here is F Lawi for holiness of people and priests.
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Simply know the general contents of the section--I'll not expect you to know the exact details.

Foo-11, Holiness, Child birth-12, Leprosy 13-14 and other purifications in ch. l5and. then the

ch. that stancit out by itself in the midst of the directions is 16 and that is one ch. you ought

to remember. 16 of Lev. is the gre.at day of atonement --not one of the originals bt an addition

to it. Rules for purilty-17,-20; holiness of priests and. offerings 21-22; convocations 23;

shew bread and oil 24:1-9 and then the interruption --the incident of the and. his

punishment 24:10-23 and it is extremely unfortunate that that and the section before's ould

be combined in one ch. They are two such distinct things that they should be two chapters. If

some of you get the idea that I don't hink the ch. divisions are inspired., it is a very good

idea. The Sabbatical yr. and Jubilee in ch. 25; exhortation to obey God's law and then in 27

there is the law of vows and devoted. things. It is a rather common feature in the outline of the

books. G is entitle from Sinai to the plains of Moaba4 The first part of Numbers is preparation

for departure and it is dealing with the wilderness journey and. it is not a part of the laws for

parmanent relation for Israel to God. Numbers is an extremely unfortunate name for the book

as it begins with some numbers and. ends with some numbers but there are no numbers in between the

beginning and the end. It begins with preparing for the wilderness journey and so on explaining

all the details of it and then they describe their journey from there up to Kadish Barnea and. it

is a journey that did not take very long. God tells them to go up n the land. and He will go

with them and they refuseand God tells them they are to stay in the wilderness until that genera

tion is gone and a new generation is raised up. God. tells them it is too late to try to go

now and. God tells them their chan*e is gene now. What a lost opportunity this was for them as

God. had. told them to o forwaier1 God tells you today something that is His will for you, that

doesn't mean it is for tomorrow. Ill, of student who started for church in Canada and he got

nervous and came back, took job and later into church and he was dominant, etc. He had the idea

that he was to go back to Canada. When the Lord. gives you an opportunity it is for the present

time and not for some other time. Don't expect that God is going to take you back to some other

place. Confess to God and. make your restitution to Him and God will have a place for you from

where you are and not from where you were. Ques. of grapes that the spies brought out. Not

sure of the size of them.

Ch. 33 we have repeat of the journeys all the way from Egypt up to the plains of Moab and

we have regards to their entrance into the land. and how they were to divide it. e have no time
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to go into the details of the book but only the headlines of it. I commend the book of Numbers

to you to deserve much more study by Christians than it has. The moral of the Christian life

is a pilgrimage through the wilderness. We have our life here and. we are in Satan's territory

and in a far different situation we are than if sin had not come into the world. We are in a

land. that is not our own really and we find much in the account of the journey of the Israelites.

Much is peculiarly applicable to our spiritual lives and. it does deserve great study from that

standpoint. H is Moses's farewell address and. the book of Deuteronomy is indeed a unit. This

book is quite distinct from the rest of the Pentateuch and. it is more distinct than any *èher

book because it is different in purpose from the other books. There are sections of the Pen.

that have sections the same in purpose as Deuteronomy--sometimes there are verses or even whole

chapters in which the Lord urges the people to obey His law but here we have a book entirely

devoted to that purpose. Deuteronomy is made up of three addresses which Moses gives to the

people and in these addresses He urges upon them a recollection of the things God has doneor
V.,

them, stressing those things which are valuable for the people to have in mind--4'exhorting them

to remember that the pr1et gets one certain section of theoffering. People remember

these things anyway. Thse things are given in Lev. and can be looked up when the need arises.

Deut. stresses those laws which are vital that all the people should know. In 27-30 we have

entirely exhortation of the blessings God will give the people if they will follow on in the

line of sanctification and obedience to His law and. the miseries that are ahead for them if

they ignore His law and depart from it. This part is just as applicable to the Christian as

to the Jew. It will have to be applied in just a little different way. Mention of "swords into

plowshares----"

Fentateuch #11

It would mean nothing to ij.s if some masons took their swords and made them into plowshares but

we know that when the Scripture says it it means instruments of fighting--it may mean taking of

jeeps and turning them into farming equipement and. so the application is not to the precise thins

referred to but the idea of the sort of thing and from that tiewpoint these chapters in Deut.

are just as ap1icable to us. This could of course be misinterpreted. These people are being

encouraged to continue with God and rich blessing will b¬ theirs if they do but if they turn

away it is necessary that God rebuke them and. will have to show His wrath upon them in even a

more extreme way than on the ones who are in the region outside of knowing of His rich blessing.
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It may be that He would. have us to go through suffer$ing and misery so that the* joy of it might

be of a testimony to others. Usually when God brings things likethat into a Christian's life it

is God's way of showing His chastening or of God's means of showing that person their needs.

Usually when one walks away from God He shows His mercy by chastening them in order to make this

on to turn aback unto Him. So for our own spiritual life we have much to learn frwm these

passages. The last two chapters give orders for the law of preservation for the laws--the song

of Moses, the blessing of Moses upon the people and so the book of Deut. is a unified production,

a definite single work and they arranged in a logical order and lead up to the account of Moses'

death.

III is the authibship of the Pertateuch Who was the author? Usually you have the author of

the book right near the title of the hook but in Genesis you have no statement in the begining,

the middle or the end of the book as to who the author was. It would be ofnterest to see if

we could find elsewhere who wrote the book of Genesis. However, as we have notice; the Pentateuch

is a unit and the book of Genesis is not a unit by itself and we have no idea into the unit or

we don't know if it was original at all. All of our references to the Pentateuch in the CT and.

in the NT refer to it as to one book and the book of Genesis is the beginning of the law of Moses.

The law of Moses tells of the history of the creation right up to Sinai and. then gives the law

given at Sinai. Genesis is the preemble to the law and is a part of this uniflea thing--Geneits

with the first part of Exodus so if we find out who has written the rest of the Pent, it would

probably be the same one who wrote the rrst of Genesis. It would be usual if someone wrote

and incorporated it would be usual if he would say that he had done so. When we cominto the

other book we find. more indication as to who has written it. A we'll take as parts claimed to

be written by Moses. For this we have three places where it is stated about the laws --the first

of these is in Ex. .242J+2ll.:L and what is the importance of that ch.? We should recognize at once

that that is a part of the law f Moses that is a definite unit by itself and I trust that all

here recognize that the Book of the Covenant Ex. 19_2L and. then theaccount of ratification of

the Covenant. In Ex. 24 the account of the ratification o2 the covenant, we read in v.

and t}-.is is not right after the Ten Commandments but is after the ordinances re given in additioi

to the Ten Commandments. The people said that all the Lord has said we will do and in v. 7 we

hate how Moses took the Book of theCovenant and read in the audience of the people so we have

evidence here that Moses wrote laws and he wee-wrote them in the form which they called. the

Book of the Covenant and. they read. this to the people. Deut. 31:9 causes us to ask what is the
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law which Moses wrote. Moses speaks of it as a law which they have been familiar with for a

long time. 38 years before that the Book of the Covenai was written by him. We can't be

dogmatic about this one verse and say that when it says th't Moses wrote the law, it means that

he wrote the whole Pentateuch. It mans the book of Deuteronomy and. it is reasonable to think

it means the whole Pentateuch. In Deuteronomy he isn't trying to give a new law but to stress

again the law that has been already given but it isn't sufficient enough for us to reat the

entire case upon it.In the same ch. v. 2'$-.26 we read ' " and there again we have it and it

means the book of Deuteronomy bt it is reasonable t0 think it means the entire Pentateuch.

Again I would not rest the whole case on the verse but it is by far the most reasonable inter

ptetation of the verse. Over into other books we find references to the law of Moses and to

book of Moses arid that with these others would make it seem almost 100% that it is a claim to

Mses that he wrote the entire book. Ex. l7:1 ----there can't be too much stress put on the

"the ! as it is used. and it depends on the language.

Pentateuch #12

This passage along with theothers does suggest that Moses was the one doing the composing but

it doesn't necessarily mean it. In Numbers 33 we have another portion of the narrative that
V.

says specifically that Moses is to write --in e. 2 and the record of the journeys. A then

we shall call the pahts of thePentateuch claimed to be written by Moses but these parts go even

beyond that and they suggest very strongly the book as a whole is the work of Moses. B is that

other parts of the OT speak of it as the work of Moses. We have quite a many references in the

CT. Some in Daniel arid then not too many by the other prophets--quite a few in the historiie.al

books. If time permits this semester I may ask you to write a paper on the attitude of the rest

of the OT to the Pentateuch---does it recognize it as the work of Moses? What Is the Attitude?

All of the work this term is going to be of an accumulative nature. Some courses you can take

any book you wish and study it and it is a unit by itself. There are other courses where you

can get no good out of Dec. work if you know nothing of the Oct. and Nov. work. Each week builds

on the week before and you have to get each section in order t0 get then next. All that we

have had so far is foundation to that which we are going to o into. Getting the matter that e

consider together here in class is what is most vital. Ref. to I Kings 3:2 refers to law of Moses

as being very important as David talks to his eon Solomon. II Chron. 34 we read in V. 14 we have
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the law of the Lord as riven by Moses. Neh. 8:11 there is an instance in which no one doubts

that it is theentire Pent, to which it refers. C --the New Testament in quite a few instances

refers to the Bentateuch as the work of Moses and. we can look at a few. Mark 12:26, Luke 16:

so even the Lord Jesus Hi±eelf said that work of Moses and the prophets should be enough to win

men to the Lord Jesus. The way of salvation is so clearly given there that the resurrection is

not needed there as a proof. So Jesus refers to the Pent. as the work of Moses and. as something

that is of authority. Luke 2Ll:Z44. These are a few of the references where Jesus refers t0 the

Pentateuch as the Law of Moses--others could be given. Acts 3:22 gives a statement from Moses.

Acts 15:21 in the Jerusalem council II Cor. 3:15. Thus we have many attitudes that this is

the work of Moses. The question comes to our minds as to what difference does it make who wrote

it as long as God inspired it and. of course that is vital and it would be just as much God's

Word no matter who wrote it but if God causes other writers to refer to it as Moses's writing,

it leads us to believe very strongly that it is the Law of Moses. When Jesus speaks of it in

this way we have to say that He knew what He was talking about or that He was using double talk.

Christ could have simply said the Book of the Law and He could have easily avoided the reference

to Moses. We could say that he was trying to keep from offending them but that certainly was

not necessary at all and. then too we know that He did not try to kep from offending anyone when

he had to cry outagainst that which was not true. When you find a person referring to something

incidentally so that it makes clear his position on something in which it is not at all necessary

to do so you cannot escape the evidence that he very definitly belives that to be the case. Ther

is no motive, no reason to make a statement that is false. Thus it seems the evidence is quite

complete that Moses wrote the Pentateuch. I don't say we could build up a case but I do

thnk it does build up a quite strong case. When you take the authrrity of Christ ,Lien itis

quite evident. If we don't believe what He says about the authorship of the book, what will we

believe when we get into more complicated matters? There should not be a misunderstanding when

we say Moses wrote the Pentateuch and I know of no reason why it would not be possible that

Moses wrote every word of the Pentateuch. We have no original manuscripts today and doubtless

some errors have crept in and yet the Pentateuch has been extremely well-----.
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When we say that Moses is the author of the Pent. we mean that he wrote the great volume

and it is flow substantially as he wrote it and if minor changes were made later on in it

they were made by inspired men and. consequently the book in form as it was passed down by the

Jews is a book which s God's truth and which is substantial ly from the hand of Moses. I see

no difficulty in believing every word of it as the book or work of Moses but I simply say that

it is not necessary to hold quite as strictly t0 it. Take for instance the statement of the death

of Moses. There is no reason in the world. if God desired. him to do so when God had revealed t0

Moses that he was now to die and. this was the end of Moses's career and at the end of this book

which is the book of Moses's oration at the end. of his life that he could. not have put in there

that which God. revealed unto hi'' and on the other hand there is absolutely no reason to be sure

that he did it. There is absolutely nothing contrary to the statement that Moses is the auther

of the Pent. or to the belief in the Divine Inspiration of the Pentateuch if Joshua or some other

man lead of God added these few verses at the end to bring a conclusion to the book which Moses

wrote. If God caused Joshua or some other to put in occaionally a reference to a place to which

Moses speaks of and. that place is called so and. so, giving the later name of the place. I he

heard of a situation, Samuel might say it remains that way until thai ay and show thus how this

situation continues. It is altogether possible that the Pentateuch contains a few minor alteratio

or additions put in by other inspired men and. authoratative and. inspired. It is in no way contráy

to our doctrin e of inspiraticn if it should be so but I am not saying that such is so. I don't

say by any means it is necessary to believe it but if it should be it in no way interferes with

Divine authorship and Divine inspirations or with the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch.

$upposing someone says that Moses didn't writethe Pent. or that he wrote only a little bit of

it or none of it at all and that some other men wrote it andthey put it together in their own

way and the books formed and then they were attributed to Moses and. people said that he did. it

when he didn't actually at all and then Jeus came along and spoke of Moses. We don't believe

there even was a Moses and. we accept the NT teaching and then is it possible to hold these two

viws together? There were godly men in Eng. 60 years ago who believed in the Diety of Christ,

who believed in Christ as our sacrifice and who became absolutely convinced that the Pent. was

in no sense written by Moses and they tried for a logical explanation and there w* the most

obvious--the idea of accomodation. They said that Christ accomodated himself to the common ideas

of His day. They said that He didn'tcare who wrote it and it was God's Word. and they didn't

care who wrote it. They could call it Moses's law but that still didn't interfere with the truth
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of God's Word. and there were several who tried in this way to cling tanaciously to their beliefs

ad Christ in human flesh but still as God. but at the same time to reject the Mosaic authorsh'Ip

but there are not many who have held this view for any length of time. It is really double talk

and that becomes rather obvious when you think into it a little bit. If Jesus knew this was not

by Moses there wa no need for His saying that it was by Moses and if he accomod.ated Himself in

this regard we don't know how many other regards He might accomoaate Himself in and we know that

He is not a worthy teacher and laier for us if He would take such an attitude. We must say th

if this was not the work of Moses He coiild not have expressed Himself in thãay the Gospels quote

Him. This idea of accomodatiao.-which was held. by many *hen the higher criticism began to come in,

was given hp more andmmore by them. You will find that when people of Godly Christian background

begin to accept the higher critism and. begin to become to be convinced. as thousands of them do

every year then it is impossible t0 hold any longer a view which they held. before and the first

thing they do is try this idea of accomodation and they try to say that these historical matters

make no difference and'they say the facts don't matters but the truths are what matter. Who is

there to separate and. tell us what the truth is andhat is fact? It is taken into Barthianiam

although in its crude form it is not an attitude held by many stronger educated people so when

the person begins to accept higher criticism it is pretty apt to be his first expedient to try to

reconcile it with his belief in Christ. In this first attempt a great many godly Englishmen

tried to use it to hold their fkith in Christ and :.et at the same time trying to give up their

belief in the CT, not only in Moses's authcrship but in much of the fact of the CT. Phil. 2:6-?

They say that He gave up His divine knowledge when He came down to the earth and while here He

was able to reveal to us great truths about God but He had emptied Himself and He didn't know

if Moses had written or not so He just took theattitude of the day. He was ignorant about these

thingsand. they use the argwnent that no man , not even the Son of man knows when Christ is coming

lack and then they say thtHe emptied Himself of all Divine knowledge. It is not our part to

o into the theory of ono4s but we want to mention that the passage properly interpreted does

-not bear that interpretation in mind and. there is abundant evidence elsewhere that this is not

the case. 14 The teacher of the NT is that He is a reliable teacher. They were trying to give

up theOT but that does not work. The only satisfactory scjlution is that Christ knew what He

was talking about when He said that the CT was the work of Moses. They we-.e simply interested

in the truths and they interpreted. the literary and scientific knowledge. Tr-He didn't come

as a teacher of science but as one presenting great spiritual truths and thesr English ones argued.
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that the OT should be discarded and the teachings of the New accepted but it is not. satisfactory

attitude and it has not survived. Those who reject the Old reject a great mass of the statements

of the New as well as far as the historical accuiacy is concerned. They don't care if Christ did

die on the cross or not--it all just represents something and who are the ones to decide the

ithportant ideas?

14 Christ didn't come to teach those matters but was sent from God to givez us the great

truths of redemption and they will sound as though they accept the teachings about Christ and

then reject the dependability of the O.T. The other attitud$hat was taken was Kenosis. That is

that Christ emptied Himself and. having done this He didn't know the facts of the O.T. You can

see in Phil. 2:6,7 that such a passage doesn't warrant such a belief about Chttst. He just gave

up a certain amount of His divine glory and gave up the outstanding glory which He did have and

limited Himself to the discomforts of this life, not that Re rave up His divine knowledge or

divine power. As a matter fact, if you say that Re dosn't know what He was talking about you

pretty soon et donfused as to what He does know and what He know and. soon you don't have

the divine Chst at all. This view has been held by godly people and. though it was rather

inconsistent they still held on to it, though it is a view that doesn't stand. People soon take

the next step and give up their faith in the N.T. altogether. I think that we should recognize

that though it is not a major matter, to salvation at all, who wrote the Pentateuch--salvation

depends entirely on the Lord Jesus Christ, nevertheless it is not all a minor matter. We may

differ greatly as to what kind of communion we should use, or form of baptisim or even as to our

idea of what apocryphal books are inspired or not--we may differ as to kow ceremony we should

allow in the church--the high and the low church, and rest it on the what is the true teaching

of the word of God. Honest people have differed as to whit the Word of God taught on various of

particuir points but when it comes to who wrote the Pent, it is clear and unambigious that

Moses is referred as the author and that is what Christ believed about it. Though it is not a

matter directly coriected with our salvation as to who wrote the Pent. yet if we give up Christ's

authority on this, it is very hard to have Him as our Divine Lord. Therefore it is a matter of

great importance. One may be a very fine Christian and still not believe that Moses wrote the

Pent. and pay no attention to the Pent. but one is in the tirection of that which eventually

lead. him infideity and unbelief. It Is a vital matter and our religion is at stake in the

question.
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D. The Traditional. View of Jews and. of Christians that Moses wrote the Entire Five Books.

The attitude of Christ is what determines it but it is helpful to know that until comparative

recent years Jews and Christians have held that Moses wrote the Pent. Remember the statement of

Josephus which spoke about the five books of Moses as being the beginning of the Jewish O.T. We

have other statements in early Jewish books referring to this in this way and it has been the

attitude of thChristian church. There has been a little bit of contusion regarding some of the

early church fathers--Critics today have tried to show that questions arose about the authorship

of the Pent. away back and will take a statement of Jerome and will show that he wasn't quite sure

but what Jerome did was to discuss the theory that The 0. T. was 103t and that Ezra by divine

inspiration rewrote the whole bust.ness. Now according to this myth since there is no foundation

to it, but according to this myth, God dictated to Ezra all. the sacred books which had been lost-

that wouldn't make Ezra in any sense the author--it only was a regaining of that which already had.

once been written and Jerome--What is the difference does it make if Ezra did this or not--Moses

is the author in any case and so it is an entirely misunderattod thing and indeed on this question

whether Ezra re!rote that which was previously lost. That in no way affects belief in the Mosesic

authorship of the Pent. Ther is really no reason that we should pay attention to this 'yth but

there is nothing in the Scripture that eve wo'ld suggest this idea but there were some in the early

church that were impressed with this theory. If Ezra did re!rite them, the word inspiration should

not properly be used. He did it under the inspiration of the Holy Srit but what we mean about

inspiration is keeping the writer from error--what Ezra would have done wo l simply bei an in

strument for dictating, not a new book but one which had been bit and phologily it would

not have been impossible--Ezra having been brought up with full knowledge of these books, reading

them over and over aain, it would not have been impossible for Ezra to have this had they been

destroyed but of course we have no reason to believe that the books were lost and absolutely no

evidence that he ever rewrote them. The 0.T. has it was written has no vowels but simply the

consonants--that being the case, it is entiely ossible, when he read it to the people, read.

it to them the way they would talk instead of the way Moses spoke. Take the word have--contrast

how they pronounced it in days of Queen Elizabeth and how we pronounce it today. There are many

other words that we pronounce in an entirely different way--the es were all sounded at the end.

of their words. It is entirely possible that Ezra pronouned the words as they did in his day

instead of trying to imitate the talk of Moses. And we have the vowels in our Heb. Bible the way

that Ezra pronounced it, but the vowels are not part of the inspired tgtt--that doesn't mean that
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words were changed in any way, but that the vowels were put down as actually pronouncea ana since

we pronounce all the vowels differently from King James' time--I have hea it said that if Geo.

Washington were here, we probably couldn't understand a word he said. but we can read what he wrote

because that we pronounce in a different way and they retain the same ideas. All of this idea

that there was confusion is not so but the critics try to make much out of this.

What do we mean when we say Moses wrote the Pent? Do we mean that Moses wrote every single

word of the Pent. as it is today. He may have and we have no proof that he didn't but that is

not necessarily the case. We can believe in the Mosesic authorship of the Pent. if we believe

that Moses wrote substantially the Pent, as we have it now. The overwhelming mass of it comes

from the pen of Moses and there might have been the last chapter added later and some of the

pes might have been "iven later names and there might have been slight changes made at latter

times but made by men who were making them under the inspiration of the Holy S irit and free from

error. We have convincing proof one way or the other but if there were changes they were ex

tremely few. It is my erscnal view that almost all of it is as Moses wrote it down. I don't

think that we have evidence one way or the other. When we say that Moses is the author, we mean

that :t is substantially w'-at Moses wrote, even though there might be interpolations, brief addit4

ions and expinations but by inspired men at a later time--I said small changes anddid.n't all the

possibility of two or three chapters. It would be naturali to say that they conquered Laih,
# 15
which now is called Dad, etc.We might read aboit New Amsterdam and then change it to New York City

and little changes are very natural in a work of that type and it is altogether possible but not

necessairly true and there may be such in the Pent. In the bk. of Isaiah there would be similar

places but there is very little of historical nature of that type wher, the name of a place had

changed or the name of Isaiah's children which would be natural hero in te Pent.

E. Doubts of Jews and Christians regarding the Mosesic Authorship.of the Pentateuch. We

find t}-at the Rabbis held that Moses wrote the Pent. but very early they came to the idea that

moses didn't write the last eight verses--the view was that Joshua added the account of his death

after }e died and that prper1y doesn't belong under tis head--I wouldn't call that a doubt 0±'

Mosesic authorship but simply a question as to whether those eiht last verses were from Moses'

hand. or not but we wo'1d say that the attitude of the Rabbis was still on the pcsitiv, side.

About 1150 A.D. t1er was a prominent Jewish writer by name-Then Ezra. H livea. in the Arabic

countries and he made the statement about the insoluable mystery---"beyond Jordan" Deft. 1:1-

"the Canaanite was then in the land-Gen 12:6; Moses wrote DEut. 21:9; in the Mt. of Jehovah he
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shall be seen, Gen. 22:l4 and the ref. to the iron bed-stead of King 0g. In Deut. 3:11. He

was an orthodox Jewish writer on Biblical and Tehnudic themes end he is in no sense a critic but

he does say that these verses are an insolule mystery. He picks these statements at random

from various porttions of the Pent. and people who read his book quite sure what he meant

by them but in modern times, when people began t0 eny to the Mosesic authorship of the Pent._-thp

point out that even Then-Ezra didn't b1ieve it in his aayx. Few ould Moses have saia these

Etatcmpnts and Moses couldn't possibly have said this. Deut. 1:1 says that Moses spoke to the

people when they were beyond Jordan--Moses never was in Palestine, how cc ld this be? That is

natural enrough for a later writer to say. Suppose that I were to begin a oook with the statement

that I did. a certin thing when I was on the other side of the ocean and if you had proof that I

haa never been on the other side of the ocean--my statement would have been on this side anu. not

on the other side. That is what Iben-Ehra must have meant though he didn't say what he meant.

When Moses died, certainly the Canaanite was over the land of Palestine and the Israelites had

to go !n and conquer them. In ten. 12:6 you read about the Canaanite still being in the land.

If someone wrote that in the time of David or Solomon it would be easy enough for someone to say

that, because it was important that T..t and Abunx not have strife because then the Canaanite might

cone up and destroy them. I might say that 100 years ago a procession came down and marched down

Market St. and then say, Market St. was then the main at. in Wilmington. Why on earth would I

say that because Market St. still is the main st. in Wilmington. But I were to say they marched
in

down French St. so many haveA recent years said that because it mentions this in Gen. 12:6 proves

that the Canaanitr was not then in the land--therefore the Pent. cannot be b Moses and there

were other statements of this type. The ref. to the iron bed-stead of Og---why mention iron there?

That is interesting if it occurred later on but why would Moses think that was iinpxortant enough

to mention. All the critical scholars today will tell you that Then-Ehra didn't believe th&t

Moses wrote the Pent. but he was afraid to say so and the conservative ones will say that he

did believe in the Mosesic authorship but the fact of the matter is that we don't know what

Then-Ezra meant--he certainly, if he had doubts didn't think that they were worth making a fuss

about them. It is even possible that he thought they were interpolations and. there is no reason

why there might not be a few interpolations which would not be important in relation to the context

which would have been put in at a later date. After Then-Ezra we have no other evidence of the

quetioning among the Jews until Stenoa, the pantheistic philosopher who heard of Then-Ezra

words and. said. that if Then-Ezra had been an unbeliever that Moses had. not written the Pentateuch
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and Spenoza said in addition to that you read in Gen. 14:+ a feference to Dan and the name of

Dan, he says, that you read in Judges was given later on and he says in Gen. 36 you read that

the kings who reigned in Edom before any kings in Israel and how could Moses say that when there

hadn't been any kings in Israel at all. Num. 12:3 says that Moses is the meekest man in the

world andhow could Moses write a think like that about himself. Also if Moses was writing he

would say I and not Moses so he says that Moses did not write the Pent, but he wrote the laws

in the Pent, and someone eLe connected the laws which Moses had written down. I don't know just

off hand what Spenoza's date is. It is not earlier than 165&, and not later than 1750. This

attitude of Spenoza had little influence on the orthodox Jews then or with Christians--perhaps

some with unbelievers. There were Christian writers now--irk and. Hobbs and Simon began to

write and they said Moses only wrote only part of it and. he couldn't have written all of it and

some of them even said. that Moses didn't write at all. Christian writers took up these writings

and answered them. W11iam Henry Greed said of them that all thise superficial objections were

most ably answered by and Carsell. wrote in 1736 and Carsell in 1731 and. they

took up these different matters and. they gave what they though was a satisfactory answere anciit

seemed to the Jews and the Christian church a sufficiently good answer and they didn't bother

particularly about the objections and. there was no great body at the Christian church that

questioned the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch until within the last century and a half.

I imagine that today 90 of the educated Jews don't believe that Moses wrote it. That is a

development of very recent years. I told a Jew that Moses wrote the entire Pent, and didn't

believe that J.E. ware the source of it he was quite amazed and told me that I was more of

a Jew than he was, etc. He was quite hurt to find a Christian who gave more honor to Moses than

to this other.

#16
Witsius and. Cartvov wrote. Witsius wrote in 1736 and Cartvov wrote in 1731 . Modern writers

may disagree as to whether they answered this arguments or not but at least these objections made

no head way to speak of in the Christian church or among the Jews. There were a few writers

and largely unbelieving writers who were against Chriatianity altogether and they were writing

these statements and taking these views. An occasional Christian writer would adopt some of

them but it was very seldom . We are today in a much better position to deal with these particular

objectives then people at that time. Then they didn't know much about the actual situation in

Palestinc' in the time of Moses. All we knew was what we could gather from the Bible and therefore
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to decide with a matter fitted with the historical situation or not was a case in which one was

not in theosition to decide for they were in as good a position as we are to decide if Moses

wrote of his own death and the answer to flat is that we simply do not know but we do know t}iat

Moses might easily have been lead. of God to put the account of his death, knowing it was just

ahead. It might have happened or Joshua might have written it--it really d.oesnot matter. As to

the statement of Moses's character, it was really one of the remarkable things about the Bible.

Frankly and straight it speaks of individuals in it and. it does not have the attitude of most

writers except for the writers who wrote the Bible. Many writers gloss over the faults of the

ones they like, etc. One of the remarkable things of the OT Is how very objectively it speaks.

David is the an after God's haart, the gret hero and yet David sinned and his wickedness and

meanhess is presented in the simplest way. Moses is the great hero and yet his feek4sh foolish

action in killing the Egyptian and trying to take the arranging of God's plan into his own hands.

It is clearly put forth to us and not covered up at all. When Moses sinned, nô excuse is made

for him. God's rebuke to Moses is quoted directly to him. Now under these circumstances, is it

strange that the good points should also be given in this direct way? If you don't believe that

Moses could write these good things about himself in a staaightforward way, how could he write

the bad things about himself? No one has questioned this that I know about. Some of these

questions are historical and some ota of them are philological. Now one question which should

not have caused difficulty is the place beyond Jordan and. I am surprised that a scholar such as

Then-Ezra could not keep from being bothered by that as this phrase "beyond Jordan" is a very

poor translation of the phrase. The-It occurs in Deut. 1:1 -King James, Revised., etc, The

Revised goes back to most translations siven to this phrase which is actually not so accurates

what the King James has here. However the King James is not accurate either. In ch. 3, 8

you find that word again but in v. 20 he is talking of a word beyond the other side of Jordan.

The word beyond Jordan in this verse, v. wand in 11:30 means what is on the west side of the

Jordan and in 1:1, 5, 3:8 it means on the east side of the Jordan and if traced thorugh you see

it does not mean beyond of this side either one. The word means at the side of Jordan and can

be either side and. I think it is a mistake of the King James to have it put definitely on either

side and. put in what they think is correct. It isn't on either special side but it is on the

side of. Palestine is divided into two parts and you can speak of what happens on one side and

of what happens on the other side of the Jordan. If they want to indicate the special side, they
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say so. specifically and so it is at the side of the Jordan and in many cases you find where it

means one side and in many cases where it means the other side and when you come to the statement

that the Caanite was in the land you know that the Caananlte migrated into the land and the

Caananlte was not alwayin the land and they came to the land just as the IáraeUts did only

they cane somewhat earlier and the Israelites in the time of Moses doubtless knew that the Cananite

had come so when Moses says that he means that they had already come and they were there as a

factor even as they are today. That is a word that could look toward the back or toward the future

Of course that fact was not known 200 years ago so they could not give that answers to it except

as a pure conjecture. The statement about the iron bedstead of Kng Bashan'we know was just

about the time the Israelites came into Palestine as that was the beginning of the iron age. That

was not known until the last 50 years. Up to that time people used either wood or bronze'and thus

it was qutte something for the king to have an iron bedstead. and only the king could afford to

have such a thing thus it was worthy of remark. People didn't know that 200years ago either and

now most of them are fairly easily explained with the knowledge we have here today --many of them

are things that are stated by themselves and many of them are interpolations and could be later

inserted with no regard to the author of the Pentateuch. Like in the mt. of the Lord it shall

be seen" and it is dealing with the place where the temple was later built. You could say in

the mt. you could see this plainly where Abraham took Isaac to offer him on that altar or there

may have been a reason why it wa called by that same even at that time. It doesn't have t0 be

an interpolation and it may be airight to have it used in the time of Moses. If it was an

interp&lation, I belie it was written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit and inspired of

God and it is a true statement and does not affect the true authorship of the Pentateuch. YOu

maytoday find people who are raising these particular arguments and it would wise for you to be

familiar with these arguments in such a case but they can be fairly easily answered. Green has

fairly good discussion of them in his book, "Higher and any conservative book written

in the last centy i apt to have a very good discussion of these particular difficulties even

though some of them have new evidence on them in the last few years but they are not a real

problem. They did not make a great impact on the Christian church. The Christian church 150

years ago believed almost unanimously in the Mosaic authorship and. these objections had been

madee as much as a century before that time. They are not the things we have to meet today and

consequently I though this time I would put them under the heading of the Mosaic authorship of

the Pentateuch ra\eithan on the next. The next heading is on a unified whole and. is something
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quite different from these although it has taken these up and. used. them to some extent so

the next is IV--The Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch. Higher criticism means criticism,

not point out flaws or errors, but rather means a study of introductory matters. You have

criticism of art, litarature--if you are sometime tempted to go to the movies, pick some news

paper and read the reviews thereof and you will read how much money has been wasted. in making

the awful production and how everything is so awful and you wonder how anybody could go and see

such a thing.

# 17. That might be criticism but thatis not what we mean. You sometimes might notice

an ad. on one page of a paper and. see how this was the greatest picture ever filmed and right in

the next column you probably would see how the critic wasted half an hour and tells how it was

the poorest worthless thing that he ha ever seen and the critic would simply tear the thing to

pieces while right next to it they were paying good. money to sponeer it. People who are hired

to make an evaluation soon get so tired of it, that they tend to be old hardened critics, so

criticism has naturally come to mean picking flaws, but that is not what properly the word means.
on

To critize properly means to evaluate and try to see what the points are one side and the other

and criticism should be constructive and higher critism doesn't properly mean the aenying of the

Mosesic authorship but that which means to take up the book and look at it and examine it as to

matters of date, authorship etc. and see what the evidence is. We call it higher in distinction

to lower criticism because it takes the matter up of the text and fits the right word, or has there

been an error in transmission --this kind of criticism simply means an attempt to try and evalute

these things but there is a movement which began about 150 years ago which has run through a

very definite course and which has led* to views which are very widely held. and which have been

one of the greatest forces iti in the Christian world which have as much to do with our religious

httuation today as any other single force and consequently it is necessary that we have an under

standing as to what this movement is as to how it went from one approach to another and what effedt

it has said--that is why we call it higher criticism.

P. Consideration of early Objections to the Mosesic Authorship. Refer to Prof. Briggs

o 'anion gem.--booklet published in 1893. Higher Criticism of the Hexteuch.In ch. IV we have

the rise of higher criticism. We have already mentioned Then-Ezra and he mentions that these

certain verses are an insoluable mystery but there is no proff in whether he believed in the

?4osesic authorship of the Pentateuch or not. He was an orthox Jewish comentator. Around. kOO
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some other critics added a few more and Spinoha and gathered these objections together

adding some of their own. He, Briggs then lists iP separate passages under four heads and I would

like everyone to be familiar with these verses especially.

Historical Objections--Gen. 12:6--the Canaanite was then in the land. Briggs says that this

implies that this was not the case. Other books make th statment that this statement couldn't

possibly have been written until the time of Solomon because the Canaanite was in the land a1

of that time. Wm. H. Green points out that that doesn't meaa that he Canaanite isn't now in the

land. Abraham and Lot were fighting--it was necessary that settle the argument peacably---why,

because the Canaanite was then in the land but the Canaanite zx is now in the land and the Lord

has promised to drive them out--the people hever have been there and. they don't know the sit'aion

there and they are looking forward to the time when they can go into the land anod will give it

to them and they will possess it ao we would say that this doesn't imply that he was not now in

the land and we know that the Canaanite was then recently in the land and there was a time before

when the Canaanites weren't there. It doesn't prove anything about what the situation is right

now--to say that when they were quarreling and thus not be in danger of the Canaanites. You

might say there were gansters then in Chicago--that doesn't mean that there aren't gangster there

now but it does mean there *as that particular time when gangsters were dangerous. It m is the

kind, of verse that cold easily be interpolated but I think it is sorething that would be natural

be natural for Moses to put in to explain but suppose that Moses write this verse and that

it comes at the time of 2oiornon or later--this wouldn't in any way prove that Moses written

the Pent. It is true that there are other phrases which had no word. of explanation put in so

know that it wasn't a regular habit to put interpolations. You can't explain something that is

an interpolaticn if the whole clause depends upon it.

2. Gen 14:14--Abram pursued the five kings as far as Dan. Briggs says that Dan did. not receive this

name until long after the time of Moses; Jud. 18:29 tells us that in that time they called this

city Dan after Dan, their father--it used. to be called Laish. It could be entirely possible that

there might have been another city called Dan in that area--I would think it more probable that he

used. the orginal name Laish and the name might have been changes after all. One wora.s seems to

have been changed to make it intelligb1e to later readers but that proves nothing about the

Mosesic authorship.

3. Gen. 3&---puts down a list of names of kings that ruled. over Edom. Now what does this verse

have to say about the Mosesic authorship. There is no prolem in his knowledge about Ed.om since
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Moses took the children of Israel through there. It mentions about there not being a king over

Israel--before that time. That vrrse implies that Moses knew that Israel was going to have a king.

Suppose t1 in the day of Columbus someone would say about something happening in Holland before

there were ny predents in the U.S.--it was still 350 years before there were- preidents

in U.S. It was all right to mention the kings of Edom and tells us how they are established

and then mentions the kings which are perfectly natural. But then why would he say the next

phrase when there were no kings in Isre1--it wasn't until hundreds of years later that any kinis

came in and yet he says these are the kings of Edom before there wer ix any kings in Israel.

If that were written in the day of Solomon it would sound quite natural but not in the days of

Moses. Iben-ezra thoight this was an insoluable mystery and Spinoza thought that &ood proof

that Moses didn't write the Pent. It is easy to imagine that this chapter could have been inserted

by someone at an earlier time--it isn't an organic part of the whole and you don't disrupt the

chapter by taking it, and it easily co'1d be a later interpolation; I don't think that this was

the case but even if it were it wouldn't prove that Moses didn't write the Pentateuch. As a

matter of fact, if you read the Pent. as a whole--- if you read Genesis as a whole you will lina

it possible to see why Moses made this statement. It would be perfectly reasonable why Moses

should write such a statement as this. In the Pent. you alread read how God told Jacob that there

would be kings--Gen. 35:11 and. there would be kings fo his iescendents and we are given these wone

ful promises about Jacob and the Israelites know that they are going to have kings and. yet before

Israel has had any kings at all, Edom has had this long list of kings. In view of the promises

to Jacob, it is a very natural thins for Moses to say--before the leader, the chosen of God, before

they have had. any kings at all, Edom xxxU ku had. this longs list of kings. It doesn't require

that Israel alrady have a king in the land but it does require that the promise already be given

and we have that promise already. Of course when Israel came into the land, it was a long time

before the Lord gave them kings and there was this long period in which the people seemed to think

it better not to have king but here was the promise right in Genesis. Here was Edom that had kings

before they did.

3. Ex. 16:35 --The children ate manna forty-years before they came to a land inhabited; they did

eat the manna until they did came to the borders of Canaan'! He says that this inTçies the entrance

of the Israelites into the land of Canaan after the death of Moses--cf. Josh. 5:12. This could

nct have been written until the time of Solomon or David according to Briggs. It would put the

date only a little bit later according to the view of if fulifilled in Joshua 5:12.
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This could be an interpolation that was made a few weeks after the death of Moses. Do you

think such is the cas?I trust all of you know what precedes and. what follows aqd the context of

this verse. Let us suppcse that Moses wrote down these things as they happend--is v. 35 as

an interpolation? Of course God could have enabled. Moses to write all about Httler , St1in

if He had chosen to b so, but leaving that out of consideration--do you think that Moses could

have written this verse? Could Moses have written this versex--No, he coulan't have. Suppose that

God were to say, "I am going to give you manna all the time for the 40 years until you get to

Canaan--why couldn't He say that? Only two years after they left Egypt, the Lord. told them to

go up and. conquer the land but the people of Israel were scared and wanted to go back to Egypt,

so God, told them they would stay in the wilderness until all the generation had. passed on--Moses

could have written this incident after Kedesh-Barnea--He certainly knew that the people were

going to be there forty years--they came to the borders of the land of Canaan less than two years

after they left Eipt and. they didn't go in because of their unbelief and there is absolutely

no evidence that God had. revealed to Moses that they wouldN!t go in then.

# 19 Moses could have put this in his account--I don't think it likely that he put it in

the beginning of his ministry but as they had be'n gcin many years--and after he knew that they

would be there 40 years it would be very simple for him to put down that k they would be there

40. It could be an interpolation that Moses put in himself and perfectly all right t0 put in

years later in his life arid has nothing to interfere with the Mosesic authorship-He couldn't have

written this at the time when they first began to have manna since they nor Moses knew that they

were oin to be eating manna +O years. If Mcses wrote the story later on he certainly could have

written this but if he wrote it at the time of the happening it could be something that he adoea.

argument from silence is a good. argument. If someone said to me that David Jones was Presiaent

of U.S. I could prove from silence that he never was president of U.S. If somebody on the other

hand had been to U.S. and then he goes back to Europe and they ask him what do the people of U.S.

think about their president, David Jones and he says there is no such man and. they gould ask how

did he know and then he would. say, I never heard about him, --that wouldn't prove anything because

in the course of a year he might not have heard of him. Even someone in this class, if he had

had not taken American History might never have heard of Miller Stiliwater--it is a matter of

whether silence is to be expected or not. When you find Moses and the people at the sorders of

the land and. Moses tells them to go up arid conquer the land but they are afraid and God. then

tells them that they will be in the wilderness forty years until all of them are dead. That
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is the best argument in the world that Moses did not know of this before hand. That God gave it

to them then as a result of the situation aria. in a case like that you would have to have mighty

stron evidence that Moses had aryik± idea of knowing anything about this before this time. It

doesn't interfere with Mosesic authorship because Moses was living lon' after this coula have

been written--if ther are statements in 0-en, quoting what Abraha-i said, there is no reason at

all why Moses couldn't have interpolated in Abraham's account statements at his time bringing

things up to his time but that as nothing o do with Mosesic authorship thzough it would have

to do with interpolations. In this case there is every reason to believe that Moses knew before

they got to Sinai that they would be spending forty years in the wilderness but before this time

Moses certainly didn't know that they would be there 4-O years. So this story which Moses no doubt

wrote in preliminary form at the time of the event described must have had this statement put in

later but there is no reason that he couldn't have done that any time after Kadesh-Barnea--he

knew then that they would be there at least LfQ years. The purpose to give an account cf the

hapDening*x that took place there so people in the future would remember about God's mercy upon

them--he then hc' could simply assume a discontinuance of the manna as soon as the enaof the time

for the end of it as the time predicted had been given. It is entirely possible that none of

the Pent. was written until later on and consequ-nt-ly if Moses had sat down after Kadesh Earnea

he would have know it then, but if he had written it at the time of the event he would have had

to insert this later but that doesn't prove that it isn't Mosesic. If you take any book that a

man writes today, if you get the 2nd edition you will find interpolations put through out to bring

it up to the time of his later edition.

%. Deut. 1:1 "These be the words which Moses spake beyond Jordan'!-this implies that it was

an author already in Palestine beyond the Jordan. Of course "beyond Jordan" is what the R.V.

The A.V. says this side of Jordan but that is an inasertion that is not in the original. There is

nothing in the Eeb. which says "this". The evidence which I gave you a few days ago would look

very strongly in the other direction. This word is used to descirbe one side of Jordan and the

other side of Jordan, right here in the book of Deut. Sometimes It has the wrod, eaard or

westward with it and Moses says that there is a land. eastward that God is going to give them and

and land westward that He is going to give them and other times he doesn't use east or west but

he uses the word of either side. Examination of the use of the word shows that the word doesn't

mean bcyond but is a mis-trnaslation. That the author of commen. in the ICC from Union Theo. Sein

should have own that this word does not mean beyond is amazing-it is astounding ignorance.
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Moses did not write beyond Jordan--he wrote a He'b. word and. not an English and. If you want to

know what this word means look at B.D.B. own dictionary or better still look at the usa::es of

the word in the Bible and you will find that the word does not mean beyond--It is used of both

sides of the Jordan--in Deut. it is sometimes used. of both sides in the very same verse. It

means on th side of Jordan and can mean either side. Note Num. 32:--this would be a very good.

verse for your notes. The same word is 'ised of both sides of the Jordan--it means the area of

either side--if the word were always used cf the ara of the eastern side we could advance the iki

theory that was was the uise of Trans-Jordan but we actually find, that the word. is used of both

sides. It means on the side of Jordan and. as a rule from context which it is. You might say,

"In the States" but that wouldn't say which state--look at the word throughout Scripture anu.

see how it is used--the man be on both sides of the river at the same time.

# 20. It is the part of land. on the side of the river and as a rule you can tell from context

which side is being spoken about. It doesn't say the other side and. the word. doesn't i& mean

the other side--whether it means the other side or not you have to learn from context and see

how it is used.. Here it means when they are in the area of Jordan and Moses speking of

the other side. It would be perfectly possible for the word t0 mean the other side and it has

been assumed by people that it did mean the other side and translated the other side--even the

translators of the King James' knew that much--about a third of the times they put it down as

this side and the other side about two thirds of the cases. If I were to say--"these are the

words which Gen. MacArthur said. to his troops just before they left the Philippines" and I just

made them up out my own head, it would be true that Gen. MacArthur was in the Philipines and

that he left there and that he probably made a speech to them but it wouldn't be true anything

that I said in the speech would. be true. You wouldn't expect Gen. MacArthur to say these are

words of 0-en. MacArthur. I might say that these are the words that 0-en. Mac. said across the

ocean but he wouldn't say across the ocean if he were alreaay over there--particularly if he had

never been in America in his life and. Moses had never been in Palestine. Of course all that is

an assumption of the meaning of the word that it doesn't have--the word. doesn't mean beyond.

It means in this verse Mr. Oldham brought up that It is in the plain over against the Red. Sea

and. he is way beyond. Kadesh Barnea when he says this. It would be an altogether possible statement

that Joshua could. have put on this--it is not necessary to say that Moses wrote the title of

the book which is part of the first verse but I see no reason why Moses couldn't have done it.

Moses, knowing very well that they were going into Canaan could very well have said, beyond Jordan.
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There wouldn't be any reason in the world that he couldn't have said beyond Jordan but the truth

of the matter is that he didn't say that--it simply means on the side of Jordan.The question is

on the meaning of this word---is the truth of the matter that Moses didn't write this but someone

later on wrote and put Moses across and someone might have put the heading on later on and that

would be perfectly all right and it wouldn't have interfered with Moses writing the rest of it

but it isn't necessary to believe that.
Esau

6. Dett 2:12--says the children of Iixii destroyed the Horaites . Briggs says that this

implies the conquest of Canaan by Israel but you would have to look at that in the context to see

just what it means. This is an argu.ent built upon one word. Here Moses is speaking t the people

and he tells them how Esau will take oter the land. as Israel will take over the land of Caanan.

There we have an argument that Moses not only could have written it but that he couldn't have

said. it because this part of the orginal which Moses gave. Could Moses have written it or could

he even have said such a thing? This is rather hard to figure out by putting in an interpolation.

Someone could l.ter put in a time or place and something like that could easily be put, but here

is something in a speech of hoses. It would be as though you had a speech of Gen. MacArthur in

which he said before he left the Phillipines, "Just as the Americans have flooded over Japan

so the we will flood over the Philippines--they did it later but not at that time.. You might say

this has a prophetic element therein--just as Israel is going to concuer Canaan later on. Some

critics say that this verse couldn't have been written until the time of David when all of Canaan

had been conquered. But it doesn't say until all of the land of Canaan had been conquered. It

certainly would be possible for Moses to say this just exactly as it stands before his death.

It seems a very important and significant statement--in Rum. it tells us how they conquered about

a third of Palestine--all of Tranajordan, the land. of the Og, king of Bashan--all the territory

that beloneed to 2 of the tribes and therefore why couldn't Moses say, just as Israel conquered
this
ati XhX land so Edom had conquered that land which God had given them. Israel had conquered some

land already and there is reason for Moses to refer to something they had. already done. This was

the land of their possession though it wasn't all their land. Deut. 3:11, 14; 34:10; Gen. 22:11+;

Num. 21:14; Deut. 27:2 and Num. 12:3. Write a brief statement why you think that these verses

might raise a question as to whether Moses wrote the Pent, or not. See what you think is the

problem and think of an answer for it.
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7. Deut. 3:11. Ref. to Og, king of Bashan who had an iron bed-stead.The mention of iron is the

problem therej4oses is reminding these people. It sounto many that it is something that happen

ed away back. Geo. Washington has a great army at Valley Forge--his headquarters are still up

there. You wouldn't say that Gen. Fishenour lead an army into France ana the one who airected

them can still be seen but I don't think that it necessai'tly means here a long time. The leader

Moses is simply reminding the people that they defeated the king 0--here is the bed-stead cf

his that has been preserved and there it is to remind us all but it is reminding them of some

thing that is up there right now as a visible evidence of something that is there right now.

The verse is in parenthesis in the R.V. and it sounds very much like an interjectory statement.

Re says in the previous verse that at that time they took tte land out of the hand of the two

kings of the Amorites---is not noses there reminding khmm of the goodness of God; this man who

was a dant has been overcome and the people were here fearing going into the land because of

the giants there but isn't that wonderful proof of the goodness of God.. Look how big he was

with his bed-stead of iron. It seems to me that Moses would. have a purpose in saying it right

t',-ere to the people and yet the verse coula be soething which a later writer inserted as an

explanation of this fact which would not interfere at all with our idea of Moses writing it

and simply this insertion by an inspired man of God could have been put in later but I don't

think that it is neisary to believe this. It is clear that they h iron in that day bdt it

was rather an oddity and didn't have a great deal oit.

8. Deut. 3:11i "Jair the son of Manasseh took all the country of Argob unto the coasts of

Geshuri and Maachathi; and called them after his own name, Bashan-havoth-jair unto this day."

What is the problem here about the Mosesic authorship? It is th reference "unto this day"-

it seems very strongly against Mosesic authroship at first sight. Supposing that I were to say

last year Gen. Eishenhour came to Wilmington and they changed Rodney Square to Eishenhour Square

and it has remained that name until this day. Sup-pose that happened about six months ago. I

mithity very well say that to you here but to go and say that it remains that name unto this day-

I might say that 40 or 50 years from now but if it happened only six months ago it wod be very

unnatural.for me to do that. Immediately it raises the question to what day--it seems that it

would refer to a time long after. how conid. be it be that Moses could have written it. It

means that it has continued until the very present. It is not the sort of thing that one would

naturally expect about an event that has happened just recently--it might be a later writer that

put this down when it happened--that is that it continued even to his day but I don't feel that
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is necesarr-_this is not merely someone describing something that had happened but is a man

exhorting the people not to fear; the people are wondering whethr they can concuer that land

which has so many more people and Moses tells them to remember how they conquered these people

on the one side of Jordan already--why six months ago we had this battle and we conquered that

place and called the place by that name which is still stadning today. It wasn't simply a raid

but you have the evidence right in front of you. The conquest had stuck. The American armies

ran over Belgium and headed for western Germany and. then the time of the bulge battle--someone

might have said look how you said. you conqered. this section but now it is all one and the

Germans are back there again. But here is a conque3t that stayed so why should you be afraia.

It was a sign of the goodness of God that not only eiabled you to make a raid but to conquer and

and es-tablish the place which you took and to keep it. It might be an interpolation and if it

were it would disrupt the unity of the book out it very well coulax have been said by Moses in

that time. ( This record is interspersed, with a good deal of student particapation which could not
be heard.) Joshua

# 22 If the whole book were not written by Moses but by Ku or Aaron, that wouldn't prove

it to be either false or true. We hold to it because the rest of the Bible holds to it being the

work of Moses. It is the teaching of Moses and. of Christ that these five books are by Moses.

That doesn't necessarily mean that Moses wrote every word of it. It is sufI'icient to hold for

that premise that Moses wrote the great bulk of it, even though certain changes might have been

made later by inspired men and consequently is true. I don't feel that it is necessary in any case

that I know, that anything was wtten by * another man under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.

Even if all these were interpolations it doesn't effect the authorship of Moses as the writer.

We are in a different situation regarding Mark from the situation here in the Pent.because our

earliest MSS go back to about the 3rd. centyry. Before that we only about two centuries and. our

evide'ice is sufficient to say that this is probably not in the original even though it is in a

great bulk of the MSS w'r:ich we have. Now in the case of the book of Moses, we have 2000 years

away from the autographa and. therefore it might be possible that we have such a problem but we

have no record of it. But we don't have the same amount of evidence for the O.T. We have to

have other evidences on which to build our premise. So this ref. Deut. 3:14 could be a real

objection if it weren't for the two facts--that Moses spoke these oration and the situation
dl..,

surrounding them and also that it could be an interpolation without4-'-'"I--- the context'

He is the inspired man who wrote most, and if there were a few insertions here and there, it

wouldn't interfere with the Mosesic authvvship.
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9. Deut. 34:10--There has not risen a prophet in Israel sinceunto Moses. Briggs says that

this implies to a long time after the time of Moses. If Moses wrote that himself, it would. seem

from our English trnaslation, a long peridd in between but one thing to note is that the Heb.

perfect is used---here hath not arisen. The Heb. perf. does not have that stress on time. It

has more the idea of certainty of it rather than the time. I do not feel that from the verb form

you can necessa±ily get the idea but from the context. Read. the following verses. There are a

great many things connected with the exodus from Egypt which naturally aren't repeated--it would.

be very much like anyone to mention these things as not likely to happen again in the very near

future and unlikely that it ever would happen. It would be altogether possible that Moses under

the inspiration of the Spirit make the statement in v. 8. Hcw could he know that they wept for

him thttty days while he was still living. The Lord might have lead him to put down what was

going to happen and I see no difficulty in believing this and. yet many think that Joshua added

these words afterwards--that these are like an epitaph added for Moses and there is no reason

why it couldn't be. In that case there has not arisen a prophet in Israel like unto Moses would

be an impossible statement at all to make shortly after his death. There would hardly be a situa

tion coparable to it for a very long time. This might be a little hard to think of Moses as

writing than anything else that we have looked. at--it is not impossible that he wrote out it

certainly would be possible and probable that Joshua added this soon after his death but that

in no sense detracts from the Mosesic authorship of the Pent. Briggs says all these nine state

ments are Inconsistent with Mosesic authorship. Two other tests he says have not altogether

stood th test of criticism--he is giving the 18 Instances which Sinoza which were given 200

years ago. here are two which haven't st*od the test.

10. Gen. 22:14. He says that this implies that the Israelites were long in the land. They

were a long time in the land before they went down in Erpt_plenty of time for such a usage to

become established.

11. Deut. 2:5--not so much as a foot breadth. Briggs says when compared. with I Chron. 18

where David conquers Ed.om--it implies when Israel was friendly with Ed.om but not a later time

than Moses.

Indications of special authorship--l2. Num. 21:14--"Wherefore it is said in the book of the

wars of Jehovah". Briggs says that this impies another author than Moses. It would be entirely

possible for me in a book that I wrote to refer to another book. It reminds me of the time when

I was at Princeton Seminary as a student--said that Dr. Henry Va.i Dyke was going to read.
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selections of poetry at certain time and at a certain place. It so ha:-opened that about half of

the people there were from the Seminary and there were few from the University itself. He read

some poems with great feeling and other poems he didn't like and into his voice he would. put such

a feeling of disgust that pretty' soon the listeners would decide that the poem was no godd. He

then, after reading from quite a few then said, now I will read from the God of the Open Air-

now who would you think was the author and one feUow asked who had written the poem an with

quite a bit of pride he said that he himself was the author and the fellow than told him, "Oh,

Congratulitions!" How happy Dr. Van Dyke inut have felt. Why couldn't Moses have said, Now I'll

read a statement from this certain book and. this book might have been written by Moses but certain

ly it didn't have to be. It could have been written by someone else in the camp and just an

account of the events that the people had gone through, not an inspired book but hcw does all this

imply that th book was written a long time before?

23 13. Deut. 27:2 ff. cf. with Josh. 8:30 If. (Min. 0-3 is student speaking which can't

be heard) I think that it would be possible for a man to say before he died that he wanthis son

Henry to have the best horse and his daughter t have the cow; now they might or might not do it

but there certainly is no reason whzy he shouldn't say it. In this case Noses said, when you come

into the land, this is what you are to do and in Josh. it says they did it. The day you pass over

Jordan, do this. Joshua passed. over Jordan and then sometime later he did it. That throws light

on what day means but does that have anything to do with the authorship of the book. Moses

might have said that he wanted Henry to have his black cow and Mary to have my white cow and

they might have each preferred the other one and twisted later--that wouldn't have anything to

do with Moses having said it. 3ut if they disobeyed Moses it wouldn't be an objection as to

Moses being the authorñ. (Much of the record is taken up with asking various students about

what is the real problem here in these two passages.) Now the problem that was raised here by

Spinoza and by others--here he put some stone together and. reared an altar and wrote upon it

a copy of te law of Moses. You certainly couldn't write the five books of Moses on an altar.

Briggs says this implies a law much less extensive than the Pent. How big a law coulu. you write?

It says that they wrote on these stones a copy of the law of Moses--is that just the ten command

ments or the whole Pent The Law of Moses would sound like the whole Pent. would it not? How

big would an altar have to be to write this? My father could write the Lord's Prayer on a dime

but there wouldn't be much point to writing it that small since no one could read it if it were

that small. If the Law of Moses was written on stone and. then the Law of Moses is referred. to
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as these five books--actually it seems like a later idea that the law of Moses would be re±er:ed

to as the five books. I think that here you would &?et some evidence that wasn't known auring the

time of Spinoza from the fact that Harnw.irrabi put up this law code in Babylon in the central

square and. it was read by all and it was incsribed on a large stone and. it is written in cuneiform

wttting and the code is about as long as one of the books of Moses--with that writing which hs

such small characters it would have been entirely possible to write the whole law. Of course

we don't know what they wrote it in. In Hebrew as ordinarily written it takes much more room

and as we have it, it would take a great many stoneto write it on and another verse we should

- notice. another cuestion that is. Note v. k. He tells them to put up stones and put the law

on them and then he tells them to build an altar of stone. To imply that these are the same

stones on which they write the law is reading into the text. He mentions the stones first and the

writing of the law next and then build an altar of stones. It would be entirely possible to have

a series of large stones and then to have the altar next to them. It is an infrence that is un

warranted that it is necessairly limited to the stones of the altar. In Joshua 8 it is much

stronger there--the intence that those are the stones of the altar, it woui.d. be difficult, if

Josh. 8 was all alone, to suggest that there other stones but Josh. 8 doesn't stand alone. He

fulfl'led the commnd of Moses. On whit stones did he write. You have the command--to put

up these stones and make an altar. Later on you have given by Joshua what they did and that which

most impressed the people was given first--the putting up of the altar. That may very well be

that there were extra stonesCritics claim that Deuteronotuy is the only book of Moses and not the

whole thing, but it would seem much more like that he would have written the whole Pentateuch

if the other were written ahead of Deuteronomy. And the whole thing is cominand.ea. to be kept

together and when Joshua is told that this book of the law shall not depart out of thy mouth-

does that mean just the book of Deut. or does it mean the whole Pentateuch I don't know if

we are in a position to prove w1-ether he wrote only Deut. or not but there seems to me that there

is rio difficulty iholding that he wrote the whole book in view of the fact that it doesn't

limit it to that.

# 24 ---I wonder how many of you noticed the real problem here--as to whether the stones

were really large enough to hold the whole Pent.

The next group Briggs entitles Inconsister.es and I don't think that these need delay us

much. If there are these that wouldn't necessairly prove tht Moses didn't write the book.

Very seldom does anyone write ax book that doesn't have some inconsistency therein.
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There is very much that many of us do that appears inconsistent unless you know the whole pic

ture and. we can't write all the detail in any book.

14.Deut. 10:8 "At that time the Lord separated the tribe of Levi, to bear the ark of the

covenant of the Lord, to stand befcr' th Lord "etc. It is a very superficial criticism because

it is very easy for sornethinE like this to happen twice. It could happen for one situattèn and

then happen for another situation and they don't have to be identical either. Different details

can happen and we might go into full details of it but I don't think that it is necessary.

15. Ex. L.:20 is incosistent with Ex./8:2 ff. One place says that he took his family down to

Erpt and then it says that he stayed in Midian. Does Ex. /8:2 say that they remained in Midian.

It says that they sent her back. Very often objections are raised and problems raised but they

haven't even read what it says and haven't examined just what the text says. There is too much

argument on all sorts of questions instead of looking to see exactly what it says. In the first

case it tells us how Moses started for Egypt and then how the Lord tried to kill Moses on the

way and how Sipporah intervened and x± and saved Moses'life. Now Dr. Robert Dick Wilson's

theory was that after that event occurred which almost cost Moses' life due to Zipporah's

attitude though she did no'w give in when it was necessary to save his life that Moses sent her

back to 'her father from there. That may be so and there is no reason to know whether this is

right or not. But after that there is no mention in the account in Egypt and a period of a

year or two was required with all the pleagues and the controversy with Pharoah and the sit

uation was etting all more and more intense and it would not be strange at all if Moses took

Zipporaˆi all the way to Egypt to have sent her back to her father. This doesn't say that se

remained with her father. It mentions right there, after Moses sent her back. We do not have

all the facts given to us in the Scripture. We have the facts which are important. She is with

him on the way to Egypt and a few years later she Ri S with her father and he is sent her back-

there is no ii.±x contradiction there at all if you look at the exact words and see what they

say. Briggs points out how inconsistent the view is.




17.
16. Ex. 13:11--Jehovah spoke to Moses face to face--Num 12:3 Moses was very meek above all

the men that were on the face of the earth. 18. Deut. 31:9. Moses wrote this law. Why should

he not say the Lord spoke face to face with him if he did. Why should he not point out that he

was very meek above all the men of the face of the earth when he also pointed out the faults

which he did. he gave a true picture which uninspired men don't give. He gave the faults

and why should nøt then the virtues be given in a fair way. These objections Briggs goes on to
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point out that all these have eith'r been forstalled. or troved to show later editors have come

in and most of them though have maintained their validity. I don't think that we have to accept

his conclusions. Hurne in His Essay on Miracles tells what wonderful things he has done. Prof.

Olmstead of U. Of Chi wrote a bock of the Life of Jesus a few years ago ai1c in the beginning

of the book he says that the Life of Jesus had never been studied by a real historian before and

now he says that he has written it in the full light of history. You will find plenty of state

ments that are often quite absurd which go far beyond that which Moses wrote in the Pentateuch.

These particular objections we have looked at and. though I don't think they are important in

ttnsically but they are importnt because they are thc very things that people will often bring

up to you.

Of course you all understand by this time how we are studying this course. We are putting

all the references of that certain name--you can see at a glance--there is De-Lit. 1, the first

five verses and you miht notice that Jehovah is used three times and. the name of God three tines

etc. For next tire is to clearly review the lessons for today and also go on with Gen. 27 and

go on as far as you can in your time listing the various names of God. We had. not finished last

tine the authroship of the Pentateuch but we were learn* some of the alleged problems in connecti

with it and. we noticed these various early objections, most of which are entirely superficial.

They are all such that could be explained as interpolations without questioning the authorship

of the Pent. so I see no need. even to consider them interpolaticns--in past years I haven't

spent much time on them but it is good t know what the actual situation i n each case.

4. Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch. We have already mentioned what we mean by higher

criticism. It has come to mean, often at least, destructive criticism. We speak of the errors

of hither criticism and held b those who hold such views--as held by those who hold destructive

theories of criticism. Higher criticism is taken up any time you ask who the author is and at

what ti-e was the book written. Even a book of fiction written £0 years ago will have quite a

different background of a book of fiction written today and, it is very interesting to study this.

Higher criticism is used by anybody that is interested in stdying any certain subject. Higher

criticism of the Bible, per se is a necessary thing--when was it written end who was the author

of the various books is all valuable information. There is however a movement that has taken

a certain attitude towards criticism of the Pentateuch and this movement is one of the most

important forces in world in the las century and a half.
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If you would take the Christian world about 100 years ago you would find those who liveã an went

on living paying no attention to the claims of Christ and. you would finci those who were devoted

to Christ and following Him, and. you would find, regardless of their own personal attitude toward

the Bible, believed that theBible was true and they knew that they ught to follow it and knew

that they ought to receive Christ and they knew that they were going on in their own way and not

following God's Word. There were comparatively few who would say there is no reason that I shcul

follow the Bible since it is not true. They knew that it was true and they either accepted
heard it

it or rejected it. I have&said the Dwight L. Moody said at the end of his life--the tremendous

difference in the attitude of the people toward the Word of Go auring his life. In the beg

inning of his life people would admit that the Bible was right but they would be frank that they

enjoyed the world too much and I am not strong enough to stand----most everyboay would admit it

that the Bible was true but towards the end of his life people would argue and say how do we

know that this is true. Isn't this Bible just put together by man. One of the greatest forces

in causing a change of the people toward the Bible is higher criticismhe condition in America

and Europe which produced these two world wart zmax cannot be understood apart from the aerease

in faith in this land which was to a large extent, the result of the higher criticism. There

fore anyone who is going to understand religious conditions and understand. how to serve the Lord.

effectively, it is very vital that you know something about the hher criticism. There is one

very easy way to deal with higher criticism. That is the way the Presbyterian Chch,USA is

the way they dealt with Mr. McIntire and said he was a bad man--he has horns and hoofs and you

must let him in here and above all let him mention the world ccuncil nor the condition

of the Presbyterian Church USA and as long as people are devoted in you nd have such confidence

n you that they know whatever you say is right and if you say that person is bad he must be--that

method will work and there are cases whre, rather than enter into a big argument with some

cult or group--it is sufficit to say that is bad and. just keep away from it. That is, in some

instances a far better way of handling it rather than enter into long ana detailed discussions

about it but when a movement is out to win as many fine Christian people with fine C1ristian

background and with zeal for the Word of God, has been lead by the higher criticism to chance

their idea about the Bible, you have to take a different attitude--when it is accepted in the

majority of our pulpits and theological seminaries--at least the old ones and. in most colleges

and universities where anything about the Bible is taught, we are not going to make much progress

in the world as a whole if we simply say that it is bad and tell people to keep away from it.
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That is not the effective way to deal with a thing like this. We must recognize that there are

fine people who have been resented with the arguments and couldn't answer them so have taken

the wrong attitude and have thought that they could cling to their Christian faith and still

accept the entire higher criticism. They have adopted ideas like the Kenosis theory but the

next generation gives up their faith entirely and. it doesn't work. But people have sincerely

believed that these arguments are simply unanswerable and it is necessary for us to frankly i

examine them and see what they are. Anything that is as widespread. and effective as this one

must study and just to call it bad is i an attitud.te that I don't think anyone in Christian

work or as a leader hould have in his mind. I think that there are cases when a movement comes

in and the attitude is that it is bad and that may be the necessary attitude for your congregation

but if it becomes strong and a force t0 be reckoned with and it is would be fine to see what is

rood in it and. what is bad. It is my personal belief that one of the reasons why cults and isms

are so widespread today is because the Christian church has neglected a large portion of the

teaching of the Bible. We pour our stress on a few great fundamental truths and we should tut

our stress oxhem but we at the same time neglect other tu truths. So Mary Baker Eddy or some

Theosophist or Adventist takes a hold of a blessing which the Christian has avU&able and yet

most Christians don't know about it and hence along some some who present such and such with

an emphasis on this that has been neglected--they are giving them a certain amount of good but

thhristian doesn't re&lize it. These cults should be dealt with but the way not to do it is

to call everything therein bad. If you build up an institution or organization or an idea that

is entirely bad it will fall of its own weight. It is impossible for anything entirely bad. to

prosper for any time. There must be a certin amount of good in anthing to go forward ann

strength to go forward. The bad. may be so bad that it will over shadow the good and yet goon

in it to give it strength and we as leaders we should not take that attitude tht all Of it is

bad but study it out and keep pecple out of it s bad points axi. see what the good things in it

are and see what portion of the things are really good--In 6hristian Science there is a great

emchasis on peace of mind and freedom on a calm contented attitude. I don't think they rea1y

produce it but they do make a good counterfeit of it in many cases and the sad thing about it all

is that in thhristian world you will find many earnest,QhristIans who don't have peace of mind

and don't have freedom of worry and don't have trust because they don't realize they have the

right to have it through Christ and the fact that they should have it. The attitude that all of

a thing is ban is not one that will accomplish anything in te long run. That movement miht
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lead to tF'ndecies which are vicious and wrong but we can say that we are deiu against the

movement but at the same time point out some of the good points and it is our business to find.

out how we can adopt thcse good. elements into our teaching from the Word of God. It is simply

absurd to take the attitude that everything is absurd in any movement and. anything that is

that is essential that is as strong as it is today and it has a good amount of good solid

amount of reasoning and filled. with facts and. there are points where the observation has gone

astray and. places where the areu.ment would be true and not false and. the thing is to find where

those points are and be able to admit everything that is true and. show where the error is. That

is the way we as Christian leaders can help others. I heard. a fellow 15 years ago go cut full

of zeal and fervour for the Gospel and the people to whoe minstered out in the country had no

use for criticism and these people never had heard of higher criticism but all they wanted to

hear as the wrod of God. In about a year I was called, back and asked to give some arguments

against Higher Criticism because the young folks had come back from 1niversity and the parents

couldn't answer the questions of their children. It is a thing that one will meet in all kinds

of places and of course one thing that you are very apt to do is to run up aàinst indivic.uals

who probably don't know a great deal about it, but if you instead of saying it all is just a

bunch of junk and on the other hand you show them that you know as much or more about the subject

than the:: do and you can show them where there is a weakness in the thing or where their ideas

donèt fit, you can very likely win their confidence. I feel that it is very important that we

don't take the idea that all this is a lot of foolishness but really study into the matter and

s-e where the higher critics get off.

# 26 They have a background just the same as ours--it is a viewpoint which has had. a very

wide influence and therfore we should try to incerely and. earnestly try to understand a little

bit of what it is and what its viewpoints are and what are the particular places in it where they

have gotten off the track. This section # IV is not saying what is wrong with Higher Criticism

but rather what is it--that is the movement that has come to be associated? Through what view

point has it passed and how did it begin end who are the men that have contributed greatly to

it and what phases of it are they absolutely sure of and. have been sure of or have they taken

a certain change in their attack. We are interested in crit1izIng these viewpoint here especially

unless it is rather obvious but the our interest right now--What is it? what have the leaders

held. and what is their argument for holding it. The Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch is not

like having Eistein coming up with a theory of relativeity works either lOO for it or if off
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even the slightest bit that makes one 100% against it--that is not like Higher Criticism. It

is a movement that has gone through a history of about 200 years and in this history it has

assumed different forms and gone different directions and if you. get ahold. of it in any one point

you do not property understand it. If you are trying to deal with someone that believes it, you

can deal much better with that person if you understand the backgvuund. We wish now to get a

sympthetic understanding of the stages through which it has gone and. some of the reasons.

b. Astruc's Clue: This has been greatly exaggerated in recent years. Looking back on it, this

man Astruc is given a position in Hiór Criticism which he does not deserve. You will find. many

a book which says that Higher Criticism began when a profligate physician in France presented the

astounding theory that the book of Gen. could be divided into two documents on the basis of the

proper names of God. Now when making a statement like that, it is not a fair way of reasonng.
and

Whether he was a man of profligate life is an interesting question ñt it is one worth looking

into but it does not in itself prove whether his ideas were correct or incorrect on this matter.

To call a thing an astounding they is absurd. To hear that men were flying through the ut air

was an astounding theory and when the Wright brothers were managing to fly h&lf a mile in the

air, the people just refused to believe it--it was so astounding. A thing may be astounding but

that doesn't prove it true or false. Astruc as a matter of fact I have found not t0 be any more

profligate than any other Frenchmen o:' the time. Re lived in the middle of the l8h cent. The

Huenots had been driven out of the country and their activities had been surpressed by the

licentious king, Louis XIV and. France sunk into a condition from which it never has emerged--a

condition in which R.Cath. based everything upon its forms and ceremonies ut didn't affect the

life and. was struggling with an atheism an4the atheism has largely won in recent decades. The

character of the French as a result as degenerated. I did find that he was a very learned physic

ian and. that he wrote the treatise on venereal disease which was the standard work for nearly a

century and was a researcher. Astruc never denied the Mosesic authorship of the Pent. He states.

it very postively that he believed Moses wrote the Pent. and. Astruc did not discover anything new.

He noticed that in the book of en. in the 1:1-4--God is always called Elohim and then he noticed

that in ch. 2 that He is called Jehovah God and. that after that for a couple of chapter He is

always called Jehovah and then fax some times for a few verses He is called God and then LORD and

this is the clue. Augustine had noticed this and commented upon it. Many people had noticed this

strange and interesting fact about the book of enesis---Ex. 1 and 2 are the same way but after

that it is not that way. The same is true in Numbers and Deuternomy. The term God is comparative
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little used and Jehovah is usually used. But in 0-en. you have one name used for a while and. then

the other name is used for iile--you have long sections of one use and then you have long section

with other name used. Now many men have noticed this before and this was nothing new. Astruc

developed a theory on this. Re tied it up with another idea that was already known. It is

amazing how many steps forward arc taken by simply tieing two simple things that are already

known and put together. In Astruc's day there were people who were saying that Moses couldn't

have been the author and. then there were so--e who said that Abraham lived lone before Moses,

the flood, creation etc. were long before Moses and. then they would say--do you think that Moses

went up in the mount and God simply dictated the whole book of Genesis to Him. There were

orthodox commentators around 1700 A.D. who in thier answer told the people that was not what they

believed--we don't think that Cod dictated the whole Pent. to Moses--these things were written

down at the time and he simply put them to-gether and God by His Holy Spirit kept Moses from

error in order that Hc mght give a correct story of these events, y which he ad learned tnrou

records that had come down to him from earlier time. That certainly is a resonable view and.

this was what the most orthodox commentators were giving for an answer to these who were attacking

the authroship of Moses and it is exactly what I believe arout the matter. 3ut how often you

can take an orthodox view and the devil will take it around and twist it---Astruc took this idea

that Moses had MSS and took this other thing about the peculiar use of name of God and Astruc

took these two together and developed a theory and it is a good thing when people's minds are

active and the more theories we get the better but we must test the theories and to our surprise

we will find that some of the theories will help us get more truth but we must test them very

carefully and not take t unless we have real evidence that it is true.Astru worked up this

theory and. as a hobby he would study the book of Genesis and he would try and. figure out the

different documents that Moses used. T'he first one was from Gen. 1:1 to 2:. Then at 2:5 he

starts to say Jehovah God and then later he says another name but this Jehovah God. he doesn't

use again. Jehovah is used to identify God that was spoken about before and God is tacked on

just to connect the idea up. Astrue then conjectured that Moses had one document that had all

about the flood and etc. and that there was another one that used. the Name Jehovah--so he went

through and took all the passages that had. God in it and then all thuse that had Jehovah and.

he thought separately he could et two separate stories which were complete. And then he found

about ten other passages which he tried to fit in though not very long. He had two main long oc

wnents--one using God and. thether using Jehovah. He put these into parallel columns like
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Origen's Hexaplar and. he called one column a and the other b. He wasn't so much interested, in

where he z.t tkm or how Moses tied the two documents together but where he rot them rather.

I know people who can preach the Gospel and who want to preach and yet they spend weeks and months

pounding up èhe number of letters in the Scripture in a certain verse thinking that might give a

bit of inspiration and if thatdoesn't fit their theory, they will twttit around and get a new

theory and they get the most comp1iated mathematical formulat in the attempt to show a bit of

inspiration and they could. do the same thing with any book ever written. Ill, of friend who

wrote saying how many lItters. numbers divisible by 7, etc, in the NT and. the idea of it all was
know

that it was a wonderful proof of inspiration but the main trouble was that the fellow did. not/any

Greek because I took the first paragraph in the Greek Testament and counted the number, the verbs

divisible by 7, etc and here and there I found paragraphs divisible by 7. There was a theory

that had nothing to it and yet I know people'who spend much time puzzling ov'r the books anu. try

to prove alot of trash like that. Compared with that Astruc's theory was intelligence itself--

he had a theory that had alot of evidence in it and. he studied it and then after he had. worked

it out he had. the idea that he would like to publish it but he thought he had not better an people

would think that he was unorthodox and, that I don't believe that Moses is the author of the Pentat

euch and he talked with a friend about it. The friend encouraged him to publish it as he said

there were Protestant writers and Roman Catholic. He was still hestitant to publish it as he

was afraid most would misunderstand his attitude as I am afraid most people do today due to the

way they throw dirt at thi' as though he was responsible for the whole business. He was afraid

of casting aspersions on the Mosaic authorship and he didn't want to do any such thing. he

did publish it and It was published in 1753 which is a date which has been considered a memorable

date in history of higher criticism because Asterec wrote his book at that time. It is of littè

importance in history because little attention was paid to his book and. Voltaire 2 or 30 years

later spoke of the ridiculous theories of Asterec and that is one of the few references that we

have and Voltaire thought it was rather absurb and hardly anyone paid any attention to it. The

only reason it is important flow is that the same line was taken later and then people say that the

original theory began with Asterec. He was the pioneer and. the pioneer's work in this case was

buried away and forgotten and. it accomplished, nothing as far as any effect was concerned, at

least if we can take the neat man's word for it, it accomplished nothing and I don't see why

we shouldn't take his word. So by the opinions contributed by both conservatives and liberals

today it is necessary that you know when he wrote his book and. that you know what his theory was
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and the next man had five times the importance Asterec had although he is on'y about ne tenth

known and be has just about the same theory so there is no use to explain it all over again.

He only dealt with Geneis and from this book he was able to figure out what he called the a

document. The A Document in which the word God is used. for God, and. which tells the story from

Creation up to the end of the life of Joseph and that he was able to figure from it the B

Document which tells d' it-the Creation up until the End of Mess Joseph which uses the word.

Jehovah and 8 or 10 other sections varying and don't fit into either of these documents and. some

of the other little documents that Moses used and he believed, that Moses used them in order to

write the book of Ø'enesis. The theory has in it what seems reasonable and what there is about

which a question might be raised. The idea that Moses used do*uinents is nothing that any in

telligent person can attack. You don't have to believe in Moses's documents as it is possible

if God chose that He dictated to Moses the entire book of Genesis. Itis entirely possible that

He may have had the events passed on by word of mouth and then he took what was passed on by

motth. Either of these is possible hut it is equally possible and.in my opinion far more probable

that these events were written up and the records passed down and that Moses had the reco 1s.

That impresses me as far more probable as we know that writing was common in those days;in fact,

more common than in this day even. It was common in Mesopatamia, in Egypt , in Palesting and why

shouldn't Abraham have written? We don't know that he did. or that he didn't so the idea that

Moses used documents may be true and. it may not. This theory assumed that there were the two

documents which expressed the story right from creation up to the end of Joseph's life. That is

something that you might hestitate about. Someone might have said that they wanted to witthip

the whole story just as Moses did in his day. They might have and they might not but we have

no proof. It would be just as probable that Noah would have the record that he passed on of the

events before his time and that Abraham would have Noah's record and he would write up the story

of his life and. Jocob would write up the story of his life and that could be just as probable

and the same story could be written up then in two different ways. Another big assumption is

as to whether or not Moses read all the documents through or did he just take it and put a ãectio

of this in and a section of that in and then put into the story of the Gospel wr1t'rs's words

arranged another. We know that was done with the Gospels as you can get the story in the Gospel

writers words and then he would pick out the parallel and the different accounts were compiled to

make one from all four Gospels and you can tell where they are from because you can say Matthew

speaks of the Kingdom of Heaven, Luke and the Kingdom of God. It might be possible that Moses
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did this but we can't simply assume that it is true and so it is wrthw'xile to look at the evidenc

to see if he evidence is one way or the other but don't be too sure that you can prove it one

way or the other aswwe may be able to trove it and. we may not. Twilve yea ago I reaived a

book from the Sunday School Times and wanted a review written --I wrotdit and. they wanted. at

first only 700 words but then I made it 1000 words long and they wrote back about wanting it

1500 words. It was published on the front page of the paper as an eaitoral but unsigned.. Norman

Jerome recognized it as he recognized the style as mine. I Mr. Eppard. and. I had written it to

gether he would not have been able to pick out the paragraphs I wrote and the ones Mr. Eppard

did but what is even more if the reader had. never seen or w4.ten read either of our writings,

then to try to pick out the individual paragraphs would be impossible. To tell what his style is

and what my style is s going quite a bit farther and it is merely pointing out something that

you can't take for granted. Asterec's idea is that we have evidence of the styles here in the

fact of the names.

Pent. #28

Asterec took the names as a clue and then he figured from that what other clues might be and he

figured that God took things in a very systematic way and. he thought he noticed. a sort of style

that went ahead in a 1, 2, 3 order and when he came to the next chapter he thought it just went

along like a story. Asterec, if was thelonly man in the higher criticism, we would not even need

to discuss the higher criticism but there was a German named orn who born just about the time

Asterec wrote his book and. this German wrote a book in which he presented. substantially this

same view --Eithorn and you will find among people who know little about the higher criticism

Asterec will be mentioned. a dozen tithes to Eithorn mentioned. once and if studied very much they

are apt to rnetion them about equally. Actually noone mettded Asterec's book but lithorn's b.ok

was just like setting a fire to dry grass. It spread. so papidly. Eithorn said that he had.

never seen Asterec's book or hard anything about it until after his own book came out---Asterec's

bbook was 30 years before, few people had. said. anything about it; Asterec's book was in French,

Kithorn's in German and so there is no reason in the world to think that Eithorn is telling a

lie. Eithorn may have easily done it on his swn initative and. if so 1782 is the real date of

the beginning of the higher criticism instead of 1753 but it is important that you remember 1753

and I don't care if you remember 782 or not. 1753 is considered the date for the beginning.

178.3 Eithorn wvte his first"ntrod.uction to the OT and it went like wild. fire. Cues. &S student
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Answered with French answer. Conjecflres about the original memoirs which Muses used in composingthe book of Genesis and this is a rough English translation of the t1te which he used. It is
not too important to remember the title but the date is important. Eithorn had. a bril].ant stylebut many thought he was not a brillant scholar and the reason for that was tbt he wrote too
interestingly. That is probably one of the big reasons it carried. so interestingly and the bookswhich he wrote had wide spread interest. Eit}-orn is the ideal one to get credit for it, I think.
although Asterec had an idea of it. It lead to widespread interest all over and. he is consider

great in the writing of it. It is important to consider Asterec's date. There was little atten4

ticn paid to Asterec's book and you can readily believe it right disappear with out much affect

on the world if Eithorn presented about the same ideas about 30 years later and so then we asume

they began with Asterec. The name of Asterec is today probably a dozen times better known in

connection with the hi?her criticism than the name of ithcrn- he gets the credit or the bi&me

for all d.evelment of the higher criticism which has affected all 'the religious world aria. thus

it is important to realize that we ntice that Asterec did. not decide the Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch.




Eihorn is the next one we will deal with completely. Here we have a very strange

thing--quite opposite to the usual course of events--usually the Germans write in heavy letters

but Eithorn's style aroused interest all over Germany and Eithorn was a very brillant German

professor in a German Un. Gottingen , the provinece of Hanover and the story that leads to th.t

is interesting. The duke of Hanover at one time wa made king of England and for over a century

the Duke a1o reigned as king of England nnd it was during this period that he wrote--in fact, in

1782 when his introduction came out te-k4g-we the Duke of Hanpver was George the third and 'he

US had just won its independence that year from England. In that year 1782, Eichhcrn published

a book, Intho to the O.T He had a brilliant mind, a great student of the Bible and oriental

languages, a student of literature nd of history. He used to lecture 24 hours a week covering

varicus oriental languages,many different types of Biblical 1anuages anu the history of litrratur

and general history and a tremendous field he covered and. a man covering all oi that of course

could not po3sibly do a thorou exact detailed work and therefore there are those who speak

s1ightin1y of Eichhorn and though is work wasn't a exact a it might have been, it was ij

no means a superficial type of work and he was quite an energetic sortof fellow anu he cLAimed

o have worked out these ideas himself. Of course it is so similar to Astruc's idea that it

might make a person wonder. The important thing is that he wrote these ideas in a manner that
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would. draw attention from all of Germany; everybody was reading it and everyone was either for it

or against. One who was tremendously interested in it was the philosopher Goethe aau he accepted

the whole theory and was all in favor of it and within 20 years a man made the statement that

all would accept the idea--that Genesis was made up of the two documents--The one that uses the

name of Elohim and the one that uses the name--Jehovah. His ideas were very similar to Astructs__

he believed that Moses wrote the Pent. and Astruc in his early writings never even suggested any

thing else but that Aatru wrote the Pent. and t0 the end of his day he never came out with any

other position. Before the last edition of his Introduction was published, there were others who

had denied that Moses was the writer of the Pent. And. in this last edition he id.n't speak as

positively on this as the first. He did modify his view a little and admitted the possibility

of someone else having written the book. Eichhorn only applied his method t0 Genesis and lidntt

go on intc the rest of the Pent. He considered that Moses compiled the book from these different

sc'Tces and thus that the book is made up of these two early sources with a certain amount of

extra material made up of other sources.

# 29 Hr pointed out that one that uses Jehovah could be taken out and looked at as a

complete story and there was a complete story in the other except that there were a few places

where it was a little rough but on the whole they both made a tolerably good story. 0 course

if there were just 'ew interpolations--this documentary theory of the origin of the book of Gen.

was or ame to b a very important factor in German scholarship through Eichhorn's work. Of

course we must recognize that it was no merely through his excellent writing that Eichhorn gainea

such a great reputation. The theory was not quite as novel Z Uz Z in Astrucs uay anu the

book came to people that were more interested, in theories of that type because by this time

scholarship in Germany was trying to analyie the sources. They were trying to tell about all

the ancient classics--as to how much did Cicero write and. what parts did he actually copy and what

parts di someone else nod. They were dividing up the Illiad. of Homer and said how this part came

from this period and this ik part from anothr period. It was quite the the thing at that time

to try and find out in various writings all the documents and how they were put together. That

being the case, it seemed quite natural to do the same thing t0 the Bible and so they took up

this book of Eichhorn with great interest. Now today that is not a common method of studying

ancient writings. If that sort of method were advanced today, peopple would say that is was an

interestinE idea but do you have proof enough to tell if these sources are all right. If you

took ole of the addresses of President Roosevelt gave, you would find, in that address which he
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gave, there night be subjects written by five different people. He had different men working out

these speeches and another would take thcse separate speches and. fit them together and then

Roosevelt himself would o over it and the result was a compositt work of many men and. not simply

the work of one individual but for anyone to think that they could go into that work and. could

recognize what the various divisions were and who wrote this or that, would display a tremendous

amount of knowledge. someone who knews Roosevelt advisers well might be in a position to do a

pretty good job on it. If you had heard Judge Roseninan make a good many speeches, yu would

take a sentence of his and say that sounds exactly like Rossevelt and here is a phrase etc. ana

you thus could take out phrases and. senteenes which would remind you of Roosevelt but if you have

not heard. them, ñt if you weren't liveing with them, you would not be in a very strong position

to do this and of course that is the position that we are in regarding all these ancient a.ocuments.

Many of them no doubt are composites but when it comes to adding them up and. telling what comes

from this orhat source, we have those sources to compare with and it would take a tremd.ous amount

of knowledge and of guesswork and modern scholars do not feel very qualified to do this. In that

day it was the general feeling that they could do that and therefore the theory of Eichhorn was

very readily accepted.

a. Arguments for Partition: Now I aat to mention the arguments that Eichhorn mentioned

that he tried to prove that he could makes these divisions and show the basis on whihh he made it.

These arguments are of great importance, not only to hvv us what Eichhorn did but because they

are the standard arguments used. today by those who hold to the higher criticism. It is very im

portant that we get what these arguments are since we will be studying them the rest of the sem

ester. 1. Argument for divine names. Though this was choned somewhat later we will see

that Pichhorn argued. The feeling that God says this and God says that and the other thing and

you find the name of God all the way through and from Gen. l:l-2:, you have a continuous document

wich speaks of God. in this way. But after that you have Jehovah God for a way. And the reason

that Jehovah-God is used is simply to tie the two sections together but then you will find "Jehovi

a ways and God for a ways and. this is a clue to what the two documents were. Now in Eichhorn's

view this was of far greater importance than today. It was extremely important in that day and

has been right down through in the development of the higher ciritical view. So it is a valid

question--can we divide it up this way? Does this give us a solid basis for making a a.ivision.?

There wereeople in days of Eichhorn that refused to accept it and they said that name of Goa
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was used to -'iean a great force and God as the great Creator and when Jehovah s used it was

used in reference to the relation of God with His people and so they said. you. have a different

reason why one name is used and. then another and that explanation works out very well in ch. 1

and. ch. 2 and. 3 because that is the way it is used but does this explanation work for the rest

of the book? We will look at that later on. There are many phases of it ana. it is important for

us now to realize what the claim is--Divine names are used.

2. Continuous narrative--You can read. the passages in Get. which use the name God ana.

o right straight through and. get the whole story. You can have a story that is connected and.

you don't have any great gaps and you go right straight through and you can do the z~am& thing

where the name Jehovah is used. It isn't as thoough you just had. a section that used the Name

God and. just as t}ogh just in a certain part. He thought the story of Abraham and Isaac came froi

the Jehovah writer and the story of Jacob and Joseph came for the God writer. They thought that

both these stonE-s were given a good bit in both the documents. Now this argument from continuous

narrative is a very interesting one and a very important argument. If you could go through

Roosevelt's speech and. you could pick out sentences that you thought were characteristic of

Judge Rosenman and then arrange those sentences and it showed a continuation--you could say that

Rosenman wrote a speech but if you found Rosenman's style only in the first paragraph am not in

the last part, your ariment would be tremena.ously lessened.

3. Parallel Passages (There is nobdy today that holds the view of Eihhorn today an so therE

is no use our spending a month on something that no one holds today but we have to know what he

believed o we can properly evaluate his evidence. We have to get his strength ana weakness.)

This is an argument that requires a great deal of study to make a fair judgment thereon. You take

these various stories and both seem to tell the samthing in different words. You have the story

of creation of man in both--it isn't only that they are told. in parallel and continuous but that

they tell the same thing.

# 30 There is the story of Abraham that lied about his wife and another tells about going to
lie

land of the Philistines and there he told a itfi about his wife and through God's marvelous inter

vention he got her back. Did one story tell it this way and other and once you get that attitude

you are getting beyond what Astruc said. He held that Moses had written it all, but that the same
stoey is writtr, twice by two different authøs --one story says that he went to Philistla andanother to Egypt etc. you pretty soon have a contradiction if it is the same event. You are not
gettin: to the place where a parallelism is a mistake--we have to examine this with extreme care.
You could have two accounts. Cf. Pauls account of his conversion in Acts--no proof of parallel
documents--aren't they simply details which are stressed for the occasion.
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We could go on and give you th history of higher criticism under about 20 main heads but I think

that it will be a little clearer to you to divided these heads into other heads and. keep the

these 1.arger ones in mind. IV--The Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch. A. The Importance of

this period--Change B. (Astruc's Clue) make that 1. B--the early Documntary Theory. iTnUer

that 1--Astruc's Clue. 2. Eichhcrn. 3. Fax Arguments for Partition. A. Divine Names--that in

itself would not prove different documents. The arrangement of names may be a clue and an

interesting thing and an unusual thing to use a certain Name for quite a period aaa then another

name for quite a period--that in itself does not prove different documents. I was preparing

some S. S. Lesson Topics recently--I said the birth of -Jesus, Jesus being His Ministry, the

temptation of Jesus, Christ explains the Sabbath, Christ does this and that--when I got through

about a dozen lessons I noticed that I had. four or five using the Name Jesus and then four or

five using the Name Christ and. then maybe four or five using Jesus again and it is easy to see

how one would come to do-that.- Either Name is all right to use of Him and you might have a

special reason for doing so. You might be more like to speak of the baptisirn of Jesus than the

baptisim of Christ but then when you think of Him in that position of the Anointed One of God

and whe He has done for us, we naturally call Him Christ. In many cases it doesn't occur to

you t0 call Him one of the other--either name is a good handle and one fits as well as another.

Once you have used One Name for even perhaps an unconcious reason, you are much more apt to go

on using that Name for a while unles you have a particular reason to change to the other. In

Russia I understand that they will use may be six names and mix them all p--they think it is

good to have variety but to me it is confusing. WhAn they have four people in a room and each

name has about six parts and they use anyone of t}e six names for the four people--in English

-we are more apt to use one name cfr a while and then switch to another name for a while. It

ould be very natural to hear in my home to hear my wife speaking to me in two or three differ

ent way5in five minutes but it might be that she was speaking about me toifferent people. She

might speak to me and. call me by my first name and, then answer the phone ans say Dr. MacRae but

t would be apt to e to different occasions. She woulan't orainarily switch. This use of

divine Names is not unusual--we all do it .nd it is not at all unnatural t use one name for

a while and then switch t0 another name for a while--the use of the names in themselves o not

prove different documents but it is a sugesticn and it is worth seeing if one could consistently

work out something that would give evidence as tohe various scources from which the material

had. been taken. There is never anything wronE in following up kny such truth and finding out
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Out t is only a clue and not a proof unless it is butressed by other aevidence. It is just

like the way that many people divide the books of the Bible. They woul say look here--here
Hear ye Priests

is the book of Micah--Hear C Israel, then it says, ,Hear Ye People--out of the seven chapters

three of them begin that way. Now they say--the book of Micah it divided into three parts

and each part begins with Hear ye--there Is no proof for this at all on this basis but when you

look into the divisions further and see the unity in each there is a section of two chapters,

then three chapters and then two chapters and. that each o± these has a certain unity -within

and then you can say that here is a natural division of the book into three parts and that here

is a clue and that suggests it. On the other hand thre are people that divide the book 4

of Isaiah because of a certain phrase arid yet when you look into them, you will find that

there is no basis. The divine name is at best only a clue an erhps worthy of consideration.

# 31 he use of these names is not a proof but a good. clue. It needs further evidence but

it is by no means a proof. No. 2 is the evidenceof continuance de e*i4s narratives. The reasox

I'm glad to have this as no. 2 instead of no. 3 is because it fits with no. 1. It is in other

words a subsiduary evicence which may be of importance but is not a proof. If no. 3 can be

proven it is a prof --no. 1 is merely a clue but a valuable one. You cannot say that if he

uses documents it must make a continuous narrative. That cannot be said. If it does make a
narrative

continuous .e.v44eiee that is very interesting additional evidence. You may have the same story

told twèce and then the evidence only told once. You might takeone of RoosevIt's sppeeches

and by taking out sentences here andthere you could get almost all that he said practically.

Then you could take another speech and do the same but then you couldn't put the two together.

Thereis apt t be repetition for anything that is facts but trying instead to drive them home.

You can about pick out enough to provide a continuous repetition and from it you can get a con

tinuous narrative. We need to examine it to se4 If it works out exactly as they say it does.

If it does work as they say it doesn't s-em that it proves the point necessarily. If it doesn't

work it does not mean it doesnot prove the point. It is an interesting point but it seems by

far the weakest of the four. There are some striking evidences that it might work out but we're

not saying it will work out. It was said that the Elohim sections form a regularly constructed

and continuous narrative without any apparent conflicts or cape-. In the Jehovah section it was

affirmed even less so as they were not sure if it would make a whole story or not. The third

argument is from ra'allel passages and this argument is in connection with something which Moses

is sppposed to have written. It is used with the theory in connection with the unknown writer
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and the argument says this thing is repeated twice here. Itis easy to say a thing once and

then say it over again to drive it home. A wallet passage that says about the same thing in

other words and you find about the same thing in anything that anyone ever says in a speech. If

you have aparallel passage in the sense thatrou have the seine thing told. twice then there is no

sense in telling it twice. Then it goes beyond proving simtly the kind of documents that Moses

would use. It could be a lack of understanding on the part of whoever combined them. IN the

NT we ha':p three storiesof the temptation of Jesus and in these three stories the order of the

Temptation is different. If someone was writing a iêfe of Christ and felt that he should put

all three in and. then you read each one and. they are each in a different order and then you

could say that that man believed, he was tempted in three different ways and. of course we coula

say that such a thing might have occured but I don't think that many think that way abutt it.

If you have parallel, passages which differ with each other ann which are inconsistent and yet

the same story it would make you think t1ot the person who put them together did not know much

about it. It is not merely the case of using evidences--it is the case of using them in an

incorrect way. This goes beyond Eithorn and says there are actual mistakes in the material.

The view that is held to day that Gen. L;]. and 2;3 gives the Elohtsts idea of the creation and

that 2;L4 following gives the Jehovists idea of the creation implies that there are two different

contradictory stories here and if that is the case you can already say that we have the contra

dictory idea of how Moses arranged it. The argument from prallel uassages is much more vital

an argument than any others wet' have looked at. Now we ask if we have two stories of Crration.

There may b& a reason fur giving repetition and different aspects of the same passage. If it

could be done in an ordinary talk it could be done in a book which Moses wrote. If you have

different parallet passages it would in some way seem that these are in some way inconsistent

with each other. I find, that many pi,aces I go I have many ask if there are contradictory storiei

of cr¬ation. If you don't have two contradictory stories and it is just the telling of the

story twice with the different aspects you might to stress. When you come to the Flood you g-.

find in ch. 6, v. 8 we have a passage in which the name of Jehovah is used and in this passage

in which the name of Moses is used we have an account oi the increasing of wickedness in the worL

Then the rest of the ch. uses the name God Instead of Jehovah. Look in your Bible at Genesis 6.

Is the name Jehovah always used. In Ch. 6, v 1-8? Tt is not'a mixed sage. Is that an agiraen1

against God being Jehovah? We would say it is not. It is descriptive of certain individuals

and these individuals are not well spoken of in the ch. Speaking of the Sons of God would cet4a
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certainly mean that it would be the same--the Sons of Jehovah. The next instance in the next

verses wher we have any other name than God. Jehovah is not the correct pronounciation and

you can look in your Hebrew Bible and tell from that. Something abut Lord in capitals--LORD.

32
When you find the letters in capital like this it is in the Hebrew and Jehovah is one

way to pronounce it. Is this a section that always uses the word Jehovah 6or Goal e found in

v. 2 the case of God used in that word. It is speaking fo this class of pe&ple rather than of

something that God does and so. What is the next instance for the use of some ofher name after

v. 2 other than Jehovah? Is v. 14 an argument against its being a Jehovah passage? Is it the

same as 2---the Sons ofGod? Look and you will see it is about the same as in v. 3. It is

Jehovah again. In your Authorized Version the representation is Jehovah--they put either Lord

in capitals or God in capitals and it does seem that it would be better if they would be consis

tent and use eithe-- one or the other all the time. They have it here Lord instead of God but

that is purely the whim of the translators. The Hebrew has Jehovah exactly as the other. There

is an apparent case in the English Bible where it doesn't fit as being a Jehovah passae but due

to the whim of the translators it is an inconsistency on their part. Capital God is the same

as LORD and whenever you read it you should say caps so anyone will know. We can say v.

use the word Jehovah consistently for God an in v. 9 we read that Noah walked with God, and that

is not in caps--that is God in relation to an individual and to one of the leaders an&it has the

word Elohim and it is not either God, or Jehovah written in Caps. Then you have again in . 11

again in v. 12 and in v. 13. Here is a ch. in which the first 8 verses and the name Jehovah

is used. consistently for God and the next ones use the name of Elohim for God and conaitent1y.

You find the document tells about the wickedness in the earth and Jehovah's ag purpose to

destroy and then you look at the next part . Verses 11-13 you repaat what you have in 1-7.

There is a repetition--is such a repetition impossible? He told the story at length here--he

told it fully and then leads up to Noah, he introduces No,h and then he tells of the things

that happen in the formation of the ark. It is common in any literature to tell a tIng at lengt]

and then to tell it briefly or the other way around. This does not prove they are two different

documents but the fact that you have the change is definitely the argument in favor of the other.

It is the argument of which i you get enough of them and they stand the test, they will stand.

It is by no means a conclusive proof but an indication. There is no statement that the writer i

using the word. Jehovah did. not know the name of God,. Our English just turns it around and Elohim
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is a term for a sort of being--just like a man ora do Sometimes it says the God ana. has the

article in t. We use thit term when we refer to the gods of the heathen and. we refer to some

one when we say that he makes something his god. We use it referring to anything that we put

up in a supreme place. The word god is a term then for a class of things rather than an in

dividual. but the Lord Jehovah is a proper name. It is the specific proper name of this individua

and that is the reason in favor of the Revised Version calling it Jehovah instead of calling it

the Lord and Jehovah, even in the way it is pronounced, it is a proper name. In our AV we

say God and we don't use any article with it and we speak of it as a proper name, God. When we

say, the Lord, putting an article before it it sounds as though we're describing a class of being

Ill. students many in Faith Seminary but you wouldn't say there are Mr. Eppard's many as it

is a proper name. 41y it to Prof. andit ap lies to anyone in that astagory but you ap1y it

to one certain one and it means ay-e1-them--- one special one. The name Jehovah is the personal

name. They didn't think the name of Jehovah had been revealed yet at that time but the one who

used the name of Jehovah--they know that He is a God. It would not be unnatural for them to

e4- call Him God at tines then. For them to speak of some people as the Sons ofod and. that

is an entirely different thing. Now you nQtice 1ñ what I said I have repeated the same thing

about four times and in any book there is repetition. If you have a book you can divide up and

take this section, and this section, etc, and they all use the name Jehovah consistently, and.

then in another section they all use the name of God consistently and then you put the name of

God, over here, the nameof Jehovah cver here nd then with one group there is a series of incident

told. and then you say they are told again over here and it is not the continuous narrative that

each agree to the unit but you have the thing told here, and'iere, etc. Then consistently you

have two accounts of everything. Now.f it worked out that way that would be a mighty strong

argument for two documehts but we want to see if it does but we must et busy and see just what

the argument is so we notice that here there is a repetition and here is a passage using the

name of Jehovah which tells at length of the wickedness of man and God's determination to destro;

the earth. Then we have three verses, 11, 12, 13 in a passage using the word Elohim which tells

us that the earth became courupt and God decided to destroy it so there is a repetition--not

such a repetition that necessarily proves different documents. If there are enoiig4 of them

they will farm an argument that must be very carefully looked at to see how much it does or

does not prove. In ch. 9 we have given t us in brief form in repetition what we already have

here in the early part of the ch. From v. 14 on we have an account of God's command. to Noah to
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build the ark and to go into it and take his family with him. Notice 14 desczibes the ark an

tells hi what the ark is to be 'ike and, in 17 he tells how the flood. is going to come upon the

earth and all in the earth will die and he makes the Covenant with Noah .nd in 19 and 20 he is

told how he is to bring some of every kind of animal into the ark. Then in cli. 7 you have the

word Jehovah used again .4 in v. 1 and v. 5 and there Noah is told to go into the Ark and take

is family and. every variety of animal with him. You notice that the passage of how to make the

ark is not repeated and thus there is not a complete repetition and. it does not repeat about the

covenant being made with Noah so it is not a complete repetition there either but it does repeat

the command to bring animals in and it is easy to see the same thought and. command.

Pent. #33
In ch. 6, v. 21 he was told to take food into the ark and there is nothing about that in cli. 7.

So then everyt'ing is not repeated by any means but there are parallels to some extent so the
argument
ee.ee of parallel paseagesi.f they were absolutely the same in Matthew is for absolute repeti

tion but it can't be that. A certain amount of paralleling you can find in anything and you

won't find absolute ford for word repetition and the question is if it is enough to prove differ

ent documents. I mentioned yesterday about Abraham--one is an Elohim passage, one a Jehovah pass

age and are the same stories told twice? Are there two different vents or just what, we ask.

What you. decide on t.t will determine what you think about that special evidence. The__4th

argument is the least tangible of the four and yet the most important of the book. This one

is argued from the differences in style. You might say style, diction, ideals and aims.

This fourth argument really includes the first argument after all. Different names for God is

an evidence but it is not a sufficient evidence. The question is along with other arguments do

we have other evidences? Is there evidence of the diversity of style? Take Gen. 1 and. you read

it and. you find that He did certain things in the morning, and the evening and it was one day, et

You have a sort of table there and so on 1, 2, 3 &in ch. 2 and on you don't have that method of

tabular. If you find every time that the name of Elohim is used there is a tabular inethodof

presentation. If you had the different presentation, you would probably say that here is a diff

erent style , a different approach, a different method o speng. In cli. 1 it speaks of "beasts

in the field: and in ch. 2 it speaks of "Beasts in the air." If everywhere you have Elohim you

have beasts of the field spoken of anddeverywhere you have Jehovah you have Beasts of the air,

that would seem to show several peculiaritiesof the ttyle of that writer, would it not? In the
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3rd Ch. you repeatedly have the word create used. and in the second one you have the formed

one used. and then you have created. man and




man in one place and then in another you have

male and felmale and. use the different expressions and. different ways of saying the things.

I could use certain terminology one minute and the next use some other and that still would

not prove anything so the question is if you can take all the Jehovah passages through and

find the style to be similar to that of this section and then take the Elohim passage through

and. find a style similar to that passa and if you find that the'one wo says Elohim always

says male and female and then if you find, the names of the expressions that are consistently

used along with the names and their change and then you would have a basis for your argiment.

The argument fronhhe viewbf the diction and. view point of style an.o. o on. That4is
the most

important of he four but it is probably the hardest to takehold of. You cannot discuss t-e

evidences pro and con if you don't know what it is and therefore we want to get exactly what

the higher criticism is and how it developed. You take a man in the government and you ask

what you think of that man--you can measure him and you can make certain judgments by just

looking at him but it is most impcrtaiit for th government to know what his oackground is and

what his history and experience has been. kx I have known when one man saw another man an

aid what he thought of as a joke to the other man and. the other man was absolutely unmoved b

~itandthoughtwhatsortofmeanandsourfellowisthatandfinallyhecalledhimnamesand

ten proceeds to tell ho sour he is on the world. Then another fellow tells him, Lid you

know that his little ooy was killed in an antb-accident last month ana only then coula he

understand why the other fe1ow wasn't in a mood for laughter ana of course he felt very much

ashamed of himself for having taken the attitude which he did. His attitude might have been

entirely justified if there had, not been this cause behind. it to explain why the other man was

that way. That mi2ht not excuse the other man's attitude, but it will be better understood

and so in connection with this higher criticism. It is something bhat has moved along and

shows upon it the marks through which it has gone and if a person is going to understand it

in order to be able to deal with it reasonably, he must have some idea of the Drogress through

which it has tone and to know what it is like today. So it is im'oortant that we et an idea

of kow it came to be. what it is and what stag's it passed through and not so interested now so

m:ch is this thing true cr false but this is based upon these armrts and this viewpoint and

in sofar as these arg'ments are valid or not, they will stand or fall. That is very important

if we re to understand the subsequent phases of it and see ho it developed into a force which,
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is a force, which I believe has done more than any other force to destroy the faith in the

Bible in the world today. It is the basic reason for turning away the people of God.. The

first step that you make to turn away from the Scripture and. to tak what is good and what is

had, the step leads logically to unbelief and knccks the very foundation of any successful

attempt to be a witness for Christ. This forces is one of the greatest forces in the last

tc centuries that has caused. apostasy in this day and any surrender that we make in ay de

tail. is extremely dangerous and. it is taught todoy in nearly all of our great seminaries like

Princeton, Yale, Drew, Colgate-Rochester and taught as definite and true and. a person is just

beside himself if he doesn't accept it. One cannot take cpose this without knowing something

about it end how it came t be what it .s. Just to know how strong anu. -veal-, these -arguments

are that have produced this stron crisis in the world today an so at this point I am nt

trying to giv- evidence proving th.t Eichhorn was right or wrong. I am trying to show you

what Eichhorn believed and. what arguments he used. He believed, at least to the last edition

of his book that Moses was the author of the Pentatcuch, but it is rather hard. to find a copy

of that last edition, because in general he held that Moses was the author and. compilec. the

bock out of documents and I believe that Moses had documents which he used. but to say that he

just took a section of this and a section of that which requires a good deal of proof before

anyone has the right to dogmatically to say is true. To say that these documents which he took

this way and which he arranged this way, we cannot tell what is in this docuor-nt and that, it

would take a tremedous Lart of ability to recognize the fact as to what belongs in each. So

3 we don't have any objections to scying that Moses used docum'nts ut I would be skeptical

a'cu anyone being able tc ay th4 cam- from this document and this other came from that one--

if that were being presented today, we would soy, he doesn't know. He wasn't there and is there

sufftciaat proef--mayhe 'e is right and. moybe is wrong but it donen't mke a great deal difi

erence anyway, but it did make a great deal of differnce because it was the foundation and. in

order to understand that thing it is vital that we know the sort of arguments that are usea.

Can you bc sure that whenever yoi come across a different name, it is one iccument ana when you

come across another name it means another document. That in itself would. not prove anything

though might be a clue -and you cculd. take te separate sections and put them together and.

see what you have and. if you find that they give you a ocanected story with no bad breaks, you

may say that it looks likely that you have complete documents and. if you rind that the same

stories are told, tht .ould be a further proof. If you found that n this section he uses a
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a certain sty1 and his xt tkx scction another sort of a style, we .'ould have 1~rett~, good

evidence that Eic1horr co'fd diviae t hooks up into varicus aocument ana divide it up into

*h two main sarces that Moses used. If that was the view that was tak'r. today, we 'do-1u take

a long time studying that v but nobody todar believes E.cbflorn's view na his is the

founaion. nd w- w-,--t to se why they don't accept Eichhcrn's vie. Of course the reason

was, at 1eane of the reasons is that t didn't worl: out nearly as simply as it sounas. The3C

evidences from styles correspond somewhat with the use of the names but not exactly and you

find pretty soon , can we make the division here or here? Here is a phrase that is usea in Gen.

1 and it should be up here and this other phrase should be down there and pretty soon you have

all these divisions being moved around in order to take care of all this and then we find in

continuous document, we will find E document says that the God that everythin' was good and then

we se that everythin,o was evil: how did that come about? All that is told about is found in

the J document and how do you now find a rood world that (od made all of a sudden filled with

wickedness. There must be somethinE missin here and so you find questions about your con

tinuous document theory and then you look at the parallel passages and see about Abraham in

Erpt lies about his wife and with the Philistines he tells about a lie--why couldn't the thing

happen twice. We certainly make a mistake more than once. ILL. of having an account of the

first world-war arid the scond world-war and someone miht look at these two accounts and say

this is actually one war and somelow it is rotten divided up into two world wars. In both

of them England, France, America and Russia on one side and Germanyn the other aria the

President of the U.S. takes a lead as to the final say in both wars. There are various

countries on the other side but the head of the German nation is picked out as the leading

target to represent the evil of the other side--that was Emperor Wilhelm in the last war aim

Hitler in the past war. Different names but the same authority and same situation. Then you

find in 1915 at the beginnin of the first world war you find that a erman named Graf Spee

was off the coast of S.jn. and the British fougt them there and tkN Graf Spee went down to

the bottom with the ships and now at the beinninr" of the second world war you find the battle

of ('-erman ships against British and there is only on principal differente. In the first war

('*raf Spee was the Captain of the fleet and in the past war G-af Spee was the name of the

principal ship. In the first World War the British -n-ins sunk the ships of the Germans and in

the second world war the Germans scuttled their ships. These minor differences actually show

you have the same authority--two different versions of the same authority. That would be a
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pretty rood proof that there was only one war with just two different accounts and it is re

markable the number of similarities that one can find in different things and this argument of

parallel passages is well worthy of consideration but which is not necessarily a proof.

L4." Further Development of the Documentary Theory--we mean that development which came

immediately thereafter.

a. Its Extension through the Pentateuch. Eichhorn thought this related only to the

book of Genesis and the first two c}'aptersof Fxodus but othersccontinued the method right on

through the Pentateuch. They said. the divine names do not serve as a division anymore after

the beginning of Exodus because it is nearly always Jehovah and God is rarely used but as you

get on into the Pent. you will come across passages which sould very much like the first ch. of

Gen. He did this and that and he saw that it was good and ?ht was evening and morning, the third

day--it was a statistical enumeration it would sound like. In the E aocument we have the list

of the kings of Ed.om and how long they lived and. we get to 1ev. and you find, that ou are to

tke the animal and this with the gall, this with the tail, and. you take another animal and

you sacrifice this with a tail, caul, and it sounds like the same sort of style as we found in

the first part of Genesis. So they said that this probably fits together with the other.

Naturally when you start doing this through the Pentateuch, you begin to wonder whether Moses

was the author. Moses might have taken documents to tell you what happened centuries before

his time and put them together and compiled them, but did he take that which happened in his

own day and put them to-ether--these must have been done later if it can he taken on throughout

the Pent. Yes, the people said that Moses could have had different scribes writing and then

he put them together but no one held to that very long. They soon said that it came later than

his day. So there came a weakenin of the faith of Mosesic authorship.

b. Ex. 6:3--a denial of Mosesic authorship. I have looked at various books recntly which

present the higher criticism and they c-ive you Astruc and Eichhorn's view and then they will

present Ex. 6:3 as an arument and I have not yet located who stated building an argument

on that reference. It is an argument used. by all the higher critics and came soon after

Eichhorn to be of considerable importance. UAndk I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac ana unto

Jacob as E Shaddai. but by my name Jehovah I was not known to them." By this name I was not

know to Abrahaa, Isaac and Jacob. It palinly contradicts it doesn't it. I am Jehovah ana. by

that name I wasn't known to them. The name God is used. all the way through Gen. How about
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the Jhovahistic document that called Him Jehovah ritht from the very beginning. Here is a

flat contradiction is it not. Certainly this is two different writers that had two different

ideas and thought the name Jehovah began at the very beginning---not only does this seem to

show that Moses miht not have written it but they both c ntradict each other aria here the

artiment is not the habit of whether you like to use the name God or Jehovah. If that is the

meaning of this verse why couldn't the man that put these two documents together see that these

two wou'd. contradict each other?

# 35 That is one big difficulty is this very thing and other interpretations have been

suggested for this verse by conservatives who exaplin how it can be that this can have been

said to Moses arid how the name Jehovah said before t0 Moses. We will look into that

later on. It is one of the ar-uments held3 most tenaciously to this day. If I were to say to

you that I met Mrs. Field over in Europe one time and I said to her, what do you think of so and

so and she said I went to the post-office to ask fo' th mail and they said. there was no mail

down there fore Mrs. Field--suppose that I were to tell a story like that. TOW maybe someone

were to ask me if Me's. Field was married yet and I would say no, but she met her husband a

couple of years later --that would be a flat contradiction. Here I addressed her by that name

and yet she wasn't married and even know her husband and you would come to the conclusion

that that wasn't hr name at the time. In this this case, if God says to Moses, Abraham and

Jacob did not know the name Jehovah and yet if Moses writes in the town where Abraham says I

worship Jehovah, you certainly would be flatly contradicting yourself. If you interpret the

ve-se the way the critics interpret the verse, you have a flat contradiction and shows the man

who wrote it as an utter false if erie story or if in documents; therefore conservatives feel

that the verse should be interpreted in a different way--not that they didn't know the name but

they don't know that characteristic which is highly stressed in that name of Jehovah but knew

that characteristic which is stressed in El Shaddai. There are four or five suggestions that

are made for the interpretation of this verse but it is very difficult t0 see how the critical

interpretation is right--not only does it make out that Moses was an utter fool, but whoever

put the documents together is made out as an utter fool. On the direct interpretation it makes

Moses an utter fool but also anyone that combined the documents as a fool also. It is not a

conclusive arr!nent 'y any means btit itis important to know that it is an argument that was

accepted by critics a century ao and today the argument is accepted by 60 to 70% of the

theological students of the world and by liberal men--I would say accept it %95 as true.
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Of course that is not true of Eichhorn and Astrucls view, because theirs have been developea.

and modified greatly but this particular ariment is held on tenaciously. So it is important

to mention at this point but now we mentioned

c. Ilgen -- It is just a little bit difficult to know whether to put Ilgen here or in the

next division. He is a figure which is rather a transition character so I mention him here.
Astruc

This man had less influence than it had or Eichhorn and it is very fmportant that you be

familiar with both of these men If you forget the name of Iglen I will not feel so badly

because is importance at the time was not great and his bookie was not considered great but

it does show how his th oey was developed. Ilen was a prof. at Univ. of in (iermany and

wrote a book in ''9P which he called The Documents of the Archives of the Temple of Jerusalem

in thir Original Form was a Contribution to the Corroboration of History and Religion and

Thought-_they used 1on titlese in that day. This book of his is almost impossible to find

anywhere and the book had very very little influence. Critics look back and say what a wonder

ful mind Ilgen and the thing that makes him woiderful is the way he went in the direction of

the higher critical view. He said that this matter of Eighhorn is very good but he went on to

say that he fi.nired that it wasn't a unit--he said the first section made up the and. then

there were five sections which made up the E and the first J is two sections. He didn't say

anything about a 2nd. J so he probably thought they would get a 2nd J so you have more than one

writer. It begins t0 confuse the clear simp'icity of Eichhorn and Astruc's view and when Ilgen

came to ch. 2 he said he didn't think that part was J at all but that Jehovah had been stuck

in there later and written later in but should have really been God and so he changed it around

a great deal from the arrangement which Eichhorn and instead of having two main documents, he

had three main ones and a number Os subsidiary ones. It is simply an indication of the facts

that when you start this method of dividing up into documents you have the right to divide it

up into more documents and that is an ar'niment which is great ly weakened. If you prove that

here are two documents that are combined it is pretty strong- argument but if you find the same

evidence to break up the first into smaller ones, you begin to wod.er just how sure one could

be and how far one could =Rid o. Ilen took a step in this complexity. He saw the same

arEuments that Eichhorn used could be used. to break the documents into smaller portions and

that is why I questioned whether to put Ilen here or not.
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C. This I will call From Eichhorn to Graf.

This is a 1.on period of criticism in the field because there were a number of important

developments during this time but Eichhor laid the fovndation and G-raf laid the foundation of

the theory as held today by nearly all scholars.

1. The 'rament Hypothesis: Now you might think that Iglen was making it a good deal

a business of fragments. There were other scholars at this time who set forth various forms

of Ejchhrs view. Of course conservatives were denying Eichhorn's view ana the great mass

of the Enc'lish speaking world was not much affected by it at that time--nor a rreat part o1 the

German church thouh the universities were greatly affected. NOW the founder of the theory

was a Scotsman--a Rom. Cath. priest--Alexander Debd.e3. Actually he says, there are a lot 01

documents and a great meny small sections which were gathered together by the compiler and he

not only took the Pentateuch but also kgded Joshua to it and made it the Hexateuch out the

Pentateuch is a word that is given up by the unbeliever. Your liberal dictionaries u-ider

Pent, simply tell you to look under Hexateuch and all this was divided up into these small

sections and it was supposedly in the time of Solomon that it was put together. Some of the

sections mic"ht go back to the time of Moses and we can't be sure of just two main documents.

This reduced it to ariment to absudum and now he was followed by a German called Vatcher.

He wrote a book in 180.5 in which he wnt paaaraph by pararaph and he divided up sometimes

the sections in as small as half verses, and so'etimes a whole chapter and made all these variou

documents.

# 36 He said that all of these different fragments and that a compiler perhaps in the

time of Solomon out all these things to,-ether and made up the Pentatauch and he includes

Joshua therein. He says that Gen. has 38 fragments and other books of the Pent. he divided up

similarly thouh perhaps he went to extreme. Hartman in 1831 presented the same idea. In

this period f,-on 1800 to 1935 it came to be cuite genarally held by critical scholarshi, this

fragmentary idea that it was a lot of different small writings that were compiled toether.

There is a unity to it and a plan and a definite arrangement and. there are refereences in

one part to another part and fits together into a logical complete unit and it is much easier

to believe that one man wrote that, since it all fitsx to-ether into a unit, than t0 believe

there wer, a lot of separate documents and so today, there is no scholar but who would consider

the fragmentary theory as ridiculous but it is the development that originally came from the

documentary theory and. it is strange th:.t the view held today is more similar to the fragmentary
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theory than the holders realize. The fragmentary theory, Wm. H. Greene callEs the Document

Theory Hypothesis of or('e man. It was the taking of these ari.iments and taking them on fur

ther. It is the same sort of thing that someone has presented. in relation to the history of

the U.S. in the middle of the last centuy. Southern states said they entered the union vol

untarily and have a right to withdraw from it voluntairly. The north said, No, the union oice

formed is a permanent thing and they have no right to secede from it and so a bunch of them

seceded and made a confederacy but before the war was anywhere iy near over, the states began

to become dissatisfied with the Confederate govt. and they began to secede from them and so

the trincipal carries on and you have no permanent coordination at all. There is nothing

dependable or unified and it is a principal that helped in the end of the war as it did. There

would be no fi1tin strength ft if they didt stand together. In this case, the Documentary

theory firures that you can d'vide it up, and it is one thing to have evidence to show that

there is reason to make a division but it must also show that there is reason for stop making

a division. You have to s}ow that there is a reason to stop at that point and that these are

the documents and are not to he divided up into a whole lot of little documents. You just aon't

get a unit by netting a whole lot of little documents. A man may read a lot of different

documents. There are a few books w-itten that way but it is easy to recognize when th&è is

done. There was a reat reaction against the hypothesis theory but before we go on to n. 3

I want to insert a different line of logic--+ 2. De Wette--he was a brilliant German scholar

born in 1780. He read and wrote a great deal on higher criticism and. had a very great influence

but something that had the g'eatest influence was something he did while only 25. He wrote

a book at that age which was entirely novel and yet which is accepted try all critics today.

That theory was that the documents that Josiah found in the temple was the book of Deuteronomy-

at least the main section of the book. Of course some had. said that this was all put together

by the time of Hezekiah. said that by the time of Solomon. Josiah was much later than

Solomon,ven bein later than Hezekiah and so here is a section of the Pent, which comes at

end of the history way at the time of Josiah according to DE Wette and he bases it not upon

literary tm arguments but upon historical arguments. It is the beginning of the application

of historical arniments. This ariiment and theory is spoken of by all critics as the great

master stroke in the understanding of the Pentateuch. He made out that the book of Deuteronomy

is the book which was found in the temple by Josiah and. was written at that time and not before.
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_71-Review--theoutstanding difference is that the first chapter reads like a stastical statement

while the 2nd., 3rd. and )4th reads like a story. Just look at the repetitions in the first chapte

and it 15 like a table. Cf. v. 3, v. 5, v6, v. 8 ,9, 11, 13 and. so on. You have six days

and. aod said, tells what he said, how the thing happened--it is a table and enumeration--it

is like a stastical arranc'ement. Is that a difference of style and. does that necessarily show

a different author. Why couldn't the same person write a stastical table. I could. say in

1940 we had so many students from the South, so many from the northeast; the next year and.

so forth arid repeat the same phrase and give a statistical enumeration and. then I could. describe

some experiences that I had and it would be all an entirely different sty&&. There is a

marked. difference in style between Gen. 1 and Gen. 2- and no one should think of denying that.

The question is, is it so different that it would. indicate a different author and that is a

question qhich cannot be answered immediately. If you find evidence that the author always

writes in a certain way and that the author always deals in another way, you could point out

that is one always speaks in this stastical way and this other always talks in this more in

teresting narrative way but ordinarily you might think that both styles could. be used by the

same man depending upon the subject matter. We have to go on and look at further material

before we can be certain of our answer whether this difference in style would indicate a

different author or not. There are one or two things that perhaps I should stress a little

more about this fraentary hypothesis before we go on to notice partiuularly DeWette. This

hypothesis is nuite a natural development of the documentary theory. The arguments used for

the doc. theory, the last two of them naturally went on to produce the fragmentary theory. It

is xactly the same argument that is used. Tow the documents if they prove that there should be

divisions, should prove where to stop at the point of division. If they go too far they destroy

the proof and validity. ILL. of what the man once said about Daniel in the lion's den. He

said that those dens there in Babylonia were bi caves in the earth--the entrance was sealed.

up with an airti'ht seal, so it is perfectly silly to say that Daniel was able t0 live all

night there because even if the lions didn't get him he would have perished because of the lack

of air. That proves that Daniel couldn't live as well as the lions. Often you will find that

an argument proves too much. People will bvase arguments on doctrinal matters and often they

will prove zt±t kff much tOo much and the argument becomes absurd. Our first two arguments did

not do that. We have the names of God and that might prove two documents though not necessarily
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That might be a clue as to two documents but it prove it necessairly and has to be

cobined with other arguments. Now the secovd argument about parallel passages miçht prove

something. If you find the same thing told twice you might say that there are two aocuments

but of course this is not proved conclusively simply from that. I am sure that any of yu

could take my lectures an pick out and find that the whole thing could be put into some 20

minutes--I repeat practically everything Ktii I say two or three times because it is necessary

to -et it across to get them over. Very often I will repeat within five or ten minutes some

thing that I hale already said--that doesn't prove a different author and there is a purpose

in repeating the same thing and then I might say things that are similar but aren't quite the

same--they are parallel. You have to use this armament with care. Now they take this doc

ument and I!.,-Pi had two E and one is called ti-e first .1 and he made it out as tho'ih he

e)Dected another document but this was taken on. You have to have a definite stopping place

and the same thing is true about style. You must have sufficient other evidence that would

show that this weuld prove another author. Wm. Hen. Green--Let every word be compared with

each other, grammatical construction and so forth and let it be compared and noted as differ

ence in diction nd style and let the parallel be paraded as showing differeint authcrhip

and lèb this all o on and it wou'd not be diffic'ilt at all t0 show that each page came from

a different author. The question is--does it ro to,hat extreme and. it is eas to go to that
go to

extreme and those who used this hypothesis did i this extreme and. they divided Genesis up

as well as the other books of the Pent. into a great many small fragments an combinea. them

or said they were combined at the time of Solomon or Josiah or some later time of the Israelite

kingdom. This thevvy was not long accepted and it never was widely accepted outsia.e of the

scholars but it is so unnatural and.unreal. It is based upon the assumption that there was

q great body of writings about the Mosesic and an+t-osesic writings of which we have no

more evidence. We have no reason to think there were fifty different writers writing about

Moses and about Abraham and. so on. We would think that some ether of these documents wold

be remaining or references thereto. It would be easy to take Macbeth and Hamlet and look

at the differences--one deals with Scotland and the other deals with Denmark and. note the

difference in background--the characters are cuite different and you might say that two

different authors must have written thes two different plays but when you got through I don't

think that you would find anybody that thouit two different authors wrote them thoghere
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are some who would say that Sakespeare didn't write either one of them. Why don't they say

one man wrote Hamlet and the other was written by someone else. Both are such a tremenous

work of art that it is enough to give one man undin credit--why not spread the credit out

a Utile and give it to two men. The fact of the matter is that we don't have that many men

who are capable of writing such material. It is far easier to believe that one man like

Shakespeare wrote a dozen -!real- classics than it is to believe that a aozen men workea. on these

12 classics of whom we have never heard anything and we don't have any eviaence for such a

large number of writers writing all these different things and of course if we did, all these

different fragments put toether would not produce this orderly wo'k but just a body of

disconnected ancedotes or a hertoeneous miscelleny. If you took three stptes of Sherlock

Holmes, I am sure that you would. recognize a11. the stories by Conan Doyle--there is a

simlarityof approach and then there are differences and someone miht try to make out different

authors but the unity is far greater than the differences. In the Pent. there is a great unity

of structure and a similarity of different parts such as has resulted in a very strong reaction

against this fragmentary hypothesis. That doesn't meaa that the method is wrong but the method

miht be used. to extreme and still be '-ipit and yet it raises a reat question about the validit;

about the fact when it is carried to such a terrific extremes as this framentary hypothesis.

2. This does not effect the main body of the study of Genesis because no. 2 doesn't deal

with nenesis. DeWette did but only to a small extent. It comes chronoloically at this time

so I think we should consider DeWette somemore. He was a very precocious scholar, and at the

ae of 25 he was able to write books that influenced scholarship up to the present uy. Then

writers say that in years later he didn't come p to the promise of his earlier years. Later

on he went on writing and doing important studies, many of them on the N.T. but the thing for

which he is most remembered is the very first thing he ever wrote--in 1805 he presented a

strong case for the book of Deut. was written at the time of King Josiah and was found in the

temple as described in II rings 22. Is there any objection to finding the book of Deut. in

the temple at the time of Josiah? Not only is there no objection but I think that we must say

that it is undoubtedly the ease, that it was found at that time. Was it just the book of

Deut. that was found or the wbo'e Pnt? He said that they found it there and read it through

twice in one day and therefore it could net have been the Pent. Some people could read very

rapidly a"d I am not sure just how much evidence that we have for having read the book throui

one day. We can't be so sure as to how long this was--they read enough of it to see what it
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was undoubtedly so I don't think that his evidence that only Deut. Was founa. is at all con

clusive at all. I wculd say that Deut. was definitely included, in what was found but whether

the whole Pent. was found there that day or just the book of Deut. and. they proceeded to carry

it out and later on they found the rest of the Pent, where it had been for~~-ottpn during the

wicked reign of Manesseh--so they found the official copy there in the temple. That doesn't

say that there mipht not have been many other copies with the people and the king did not

know about it, and when they found the official copy there in the temple the king was so

impressed over it that it caused a revival in the land. Perhaps the whole Pent. was found

and maybe Deut. only but why did be insist on just the book of Deut. In the revival which

Josiah proceeded to bring about, there are things specifically mentioned in Deut. and connects

right up with things that he did. So ther' is no question as to Deut. being included, in that

which he found and I don't think anyone before DeWette's time haa. questioned but that Deut.

was included. The new step of DeWette was to say that Deut. was written at that time and

for that purpose--especially the 12th chapter because there oecause there Moses commanas that

they should not worship in every place in the,,lanU where they take a notion to out are to wor

ship in one place and to offer their burnt offerings in the one place where the Lord shall

shoose. The outstanding thing which Josiah did, ainon many other things, was to get rio. of

the high places where the people were sacrificing upon the hills in various places. There was

Gebea where Solomon had had a great sacrifice and the Lord appeared there to offer him wisdom

and that was after Solomon had sacrificed in this hi-ti place here a few miles f"om Jerusalem.

Josiah destroyed these high places and caused all to worship in the temple after that. Josiah

put an end to the worship of the hosts of heaven and this is commaned in Deut. 12. DeWette

says that this priests in the temple didn't lie the idea that people were offering sacrifices

elsewhere and taking away their tithes and so they would make it against the law to worship

any place else so they made out that they found this great ancient book. When they did that,

the king tired to do away with all these other places and that meant that all the sacrifices

would be brought to one place and so it was a mighty good thing for the priests and so historic

ally you can see why such a book was gotten up aridthus he thought he proved his point for the

priest's sake.

# 3F
The book was found in the temple and Josiah adopted the book and carried it on and they SL that

they know when Deuteronomy was written but any thing that is written out it must come later on
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than the book of Josiah and. that is the great suggestion which ismade by and. has

been accepted by practicaly all British scholars ever since. There is a difficulty in it as

you immediately see for the believing man to say that Deut. was written just at that time.

That would be true especially if the priest wrote it and pretended he found it and Deut. has

so much in it about doing goo*, it would then make the man out to oe aterrible hypocrite. it

would then be a great moral difficulty to think that thepriest wrote it ana. then if you try

to fret around that by saying someone else wrote it and the man who found it did not realize it.

Own they would say it was not just for the purpose of getting more tithes for the priest but

they knew it would. be a good thing for the land and. so it was just a white lie, just a pious

front to tell the king it was an old book when actually it had just been written. If you think

this of a book that is as good a book as Deut. is just written, then you can see wrong in most

all things and become a real cynic on life. Peope have tried to say that someone wrote the

book and it got in there in some way and it was just written then but the priest did not know

it. The big problem is the moral problem-could a man who committed a fraud write such a good.

book as the book of Deut.? If not,just how did it work out? It is a difficulty but one which

the critical scholars think can be worked out in some way. Ques. about why it should be a moral

problem at all. Then a book such as Deut. and to obey the Lord and all the terrible things that

will happen if you don't would he hard. to write and. have it be just a fraud.. Ques. We shall

study the moral problem later on but at present we want to know just what its development was

in the higher criticism. In 1805 it was presented and it was one f the few things held. by the

higher critics then. There are some critics who are altering the view on this point now though.

Some say that Deut. is much later than that and then some say the book was wtitten at a much

earlier time. Ques. The one specific command about the worship in one place you do not find

stressed in Exodus, 1ev. and Numbers. The other things are stressed about equally. 1807 he

thought the whole Pentateuch was unhistorical. So"e critcs say that you don't learn anything

about Abraham, Nah, etc, but you learn alot about the people who made up these stories in their

own times. Not all the sef4 critics have gone to such an extreme but some of themhave.

Number 3 is the strong reaction against number 1 and this is a re ction which carried for 50

years nd in 1823 a brilliant young German scholar wrote a book against the hypotheses.

This man was named Hyiên Ewald. He was one of theutstanding Biblical schoars of the 19th cent

ury. He wrote many works which had a Ereat influence. Some peop'e thought that he had such

an influence that it went to his head and he got the word that he coild say what thefact was
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on anything. He expected the people to take just what he said and. that would lead to the tend

of having him say things without thinking them through as much as he should. He did make many

statements which were carefully thought through and carefully studied and the great influence he

had was based upon his great ability and his tremenduous amount of work. This work he wrote

In 1P23 was ve'y unusual-in that is had a short name --"The Composition of Genesis, Critically

Investigated." This was very remarkable for those days. He attacked the fragment theory very

stronEly. A book like Genesis with such a marked unity in it would hardly have come into exis-

ance simply through a great many writings having been put together in the way the fragment hy-

potheses sug'ests. He opposed strongly the dividing up into little sections all these various

parts. He gave some illustrations from Arabic literature in which you find repetitions in a

greater way. He felt Genesis as a whole was a unit. He book was one then used greatly to put

an end to the fraent hypothesis. Some scholars had held this theory but it had never held

any control outside of the ranks of the leading scholars. We are interested now in looking at

the development from the criticism. Ewald. is a man who was a critic and he was not convinced

the whole book was written by es4.-Moses, it was an old book but he did think it had a mark

ed unity and this fragment hypotheses was impossible. In the next seven years Ewald. was in

fluenced by others t0 take up the view that Genesis had. a great amount of unity in it but

there were a great many sections in it that were added later and so there began whet was called

the supplement hypotheses was the established view of scholarship among the critics regarding

the Pent, for 50 years. The supple'nent hypotheses gives an idea of exactly what it is. The

document hypotheses was here at the E document which has the name Elohim and here is the J

document which has the name Jehovah for God and these two documents, they took a part of this

and a part of this and that and so they got then two original corrrplete stories and the E docu

ment gives a complete story and the J documents gives a fairly complete story but not as much

so as the E document. Somecazne to hold this view in England and some in America and by many

in Germany. The E document here is the foundation--they call it the . It is of

Genesis --the God section and then in Ex. 6:3 it says that His name Jehovah was notknown before
by an

this time. So we have the original document supplemented 4-4 individual writer who spoke

6' God as Jehovah. This view was held for about 50 yea s--there was a Biblical scholar named

Blake who was one of themain writers on this--an evangelical Christian who was great'y im

pressed with the advantage of this view over the view of the frag. hypotheses and. he adopted

this view to a great extent while holding the grea Biblical doctrine. There were some who
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did not adopt any of the views--Hentzenberg, for instance, who was a great writer in the mithde

of the century and. who insisted on the Mosaic authorship of the entire Pentateuch an who took

a conservative view point and Keil was another great conservative writer. Beak wa- an evangeli

cal Christian who thought as much as he could. of the critical theory and then went on from there

Pentateuch #39

This was held by many critical scholars but then we can o on from there. In 1823 Ewald

strongly attacked the rag. hypotheses and then we notice later on that he gives his approval

in general. Any book that gives an account, historical, of the rites of the higher criticism

gives much to say the supp. hypotheses but recently they have little to say about it--having

almost ignored.it. They take the original document and they take sections of various things

and put them all together and make them all c&Ose, Whether Moses aid it or whether someone

else did it, it is done. In your supp. hyp. you have one story you may call E if you want to

and it is the story which uses the name Elohim --the Gron? is perhaps better. Then the Jehovis

or the more recent critics call him the Jahwist. This man took this lohim and. he inserted

stories here and here and here and so you get that which has a different style'from the original

Elohist because the Jehovist inserted it. The Elohist makes a continuous document and

the whole history and Jehovists insertions are extra and. you don't have to say the Je-

hovist theory makes a complete one. That was the trouble with therigina1 document theory-

it was easy to see how the God sections made a complete story but there is the next with no ex

planation in between. Some say the writer took the Jehovist theory and. put it all in anu.others

say that only parts wee put in. There were many scholars that wrote various variations of this

theory. 1823 until exactly 1878 this great majority of critical scholars held the supp. hypoth

esss. It was established as explanation which scholarship saw to be the true answer to the prob

lem--how did the Pentateuch come into existance? There was a story àf it written in the days of

Solomon , perhaps even as early as the time of Saul. Whether earlier or later there was the

E story---a story which made a complete narrative and a story which has a unified style and

uses the name God all through until it comes to Gen. 6:3 and from then on usgs the name of

Jehovah. This complete story is a unit and then the Jehovist makes an insertion. It is a

beautiful simple theory of howit came into existance and. it gains the acceptance of the scho&arl

world. For 50 years it was held by most of the scholars. Of course along with it at that time

there were conservative scholars who said there was nothing to it. Keil, Hanhenberg, and van-
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bus other writers who said there was nothing to it. ourtz wrote one of the fullest reputation

of it--one that is pointed to today as being a very excellent reputation it all. Some do not

mention it all all, and others mention is occasionally. After he had written it he later gave

up this view. It is not as bad as it sounds. He abandoned. the idea tat Mcses wrote it but he

thought it was put toether in the next generation. That is not such a great difference--far

different than the view that some have that it was in the days of David or Saul. I think

Kourtz is condemned far beyond what he deserves. We are not going tnto the history of the

conservative opposers of this . We have mentioned that there were very few in America who

knew much about this theory --a few of the unitarians and some of that type who were much in-

terested but tT-at is all. The rank and file of the American church knew little about it axla.

had, little connection with it. Princeton Sem. was strongly opposing it all through this time.

In England the Church of England was dead against it and it was 'tot taught in any school. Any

person would not be ordained in the Church of England who believed any such theory . TheCh. of

Eng. unitedly believed in the Mosaic authorship of it. e.4- Some of the mea were quite raUck1

and did not believe at all, in supernatural religion. They said the book had come into being

throu"h this natural process. Blake was an evangelical Ch'istiaxi who tried to take a medi""7

view and he felt he could not defend the view against the great onsl4le'ht that faced him in the

criticism and so he would give in on somepoints and maintain others. He was considered a

mediating theologizan and though ccnsidered an evangelical mart was taking this suppleinert

ary view and took it that someone else wrcte the E docu.i. and the other editions were put in

later on and so hence Blake was pretty well accepted by the critics and his books were accepted

by them and so these theories received easy acceptance into conservative circles. And doubtless

if Makes works had been translated into English they would have won great recognition if it

were not for the church of England which forbade such theories and insisting that Moses was the
be

author of the Pent. Some of the more radical sholars wouldn't even,jlooked at during that time.

Blake would be more the type that would make it easy for the theory to come in since he was so

evangelical--the book was translated but since there was so much opposition to it, it aian't

get very far. The first real sign of interest in this came from a bishop in the church of

England name Calenso--he is not particularly important in the story of the criticism "but his

story is worth noting. He was an English mathamatician and his books were textbooks in high

schools and colleges for years. Calenso went into the church of England and became a missionary
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to Natal in South Africa. Now how much he knew about the Gospel I don't know but he went aown

there to be a missionary and. doubtless was very sincere to present the views of the church of

England and. when he got down there he started telling the Zulus that Adam dia so and. so, anu.

when they asked him if that were true he didn't know and. began to wonder. Instead of the

bishop converting the Zulus the Zulus converted the bishop. When I was at the 18 International

Congress of Orientalists in 1931 I met a man who told me that as a young boy he heard a mis

sionary sermon and. decided that he would like to be a missionary ano. he trained towards that

end and took everything that would be useful for working in India and when he got through the

university he went over to India and when he got over there he began talking about Isi1 eternal

life and when people there asked him if he were sure and he wasn't sure about it and then he

wasn't sure about the deity of Christ and then he decided there was nothing to these old fashion

ed. views so he left them and gave up his work as a missionary and took up teachi in one of the

coflepes at Oxford and he told me that practically every American tht came to take extra work

took it under him and he was training the next generation of missionaries--this was l31. and

!e told me he was etting a little tired of teaching there and wotdered if I could help in

America but I haven't as yet. Bishop Calenso was a very charming man and. would be the type to

attnact you--he stayed in Natal and. helped out in the humanitarian ways. He knew if you really

wanted to get the facts on anything you went to German books--if you want to study Freanch,

erman books are the best. The ermans are most of the founders in these sciences aria, so it

was natural that he should go to he German sources for the Pentateuch and he studied the

supplement theory and he saw what was forbidden in England and saw how the Pent, came into

existence and being a man of very inquiring mind, he wrote a series of books on the Pent. in

order to show that the material was late and undependable. He tried to prove what the German

scholars had said was ar1iest, he said contained inconsistencies and absudities and has

parallels within themselves and it raised the ire of the Chruch of England and. he was tried and

his books condemned and not to be allowed in England. But under the peculiar constitution 0±'

the Church of England he was allowed to continue as bishop.

# 4'O There was a bishop 20 years aeo over here in America that denied the t-uthjof tile

Bible but there was nothin, that one could. do about. The Bishop of Birmingham now denies the

very foundations of the Bible and the Arch-bishop of Canterbury fumes against him and tells

him how wicked it is, but the Church of England today has more freedom practically than any

other church in the world. You can hold almost any view you want and they can't do anything to
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So you have a great combination of views today. In that day you had a control that kept these

views from coming into the church and from being ordained but once ordained they cou1.dn.t do

much about Calenso except send another bishop that auht differently. What he said didn't seem

to do much to the people of England ecept to get the people angry with him but in Germany the

people began question the supplementary documenti and they accepted what he said about the

document and of course there weren't many in Germany that could read his writing and it was

very difficult to show how much influnee it really had but now days it is quite customary to

point back to Calenso tg as one of the big leaders in the higher critical field. The early

writers said. that the 3 document was a lot of stories which could have easily been drawn up later

but the E pives you detailed documents and tells how they travelled from place to place and

lists the kings and it would sound like detailed information and therefore must be early whle

the other sounds as though it were drawn up later. He went into Gen. 1 ana. said. that it

sounded detailed at first but it says light and then sun and and how coula. you have light without

the sun. He says this sounds quite late. His arguments weren't particularly important but his

attitude of not criticizing the 3 document but the original--it was this that had a certain

effect and this was very important--it was the result that scholarship had reached after quite

some times. Ewald, who had much to do with starting it began to see difficulties.

0 +. The Crystalization Hypothesis--this is not nearly as iportant as the Supplement

Hypothesis because only a few held it, comparatively. It was advanced by Ewald in 1843. Ewald

had never directly advanced the supp1emènt theory but had given his approval to it and had stood

for a far greater unity of Genesis than the the frapment theory and he said that it can't just

be a mass of fragments. He says you take the E documents and you have all these raps and :,You

speak of man bein good and then suddenly being bad so he says that it presupposes gaps and

things which have not been said. He said you have four basic accounts. Then you have a

supplementer who drew those as the large part of the E documents and inserted them here and

here, etc. Then a century or two later the J writer comes in and put certain insertions into

this and then another Writer' puts insertions in to this and later on Deut. is written aria.

united with the rest so instead of one simple supplementation you have sort of the iaea of

an oyster getting different additions to it. That is to get around the statements that seem

to presuppose statements that are already in. It is a clever way of trying to get arouna. the

difficulties but was not accepted Very widely so we do not spend a great deal of time on it.
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# 5. The Modified Document Hypothesis which is far more important than the Crystalihation

Hypothesis tho'i4i at the time the latter seemed. the more important. It is very important

that we et in mind, the man that presented this. Hupfeld published his book in 1853 and this

book which he published. in 1853--this supplementation business doesn't work at all. He said.,

if ou take the J material which is said to be supplemented into the E material and the E_

material has the name God and. the 3 has Jehovah and. E is tabular--so he says you don't have

supplementary material at all but two documents so he ealled this E2 which he took out o

so now you have three documents. E is the original document, then there is the second E

which is mostly Gen. 20 to the end and then there is the J and of course the fourth is Deut.

goes back to the old document theory and he didn't get too much attention since the Supp.

Theory was already too well established and yet today all the critics believe that Eupfeld

was right so he is very important.

You have these various Theories and some of them seem easy to adopt but there are great

difficulties so that they didn't work though Ewald. tried to make it work. He made a series of

supplements and tbe'e we-p some that followed Ewald (Mm. 11-end is quite indistinct.)

# 4"i --You originally had two main documents according to the theory and now you have tour

main documents. Hupfeld presented his idea in 1P53--this gives you proress of the idea--He

came along with the modified document hypothesis which was very complicatea. and not so many

accepted it though of course there were some. Hupfeld made g eat use of the redactor-- He

wo'i.d constantly say that the redactor when he put these documents together made a change.

F said. that wen this redactor put these various documents together he woua jut some smooth

se-itence in hich would mak the transition--hen ;ou ar joining the 3 document to E--you

dolt just say Jehovah and then God but JehovahkGod and that is quite reasonable in that

particular place because the name Jehovah-GOd is not used much in the Bible outside the

2nd or 3rd ch. of Genesis. In the beginning of the u documents you find the two combined he

pointed out--he says you put the two names together at that poiht. That is what a man would

naturally do in these documents, He then said that redactor won'd sometimes Md some word or

sentence--like in one place he':might put down male and female and in another place he might put

man and woman--He might change the Name of God to Jehovah.'
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He could eai1y chan the nam from God, to Jehovah or vice versa to make it "o re smoothly.

Also we need. to recognize that the redacotor who combined these documents naturally made changes

in them and thus you cannot say it is just exactly the way it was written. You can't say this

is part of the E document and that part of the 3 document and so on like that. Then if the re

dactor made such chans then it obscures the proof that there ever were any such documents.

It makes it harder to prove where one ends and the other begins . .ues. about the supplementary
Hupfe id

theory. As to the exact order in which they were combined I am not sure if uTi was positive

on that as there were others later who advanced various views about it. There were others later

Hu.pfeld
who advanced their vieis about the documents. pointed out that the J and E documents were

not too much &likeand either one o' the other was combined and so they would say there was a

redactor who would combine them and. so there was a redactor that comoined them. Then another
redactor combined that with this and later still another redactor combined this with Deut.

So you have a differnt group of redactors that combined that which was written quite late out

the important to notice flow is that the first document is still the E document but a large

portion of the E, which all critics before had. said was part of the E documett, Hupfeld had.

pulled out of it and made a second E document-_t1-at makes you wonder right away why others

aldn't do this lone before. Another thing about it is that a-iotber element which he tok, includ

paaatically all the portions of Genesis, after Gen. 20, so you haveAthe first E document running

up to Gen. 20 nd then from there on we have the second E document. In the first you might have

Isaac rrww up and married and then he died and then all the rest of the story of Isaac might

be found in another document. So your E. document right through the last two-thirds of Genesis

is just an occasional sentence, except for the one chapter with the list of the kings of Eaom,

and the chapter of the burial of Sarah. But you see now that the effect this all has on our

original four ariments. You say we have two big documents-- E and J --You then say that E

teP.s the whc1.e story without interu!ption and you don't deed J--If you can say that , you cant

say it as fully anymore when you take it out of the E section ana makes it the whole thing very

frapmentary and your second E doesn't even begin with Crtion but starts in the miaale ol the

story of Abrah, so you can say that 3 is a complete story but it always was reccinihed as

a continuous. So the argument of complete aocuments is cut to a great extent by making it into

more document--the more aocuments you have the less evidence you have. Now with the first

ariment about Divine Names, you say when one name appears that is one document and when another

Name appears it is another, but if you find, that the names over lap you will find it much more
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difficult to prove. The effectiveness of your argument is cut down by applying the Hupfela

theory. The argument of parallel passages would be one to perhaps lead one to think in iI-

ferent documents--if you say this story and this story are tb same thing and. then you 1in

another veren, you figure you have three copies of the same thing. Then you have the argument

of style and you have perhaps a lone enough section which you can compare aria see if it all hangs

together--but when you divide up into two sections you have a more difficult time to prove your

case. If I give you a book here to compare with another you might do pretty well in proving

the same or a different author wrote, but if just have a few sections-because the smaller the

section the more difficult to prove anythin from style, unless you are sureou have a book

that he wrote in the first place but we don't have anything like that for Moses. So Hupfelas

ideas seemed to weaken the ariment. But then came along a very important change.

6. The Rise of the Deve1opmenti. Hyothesis: Except for the one fact that Deut. was a

historical argument 9,11e ed to come from theAtime of Josiah --all the arguments up to this time

of the critics have been based upon literary matter--it has been divided up into documents

but on the literary basis it is said that the E document was the earliest. There were some
# 42

scholars, mostly followers of Haegel's philosophy who tried to explà.n things that have happened

largely on philosophical principalsSo they figured out that the simple was first aii then the

complex came afterwards so they proceeded t0 study the Pent. on the ideas of the simple laws

and then thenore complex so they said when you look at the laws of the E document you will fina

that they are simple in form--thou shalt not do this etc. Do not seethe a goat in his mother's

milk and a lot of little simple things--they said that was more primitive type of law but as you

o on you get more involved, but as you et along you get more involved and you have a &evelop

r'vnt of the aw so they studied the law to get the develppemtn of it. One of the earliest to

advance a theory along this line was Reuss of the Univ. of Stroudsburg. He gave his lectres

in 1833 but didn't publish them until 1R79. He told how 40 years before he had been telling

the same thing that were brought out as supposedly new, but at least it was the beginninz of thi

movement. Now one of his followers in 1835, Vacke, gave similar theories and they received a

little more attention and then in l8l, Prof. Kunen, prof. of Univ. of Liden told about the

development of the Pent. He was studying through the law and trying to locate, what he thought

was different developments of the law and now there came along one whose name is of great

importance and his name was saf in 1865 which he published a book of great importance. Prof.

Graf said that the idea that you have the E document with all the elaborate laws of the priests
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and all the elabroate details of ordinance s--ou have these simple forms of law--he ;nae out

this was written first anØ. so he said. that everybody agreed that E was first documct

and then the second E. might be next but Deut. was the last one--No he says, they are not the
n

last laws but the first ones. People said that this sounded very reasonable to say that these

complicated laws of the tabernacle and the law of Moses and the compicated law is that of

the exile--you cannot separate these laws from the E. document because E1 has the same sort

of style in it--this man lived so lone and so and so-l,2,3,4-, and. all that goes with this

little minutia of the tabernacle--You can't take that apart from that since they are all one

document. It is impossible to say that this is the last thing and Kunen in 1869--I was at

Liden and saw his picttre--it was the same town where Mr. John Robinson stayed when bidding

the Pi1'-ims good bye. In that great TJnive-slty the'-'e Abraham Kunen wrote a book in which

he said. Graf is right and so he saidhow opposite this was , and so it reversed the whole

line of the critical world up to this time. For a 100 years everybody had agreed that the

E document was the foundation and so there comes a place in personalities and,o all this

that was so minutely written and detailed, they thought they would call the document after

after the duties of the priest mentioned there. The E is now called P. One time at thex end

of a year I asked an an examination about the S and I ot an answer that was very fine in

explaining the P. (Mm. 10-15 are very difficult to understand.)
# 3
Now we have P E, J and D and now tha order is J, E, F, D. p is now near the time of the

e-ile rather than back at the time of Moses. P is at the time of Jehosaphat and ut D at the

time of Josiah and that is the way that it is accepted by practtcally all scholars toaay

except Prof. Phif:'er today of Harvard. (Something must be wrong with the transc.iber again

record Mm. 1-12 ar& quite indistinct.). Phiffere separates some of P and puts it

as earlier but I don't know of any others that do that--he makes an S document.
and ,astruc

After Ex. 6:3 they call it all or J. You remember that Eichhorn confined them

selveto the first part of the Pent. You remember in Ex. 6:3 be says that

by the name of Tehovah lie was not known up to that time. Only in the first

part or Genesis will you find the argument of divine names holding up even in

a smell way. After Ex. 6:3 the name of Jehovah is used almost entirely.

Soone after this time along came a very brilliant man called e11hasen.
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He was a man like Eichhofl, who was brilliant but he had an unusual way of'

getting things over to the people. He didn't write in that long tedious style

that you have to read over so much before you get anything--he had a great sty1

that was easy to read and in the year 1878 he wrote a book of the history of

highe'r criticism, end this book that he wrote spread all over Germany and it

was read very widely indeed, not only in Germany but in England and the TT.S.

It is still called the Graf-Welihausen theory---Graf beget the idea of putting

these docutents late but few people could grasp what he was getting at, but

Wellhausen succeeded in popularizing the the theories. He was a brilliant

man with a brilliant mind, the the theory is still very tenaciously held

though of course there are modifications of it. Barton, the great prof. of

in Penna. made the statement that there was no doubt about the existence

of the great documents, J E, P and D and Dr. Alibright of the Univ. of John

Hopkins in the review of Allis's book on the Books of loses, said there was

no question about the existence of these great documents. (Mm. 7-12 are

quite indistinct)

44 I had. to rush a good. deal last time we met so we would. come to a stopping place

for the higher criticism and recent developments we will leave until later because that

which we have been looking proseeded. to a certain stage and. then has remained quite static.

Velihausen's view since 1870 has remained about the same with very few modifications. There

are a lot more modifications in the last 30 years than there was in the previous 41 but

the modifications have remained individual and. consequently it is one of the greatest forces

in our civilization today and. it would be impossible to say how much harm it has done even

to this day. It has affected people's attitude towards the New and Old Testaments and

affected their attitude towards the authority of the Lord. Jesus Christ and. towards Christian

ethics. That is why it is so important that we understand exactly what it is and it i

possible for a person to go out and expose the liquor traffic and say how bad. it is, and

amongst Ignornat people you get a long ways in this type of tirade but if you are going
to deal with intelligent people you would have t0 show them why it is bad. to use alcololic

drinks and. we might even point out some zof the outstanding men that used. alcohol temperately
and today and out and. out stand with ignorant people, you would. get much further than if you
would try to reason such a thing out, but such an attitude is 1ikejr to boomeranp on us.
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In the end usually people find that you attitude in certain respects is unreasonable and then

in the end they figure that you are wrong in everything--and particualarly this is true

in this field because of the men that believe it, and. think they have proved. it as much

so as though saying the world were m round.. And someone who doubts it is just as much out

of date as one who believes that the world is flat and. hence £s necessary for anyone going

into Christian service to know what is wrong and what is right about it--what it strong

and weak points are and it is only in this way that any effective testimony can be set up

against it. And so I am very anxious that we have a reasonable attitude towards how it began

and. what is the best method. of withstanding it and to know it came that many intelligent

people withstood. it for a while and then came to the conclusion that it was the only

correct attitude to have towards it and how the whole approach was fundamentally wrong.

We were looking at # 5 and. I' 6 and. I want to review what that is.

5. The Modified Document Hypothesis--the original had. two documents and. then the

writer fixed it up so it would make a continuous narrative, but if it does make a continuous

narrative it is pretty good evidence that you have two distinct narra±ttres and. then you

compare them both. Now the minute you follow Hupfeld. and divide one of these up, your

documents are all smaller and. the amount and. material you have to work on, of course is far
&

smaller and. therefore much harder to prove what the contention is. Hapfeld put forth his

theory in 1853. The people thought that the Supplement Theory was much better and they

thought that any more than two documents as too complicated. But Hupfeld is important

because of the way in which his theory fits in with the Developmental Hypothesis. Here

then we the case where tow different theories have come together and we noticed how some

scholars argued for their theory on the basis of style etc., while another group at this

same time tried to show the development of the law and how it got more and more complicatted,

especially with the law end how itbegan with rel simple laws and gradually got more complex.

It was the application of the theory of evolution to the theory of the Pentateuch. We

noticed Gieke and Kuenen, and then Graf in 1865 made the first big step in this

oire&tion and we noticed how in 1865 that he took these laws and. switched. them right

around to fit this idea. All these previous scholars had held that the E document came

first but then he put th e last. Of course the)! were not holding all this as separate

documents but as supplementation. Now Hupfel& had divided. E into two parts, of which E1
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would be the first, then comes 12 then comes J and. then comes D. AM now Graf says that

the laws in this E1 are the most complicated. and. go with the detailed, accounts of

the tabernacle and the genealogies and. here was the most complex form being put first

by scholars who were interested, in the literary style and. here along comes Graf and

cuts the theory right in half. He and. 32 as the latest writings an of course anything

that was stastical would. naturally go together such as Gen 1-3 with Lev. 1-3. When Graf

presented this, the people thought this was rather fantastic. Along came Kunen and. wrote

a book proving that all of was late and. completely reversed. what was thought before this.

Of course this was quite a change in mind, and the older scholars simply couldn't see it

made it out as simply fantastic. But the younger scholars under the influence of evolution

which was coming more and. more to the fore and. they thought that it was very reasonable.

Then in 1878 WeiThausen wrote his great History of Israel, and in this he wrote not only

all these facts but in a very enjoyable German style. One of our greatest commentators

of the LT. was the late Prof. Zahn and. was called. one of the greatest scholars by Harnack

but sometimes you will begin a sentence at the top of the page and. find, then the end. at

the bottom. I have often had. to break one of his sentences up into five or six English

ones to get any ssnse out of it at all. It is a struggle to figure out just what it means.

And. a scholar thinks it is worth the trouble to get the material by laboring though such

writing but Welihausen didn't write that way, but he wrote it so well and so forceful so

that all could. read. it and. in 1078 his work spread like wilfire as Eichtiorn's had. done

before and. just as in this case Graf work wasn't popular, nor was Aetruc's work popular

in the day of !ichhorn.

* 45 Wsllhausen didn't present something that was any different f'-om what already had

been presented. but he put it into such popular language that all except the very old.

scholars accepted it--it was very widely accepted by praeticlly all and. then he was in

vited. to write the article for Israel in the Ency. Brit. in .ngland. and. his influence

extended not only all over the British Isles but over the United States and so the theory

is often called. the Wellhaneen Theory since he popularized it. He was a great Arabic

scholar and. N.T. scholar--it would. be more accurate to call it the Graf-Welihausen theory

since it really was Graf that made the important discovery, but it would still be more

accurate if it were called the Hupfe].d-Iusn-GraZ-Wellhausen theory and. the influence of
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it has been very great up to this time--so great that I am going to put in another heading.

D. The Graf-WeiThausen Hypotlesis: summarizing the material or this we will mention.

Astruc had. an A and B document and various names were given but in the course of years

systeme.Mc names were applied to them and. are held to this day. I remember once I asked

in an examination--Give the characteristics of the P document and. I got back a very excellent

discription of the 3 document--such an answer is not worth anything--it was a case where

his knowledge was all confused and of course of very little use to him. If you began

discussing the matter with someone who was studying it and. you used. the wrong terminology,

he would. conclude that you knew absolutely nothing about the matter. Iou have to use

the accepted termine&&nd and so I think that it is very important that all of you know

what is the E, "J',P, and D documents and what makes them distinct, etc. If we are talking

about the earlier ones, document covers something entirely different from what Eupfelci

thought of as E1--the 2nd. E we know what you mean, and. then from Welihansen's day on we

know that the 2nd E is referred to as ! and the longer 3--Gin. 1-19 and most of the

portions of Exodus--we are used to call it not E but P. Then there was a slight change

in time and. now the order is 1, 1, D, and. P. The big change is taking what used. to be

E and putting it last and making it P; this is established and certain and. some say to

this day that by simply reading P, you can pick out what a late and. corrupt style it uses

and it is obvious that it was written a long time after the other documents and noting

how complex everything was; but they forget that over sixty years or longer they use to

have this very same material as early. This terminology is very useful beiause it has

different ways in which it can be interpreted.. This letter P stands for Priestly and.

is the document that tells about the tabernacle and. what the priest had. to do. D is the

Deuternomic material. 3 represents Jehovah or is the characteristic divine name of

this document and. that is why we call it the 3 document. Elohim is the charcteristie of

the second. as well as the P document but in addition, the 3 document is thought to have

developed. in Judea and. the E document to have developed in Ephraim, in the northern kingdom.

That is the general idea of how these document developed. Now aflçf this is accepted

in most universities that teach anything about the Bible today--accepted. just the same way

that they accept that the world. is round. and practically all seminaries that are over 20

years old. teach it. Practically all agree what Is in P--the stastics and precise details

compose this document and. Is quite distinct from the narrative portion. Is this sufficiently
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different to suggest a different writer or is it simply different because of the style

of material that is being used. That there is a difference in style, there is no question,

If you should go through the Pent. and pick out the stastica]. portions you probably would

come out with 3/k of what the P. document but couldn't the same witer have used. both kinds

of style when dealing with different material? The D document is exhortation and. to do

what God wants you to do, and why you should be true to God and thus they will live. Ill.

of when I use to meet over in our house and. when we would come across something that was

important I would put it on the d.ictaphone and though y wife wan' t there she could. always

tell when I would put it on the dictaphone-.-the style and tone was different, because here

was something that I wanted to keep in more permanent form. Exhortation is always going

to be different when getting someone to do something, and. quite distinct from telling a.

story, and. you occasionally find. in the first eight books of the Bible and. so it isn't very

difficult to tell what is the D material. But when you come to 3 and. K there is not quite

the distinction. They both are narration and both tell what occurred. One used the name

Jehovah and. the other Elohim but there are places where neither name is used. You will

find critics differing as to what belongs in 3 and. what belongs in E but it is recognized

that the style is so similar, that without the names it is extremely difficult to tell

the difference. Here these two are so close together that you can hardly tell what is J

and. what is K and is utterly different from the P document. It used to be that they

thought there was a good deal of difference between 3 and K, but in the last sixty years,

scholarship has come to the conclusion that you can't tell the difference between

J and Z'--it simply shows that just because scholars should agree on a thing doesn't prove

that it is necessarily right. I was greatly imr;ressed. when I was taking some work in

botany and. geology--though all the profs would. agree that evolution was true and you would

ask them just what work they had. done--they might say that they specialized in the

circulation of a leaf and. there are a thousand different specialities they could and. did

work in, but they had. never worked on the whole and therefore could speak from only a

limited experience.

* 46 All they knew was what someone else had said. in a class or what they had. read. in

a book and. the great sweeping statements that they make rests upon actually just what two

or three people have said, so that the consensus of opinion really doesn't mean so much

as just how much has a person really worked. in the field and found. out for himself the
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premise. Ant here you have two or three people writing and everyone else is convinced, by

their writings. There is one exception--Dr. Phieffer of Harvard --he takes the J document

and. cuts out a portion of it which he makes it the " document and it is another small

modification which is part of the great theery that is accepted by most scholars.

1. The Rise of the Theory. T}'ia we have already discussed.

2. The Spread of the Theory--in l87Fk is the vital date of the spread of the We].lhausen

theory. After that it was taken up b scholars all over the world. We might note W.

Robertson Smith, a brilliant young Scotsman who was raised in fine Christian home; he went

over to Germany and there little by little he had. been changed in his viewpoint and in 1881

in Aberdeen, Scotland he gave a series of lectures on the rise of the religion of aa±ztz

Israel, in which he presented the Welihausen thecey and. people thought that this was the

answer to it all and. though there were some that didn't like and brought charges against

him--they expelled him from his proffesorship there in Aberdeen--he was then taken up by

Cambridge University and later he bacine editor of the Ency. Britt. and. his influence was

many times what it had, been before and. he was one of the great forces that caused. the

belief to be accepted widely. Today in most Scotch universities the higher critical view

is presented as that which is certain and definite. I remember in Germany meeting a man

from Scotland that was over there and he mentioned that that in Scotland when they got

the WeUhausen theory they preached it the rest of their lives--here in Germany Was a sad.

condition because the students would hear it all and then they would go out and preach the

old. fashioned evangelical teachings. The result is that though Germany was the birth of

the higher criticism , it has not had the influence that it had. in the English speaking world

and there has been .a larger body of evangelical Christians in Germany than there has been

in Great Britain, and I think that one of the big reasons is that it has been taken over

bodily by the English Speaking World and. it has come to be almost a mark of intelligence

here by accepting this. Various leaders in Oxford, Cambridge, Union and other places took

up the theory and it was very widely taught and though there have been a few valiant opposers

of it, the majority of the scholarly world has been won over by it and the majority have

accepted the theory. The reason is that it has united three different things. It broke the

shaskels of the older belief of the Supernatural in the Bible--it seemed to give a good re

ason for not holding to this authority. (2) The whole theory was presented in a very
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reasonable way and the (3)--it is united the early partitions with the idea of evolution.

It became an integral part in the theory of evolution and so we go to no. 3.

3. The development of the Laws: According to the theory it is that the laws devioped.

from the ti most simple to the most complex and so in the end you don't have something that

God has given and. we must accept it. Note the development of the priesthood. In the

J and E documents we have no mention of the priesthood-- t at is of the separate priesthood.

When you get into your separate narratives, it gets a good. deal harder, becm&se there seem

to be references to different priests but they are isolated refrenc.s and. might be the work

of a redactor that came later on. In the D. document you have exhoration and people are

exhorted to do what te priests have commanded, so in Deut. you have a Leviteal priesthood.

low any !X±I*± Levite could be a priest but that is only an inQrence. You don't have

detailed instructions for the priest but why should you.ILL. of a U.S. Senator and the

details that would be important in a certain connection, and the fact is that much is

mentioned concerning the priesthood., but not the details, but when you get into the P

document you find details mentioned and. what particular duties etc. Is this all a

development in history or is it an evolution, or is it because of the particular sections

of the Pent. In 3 and. H there is not much mentioned about the priesthood but in D there

is a lot of reference to the priesthood but in P is where the details are given.

Then there is the matter of the offerings--in J and. H offerings are spoken about in a very

general way, but then when you get into Dent. you find certain offerings specified. There

is a certni detail about the offerings but not very much mentioned, but when you get into

the P documents, it roes into minute detail and should be done with each and. they try to

show the definite development there--now is there this development and how are we going

to explain it.

# 117 Now comes the question of sacrifice. At first Abrabsa could offer it here

and. there and in 3 and H you can sacrifice just anywhere but in P there was a central

place and so you proceed from the general to the specific--it assumes the central place,

they claim about the D document--is the explanation that at first God. was rather lax and

let them meet whereaver they pleased and then He became strict when they had their own land

or is the explanation that it is an evolutionary aspect--you see that the problem is a

little more complex than the other two stages and there are many other stages that might
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be mentioned, but these three are the most outstanding and. it is very important that you

should. be familiar with them.

LI. Summary of the arguments--what is the situation today. You pick up Phiffer, and

he just takes it for granted that this is the way it is with no questions asked.. Today

they just for granted that all scholars believe in the higher critical theory and simply

assume it all. The older books will often give the argument for believing it. We might

distinguish between the arguments for partition from the arguments --do we have different

documents? You can't arguem for earlier and. later documents until you have proved that we

have them. We might mention the arguments--divine names, parallel passages, continuous

narrative and diversity of style and then if you have the partition and you have the idea

that here are four different documents.

B. Argu."ents for order--Discrepencies. We find, the law given to Moses on Mt. Sinai

and then we have it given at another time and so that might prove that someone else wrote

another portion of the law. Discrppencies are a strong proof that there are these various

arguments.




2. Laws of Progress--if they have logical progress--priests, offerings and.

altars.




3. Violation or laws that had no proof of existence. Abraham may do something

against a law and. then God blesses him; is the reason that the law was unknown at that day?

ILL. of driving on the right side and the left-hand side of the road.

LI. Laws that apply to a particular period and. this applies pparticular]..y to

the bock of Deuteronomy.

Discrepencies certainly are an argument for develppment and. naturally it came up

as to when these things came into existence. We have mentioned the laws of progress.

When you et you document it is slightly more spiritual, not so much anthropormorphisim

--there is supposed to be a rise in the concept of the attitude towards God.

(This whole record. is rather indistinct and difficult to understand.)
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Here we see how in one place the sacrifices were to be done in one place and then we see

how Solomon went up to Gibeah and. God. rebuked him for it--when he went up there, God. instead

rebuking him commended. ±u him and gave him his diode of what he wanted; if the law of

Dent. had already been given at this earlier time and. not at the time of Josiah, how did

this come about? I am just simply presenting the argument and a few of the examples--I

trust that all of you realize what the answer is to this simple question. When the Bible

says that Solomon sacrificed, a 100,000 sheep, that he didn't take a knife himself and

slay all those sheep himself, but it means that he gave the sacrifice and. demanded that it

be given and doubtless there were individuals that did. the work and. it doesn't say who they

were and. there is no contradiction here in this particular case, as to who was to do the

actual sacrificing. Now in that particular case it simply doesn't stand. to reason that

he soiild do all or that; it would have to have done by others and. we have no right to say

that Solomon disobeyed in that particular case. You see the argument is not that the law

was broken--bad people break laws, but when you find a good person who is praised doing

things that are strongly condemned in the law, it is a pretty good. argument that that

particular law has not yet been given--that it is something that comes later. So this

argument of violation of laws because of non-existence is one of the very strongest of the

arguments of the kigher criticism 01 the Pent. and is one which we will examine at length

in due season.

'4.. The Appropriate sections for a particular period, I have alreaay mentioned, how this

applies specifically to the book of Dent. It is not nearly so easy to say of J, E, D and P

that this particular passage fits with a particular time but in Dent. in ci. 12 they are

specifically told not to sacrifice just anywhere but are to bring their sacrifices to Jerus

alem, or to the place where God selects to put His name there--you read about Josiah after

he found the book that was in the temple went out and. destroyed the high places and. ordered

them all to sacrifice in Jerusalem and. In Dent. you have many false and evil practices

condemned and in II Kings you have many of these very same specific things mentioned as

what Josiah put down. So Josiah's reform and. Dent. fit closely together--there is no

question about that. Does that mean that Dent. was written at that time or does it mean that

it have a peculiar fitness for that time, though written long before that time? That cannot

be answered categoically without looking into the evidence but there are other things in the
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book which fit much better for things that happened long before the time of Josiah and. these

things that fit the time of Josiah could very well have fitted an earlier time n1 so

various details of this have to be looked into. The thing that I want to be sure about

now is that you know what the critical theory is. There are a great many people talking

about it who don't know what it is and most of the theological students simply take the

whole theory for granted, just the same way as they take it that the earth is round and.

most institutions that teach anything about the Bible teach this the same as saying Washington

was the first president of the U.S. Consequently the great bulk of students simply take

it all as facts and your ministry is apt to be inclinded towards the most ignorant people

and. whatever country of the world. you are in, you are going to find people going back to

these views and if you immediately show them that you have no idea what it is , you might

have a very fine argument against some phase of it, but in the course of show to the person

that you thought it was utter nonsense, you naturally would have no influence on the man.

It is vital that we know exactly what the theory is and know something of how it developed.

If you get everything from this point on in the course, and yet you don't know what is the

J, E or P document, I would say that your time is utterly wasted and. in such a case I

would have to give you grade less than 65. That is why we have spent so much time dis

cussing what the theory is and. how it came to be and. there are a 1000 other details that

might be learned about it, but if you know exactly where we have come so far and. know

exactly how the theory developed, and. what the principal arguments are--if you know that,

then you are in a position to investigate and see whether they are valid or not. To

distinguish between J and. ! is very difficult but the other documents are very easy to

distinguish between. What do we mean when we mention the P document. Is it that which tells

about the fall of Man--people may differ as to where J ends and ! begins but there is not

a critical scholar anywhere that would have any question about the difference between

J and P. there is very little question in. their sight where P ends or begins. You might

pick a book that differs radically with another book as to where J and B begin or end. but

then on P you probably would find all agreeing as to where it ended. and began. Iie an

important thing to know that 3 and B are easily destinguisheci but it doesn't have nearly

the weight unless you brought in the argument about P having been written late. We will

hope and trust that everyone has the material up to this date, because it is essential if
wish to understand the material that is still to be given
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We will now proceed. with the second part of our course.

V. The examination of the arguments for the Partition of the Penteuch. (1) Those that

are connected. with the partition of the Pentateuch and those(2) connected with development

of the entateuch. There are four main arguments for partition.

a. The Divine Names.

1. The Priority of the Criteria. The Divine Names is not simply one of

a whole different uses of style, though some may tell you that it is. That is an easy

refuge. The argument is liable to be that of style, but that is merely one of a whole

lot of criteria of style--that is apt to be stated and there re apt to be some who would

try and. state it on that basis, but it is important to realize that the theory began on

this criterion of Divine Names axid/t is on that basis that the first argument was made.

That in the early writers there are many dogmatic statements about the dependability of

this argument and that in the latest books it is treated as quite dependable. It is given

a great deal of prominence and it has a place in the history of te development of the

theory--that is where the Jehovistic document and. !lohistic documents derived their names

also. So you have one with C-od and. another with Jehovah and. then see how they compare.

2. The Graf-Welihausen tiDeory breaks up this argument and criterion. Of

course it was their theory that broke it up--Rupfeld. wrote his book in 1853. As taught

before that it was on the basis of style and the use of Divine Names that it was divided, up.

# 42_--We have noticed. that through the P document -the name of God is used throughout

and. in the E document which constituted a considerable portion of the J* material so that

the argument about Divine Names is terrifically complicated: the fact of the argument is

that the argument is not between the 3 and. E document but been J and. the P document

and that too has been pretty well broken up.

3. This Criteria I. almost entirely confined to the book of Genesis. Now the

! document in almost all of it in Get. and. that uses the name Elohim but the P document is

said. to use Elohim up to Ex. 6:3 and. Jehovah thereafter. That means all the way after that

you have Jehovah used, and. consequently it is only in Gen. that this criteria has much effect.

Another thing to notice about it and. It is quite important, is that in Gen. and. early

Exodus, this criterion cannot always be followed. It is not used ax consistently throughout.

By that we mean right in Gex and. early Ex. can you take all of the passages that have Jehovah
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in them and say this belongs to the 3 document, and then take all of the passages that have

Elohim and take that as being either from the P or P document. You can. do it to a very

large extent but you cannot do it consistently--if you do that, then some of your other

arguments fall through. For instance in the story of the flood--of course there is no

P document before Gen. 20 but in the story of the flood you have the 3 document and you

have the P document and. you separate the sections that have Jehovah and Elohim in them

and. each has a complete story paralleling the other story--if that is the case, you should

have one name used in one story and. the other name used. in the other and. then you find, that

when you get all this done, you will find, that the names don't work out just right. In

Gen. 7:9 In the J story of the flood you find. Elohim used and therefore one critic says

that this originally was Jehovah and it has been changed to Elohim. Another says a redactor

put this Iiecause vs. 7-9 have to be InS to para&1l the P account. In vs. 16 of the ch.7

you are in the middle of the P story and there you find, the name Jehovah. In 7:13-16

is the story of P,, are to be parallel to the' J accounts. In the selfsame day Noah and his

family entered into the ark with the animals after their kind. Note the statistical nature

of this passage--they that went in went male and. female; in Gen. 2 it says man and his wife.

It uses Elohim and then it uses Jehovah, and. so the critics claim that this has been inserted

by someone else--now you see that is not carrying the theory through consistently. If you

can change a word. where you want to or change this phrase, it makes it pretty difficult to

say that this is a solid criterion to base any theory on. Cf. ch. 14:22--you have another

instance of this . Also in ch. 17 we have Elohim used repeatedly and so we would say that

this was iTt the P section, and. yet at the beginning of it we read. the Name of Jehovah and

says that He appeared to them. It would seem that Jehovah must be a mistake here--you don't

make the change here at the beginning of the story but after you have introduced your story.

Now in ch. 20 you have the story of Abraham and Abimelech, the name of God, Elohim is used.

right through, until you get to v. 1 and then Jehovah is used. If it had changed in oh.

21, there is a different story and another inti&ent told, but here is part of the story

that you just had-it uses the name of Jehovah all of a sudden. We might explain it this

way--we are talking with an outsider who doesn't know the covenant relationship and it was

quite natural to use the name of God but when you come to the last verse, you come across

the close care of God over Abraham and what He had. done' for Abraham and it is very natural
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that the covenant name should be used. Here a redactor came in they probably would say and.

it. We have a book in the library on the Hexateuch and then all the inconsistencies he

just has a redactor come in and. change it to fit. It is interesting to no'how often these

changes are made--now there are quite a few changes where J and E are not used. consistently,

they simply have this redactodress it up. Cf. Wm. H. Greene on p. 221 and. his discussion

of the Divine Names.

# 50 -- I do not think that this is a good book to put into the hands of someone

that doesn't know anything about the arguments. It often will discuss individual points and.

do them very well, but I think that someone that has well In mind the material that we have

covered thus far would get a great deal out of the' study of this book. There is not a great

deal of shifting between J and H, and. there are individuals that have different theories

but the arguments remain about the same as the Graf-Welihausen theory was put forth. I

don't think that you would find much change in the theory even in the last fifty years. In

Gen. and. the early part of Exodus I think we can dogmatically say that a redactor, if the

theory is true, that a redactor has had. t0 change it at many points, but when you get down

to such arguments how can you be certain of anything.

5. That within the documents you find, other names used.. You will have a long

section of just one name used and then another--why on earth would the names be used in this

way--it is because the redactor took different passages from different documents, but

that statement doesn't necessarily follow, because there are other names that are sometimes

used. The J document always spoke of Jacob and. the P document always spoke of Israel; you

might call that the characteristic feature. You have the story of the Jacob and as he

comes back from Padanaram we find that God appeared to Jacob and that God told. Jacob that

his name would no longer be Jacob but Israel and. after that sometimes he is called. Israel

and. so 'etimes he is called. Jacob, and. after that change of 32:23--from there on you have

Jacob used. and also Israel; in fact Jacob is used. a good deal more than arael, even though

before this time he is told that he would be no longer known as Jacob but as Israel. In

ch. 37L 1 we read Jacob but in v. 3 Israel is used.; in v. 13 the name Israel is used and.

then in v. 314' it mention* that Jacob rent his clothes and put his sack-cloth upon him. You

have both Jacoo and Israel is used--sometimes one name is used, and sometimes the other.
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You have Jacob used before and afterwards. There are other proper names of God. used in a

similar fashion and. an attempt has been made to divide up into documents the use of the

name of Israel and. Jacob and. the P and 3 documents do not use this consistently. You find

the alteration in these different documents. In America we are perhaps more accustomed to

using one name and using it steadily instead o switching back and forth with the use of

names but in many other cultures you will, find, that they will use one name for a while

and then use another name for awhile. Dr. Buewell gives the example of people referring

to him as Dr. Buswell; his wife always calls him Oliver but when talking with children they

might refer to him as Uncle Bus--Mrs. Buewell might say to me that Oliver will be here to

morrow and. then she may answer the phone and say Dr. Buawell is not in town today and then

might turn to a great nephew and say Uncle Buz is not in today and. the same person might use

three different names, and. depending upon the circumstances, it would be perfectly silly to

use another name in that certain connection; yet there might be other times when all the

names could have been used with perfect reason and. you don't have to prove that there has

to be a reason for the use of the name in every case, but sometimes it is used simpip as

a handle-and once you are used to using one name, you are likely to keep on using that

name until you have a d.efinte reason for changing it. ILL. of a certain faculty member

calling me Allan for a while and thenchanging to Dr. MacRae after awhile-they simply make

the shift and then stick to the change. In certain other cultures it is different. ILL.

of reading _novels. They will us?aybe six names and. then it goes on to say

Alexdrina says to Ivan and. Icovich answers-and perhaps in a one page three or four different

names m*jit be used. to describe the same person. They seem to have the feeling about not

repeating words just as I don't like use common words many times. We have a feeling against

using common adjectives repeatedly and. they seem to rather jar us, but in speaking of an

individual we will, usually ±ki use the same name; but the Russians seem to feel that way

about names. It has a great deal to do with the particular culture that is being spoken

about. The Hebrew is near to us than to the Russian but farther away from us to lead to

the idea that it represents different documents. It is a very interesting matter--this

matter of the use of names.

6. A Similar use of Divine Names in the Koran--now anyone who knows the history of

religions in a small way--is an alleged revelation of Mohammed, and. Is the writing of one
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writer and thee. sermons are written down and. were written on separate sheets. of paper and

after his death these various sheets were gathered up and. put into notes and they arranged

them according to length and the order is not very chronological or logical order.

# 51--And it is interesting to note that Mohammed uses different names for God., Lord,

etc. but no one says that you can divide the Koran up into documents. ILL. of once talking

with a missionary from India and. if was right after Lord. Halifax had been made amaesador

to the UniEó States and we were speaking about what Halifax hd done, and he pointed. out

that he wasn't considered. a man of any special ability; yet he is considered to b" one of

the outstanding viceroys that India ever had.. He said he had never heard of th.*, even thougb

I pointed. out that he was the one that made Ghandi back down on his word--he used. another

name to refer to the same man, and as board of education he still had. another name, and. the

odd. thing about it was that most of the British seemed to forget that this was the same

man--the brilliant viceroy of India--he was then promoted to Lord Halifax and lost a good.

deal of his prestige. shortly before the Revolutè*nary War you might read. aboutLord Kitten

and. he was such a great leader and. then his name was changed t0 Lord Chaplain--he opposed.

the id'a of overcoming the colonies over by force--it is quite confusing these changes,

and. I think it is done over in China somewhat also. In the Bible I feel that the changes

in names cannot be totally explained on our use of names here and isn't sn.ffisiaat criteria

on which to build. up an argument.. of division of the Bible.

The documents of the Headiux is in two volumes. The second is Dryver from the book

of Genesis and that is in the Westminister Commentary series . The third is Skinnert's

That is in the Inter. Critical Comm. series. The next is Dryver's Lit. of the OT. William

Henry Green--Unity of the Book of Geflesis. Any of these verses will tell you which document
Genesis 6-9

is from J. and which is from P and so the first thing is to get them in mind and have them

before you. on paper so you know where they are. Make a list of the matters described..

List the verses under the title of each. Note matters given in only one c the two.

(Most of the record 8-10 is assignment.) Note tile arguments found in these books in con

nection with the different views of each. Note the points of strength or weakness as to

aocumet theory. Use Adaia as this is the easiest way to deal with the last part of it.

You will need the books for the first references to see which verses ae in each and you

wjjfl need the second one to see the areainents whibh they will EIve. You can et the ea1
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which are only similar and we have of course today, coincidences--different

events occurring that are quite similar and I gave you a number of instances

of that. Then we noticed in the story of the flood which is said that it

is two parallel accounts put together, interwoven, that you have good

many parallels that are put there for literary expression and in certain

portions of it you don't have simply two parallels but six or seven and

other portions you don't have any at all. Consequently when you separate

them you don't have two complete documents but you have vital an1nportant

gaps and you will have two or three times told over some event. Incident

ally in our examination of this, we noticed that that arguments for &tx±xz

division --that a place where it says God, according to them though it

really would belong in another document, yet they say that a redactor has

changed it and therefore and then in places where it is said that it is

characteristic of one writer and some of the verses are so mixed with the

criteria that they have to say that a redactor wrote these verses. To give

the story of the division of the flood, it sounds at first very formidable

but when you look at the minute points, even though differing ±t in its

purpose --that this story parallels the story that is in the Bible and

not only just the .1 or P story--that is the Babylonian account. It takes

both to make the parallel to the Babylonian story. The copies which we

have of it come from around 600 B.C. but they come from a long epic, and

portions of it have been found as early as 2000 B.C. and so it is quite

definitely accepted by scholars that our story of the flood is part of an

epic which was written around 2000 B.C. This would be about the time of

Abraham and it would be entirely possible for the events of the flood to

be remembered up to the time, even though they would have become quite con

fused in the Babylonian epic and the main events are are common but 3 and

E must to be taken together. The matter of naming things is something

else I should mention. It is a misunderstanding if we say that the reason

that it is called Babel is because there the tongues were confounded--makes
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Now Where was a fellow that didn't care anything about it, but he thought that was the

the thing to do. Mrs. Robert D Wilson used to get so disgusted while at Princeton. She

came from rather an aristocratic family in the south and when Woodrow Wilson came there as

a teacher first, she sort of introduced Mrs. Wilson to the town and helped in her in a .u'eat

many things--then Mrs. W. Willon moved to the White House and then there came to town the

widow of Grover Cleveland. It would seem from then on that at least 50 salesman would come

to the house and always their big arument would be that Mrs. Clevelana. ',ought one of these

or Mrs. lson, and that was the big thing--.

You come to a class and tf the te.cher can prove that scholarship believes this about

the Pent. it certainly is more accptable to the average student. At Weilsey College

every student has to take Bible in which the higher criticism is presented and put down

very a.ogmatically as if it were absolutely so and final--thre is no Litimation that there

is even annther view some of the students told me last suffimer--this is simply what scholars

have discovered. It is just as certain to them as that the world is tound or 2 plus 2

make -, or that the theory of evolution is true. --that J, E, P, and D exsisted as separate

entities before they were combined by the various redactors. This alleged concensus of

scholai-hip is not a vnlid argument. All the world may believe something and it may be

utterly wrong. I found in connection with evolution, while in college, that all the

professors cf botany, gecloy, bioloj--they were convinced that these we-re the facts and.

they would lay it down so dogmatically--so I would ask them just what phase they had done

th'ir graduate work in--.:hat was their partiuclar field of sceintific study and. I woula.

find that the botanist was intrested in the life-system of the leaf and how the different

products in the leaf worked together to form the gresn matter in it, or where certain plants

grew--and I found that pratttcall.y everyone of the scientists with whom I csmQin contact was

working in some field of science that had absolutely nothing to do with the matter of ev

olution, whether it was true or false so the majority by far were basing all their work on

an alleged conception of scholarship, which was te conclusion of a very very few men and

these had simply taken w at was -iven to them from books and statements given them. The

number of men that have ac*tally done firsthand work in evolution is "ery very small, and

it is very easy or other to simply take over what someone else says into their field. In
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the U. of Penn. sometime ago I noticea a good ill, of how easy this is to do. There was

a prof there who was highly noted in studies related to the 0.T. He used to give courses

in some particu'ar hook of the O.T. each year and it would stinating to he:xing--he would

take up the archeological, or linguistic videace and various ways of finding out what

this book meant , he would turn to the critical theory and turn to J+ P etc. and show there

was nothing to it and. 'e would simply riduule these theories and he oild shoe that these

that these theories didn't hold up with the particular book he was taking up. But when

he would refer t0 other books in which he wasn't ding first and study, he wo'ild turn

to the standard critical books and see what they said. &out the situation. He would simply

say what does Driver, or Phiffer say and that was the last word--but the particular book

in which he was working, he would tear into the criticism and he could easily see that the

theory didn't work out with the facts they were trying to present.

a. This agreiement was never perfect--all through the 19th century some hela. to the

supplementary theory and at the end of the century--there has never been a quaèion of

3 and P but there are tremendous differences in mind where J and E begin or end.. There is

no exact conceneus of opinion on that--some have even written that E never existed and. in

the last 50 years there have been quite a number of cfrtical z*w scholars who have advanced

individual theore3 for the arrangemnts of the books--therèes which have not found accept

ation by others but which have adopted the same general methcd..

b. This consensus shows not the truth of the hypèèhesis but a most defensible form-

given that there are such documents--that there are two main ones, P and. JE and. then the

attempt was made--are there more evidences to put in it in P or in JE and. do such evidences

make a unified document and are they divided in such a wy that they are two parallels? It

shows not the truth èf the hypothesis and. that is the best way you can think of it. The name

God is changed to Lord and the name of the lord is changed to God, etc. He has made this

alteration or that is what happcned. This division varied widely until 1878 and then the

theory came into development and it is interesting that among the many definite

view points

#83 It then disappeared after a few years and you get a few here and there that fit in

with the theory and it was accurately adapted and they had great influence on the defeloping
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of the theory and. their viewpoint was adopted as final.

d. is one which I .ish we could spend some minutes on but I think we can bearly

mention it. Archeological studies have had. changes to disrupt the form of unity. Prof.

Spisser pave a lecture in Crosser Sein. and. the one introd.ucing him said.---------------nd then

about 15 of our students went into the auditorium and he gave one illustration, and. then

another, and another, c, and he went right thru that way and then he ended up :ith the

words aout the freedom from error in the OT and then the one or two alleged. errors in the

and it seems to our students to be fairly easily answered and that is how he finished. his

message. This idea was done by one of the foremost Palestian archeolagiste. Re was akked

to present the present attitude of archeology and hebegan with talking a little about the

development of the Pentateuch and he told much of their understanding of the OT and there

was the great intelligence of these men mentioned. After telling about their great intellig

ence and their wonder ful brains, he went on to say thathe thought the higher criticism had

been attacked and it was the type that had. not shown many beams and theattack had been

very Weak and. it was rather minimized and as though it did not amount to much and then he

went on to say that in recent years there had. come to light a great deal of archeological

material. Then he went ahead and spent a long time giving archeological evidences anof the

statements of acuracy in the OT and sections which had been greatly doubted and. then he

ended up with 'dhat is our conclusion regarding this? What about this great debt we owe to

th great minds that originated this? You must not be thought to differ from it. Ill, o±'

talking with a man in erusalme some years ago and. he mentioned something about holding to th

theory and he knew there had. come great changes in the view point regarLing it and it was the

effect of archeological evidence upon it and. the attempt is to hold t0 the theory of evidence

to the contrary. They could change the particular points where it is affected but the places

.h2 where there is no archeological change then that interferes and. it is twisted with the

thread of archeological evidence and they ae twisting it in many different ways so the consen

sus of criticism has been very greatly broken up and. they have tried. to maintain that theory

and. at all changes there is the specific evidence to show that there is such a theory to be

had at this point and at this point there is such unanamity to dIard this theory. Mention

of the Philosophical Society in Phila. in 1929 and in this address he spoke of archeology

growing in statement after statement based on this theme here. Some of it would come after

the J document, many centuries after the Genesis and. you would wonder if the author of 3
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would have any correct way to t information. There was even evidence of accuracy in the

P document. He concluded the efidence of the accuracy of these statements. He said thead

stories must have been handed down by the word of mouth until the time when there were the

different documents taken together. They look at the theory and the put them together.

Consequently they come to us from the very events described and they seem to make the contra

dictions in the different documents and. actually they are not alike and. they are adtually not

reliable and there ar books on the definitions of bible history and it is by Prof. and

he has done much archeological work in Palestine and. in this book he goes throgh Joshua and

Judges and this shows the statement of it. It is in the book of Joshua and. Judges and that

is the d.oument of JE and it s the JE material from Joshua and Judges and it shows how

Palestine is going to stay t the different places and it goes back to the accuracy and he

yss I don't pay any attention to it and he seys that is the real reason and it is the arch

eological evidence from the accuracy of the statements and the P document, he says, is so

late that it is pure accident. Your archeological evidence pays no attention to the fact if

it is P and J and it is a statement of the OT and the statement and the arch. evidence fits

together. So ther" were two types of archeologiáts. Therr is something which contradicts

and then causes the answer to be no but there is this attitude of skepticism and that is what

took possession yep-re ago of our great universities and our theological seminaries. They try

to sh evidence 1f they are accurate in one point or another and that is in the process of

the different documents and it is after the time of the events alleged to the time and they

are topnotch in our universities and they are given forth as something that is most true

and the scholare have caused the questions to take place and they put what agrees with the

Bible in a footnote and if there is somothing they don't quite see how it fits then they take

it as an evidence of inaccuracy although exaininaticn shows there is no real contradiction be

teen the arguments of the archeological evidence and. the Biblical discoveries.
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t has nothing to do with the tatôets they jumped at and believed to true. There

were a great many statements made by archeologists and they still did not relate to them

and they are consequently from the view point and. they add to it expecting to find the

evidence to fit in with it. You find it is different and. there is difference there but as

for finding evidence against it a finding the evidence which is there. No. 6 is the opinion

that we have now examined, each of the four arguments --we can say there is a combination of

all of the arguments which existed separately and. there is material added to prove the hy

potheses but not all the arguments together prove the hypotheses. The various documents are

part of a wide spread movement and on the part of the OT it has persisted in its union and.

so you have the wide advantages and it is importat as to what the last one is and next in

36 we have what they take care of. It goes from one stage to another and thus we see how the

ideas come to pass. They go from one idea to another until they reach the cave which they

suggest. There will be different ideas in the next stage and they are durable documents and

they do very much stand. and they are what God said of them. We ask then if it is a natural

development. Every few years people go through different stages and they have different ones

for president, etc. L-t.r We have the two hypothesis and. then Graf

and. Wellhausen combined th two and it is very important to see how they combined and what

is the importance of each.

VI. The Developmental Hypothesis. In the different documents we see a development going

from one stage to another stage and thus we see how these ideas came into existence. Do

we believe in one God and Mkntainer of the Universe, because He revealed himself in that

way and He told us in His Revelation that is what He is, or do we believe in that because

men have gone tkuk through a gradual time of dev&lopment until they have reached this idea.

Of course if that be the case then we might as well go on. Do the alleged documents as

they stand. present an explanation on natural grounds for the existence of the Bible and

for the religion of Bible. Did all this come into existence because God. said. this was

the truth end these are the facts or did it come into existence because men did this and

that, and different ones held different views and they came into a clash of ideas and out

of it emerged a synthesis of various viewpoints? Is it a natural development as to how

it care about. You can easily show how the Constitution of the U.S. came abo't through a
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process and development--you can show ho' people got the idea of getting together about

every four years from alithe different states and. they go through a form of casting their

electoral ballots, but everyone knows before how they are going to vote--you can see that

was the result of the founders of this republic who thought the ordinary man didn't know

enough to pick the president of the U.S. and. so they said. let the people get together and

people from every destrict get together and. elect one in whom they have confidence and

these will get together and. they will decide who should be president-so we have the

electoral college. The thing had not bees going four years before it lost its validity.

They were voting for men, not because of their skill in knowing who to vote for, but for

those who had. promised to vote for John Adams, of Thomas Jefferson as Pres&tent of the U S.

Some people thought that it was so ridiculous in Calif. 1916 -the candidate for President

lost out largely because they didn't vote for the tiiz republican eltorates and people

there didn't like the men who were running for electors --It is a natural development

but has been continued as an empty'orm for 150 years. That is true of all institutions-

they develop this form and. that form, and natu*ally there are many things in religion

which are purely a development ut is the whole Bible such a develppment? Did the teachings

of the Bible come into existence that way? or was it not revealed of God? How could such

a development occur and give us the wonderful results that we have in the Bible? The

Graf-Welihausen theory gives an explanation of how it may have occurred and. satisfied

many that it was only a purely human development and that it wasn't a divine revelation

at all. If the argument of partition is absolutely invalIdt, then you might say that

it was a waste of time to look into the argument for development at dl. On the other

hand there is sufficient material in connection with the argument for partition to have lead

many infallible people to lead people in that direction and. consequently we cannot say

that their argwent is invalidjE, because there is a great deal of material that is valid.,

but we do say that the evidence is not sufficient that we can take the Pent. ó.nd divide it

up into documents, and. say that this existed in such and such a year and that we kno, the

limits of each one--I say that we do nct have evidence enough to do that. However, if

someone is able to come and show you evidence that there has been this document, and. this

one--which one would be the earliest--J. The critics say there are all these documents.
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If they said that there was great probkbility of it--then for us to say that there is nok

probability of it s a much harder thing to do--you have not proved. your case--suppose they

should say that and then that they would say that these d.ocumnts looked as though they

would fit into the developmental theory--it would be a pretty strong argumsht. ILL. of

someone showing you a book that were descriptions of the state of Penna. and there are

two distinct ones which were a combination i ±kx and made two books and say that you

didn't believe it so he would. begin to show you that one gave the situation arou 1840 and

and the second was the situation around 1940--here is a statement about an akfield,--you

would know that wasn't written in 1840

# 85 **And then in the other one yo'i might read that at this road walk 20 steps and

turn left and you will find. the under-ground railroad, you would soy that today nobody

would be looking for the under-ground railroad, station--thus slaves escaped from the

scuth, going from one home to another and kept in hiding during the day since they did

this at night--today that would just be a mention of a historic site, but it uoesn't say that

about it that couldn't have happened in 1840. About 1840-1850 slaves were kept there in

hiding but if going out there to the station today someone would just say it is a little

historic sight and it does not say that this is where there used to be a phase of the under

ground r.r. and it does not say that you turn to the right at that marker but at the house.

The situation was at the time of the underground rr and it was different from the time of

airp1anes. To examine the evidence you look at the details and if you had evid,encecof that

type and if the evidence is correct then it shows the type. It looks like an evidence that

could greatly strengthen but you could divide it up into two documents and that is the claim

that they have here and the claim is that the documents as divided show a progress from

early ideas to later ideas. They reflect an early period. and they reflect a more advanced

period. That idea is not made as much of in the books as you might expvt but in popular

presentation it is dwelt on a good bit and as regards ine.tutions it is made much of in the

books. So here you see the relatiom to the partition theory and it is interesting to see

what the devlopment is --if it is fairly well provableand fits in with the development, then

it strengthens the idea and then it is known there is actually such a partition and so after

the critcs dificie these up, do they then have documents which show a progression from the
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primitive to the advanced. c flo they show the vo1ution of religio ? In my opinion it is

the idea of combinatian with the idea of development '1hich caused the p'-eservation of the

higher criticism and brought out the resufl that in the last 60 years this has been tenaioui

held to with other classical books and it is an approach given up and here the quetioxi is

if it is God's revelticn and does Hereveal His will to us or is it a natural development?

It is that part most popular in presentatio-i but is not most stressed. in the scholarly books

and that we will take up as b. Arguments in the development as regrds religious ideas.

The one has primiti'e ideas, the next less so, etc. The next is of the most advanced ideas.

It is a very common ideas about the CT and the OT teaches of the God of wrath and spoken

of as the Thunder God of Sinai and that is the Godof the CT and the NT has the God. oflove.

Many say they are interested in the God of the NT and. tot the Thunder God of the OP and it

is very easy to show the difference. All can be taken to fit with the ones in the NT and

ignore the ones of the CT and take ust the ones that fit with that, etc. You can then

show a perfect development from the one or theother. He is a wonderful God. whose mercy

and, kindness endures forever. There Is a God who does ot desert His people even though

they sin against Him but He follows them with loving care. God is just as tender in the

CT as in the NT and.in the NT there a an abud,d,ance of statements also that tell of the

wrath of God and tells of the terrible fate for those who reject God and it is stronger

than anything contained in the OP and. proportionately there are just as many of them. It

is very commonly taught and all modernists may educate them to this and. they try to get

across this evolutin of the CT to the high in the NT. There was no such thing if you look

at the facts and. both of them present a God. of love and mercy and both present a Godof

justice and wrath also. 1N the case of these documents--is it a question oftaking out in

the CT the statements that present a God of waath andputting them in the early documents

and not of love? that is not the particular view point which is taken but theclaim is

that in this document we have anthropornorthism and we have God. followed. on ve'y human

terms--He walks in the Garden, He forms man out of the dust of the earth, etc. e does all

of these things using very human like terminology in all of the things we read about Rim.

Then comes the P document, and God speaks and there is light; God creates and. the high, lofty

idea is given but nothing of this gross, physical approach. So there is the advance in this

and. that is the idea widely believed. It is not so such stressed in the scholarly books as

you might expect but they stress the argument from religious institution. Driver's intro.
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speaks of itas a wonderfully clear intro, on the books of the OT and. it is 59 years old.

lifer is only 10 years old and by not a book 50 years old instead of 10? The one written

50 years ago has more in mind the answering of conservative objections and the one written

10 yrs. ago has little change in its view point. It simply thinks the conservatives are

out of consideration and consequently we don't come head on in dealing with them so much.

It assumes that everything is correct as they take the view and. that is harder to reach

as there is no place to take ahold ofit. It is easier to study thecriticism in the early

stages cf it--the beginning. After it has become so certain of its supremecy then it does

not need. to try to prove-it to anyone. Driver says in p. 9 where he is not yet telling

us there is a J d.ocuinent and. an E document but he is simply trying to show there is a very

different attitude in the two sections--ch. 1 and. 2 and. so he says in cli. 2 instead 6f

speaking or creating as in cli. 1 God fashions and. gives the man thebreath oflife. Resets

end. closes up--closed up the flesh. All of these are taken from cli. 2 and. in cli. 3 He

walks in the Gardne in the CdLOl of the day and so we have these statements in the flood

story and in the J story He shut them in. Driver takes up the argument again in Driver

on p. 120 but there is a peculiarity that his argumentations are highly anthmorphic ancihe

takes Jehovah not only as the prophets generally as expressing human resolutions and. swayed

by human emotions but as performing sensible acts--he means acts of a physical type and

some illustrations in J's narrative from Gen. 2-3 and 7-8 were taken about. There are the

different expressions. All human like terms used. of God. These instances are not confined

to the childhood of theworid. but we find that He comes down to see the er built by men.

He goes from visible to invisible form and He meets Moses and He takes off the chariot wheel

of the 'Egyptian and does tha mean that 3 thinks God came along and pulled off the wheels one

b:' one. Istha 3's concept? He is grieved, He repents, He is angry, etc. All of these

terms are used. of God in the 3 document. P. 128 tells of the P document and no angels e.r

dreams are mentioned by him bt he does speak of God as appearing to men and.of going up

from them but he ve n further description of His appearance. Usually his revelation

takes'the form of God sithply speaking to man and only in the supreme revelation at Sinai and

at the tent meeting is He described here as being manifest in the form of light and fire.

He is speaking there to Moses as man to man and that the people may recognize Rim. Wrath

also proceeds forth from Him. The anthropothic expressions show God to be gr'ved. and they
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are not given entirely to J or any on defin te one. Aithromorphic expressions are rare.

So the purpose is unmistakeable---it may be he can speak of God more circumspectly than other

writers and that is interesting that he cannot use all of these primitive terms and. they

say they can speak of God me strictly and. they ask how can they show the development.

A prophet might be that way and a priest that way, etd.

Pentateuch 86
primitive

He was using what you might say was very 4'm4,4i'e language. However, I did not

think he meant that there was a little thing p in my head reaching out for this thing

or for that thing but he got the ideas across to me perhaps better than a psychologist would

who might have expressed ordilinesa and. knowledge in the words of five syllables. One might

have given it in abstract psychological language as he doubtless would beforea group of

learned men. The other presented the idea in a popular way and in popular lectures--one

used one terminology and the other used. another sort. Taking them alone you could. say the

one talking about the little kink has a primitive idea and thatcomes back from the childhood

of the race. Theother one comes from the 20th century. That is the general idea of these

documents--J is the early primitive view point about God and P is the advanced. That is not

just what P said. Being a priest he may speak more circumspectly than others andthat gives

away the whole argument for development. We are not interested so much at the mom ent if

it was a prophet or a priest that wrote the certain section but as to what was its develop

ment. Does it show any sort of development? Does it grow from primitive ideas to more

advanced ideas? P material consists mostly of geneological material, statistically material,

notation of precise regulations for performance of sacrifice. This sort of material makes

up at least 9/10th of thematerial thecrtics give to the P document. In that material would

you expect anthromorphic terms about God? Where would that sort of language come out about

God? Driver says P contains some anthromorphic material. P does deal with a certain amoutn

of narrative material which is put in the P document. T0 make it connected throughout they

put in the documents here and there. In them you have a few anthromorphisms. He does nct

say theyare lacking all together but they are there. You would expect them to be there under

the circumstances. If you are going to use this sort of language about God, it i natural

to use it in a story an.that is what the JE material is. It is almost entirely accounts of

events. I the P material it would be unnatural to !ve that sort of material. What is

he division of P and JE actually? There is not much reason for that sort of material in
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this. The same thing applies to sone extert to S ALnd when too. exhorts they pepple to obey

the law and when they do what God has given them as their law and. you don't expect much

anthromorphic matörial in t'at sort oftaik. Not unless the exhorter stops to tell a story

or an incidRnt and in that case it would be natural to tell how God determined to do this

or that. It is iart of the J or E document and so naturally you cannot expect in what is

considered to be the E document to havethat sort of material. In that connection it is intei

esting to read a bit further as to what Driver says.about the P document's attitude. P is

advanced and. abstract and you twould. think in these advanced days they would think thru

theproblenis of theology but that would be when they would be interested in understanding

the problems of the universe. P would be when they would. be interested in the development

of their own little group perhaps. It is justified by the fact that man was made in the

image of God and where od you fird that statement in the P document? The statements in

Gen. 1. are of God saw and God said and they are q.te as anthromorphic as the statements in

Gen. 2. The language of the Psalms is largely anthromorphic and. Lhe hands, eot, etc, of

fOod are referred to. e understand these expressions as figurative and he says you will

find the great blessing of No. 6:2&. as lie will make He face to shin upon thee and lifte

up His face upon thee and this is surely anthromorphic to refer to the facrof God, as well

as to a part of His hand, foot, etc. Yet that is given to P by the critics and it is true

that the J document said that Moses was to le God 'a face be seen and the Hebrew word is

not for back in this particular case and where it specks ofGod and to put your sins behind

His back and it is a specific word. used for back and in that case it is the Lord ofhorzoi

what means after. It is that which is behind and. it may be described in the afterglow of

theglory of the Divine presence. It is the way it would be interpreted, if it contained enoug

of the P phrases and then it would be necessary to put it in the P document. think our

Eng. translation of that passage is a little crude and the Hebrew certainly does not require

it. Carpenter also gives these arguments on p. 46 95-.9. Drivextdoes not put the stress

that is apt to be made in a college class on this point of going from the primitive to the

modern. He does not put the stress on it because the facts do not clearly work out thaway.

They all put their stress on the argument from religious institutions which is a much more

involved argument than this idea that you have development idea of God. fronthe primitive

to the advanced. Carpenter says on p. 95 that the action of and mankind according to
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S is marked by definite human characteristics and according to Jthe formation of man is

accomplished by making him out of mounds of dirt-plods of the ground. " That is reaaing

into the phrases to say the least and it is much more than the version requires and. "blow

in his nostrils living breath." It makes it sound much more prithitive this way. We are

similarily prepared to visit Sodom and Gomorah and. Inspect the guilty eities and. see if

they are re].ly as wicked as they seem. They are apprehensive lest the man who has become

a: one f u should gain the power to live forever and. He made man on the earth. He condes

cends to prove himself in the right and there is a more advanced stage to be made by the

angel of the Lord ir Elohim and the angel of the lord usually fits theE document as they

say the word Jehovah there is a mistake and. substituted for the original word of Clod..

That is in the E and. not in the P but God sends the angel of God. and. the more advanced

stage is conceived by the angel of . Then he goes on to say that none of these re

presentations occur in P andlt is full of Hebrew for generations. With the DMne manner

in which it opens the Creative utterance comes forth of itself and the external facts match

the inner thoughts. Ilohim said. "Let tlie'e e light" and light was. }4e-i.a.a.-4*-e±ence

t-the--d.--rightly did the Psalmist seize on this mark of the Divine activity and. it was

done. Accordingly in his pa't with man, Elohith is in His inter course with man aruinP

gives it different stages and it evades J and to some extent E. I modern language it may

be said. that his representation may be more abstract and. then he goes on to say that it

is natural to look for parallel phenomenon and there are certain

e7




In P He only speaks but there are many, may cases where it says "God spoke" and "Clod

said" and we ask what does this mean? As the critics divide up the story they start with

the P document and they have the list of the sons of Israel and then they jump to ch. 6, v.

2 "And God spoke to Moses and. said to him, I am "" He merely spoke and. He did. not

appear. That is the J document. The next verse says, "I am and I appear to Abraham,

Issac, and Jacob."t makesyou wonder if Carpenter read one verse further before he wrote

that sentence. Hejuat speaks and He does not appear. I thought I would get a hasty view

of this statement Carpenter said and. he refers to the fact that wherethe critics begin the

P document, it begins with "And. God said," and so he says He does not even aear. In J

He speaks cut of the burning bush and in Young's concordance I looked up the word "appear."
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This is the English word , Appe-. , aad in the Hebrew it represents that He was seen but

there may be other cases that I did. not look for at this particular time and I found it

j often used, "Your men shall appear fore God", your tribe before God, etc. I noticed

a few of them. In Ex., Lev. and Numbers the word is used altogether about 20 times f

Gad.. In Ex. 3:2 in the J document, E" 3:16 "appeared. to his fathers"; Ex. :l; !4:5 and

they all said he appeared. In Ch. 6 v. 3 we see He says that He aj eared. In ch. 16v, v.10

and. it is still the P document. In 9; God appeared and it is still P. Lev. 9:6; 9:23

16:22 and Num. l4:l0 (J doc.) and 16:19 ha 111m In P again. Num. 16:L2; 20:6 in P. He

appears more often in the P then in the J although it occurs in both of them and one starts

with 'od appearing out of the burning bush and as the critics divide it it is just "And

God, said" so He says in the one case there is the much loftier conception. Varrative materia

is rut in the one and the one that seems to have the amphormotic representatIc usually goes

in nabrative material anyway. It often rabs a statement out of P this way. Dr. Ellis in

his teaching of this matter used to spy that he had two aims in his study of the Pent. critic

13m --theflrst was to lead students to trust theBible and the second was to lead them to

distrust the critics. You find that when these arguments are presented. the man is looking

for evidence and he is apt to do what anyone would do and. that is to go into a subject with

a presupposition. He is apt to twist things around to fit. The facts cften given in

support of the critical argument often have to be twisted around and in case after case this

is true and when they are taken out you reduce the number of Vital arguments that have to be

dealt with--the view of the P is that it is not anthromorphic andit is not based on the fact

that out of the Bible is taken the narrative material and. what is left includes very little

narrative material and it might seem to be anthromorphic. sues. He tells how He appeared.

in the burning bush. sues. about how reader s will know that He is anth. It says He does

not even appear but there is no validity of that statement as He does appear more often in

P than in J. In P there are statements of their seeing the glory of God, and there is more

in J however as there is far more naraative in J. The argument for development in the

form it is most commonly known would relate to religious ideas as most people would know

'iothing of the argument as it regards religious in.tution and. as it regards the ideas it

is that we have pri".itive ideas in the documents and advanced ideas in thelater documents.

As we noticed yesterday the only difference between the documents in this regard is the d].aim
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that they are auth. in expression and. in descriptions of God in the early documents and they

are lacking in B and E. There is no difference alleged, between E and. P in this regard but

the stress is laU on the difference between JE and P and J and E have the auth. descritio

God takes off the chariot wheel, overwhelmes the Egyptians in the sea, walks in the Garden,

etc. In P no such e:pressièns. In P God sitply speaks and it is done. There is a much

loftier idea of God in P and P Is mostly geneolor , etc. and. comparatively little narrativ

and we don't expect to find auth. but occasionaly we do find. In P what is as much anth.

a: anywhere else. (8-9 is repetition.) P is actually relating to the mrterlal and. there is

no evidence as is claimed. This is not the thing stressed in the scholarly arguments on thii

point and the argument stressing the religious and. secular institutions is what is stressed

here. Religious ideas are not discussed principally. P and E discuss the great religious

concepts and. there is no discussion of them in P. P has the list of kings. If you proceed

from the simple and. rudimentary you expect the more advanced man with a loftier idea would.

think that. It just hangs together that the document with most of the narrative material

given has laid down most of the specific material. We must look at the argument thatia

really stressed--the one from religious imstitutions and from the particular laws given

and in these laws you see a development and an evolution which shows it goes from the

simplest to the more complex and in these laws we will make c--the argument as developed.

as the place for sacrifice and. there is nothing stressed more in the argument for the d.evel

ment than the claim relating the place o' sacrifice. It goes from the primitive to the

more advanced. Samll(l)--situ.*tion as regarding Mosaic sacrifice and it deals naturally

with matters of law and it is comparison of codes of law in which we are interested. The

question regarding the attitude of the documents of the law before Sinai is asked. I, J

and E you sacrifice here, there and everywhere. In P itis restrictet strictly to the place

God selects. e temple is mentioned espedially as the place that God chooses. P has all

the complex rules of the priest, etc. It is the question of what happened before Moses.

Deut.docis not say what did and so they deal with S and E. On p. 82 you have qalte a bit

of discussion of this subject and what is the view regarding pre-mosaic sacrifice?.

8 Acccd.ing to the J document Cain and. Abel offered their offering5 to God and we find

these various sacrifices in J and in E and. not in P and what about P--does he give them in

the different places? In ¬k he says there are no offerings made and there we can see the
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difference. In that section of the flood three are gvn to S. F' makes no offering on

the section when the flood are over. It is interesting that when you take the accounts of

Abraham, Isaac and. Jacob, you will find that if you leave out a few geneologies and. list

the kings and you will find that about 90 of the material is given to either J or E and.

there is practically nothing else given. Fully 90% is material given to J and E. That

includes the altars they huilt and the sacrifices and. conaeqantly there is none in P. In

the story of the flood, we have repetition in all the incidents of the flood and the bringing

up of the structure to give a viid picture of it as the wa*ters descend upon the earth

and the waters dry up and Noah comes down and he makes a sacrifice. God makes His promise

and the covenant is made. You, give one to J and the other to P and so you hve a development

there and even though Jacob, Isaac, etc. move through the land., they do not make an cffering

there. No sacrifice was legitimate that was made at the Divine command. the sacrifice of

P is not the spontaneous offering of man to his maker but the express ordanance of God him'

self. Not until the tab, was built *as there a place actually prepared where sacrifice could

be made. Not until Aaron and his sons were consecrated could. sacrifices be properly given.

where in the P document does it say there was any before. There is no such statement but

it is only a case where you -out all the sacrifices in J. There is a progress in the pre

mosaic picture in J and E and they had. sacrifices in various places while P did. not. Then

others say that according to P the--e could. not have been any sacrifices until all of these

things were done but still there is no such statem'rit. (2)--the law of ' and Z. In 3

and E there could be sacrifice most anywhere. Abraham did. it here, and here and here. Noah

Ad it way ever there in Arat and they all did at different places. Hz. 20_2L4 is permitted

to sacrifice anywherr' it does not have to be restricted to one place and here they are at

Sinai. The IGrd, says to Moses, "Thus shall ye say that ye have seen I have talked. .ith you

from Heaven. e shall not make gods of silver and. neither shall ye ma!e gods of gold and

an altar of epth shalt thou make unto me and thou shalt sacrifice ther"on thy burnt offering
FL ia ,, '-c . d Ixj #

and thy sheep and thy ox shalt thou offer t0 me..- and. In any placelL I shall come unto thee

and I shall bless thee and if thou wilt make me an altar of stone, thou shalt not m&e it of

hewn stone for if thou lift up thy tool upon it, thou shalt plute it. 11 There is the law

of the altlta. in '' and E and. it is the only law of the altar. They sacrifice then any place.

It is not resticted to one place. What was the command given to Moses right after the Ten
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Commandments. The Lord. said to Moses, "Thus skalt thou say unto the children of Israel---"
I

same quct. "In all places where tet-ee4 record my name, and. I wilicome unto thee and
He

I will bless thee" and. they say they can sacrifice any place where -recordsis name

and. it is not restricted to any one place. Is that what it says here? -- Restrict

ions are to be given and. the altar is to be built of earth andif o sto.ne, ofunhewn stone.

"In all places where I record my name, I will come unto thee and I will bless thee." As

you read on you see how Moses want up into the nit, and God gave him specific instructions

about making a building, etc. and. this was not an altar of human worth but a brazen altar

and what a contradiction. Can they be the same document? Is it possible that you can

have a book in whicone time He says to build an altar of earth and another time He says

to build an altar of bronze--is that not possible? As we have it, we have the Israelites

coming to Sinai and. God giving them the 10 commandments, then Moses goes up into the

mountain, it takes a long time to build, the tabernacle and of cource they are progressing

and of course they wouldn't keep returning to Sinai every month to sacrifice--they are

traveling here and there--it would seem that it would be only natural to at first for

God to give a restrictive idea about the aacrfic"s, but that the full d.eti1s would. be

riven later--it stands perfectly reasonable as it stands. When you get over to Deut.

you find there in the 12th ch. he is discussing there what they are to do after they get

in the promised land and he tells them to destroy to all the places where the nations

serve their gods. and. they are to o where God shall ehoose, there they shall go. He

is sayin there must be a sharp break between idol sacrifice and that to God--they are

not to do as the R.C. do where they take over the heathen temples and take over many of

the heathen rites and ceremonies by simply changing the name and they make as slight a

change as possible and they they bring them into the fold of the church. He is telling

them here not to do that. Fe is telling them to have something distinct but they are to

serve God in the place tht He shall. choose. The whole emphasis in Deut. 12 is not to

te over the Caiiaanite places of orship but to make a clean break. The view of the

critics is of course is that the book of Deut. was written at the time of Josiah, when

all the priestn the land wanted the altars to he destroyed in the land so they could

-et more income--therefore they wrote the book of Deut. and therefore also paned off the

ook for the people, ana thus all the income would come into the priests. They say that
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this conflicts with JE --but the only law that conflicts with his is Ex. 2O:2+ and it is

given at the beinnin of the wilderness journey at Sinai, where naturally they would not

have one place and they are thre moving about. In principle there is no difference

between it, and the command given by Moses does not contradict, because of the circumstances

in which the people of Israel find thmselves.

# P9 **The law of these detailed re iilations would refer to the people as stationed in

one place. R1it here there is another interesting point that comes in this connection

which easily can be considered under the matter of having one place to dwell and. that i8

the matter of asylum. According to the reconstruction of critics, the law was given there

at the time of Josiah to do away with the altars scattered around the land. That would

make certain dislocations--what was to happen to all these who were to care for these

altars--wer they to go on relief. Deut. says that the IEvites could come into the oi

central place--they don't have to stay scattered about. So they say that is an attempt

to alleviate the condition of these peop1.e, whose altars were destroyed. They also say

that as lone as there were altars scattered. throughout the land, during that period, there

was a possibility that when a person was in danger of his life on account of accidentally

killing someone else the other pe"son, relative miEht try and kill him naturally, and

he needed a place where he could be safe from the blood vengeance, they say that in this

situation he could o to the altar and he would be safe. There at the altar he could not

be injured. However, once these altars are done away with, then people who got into

difficulty, there would be nothing for them to do for safety and. terefore it is now

necessary for sornething to be done for protection for them. So it is necessary to establish

cities of refuge for these people. A new matter is introduce, which are cities of refuge

at ths time; then they say in D and P you have the cities of refuge mentioned--don't you

see the development there. This is the claim of the asylum.

The law relating to is--that of Deut. is clear enought. Deut. 19:1-13--read from

Addison's D document. (Min. L_6) Now you see the law in Deut. According to the

critical reconstruction, this is given here in D to make up for the loss f an asylum

because of the altars that are to be destroyed and. only one place left for sacrifice.

That is the critical theory of it of course.
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As the Israelites are preparing to go into the land. of Palestine, Moses in his final

address to them, is laying down before them their situation regarding the establishment

of these cities of refuge and showing them what they are for. That seems reasonable from

the Biblical point of view. --that you would have cities of refuge described and.

mentioned in Deut. and not mentioned in Exodus. How could they get along in the wilderness

without any cities of refuge or Sinai? Weren't they necessary to be told about this so

that 40 years later they would know all about it. after all that generation haa died and.

new one had been raised up? There Is no reasnn *a the Bible stands why they should even

he mentioned. There is no reason for it bt when they conquered Trans-Jordan then Moses

established these cities of refuge there. They are not even all named by Moses but are

nameid in latter part of Joshua. That is the way it stands in the Bible and that is the

oica1 but the critics add that this is an evidence tht Deut. was written at the time

of Josiah--when you do zway with the ltars scattered throughout the land and make the

people come to Jerusalem, then you have to have cities of refuge, but before that th--re

were no cities of refuge--no JE material mentions this but they must flee to the altar

and let us now look at JE and. see how explicitly it tells us that these a1rs are the

asylum to which they can flee and be safe. Cf. Ex. 21:13,14--Re that smiteth a man so

that he die shall surely be put to death and God will appoint a place whither he shall

flee--see how it contradicts. He even mention the cities of refuge. The law

that the critics tell us--that in the time of Josiah they were safe if they fled. to the

altar. After Josiah they appointed these places of refuge, and there they would be safe

until the hipJi priest and then they ao back and a lon° period of time elapses--they have

been allowed to live a period of time--but if they have intended to kill, then they can't

stay in the cities of refuge but they are cast out and killed. But before that, of course

you have a situation where ou have a man who murders another --you can take care of him

but here is another man tht de9flt murder anyone, so he can go and cling to the altar

and he will be perfectly safe,hecanse no one ';ou1d dare touch him while he is haning on

the altar. So he hangs on there for the next 20 years ano. so is safe--that doesn't nce

sense. But then he says tat a place will be set apart where he can flee and. be safe,

but when he goes on and says, that if they should. co'e presumptously upon his neithbor,
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he shall be put to death. The most natural interpretation of the story would be tht

if a person who has accident'y killed someone, he will be protected but if you find out
not

that it was,a- acci*nt they are to kill him even if clinging to th" altar. It is

not saying that the altars are the i-lace of the asylum, but rather that a place will

h appointed w}ithe' he shall flee. Was it not important that they tell, us where the

-L-lace is--are they going to have to wait forty years to find out what is going to happen

to those who accidently killed someone during those forty years--why don't you get those

cities of refuge appointed right there since all the people were there.

# 90 - He may make some special plan for those to be protected but there as no

point to telling them 40 years ahead of time as to where the place was that He wantea

±'or cities of refuge. It is not reasonable inference at all that they would stay

clinging on to the altar, end. not get 5Z] sleep or eat at all, but that is as ued in

all critical books.---that the law of JE is that the altar is the asylum for the person

who has committed murder accidentaly and when the altars are done away with then are

the cities of refuge dcne u given. If there was a sacred altar you would think, that

'he murderer wo 'ld naturally run there for protection, because he surely woulu think

that be was safe there, but that wo id. put a responsibility on the ones in charge of

the altar to see if they are guilty or not. In a country behind the iron curtain they

to run to the U.S. consulate since they are a let safer thre than in a church. To say

this proves that the altar was set aside as an asylum as long as you had. the altar,

you woild have no need for the cities of refuge. In the Middle Ages, the churches ti'ied

to proèect the innoncent at any time, but that doesn't mean that it was the law of the

Middle' Ages, that the innoncent would stay in the church and. thus be safe while the one

whc was guilty would be cast out and punished. Even when you had cities of refuge, I

can well imagine, if there was some sacred place in the neighborhood, and. here was a

man in danger of his life,--the ax had slipped and the other person was about to kill

him, I think that be wc'f.d run to the nearest sacred thing and grad on to it--maybe

he woi1dn't even know where the cities of refuge were but the first thing that would

enter his mind, would be some sacred place, even here from the altar a murderer was to

be taken away and be killed. He co"ld.n't claim any salSty, just because of some sacredness.
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There is nothing that can protect him, but to say to take him from that altar, and say

that is the same thing as appointing a place--that is inference is it not? This is

just one of t}eir many arguments. The allegation is gotten from this--there is not any

such statement that the altar is the appointed, place. When the; et near Canaan He does
7M'-k'

appoint a place and. it is perf'ctly reasonable as it stands. Adonijah wouldn't have had

'.ny right to go to a city of refuge-he saw that his life was in danger and went to this

sacred place. Solomon had. Joab taker.way from the altar and killed. He didn't think of

him as perfectly safe and not able to touch him. If you went t0 the mountains and they

pursuld you they would kill you if they cau}'t you but if there was something that was

near that everyone considered. very very sacred, many people would not even have the strength

to run to the sountains-- they wr'fd take the first thing that came in their mind. Many

wouldn't know how to live in them if they got there. The argument is one strictly one of

inference. It is not specific. As these stand., flk they are perfectly reasonable. Here

In Sinai one could run off and die. Perhaps some did. commit a murder and escape clear

back to Egypt, but most people co:1.d,n't ao that. Therc in the camp--he would grab the

most sacred thing that e could find, even if it was the altar--that was net to protect

him even f he was a murderer. Does that meanz that he is going to appoint a place

immediately or does it not mean that this is a general law that he is setting o.own for

the future when they get scattered out over an area. In Num. 35:9114. you have the law

of P in this matter. (Mm. 9-].O) You have the law given here in Num. and in Deut. you

have Moses telling the people and the language of the two differs from when the Lord tells

Moses and when 1k he tells the people. Carpenter says here that a modification is given

in case of homicide. Ex. 21:111. --the old law is dropped without reserve he says--Gca

will appoint a place here people can flee if they kill somec.c unawares. That is not

d.vopped. And if a murdered is caught, he is to be killed--he is not dropped. Is this

all a contradiction--it would hardly seem so as it stands. I have given you cJL1r

assignment in Dr. Allis' book--the first three chapters.
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'I'he aSSlgfl!re"t is eireaiy rss1hed.. It .s n the ook 01 Moses by .alis and the first

ch. and the third. ch. is inced. For thur. is to get thoroughly the other half of the 3rd

C airly well end look over the '.at half and then get a good idea of ch. 2. he'.ast time

we were discussing still the ''nt for development as relatd to the place or sacrifice and

we r'tice that the claim of the critics is that the 3! code permits sacrifice anywhere. The

3! quotes say nothing ahrt wher we can sacrifice. The initiative is with Go s to

c aaertf4re nd it does not say just where. It would mean tnt sacrifice is not restricted

to Justone plce then but ther is no teacnlng anywherinc-t crtpture tflat out of all the

laces no wher- is said. that just tier can t c done. This does not mean that this is some

thing thatis required by God's holiness but it means that it is something thatGod wished. to have

done when they entered into the landof Palestine. When you go in there, he said, after the Lord

has given you peace from the ward, then you are to sacrifice only the place which Hechooses out

of all the tribes. The command is something that is given for a particular time and a particula]

place. It is true that the Jews have taken thecommarid andcarrêed. it on and. acted as though there

is no plc. where' you could sacrifice except in Jerusalem and. thus they discontinued sacrifice

when Jeruaalem was destroyed. This was not stated in the Scripture and it is celearly taught

they sacrificed in othe places except when the Jew came into Palestine. The Bible teaching as

it stands is that the patriarchs sacrificied to God as they felt called upon to do here and

there nd earlier had they done this also. when they came into the land of Palestine, God cam

manded that there they should have all their sacrifices done in one place and it is easy to see

the reason for it would be to keep them from dividing up into sections and to breaking up into

little units each with its own devotion to separate sacrifice and. it was to stress the unit of

the nation and their unity belore God. There are many reasons why this would have to be and.

we can see why od would desire this great ation to observe this sign of unity. This is after

they have come into the land and after God has given them pr-ace around about. It is different

from saying that the teaching of theBible says thatonly at one place is it permissable. This

is the command of E__Deut. the command of Moses to the people as theyare going tnto theland..

You look at the 1ev. legislation given prior to this time and it no where.e says you must sacrific

in just oneplace and thereis no such command in P at all. It is of the legialation given beforQ

that time but it assumes that the sacrifice is a unified institution and. the general attitude

and spirit of the general legislation is that it is something which is done under direction
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and. appointed for and. that speaks of one thiii nd thus the Bible stands. They are in the

wilderness and all top,-ether and camped ac't and evcrythin has its head quarters in its one

place and thecommanda given for the wilderness journey would rather naturally assume that situ

ation and. the legislation is not given simply for the wilderness journey but it is given to

ouline the way they are to worship God and. the way they are to serve him in the wilderness and

also j succeeding years and in succeddin" years it is God's will that there should be the

sacrifice in the one place. There is no need to stress it in the wilderness as they are all

gathered together in the one community and its when they get scattered in the land. of Palestine

and. the wars are over and then they have peace and there is the tendency then for little isolat

ed communities to develop and. without much connection with the rest and then it is important

thatit be stressed to the individuals who are to have the religious life centered in one place.

God will select out of all your places so as it stands it is most reasonable. It can be done

by taking this out and. changing them and saying this comes from the J document but tthis comes

from the ?E document--621 BC: this from the P about 200 years later and. from that arrangement

it does or does not say it fa from the specific places God selects and that is by no means a

worship form but it is with all these different highs places over the land where they were

having little separate places and where people came together to preform little groups and. to

to their sacrifices and to disregard. the temple in Jerusalem and then the P document comes

to the crticis 200 yrs. and serves the situation which P has airead ascribed. It is not an

evolution from rudimentary things up to more . cultivated and lofty things--not at all. It

is sithply the claim of a historical development and the historical situation as the Bible stands

is at least as reasonable and with that connected is the claim of asylumand the claim is made

that as long as all over the land. there was an altar there fror an asylum. It does not say

that aman who is unjustely accused is (it fades out from 9-10). The assuption that a matter

with an assylum is connected with a construction of altars in the time of Josiah is to a large

extent something thatis read into the text and a few words may fit into this assumption but

it is no where stated. We o on to ---the argument for development as regarding the priest.

T}-e claim of the critic is regarding the JE document, the heads of the families may sacrifice

and when it came to the time of Josiah, they introduced an innovation and they restricted sac-

rifice then to the Levites--they were the sacrifices--they were the priests ana they tell
priest

you in the books of the crtics that in JE there is no-p4eee for sacrifice and. the one who dogs
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it is the head. of the family. When you et on to 6:21 there i the innovation as a strict

sacrifice to the one particular group and it i8 thetype of the Levites and Deut., they say,

shows no distinction between specific priests and Levites and there is no difference in 621 BC.

All the critical books will tell you this. When you get on 200 yrs. later to the time far the

P document, they have gone farther and established an organization for the hi.-7h priests and they

say the hih priest is of the sons of AAron and all priests must only be the ones to make the

sacrifice and. sacrifice is strictly forbid.d.ed to the rest of the Levites. Some said they

had. as much ri.tht to sacrifce as the sons of Aaron and they were all smitten dead as a result

of it. It is made up nearly a thousand. years later in the P documett in order to show they

want to restrict it to the sons of Aaron and that is the critical view regarding the sons of

Aaron and. we ask if the Scriptural references support all that they have? It is true in the

time of. Abraham sacriftce was not resticted. to the sons of Aaron or even to the tribe of Levi

in the time of Noah also. The idea of resticting it this way is somethingiad to be introduced

as a specific thing and we ask if it is reasonable to think that when it was introduced to see

if it was restricted. to just these ones orras it in general? Sacrifice was a custom we find-

Pentateuch #92 They say that is the view of the P document--According to the JE the sacrifice

could be performed. at any place, just so it was in his name. They say that P yes no

scarifice until it is done at the one place and it is done by the Levites. P knows no sacrifice

until it is done by the sons of Aaron--that is their statement. It is very easy to get that

view. All you have to do is to take the passages that tell about sacrifices and put them

into the SE document in the early history--that is easy because in the beginning P consists

almost all of stastics and enumerations, lists of things that happened in 1, 2, 3, order

so as they divide it up, it iatural that P has nothing about sacrifice--Read from Carpenter,

p. 83--the view of P is entirely different. In P in Gen. account Nohh makes no thank-offering

when the peril of the flood is past. The place where it says that he did is put in the J

document. P tells about a covenant--the Babylonian story tells about both the sacrifice and.

the covenant. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob go through the land but they never corimorate where

El Shaddai met them--they never do because all the statements that
telkthey

do are in the J

document, instead of being allocated to the P document. Do you notice how much he reads

into the text. There is absolutely nothing to prove his statements here at all. If you take

the passages of sacrifice and put them in the J document. You take your stastics etc. ano.
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a very little amount of narrative material--you have nothing about sacrifice in P and. then you

say that P doesn't believe in sacrifice. That is connected. with the argument of silence.

The fact that a book has no reference to something, doesn't mean that the book doesn't believe

that it exists. The argument from silence is one which can e very wrongly used. The matter

of silence in a book is one which you would expect the book to tell about. If we ha a P

document, a complete one as originally written, and it told about all this as he says, and

no where Lid it tell about Abraham sacrificing in the land--but it does tell about his elaborate

relations with God., you would wo-der why there was no mention about sacrifice. In this

instance the argument from silence is a good argument, if you are sure that you have the whole
say that the document

P document--but the critics themselves at point after point will doubtless told about this

or that but the redactor took it out. At point after point they assume that the documents

are not preserved. in completeness. You will doubtless find, many places where they will say

that such and such was lost from the original, and then to simply assume that sacrifice isn't

mentioned. at all, after they admit it is not complete is a pretty bi assumption. It is also

a pretty bi assumption when they say that no one was allowed to sacrifice any other place-

this argument from silence used. wrongly enters into the whole argwnent of higher criticism

at point after point. The argument from silence if rightly used, is a very important form

of argument. It is a difficult argument to use and you must be sure that you have all of the

evidence. Then according to the JE argument you have that no head of the family can sacrifice.

There are no priests--just anybody sacrifices--it doesn't Just because it says that

thou shalt sacrifice, doesn't mean all are to sacrifice. He is talking to Israel as a whole

and. may refer to it as a nation rather than individuals; in addition to that a person ma,y

sacrifice something.- without he himself performing the sacrifice. CommanLs are given in

the P document--that the sac- ifices are restricted to the sons of Aaron, and yet individuals

are told to sacrifice in another connection. The priest performs the sacrices but the

individual brings the sacrrifice--that is brings the animal--so to say that anybody can

sacrifice from this passage, is using the argument from silence in a way that is not va id.

It is assumed., becuase it say here, that the priests are the ones to do the actual

sacrificing, then anybody am do it, and that is not stated here at all. There is an

interesting thing--in order to get the different document, JE as the earlier, 3 in the
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middle and P later--to et the different codes o law that way, you have to give the 000k

of the covenant either to J or E. The earlier critics mostly gave it to J but .oon after

the WeiThausen theory became well-established, they became pretty well agreed that it was

from B-- and the Book of the Covenant--Ex. 19_2Lf is most of it allocated to B--that still

isn't JE. Right here in JZ you find in 19:21 ff. , v. 24--right here in the B document,

that which contains the earliest primitive law--you have two mentions of Priests here. It

is so definitely allocated to B, but the critics say that though priests are mentioned here

we have no idea what they did. They don't notice I guess, that it 5&S the priests that

come near unto the lord--they are definitely a religious organization that have reason to

come near to the Lord. It is clearly shown that there are pries.before the time of the

Levitical priesthood or the priest of Aaron. To say that these priests were not set apart

is a pretty bi' assumption. It would suggest that even among the Israelites in E.oypt, there

were individuals who were priest among them, and as they came up through the wilderness there

were priest, though they might not have been particularly well, selected--the matter of

sacrifice seems somewhat restricted even there. God says to Moses there in the wilderness

that He was going to regularize it so that the family of Aaron --they were to be set apart

to offer sacrifices but this was not a new thing--it is even mentioned in JE as the critics

regognize it to be. The argument then that anybody could sacrifice is an argument from

silence, and it is an illiimate argument from silence--JE doesn't say that anybody cot-ild

sacrifice--there is no certainty about it. There is no reason why God couldn't set down

strict laws as o whcoild sacrifice afterwards. He gives those commands later to Moses

in the mount and those are the P documents. When you come to the D document--what Moses

says just before they E0 into the land. of Palestine, according to the Bible as it stands,

you have a treat difference between the D docu. and the P--the Levitic legislation. It

is what God gives to Moses and that which is written out for the priests for the oversight

of the religious life of the people--to be able to read the precise details and to apply it

properly while theyre in control of the people. Deut. is the orations that Moses gives to

the people as they draw near to the land of Palestine to prepare them for specific changes

which naturally take place when they cease t0 be a wondering people-- and become a people

spread over a wide area in Palestine, and to impress upon their minds matters which every
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individual should know, and not matters which are written down which should be looked up

by the priets. There is a bi difference between the purpose and. the outlook of Levitjcal

le-islation and that of Dent. There naturally wouldn't be th repetition that there are

in other portions--a difference in seleetion: according to the c"itical point of view,

Deut. comes at the time of Josiah, and. at that time it is now laid. down that priesthood is

restricted to the levites.

#93 -- Dent. never enters into that t1cular question. It does enter into where

sac'ifice is to be offered and of course it you are not to sacrifice anywhere except where

God chooses, then the question as to who sacrifices, is more or less an academic question-

as far as the people are concerned. You might say that here is a man who wants to make

a sacrifice--and he goes back of his house to make a sacrifice--the idea of Deut, is to

stop that--it is very important that they know to sacrifice at the temple--it wo'ild be per

fectly obvious that you couldn't just walk into the temple and. make a sacrifice--you would

have to do under the rec,f'Lations that were there. The restriction of the place automatically

restricts the person. --there is no restriction in Deut. as to who was to sacrifice--there

is much therein as to where --it isn't necessary that every individual in the land

but as lont as it is restricted to one place, you just have to know where that place is

arid, who it is is only vital to those who are in charge of that place and that is exactly

what we find. He makes it definite--the Lord proved what lie meant when he killed the

sons of K#th who thought they could sacrifice just any place--it is very reasonable that

it hould be given just as it has been. It shows why it is not necessary to Five it

in the orations of Deut. It always speaks of the priet1y Levities--all Levites are

equal and are on the seine standing--It is not possible tnake a thorough unmistakeable

study of everything that you are interested in, though it is very good to make a era1

study of a great many subjects and a thorough study of a few; consequently for our present

purpose it is sufficient to look into Young's concordance and. to see how these words,

Levite and priest are used in Deut. I read them there in their context and I found that

priest-Levites are used only four timee--17:9; 18:1: 2Lf:8, 27:9--and the critics say that

in Dent. there is no difference--so it means the Levitcal priests each time and. there are

two additional -laces where it says the sons of Levi--but I found that priest is used also
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17:12, 18; 18:3, 19:17; 20:2; 26:3,14--You have eight times in Deut. where it speaks of

the priest. Then the priest is used. a little more often then it is used. with Levi and

so it is not a proper statement to say that Deut. always uses the Levitical priest and.

to him they are all, the same--at least not on the basis of philology. All the Levitez

which are priests and the matter comes up as to what do we mean by priest. No where in

the Bible does it tell us that a priest is a man who sacrifices. That is the great outstand

ing work of the priest--you might say that about a secretary who writes notes down--sends

letters and. yet yo' will find a distinction in bustess houses between a stenographer and

secretary--a secretary has some extra respunsibilities. A general secretary of an organization

doesn't just write letters--somes to be some specialized and hardly writes letters at all.

Then you will have traveling secretaries--it has quite a bora.d phase of meanin. A priest-

that word can apply properly to anyone that has a reljèza position. It is used of

f one who does various priestly tsks and it nowhere says in the Bible that no body can

be a priest who works for the lord, but ti it does ay that no one should ñ a sacrifice to

the lord unless they are a priest--the Sons of Aaron are the priesthood in that sense and

so it ks quite natural to see that priest is used in a special sense, though he had many

other duties than Just to offer sacrifice. The book of Deut. nowhere says that only a

Levitical--there is no mention whatever with the priests and. connection with sacrifice.

You must perform your sacrifices where the lord shall choose--it never speaks of the Levites

as sacrificing--the book of Deut. is not dealing with who should sacrifice, but rather

with the question of what should the people know that are going into the land of promise.

The people are told very specifically that they are to bring their sacrifice to the place

where the Lo"d God shall choose for them, and naturally if you bring it to that place.

you will find that place fits it, but it is not necessary to go into that. In the Levitical

laws of course it is very vital to go into this which is very definitely stressed. So

the critics say that priesthood is limited to the priests of Levi, and sacrifice to the

so-is of Aaron, but they rearrange it out of the order in which they are, even with no

evidence for so doing, and when you et through, it is an argument from silence--a legitimate

argument. It is do'matically stated that Deut. does teach that--that all the Levites can

sacrifice--Carpenter goes into this a good deal. He insifte that the Levites are all
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equal in the book of Deut. He says that according to Deut. 10--all the Levites can

sacrifice. They say that it specifically recognizes Aaron and Eleazer as in the prieSt's

office. Dent. 10:6-- Tells about Eleazer taking Aaron's place when he died. At that

time the Lord. separated the tribe of Levi--notice how equal they were. Don't you see

how all the Ievjtes can sacrifice, but it doesn't say a thing about sacrificing. All

the sons of Aa"on are Levites, but to speprate some from the tibe of Aaron to sacrifice,

that doesn't mean that all in the tribe could sacrifice. It ioesfl't even mention sacrifice

and three verses apart, we have the mention of Aaron the priest and Eleazer Succeeding him.

So to say that Dent here teaches that all Levites can sacrifice, is to read into the text

which is something it doesn't say at all. That is a very important thing to recognize here.

# 94 The critical argument as presented sounds extremely strong but when you examine

the instances which they give you find, a great many are not at all as represented. You

find, that there really is no argument in a great many aft of them. The claim is made, eg.

that they could not be the laws to sacrifice in one place because Saul and his army sacrificed

the cattle out in the field of battle but the word which they translate sacrifice, whièh

the A.V. translates kill--it is used. even in Dent. 12. Even in that ch. it is used, to mean

to kill at home--Dent. 12:21 if it is too far away to go to the sanctuary--the word may be

used. at a banquet or a feast, and that is not a case in point at all. We have noticed in

a good many cases in which men are not _____ in any sense and naturally what they do doesn't

prove whether it was in accordance with the law or not--then we noticed there were commands

of God given under exceptional circumstances. They say how do you think Moses could give the

law to sacrifice in one place and. then right in the book of Judges, you find. Manoah sacrificing

right out there in the field near his home--the angel brought the message and. told him to

make the sacrifice. That was a specific command. of God and an exceptional case. Naturally

it would take precedence over any general principle. We know after the the removal of all

these there still remàka&d some definite difficulties, and when you take out 3/4 of the

cases which the critics give as proof--that there was no such law until the time of Josiah,

there still remààn cases where this law doesn't seem to have been obeyed by godly men and it

is vital to have an answer. You do have a long period of history --a history in which there

are many emergency circumstances and you have an exceptional situation in which other matters
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which were more important--that there be sacrifice rather than that the sacrifice be oberved

at z tins: regular place. We will read about this man and. that man whose heart was

perfect and yet the high places were not taken away--you read about that until you come to

Josiah nd you find, that he did. take away the high places, and of course they say this

proves there was no such law and. the writer of Deut. insmrted. all these statements later

on, to make it look like there was such a. law but the fact of it is that the kints

did not obey the law. The fact of it is the these services were kept up during this

long period. and a strong attempt was put up to put them down, but it is easy to see how

that situation could have developed.. It was not stressed a great deal and. there were

U other things that seemed more vital to those kings--and the fact that a person knows

the law doesn't mean that he is always going to follow it. It doesn't say in Deut. that

you are to worhsip only in Jerusalem but to sacrifice in the place that the Lord. shall

choose, and the place which over the centuries they did worship was at Shi].oh, but from

there the eons of Eli took it to battle and the Philistines took it--there is no further

mention of Shiloh and it would seem that during that next period. of 40 or 50 years, the

land was so over-run by the Philistines, there was no particular place where they could

worship, and Samuel would go from place to place givèng this and that little group the

Word of God. That was an unurall situation and after that, they didn't get established

in one place until the time of Solomon--the temple was built in the days of Solomon.

The argument is that we don't find, existence of this law until the time of Josiah, and

not before that time. On the assumption that Moses gave the Law it would be natural that

people wo'üd obey the Law. When you find instances where the leaders of the people dis

obeyed the law and. acted as though it didn't exist, that is a strong argument that this

law did. not as yet exist and. wasn't given until the time of Josiah. The P document

comes from the time of the exile according to their argument. We have been discussing

whether or not there is development in the putting together of the law. You don't

find evidence from history that there was such a law. If we were discussing whether or

not the electoral college was a good thing for the U.S. or not--evidence on the history

of the U.S. from 1780 if. would be very pertinent but in the colonial days it would not

make any difference because U.S. as a country did not even exist before that time.
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And. the argument as to whether the laws of Dent. were used. after the time of Moeea--naturally

that doesn't hold because you wouldn't be expected. to obey the laws for Palestine before
is after

they got to Palestine. Our present argument is about the Israelites entering the Promised

Laud., as given in their history of Judges, Ruth, Samuel and. Kings--do we find evidence of

this law being in existence. The critic's claim is that this was not a law until a 1000

years after the time of Moses and therefore in this period before you find the leaders

of the people ignoring and if the leaders were good, they wouldn't have ignored. the law.

2. Who performed. the sacrifices. I have not take the time of going into these argueménts

in full to present ±ki the higher criticism. This is a very important argument, and. is

fully taken up in Carpenters book. You remember that he says that you actually don't have

the priesthood of the sons of Aaron during the time of Israelite history. You have it in

the P document given at the time of the exile and during the period before that just anybody

could. sacrifice but it was not kept to the priests. They say the priesthood was open to

anybody and. from 621 B.C. on you have it restricted to the tribe of Levi and. they had secured

for themselves the priestly functions. We notice that svah doesn't necessarily mean sac

rifice in the technical sense but it may refer to the killing of animals. We notice also

the word--cohen not used. in the narrowest sense. That does not necessarily show one who

performs a sacrifice, though that is specifically what a cohen is. A secretary is one who

writes, but you have general secretaries of organizations that never wrote any short-hand. at

all or used a typewriter but dictate all, their letters and conduct business and. manage things

and they are not secretaries in the technical sense. These words often have one specific

meaning and. then they broaden out into a broader field.
" Priests"

# 95 --$ur±flgi is used for people who had other functions and it is even used. of certain

official in the government sometimes. That is entirely natural because they were leaders

and. had the say on various matters. If a person had lepirosy he had to go to the priest.

He had. authority over sanitation, health laws, whether a man shad a right to be in the city

of refuge or not--had authority over quite a number of legal matters. There were a lot

things that were connected up with the priest's office and. the word priest would quite

naturally come to be used of men who didn't have this specific faction and. consequently we

sometimes find the word cohen is used. in a broader sense and. mean that he was
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one officially in charge of the sacrifice. Another thing we shoulo. remember--Priesthood of

Aaron and Eleazer is recognized in the book of Deut--Deut. 10:6. It is said to be all

about Levites and. intended to come from 621 B.C., right there we have them recognized as

high-priests. You mitt say that is something that the P writer inserted later--but

the critics say that it comes from 3--how it got into Deut. is an interesting problem.

(c) All the persons that are said. to be giving the sacrifice are said to be performing it.

Here they say you have the law that all sacrifice is to be done by the sons of Aaron and

yet you read in I Kings that Solomon went to Gibeon and there he perfommed. sacrifices. It

was not in Jerusalem or the seicted p1ce and. Solomon himself performed the sacrifices.

We read in I Kings 3:3--you have an excuse given for Solomon in this regard.. In this

time there the people sacrificed because there was no house built unto the Name of the Lord.

He did. love the Lord but sacrificed in high places. There is a recognition that was not

the right thing to do. In all situations you find, people with their particular faults and

short-comings; the temple is not yet built anyway. Cf. v. 4--what could. be more specific

than the breaking of the law of P than this. Here are sacrifices performed. by the sons of

Aaron and here it says that Solomon himself went--can D and. P have been in existence if he

offered a 1000 burnt-offerings hpon the altar. The critics tell you there couldn't have

been any such law at that time, because you have here your history and shows Solomon utterly

ioring the law, but of course when you read. it a little more closely and. you try to picture

Solomon offering 1000 burutefferings--that in the course of that afternoon he personally

killed a thousand cows, put them on the altar, and offered the sacrifice and set the fire

under-fleath them --if he did all that in one afternoon, he was a might strong fellow and a

very rid worker. It is hardly sensible to think that Solomon did that to a 1000 cows and

in fact there is no reason to believe that he did it to one--that means that Solomon gave

the burnt-offerings and presented the anima's. It means that he told. the ones that were to

sacrifice here were the animals he would give fore his offering. So the person giving the

sacrifice is often spokenof as the person performing it and when you read that so and so

sacrificed, does that mean that the priests didn't perform their function of sacrificing.

It means that a person did. as he should do--he made an offering and. a person that gives

the offering is properly spoken of as offering a aacriZicz even though someone else does
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the sscrif1ce but it doesn't necessarily have to mention the fact as to who did the

particular service of sacrificing. You might say that you paid your income tax yesterday.

You wouldn't ordinarily explain that an official of the government received it from you

etc.--those details would not be mentioned. It would simply stand to reason with those

thousands of sacrifices--that there would have to be officials to do it, or there wouldn't

be any regularity about--in general it would stand to reason. It occurs to me there would

be one case in point--ILL, of desoibing the sin of Eli's sons --in I Sam.2:l2--when any

man offered sacrifice, the priest would take partUf the meat, but it doesn't enter into

the question whether a priest or anyone co"ld come into the place to sacrifice. I don't

think that you Wo id find any place where people could come in and. make their own sacrifices

but it is natural terminoi--certainly no one would say that Solomon offered all these

animals individually. There is no reason to assume that he offered any of the animals

personally. I San. 2:19--it doesn't say if Elkanah did. the sacrificing there or not but

it does tell us that Eli was right there. This takes care of a good. many of the

instances.

(d)--!n the case of the altar, there are instances of godly leaders that did not take

a special effort to see that they had. a priest of the house of Aaron to offer the sacrifice.

It wouldn't be necessary to mention--it is pos-ib'.e thatSamuel had a priest going around

with him in his circuit who did the the outward sacrificing. But the impression you get

is that Samuel at least officiated. This was in the time of the Philistine supremacy

and under the circumstances it would be more important to have sasrifices than to be so worri¬

about performing them in the right place. Man was naft not made for the Sabbath but the

Sabbath for man--the thing that is vital in both Old and New Testaments is the presenting

of God's truth that is vital and. the particular matters of form and ceremony are under

normal circumstances to be preserved because they carry out the fiue and. present the

idea but they are not the vital thing. In the days of Samuel there is no evidence that

this particular law was stressed and when you have a law stressed for a time, it

would be quite naturalt that it would be forgèten and not have much attention paid to it.
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difficulty, but a very interesting book that was thrilling to many

rho read it, in the way in which it seemed to them to take the naturalistic

ttitude, evolutionary approach, and everything we hve as a result of natural,

i±zii ordinary, human development, and my xa means of it, to explain how the

entateuch came into existence. And Wellhausen and some of these German scholars

rho advance this theory were very thorough'-going rationalists, and they thought

verything comes into existence by purely natural circumstances. Now here is a

)ook which all the Jews and Christians have believed for centuries to be the very

oundation of their x±at religion. How did it come into existence? Well, by

iatual processes of human historical ...l.... And it sounds so interesting, so

asy. It is like when Darwin's theory broke on England. And people, instead of

;hinking that a thousand or a millian wx different things were depended each one

) a separate .... 2.... of the almighty God, could imagine that from one little

;iny cell there had developed by a perfectly natural process, all this great variety

nd incidental features could show how everything came into existence along the

ray, it just seemed to bem to be the answer to the problem. And there was no nedd

)f a God to establish, create, or direct it, because it was just a natural process.

ow of course, the question is, where does this natural process come from? Where

to any of us get our existence? There are great arguments for the existence of God

rhich need to be faced even apart from these theories, but it is one of the greatest

orces in the world for a blief in God and God's plan, the existence of this wonder

ul Bible, the Bible is here, where did it come from? And if you can account for it

)fl a purely naturalistic pasis, and natural development, why that is very satisfac

;ory. Well take the matter of, take our alphabet. Suppose somebody were to say to

rou, look at this wonderful Latin alphabet we use. Isn't it wonderful! A divine

;iDt to us. God invented it and gave it to us. It came fight from His hands. Well

omeobdy else would oome along and say, Oh, is that so? Do you think our Latin alpha

)et is invented by God and writeen by Him, and handed to us? No, it is just a nat

iral development. He .t would say, Here, look at the Greek alphabet. Look ot our

.lphabet. See how similar it is. The Greek is earlier. Ours is based on the Greek.

The Greeks brought it over to the Latins. The have alpha, beta, gamma, delta, we
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have a b c d e f g. How do we kzx come to have a 'c' where they have a gamma? How

do we come to have a 'g' later on? Well, it came overland through the Etruscans.

And the Etruscans didn't have a 'g' sound, they just had a 'C' sound. So when they

took the alphabet instead of saying alpha, beta, gamma, they said, alpha, beta,

camma. And so they wrote the development from gamma, and they pronounced it 'C',

andthen when the Latins took that over from them, they took over the 'c', rTn they

had a 'g' sound, and theye WA was no 'g' left in the letters, and it was like the

'c', so they took the 'c' and put a line across the lower part and nade a 'g'. And

I believe all scholars believe that's how our alphabet got established. The Latin

alphabet came from the Greek alphabet. Well, where did the Greek alphabet come fron

Well, it came from the Hebrew alphabet, Phoenician traders brht it overland,

brought it over sea, and they mk brought it to the Greeks. Well, the Hebrew

alphabet does not have any voels in it. But the Greek and the Latin have voels.

How did they get vowels? Well, because the Hebrew alphabet has the aleph sound

which is a gutteral which doesn't exist in Greek their letters, aleph, beth,

gimmel, when they said aleph, they 1ook the first sound in the aleph which is that

gutteral 5. . .. . . open the throat and say the 'a' and we don't have in our

language. The Greeks didn't have it, and the first thing they heard was the 'a'

and so they thought, This stands for a vowel. And they way through a misunderstand

ing of the Semitic aphabet wkii which had only consonants, they got some owel,

and so you have letters for vowels, which the Hebrews didn't have. And you can

trace it through like a natural dev&lopmental process. Now somebody comes along

NE and says, this Latin alphabet is a divine gift to us, God gave it exactly as it

is. It would be wicked to change it in any way, becuase it is a divine gift to us.

We would say that's preposterous. We know how it came into existnnce. We have

seen its development. We understand it. Now in Mesopotamia they didn't have

stones so the Babylonians built their temples out of brick. They could make the

brick out of clay, they had no stones. Well, then they decided that's the way to

worship Marduk, you have to have wmant something made with brick. So they'd go

to a country where there was good building material and they'd say, Oh m, it

would be awful to worship Marduk with zxt sties, you have to use brick. That's

what they were accustomed to using. And that way in every religion there have
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sprung up all kinds of customs which are based on purely acidental circumstances.

There are all sorts of them. In every one of our denominations. In our habits

of religous life, there kx are customØ's which have developed from purely acci

dental circumstances. We adapt to a certain situation. And then when the situa

tion changes, we are used to that method and we keep on doing it ti and we get

the idea some way that that is the way that things have to be. Like the missionaré

daughter I heard of who came home on furloggh% and they were visiting on a farm,

and they said, Oh, we'll bring you some of the milk we got from the cow this morn

ing. She didn't want any milk from a cow, she wanted milk Kbc from a can. That's

what she was used to was milk from a can. She didn't want milk from a cow. That

was the accustomed way. She didn't want to change it. Well, is the Bible in that

category? A great part of what we have in life is, but is the Bible in that

catefory? There are things about it that are. The titles of the books. It is

ridiculous that we call the fourth book of the Bible, Numbers. Moses never called

it Numbers. The Hebrews never called it Numbers. It is perfectly silly for us

to call it numbers. Just beaause it happens to ha'e two or three chapters that

have alot of Numbers in them. Many people fail to get the Treasirnes and the

value of this very interesting book because we call it Numbers, and they think it

is just a bunc of statistics. And how perfectly silly it is that we take the

first, second, third, and fifth books, and we take their Greek words and trans

literate them, and the averae persona has no idea what youe talking about. And

they are good titles, if only we translate them. And then we get to thin one

where they have a terrible titel in the Greek, and we translate it, so the x

know what it means. It is about the most absurd thing you could do. It is much

better to ca1l it, Arithmoi, like the Greeks do, and then call Genesis, Beginnings,

and Exodus, going Out, Leviticus, Priestly Legistation, and Deuteronomy, Second Law.

Why keep those words in the Greek that have some meaning and then take the one that

doesn't and translate it into English and deceive people by it. We do all kinds

of foolish things in our religion, and we do them in connection with air Bible. We

do many of them. But the basis, the solid foundation, the book itself, as it

origin&ted, did that come about by a natural human process of development, or is
there something whth God has given us, given it in the circumstances, given it under
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human conditions, and many things given in a certain way in relation to the events

of the time, but nevertheless so given as to give us his meaning, His truth to us,

to fit the circumstances that shall come in all times, which is it? Well, the

criticism, prior to Graf, was amatter of considerable interest to a small group of

people who were greatly interested in this idea of literary partition, and sources,

very fascInating after you get into it. But the rank and fileof' people, it didn't

mean much to them. But not that Graf and Kuenen of Leiden, and Welihausen, xxx

presenting this theory, you took the old source development ± idea, the old idea of

dividing into sourcee on a literary bases, and you combine it with the evolutionary

theory so that you have an explanation on perfectly natural circumstances of how

this comes to be, and you rule out everything supernatural about it. And that was

very very attractive to a great many of the radicals in Germany and in Holland, and

in France. Probably the conservatives of great Britan and America would have

indignantly repudiated what was advanced by these radicals were it not for the fact

that a few conservatives from these countries went over to Germany and studied under

those great radical' scholars, and adopted many of their views, and tried to combine

these views with a thoroughly Christian view on certain points, and then came

back and they said, Well,after all, we believe in Christ, we believe in the Gospel,

we believe in the Virgin Birth. Professor Briggs of Union Seminary,wxx a strong

believer in the Virgin Birth,was one of the protagonists of the Graf Welihausen

theory, unforcked by the Presbyterian Church in the URA, and their students were

ordered not to go to Union Seminary because of his views on the Old Testament, and

yet he was a strong protagonist of his belief in the Virgin Birth. Well, it was

men like that who adopted some features of the higher criticism who brought it

in and led others to accept it, and resulted in its gradual introduction into

Great Britain and into this country, and more and more it spread, and more and more

those who accepted it went on to use the same methods in larger and larger sections

and until the end it did away with the supernatural altogether, as far as having

any books that God has given from which we could take statements, until you get the

I'reo-Orthodox view in which statements doen't matter. You can take the whole book,

and it is the most wonderful spiritual source of knowledge you've got, but you

dont get any propositional truth fri it. You don't get any statements you can say,
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this is a fact, beaause in kt the relious world there are no facts. It is the

other side and we know nothing about it, except that it breaks through something

into our lives. Well, that is the way in which this has had this ti tremendous

influence, and there is nothing gained by our just passing it aside and saying,

Oh, we don't believe that, we believe in God. I think all that is true and good,

but I think there is a value for us to understand hcwthis developed, and see its

beses, and see how strong some of its arguments can be made to appear, so that there

are people who have very sincerely been convinced that this is so reasonable that

it must be true. Then I think we want to see wi how reasonable ert of it can

be riade to appear, and then see that they are not actually reasonable at all, that

It is agaik the same old theory of the ....12.... of a beautiful theory by a gang of

....12. It is a beautiful theory. But let's get the facts and see where they fit

in. Well, now before we get the facts I want you to understand the theory and know

what it is. Mr Rji".................

AAM: Well, now, at that time, quite as early as that, to how great an extent

it was guarded, and as to how great an extent he gave it 121 , but it was

the idea of development by natural processes, tia idea very definitely, and certain

ly the idea of going kxtx from the simply to the complex. I mean, there is so

mush in it that is in common with the evolutionary theroy, nd the evolutionary

theory t has bean so big a feature through most of its history that my inclination

would be to guess that it was right from the start, but I just don't know. But we

have spoken then about Jgkn Wellhausen's great book. Well, now that leads us, this

was C I bleve we were talking about, wasn't it? From Eichorn to Graf. La

We'll go very briefly on t D, The Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis We'll speak

of D very briefly for this reason. We won't take as long under D as on the others,

because we've already come up to D and given you a brief idea of it, but of course

I have only given you the bare outline yet. We want to see what the main features

are. Now under that for logical completion, we'll call number, The Rise, The rise

of the Graf-Welihausen hypothess, but that we've already discussed. I won't

repeat it. Number 2 is its spread. And under that Welihausen' book is mentioned a

again because it was a ..ik..., his book publihed in 1878. cuestion...........

end of P 1
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Well, this great book of Welihausen had a tremendous effect on the spread of
brilliant

it in Eruope and Germany and in France, I believe, and a ari Englishman

named, William Robertson Smith, studied in Germany. Smith was a very great scholar

a brilliant man, he was raised in a most orthodox and conservative Scottish back

ground. He went over to Geiany and studied there. And he was at first greatly

shocked at the attitude of the radical scholars wklx with whom he came in contact.

Gradually he bace to know them as persons and found them very fine people, got to

know them well, adopted their views, and went back to Scot&.nd speaking very piously

about many things, but strongly advocating the Graf-Welihausen theory. And his

influence did a tremendous lot to carry these views in Great Britain. I believe

he was professor in Aberdeen University, and he was brought to trial for views, and

they had a grt church trial, convicted him of heresy, expelled him from the Univer

sity, and so either Oxford, or Cambridge, I forget which, came to take him on, and

made him their professor, and he had twice the influence he had had before. He

ias editor of two or three of the editions of the Encyclopedia Brittanica. He was

a very brilliant man. Dr. Alibright told the story he heard about him, he saidt tha

Robertson Smith had an affimost encyclopedic knowledge of manuscripts and texts and

all that sort of thing. He was interested in all these details of scholarship, and

he said, one time he was at a party somewhere, and they saw him get over on the

sides and there was an English squire, one of these men that was interested in fox

huntihg and horse racing, and he w saw Robertson Smith over in the cornr with this

fellow, and some of them said, Oh, poor Smith, they said, Here held love to talk wit

people about the pedigree of N. T. manuscripts, or the development of the critical

theory and so on, and here he is talking with this squire that knows nothing but

fox-hunting and horse racing, and is interested, not in the pedigree of manuscripts,

ti but the pedigree of race horses, and how bored Smith will be. And then they

looked over and they saw the two men talking very excitedly, and Smith was talking,

and was so interested, and the other fellow had such an interested look on his face,

that they were quite surprised, and after a little when the party broke up they

overheard the squire and he said, You know, I've met a man that knows more about

horse racing than I know. (laughter). The first time I kazx ever have. And he

gave it as an instance of the wide knowledge of this man, brilliant man, brilliant
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scholar, but a pernicious influence in the history of the world, because it was

his influence that introduced and widely spread that which the British world was

ready indignantly to reject, but it was his brilliant m.nd that advanced it and

caused it to become widely accepted, and then of course there have been younger

men in Great Britain and some in this oountry, who have advanced it very strorgy,

the older scholars, the critical scholars were holding to the supplement theory,

some of them gave it up, and came over, others of them held to it to the end of

their lives, but no younger fellows/,. All the young men from that time adopted

the raf-Wellhausen theory. In 1900 you could say that all shholars, and by that

you meant all critical scholars, all scholars agreed that kxs these chapters are

P and these are J and these are E and these are D, and that J is the earliest and

then E and then D and the F, the main essentials of the theory, and thousands of

the details, you could say in 1900, all critical scholars in the world agree uoon

it. That was held very very widely, and txxta) taught as the established results

of modern scholars. Well, now, there are people today who will tell you the G-W

theory is completely out of date, other things have taken its place, but don't you

believe it .... 5"... Professor Aibright told me in Jerusalem in 1929, he said, there

are only two orthodox Welihausenists in Germany, and the're not orthodox. That's

what he said. But that means that there is no longer any scholar of standing who

will take everything in the G-W theory and say, all this is abso1utly so. Everyone

will change this or will change that, or change that. But they don't agree on what

they change. And I think it is safe to say that 90 of critical Ltrx scholars

today accept at least 80 ˆ of the teaching of the G-W theory. There has a rarely

in the history of the world been a theory as extensive or as complex as this which

has been accepted by so manyc ople for so long a time. And it is accepted today

in the main. Dr. Aibright will write a book which has very conservative statements

in it, and he'll take this feature of the higher criticism and he'll kind of knock

it, and this feature and slam it, and you'll read along, and you begin to think,

my my, he dertainly doesn't hold it at all, and then he'll come to the conclusion

and he'll say, however, of the facts of the existence of the independent exis

tence of the great document, J, E, D, and F, nobody could ever doubt that. That's

the theory, that's the basis of the theory. And he will make a statement like that.
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Dr. Aibright wrote a most amusing article, I thought, in The American Scholar

about twnnty years ago. In this article he told about Graf, Kuenen, Welihausen,

these great scholars, and the wonderful theories they advanced. And he told XMN

about the conservatives who tried to answer them, he ridiculed them. Their answers

were silly 7 And then he said, However, it is strange that new discover-

ies.xxx.t make it look as if in many regards, the great scholars were wrong, and

the conserva(tives whom he poured such contempt upon, they were right after all

in many of their views. And then he goes ahead and for abut twenty pages he gives

yol one archaeological evidence after another showing the dependability and vera

city and the truth of the story I've told you. And then when he gets through with

it he saya, what are the conlusions? The great conclusion is that we must never

forget the debt we owe to those great masters of scholarship, Kuenen and Graf and

Welihausen. (&aughter). And that is the attitude of the citical world today,

that they laid the foundation, and you can change a little here, and you can change

the color of one of the ....8.... here, you can move the chimney over three inches

this way or that, but the main basis of the building remains solid' and established

Of course, the average student today in a theological seminary, a liberal theologi

cal seminary, or in a class in a university, will not have the evidences of it

presented to him to a great extent, because it is just taken for granted it is

true. And there will be discussion of whether a certain cher belongs in J or P,

but the basis of it is just taken for true. The person would be just as silly to

doubt this as to doubt the theory of evolution. I happen to run on to a man) in

the university of Pennsylvania a couple days ago and he was given a test in a

course he was taking there y one of their leading scholars in the University, and

the course was in the history of ancient Israel, and they gave a list of questions

for the undergraduates, and then here's a question for the few graduate students

who are in the class. Here was one of the questions. "What was the language

which was used in the original manuscripts which were used by the author of the

J document in preparing this material?" What was the language of the material

which he used? And he wanted a scholarly discussion of whether it was Amorite,

or ...9...., or what the language was. Which was used by the writer of the J

document? But that there was a J document, you see, that is just as plain as that
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theory of evolution is true. They just don't question that. Well, now, thats

the general attitude, and it is not necessary. It is foolish for you to preach

alot of sermons on it. It is foolish for you to go to alot of people that don't

know anything about it, and try to inform them. There'd be no sense in it. But L

for a man who is going to serve the Lord to have an understanding of it, to know

what its strong points are, and what its weahnesses are so that when the occasion

comes and it will come, if you are used to any extant in the Lord's service when

you come in conta{ct with people who have been tremendously influenced by the tkav

theory, and yet who are open and influenced by the gospel, to know a little of its

weak'ness and strength, and be able to point out a feature here, and a feature these

and J;h shake their faith in the etidence, and lead them to look into it and be

led to see the truth. Mr. Wilson?...........

AAM: Well, Dr. Speiser at the U. of Pennsylvania happens to be the man who

gave the question about the J document I just referred to. He gave that last week.

My observation of him has been that he gives courses in Biblical books and he will

take the critical theory and he will show how all the details are utterly fantastic

and are wrong and the archaeologica1 evidence show that it is absolutely wrong

as far as that book is concerned. But you ask a question about any other book, and

he looks at the latest critical work to see whether it is 1 J document of the E

document, exactly what it is, and accepts that as the final authority on the matter.

unless he 11 Now that's unless e gets into a book like Genesis, which

is the basis of this theory, and there he's pretty apt to hold pretty tenaciouJy

to the theory. I mean, he will occasionallymake a statement about this weak point

or that weak point in tfie theory, and if you put them all together, you get albt,

but he'll make up for that by every now and then making a strong declaration

of belief in the main essentials of the th theory. That is almost necessary if

a man is going to maint.in his intellectual respectability today xtx among

critical scholars. It is just like in the evolutionary theory. Dr. Aibright wrote

a great book on From Stone Age to Christianity with alot of fine material in it

which made the liberals very very angry. Out at the university of Chicago, they

couldn't say a decent word. I had a friend who was on the staff there, and he was

at a meeting there where the book was reviewed, and Oh, he said, It was awful to
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hear the way those fellows just tore into Aibright because he was so awfully cong

servative. That's their attitude, alot of those people, toward Aibright. But

somebody c-me out in a revidw of the book and said that Albright rejects the theory

of evolution, and Aibright, he was hurt. He wrote an answer to that. He said,

How utterly preposterous. Why anybody that looked in by book on page so and so,

he named about twenty pages, would see very clearly the force i put in the theory

of evolution. After all a man's got to maintain his ntel1ectual respectability.

Dr. Robert Dick Wilson was much impressed by an article in ...12 3/k.... on

being willing to be a fool for Christis sake, and it is a fact that in every field

of science and thought certain shibolleths get established which you have to hold

to be considered respectable, and a Christian, if these things are unChristian,

is considered as rather foolish just because he doesn't believe by people who don't

know anything about them much, but who accept them because they are the accepted

thing. As Dr. Speiser himself said, The academic mind is very greatly overrated.

He said that when he was trying to part his car one day. (laughter) He saw where

the others had parded their cars. But it is a fac that there are prejudices and

attitudes among scholars which are just part of human nature. There is many a man

who becomes pastor of a church, and he has the impression, I'll go in that church

and I'll present them the truth, and they will just welcome it and rejoice in it,

and immediately he stepped on the toes of somebody's little prejudice on some ooint

and they get angry. And he's in difficulty. And he thinks, Oh my, this 1tt1e

point. They believe this way. I am going to give them the truth. And then they

will accept it Immediately. And pretty soon he gets thrown out on his ear, having

wild radical ideas. And if he would learn to know a little about human nature,

he would learn that gp people's prejudicez cannot be removed by simply a oresen

tation of truth. You are wise to take the big thigga and stand on them, and on

little unimportant things on which you will find people with silly prejudices ifl

this direction, and this, and this, and this, and all kinds of directions, don't

stpe on their toes. Try to ignore the things that are minor, but gradually lead

people on the minor things to the truth, but don't think that people are just if

you give them the faces are going to accept them. People are just not that way.

Pple are filled with prejudices, and that applies to great a scholars as well as
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to ignorant people. Mr. Blakely?.......

AAM: That is exactly the impression which many many people have gotten from

reading articles by ±x Aibright for the last thrity hears............

Well, if I heard this precise statement, I might say that's fine, but I might ...

...end of P 2
P3

.....sombody have a question? Yes, that's a good quest on. Hupfeld

followed the view which all previously had accepted, and continue to hold it for

a while. The scholars through the pre$bus hundred years, all wh accept the

critical theory at all, that is, who t took the supplementary th ory, not .....

the supplementary, or perhaps even the original document thjy, hought of P as

the longest, the fullest, the most detailed, and it was the found tion, and the

other were additions to it. Well, you see, that is opposite to tie evolutionary

idea that you start with the simple and go on to the complex. An once that was

pointed out, it was very easy for these scholars' to say, No we were wrong, the

first was last. It was very easy. But the fact that P was unive sally regarded as

the first for all those years, I think shows that the evidences for it being last

aren't so strong as people are trying to make out. But in line with the evolution

ary ±kx theory, P would naturally be last, because it is the most complex, and t

more advanced 2 Well, now, I am very anxious to understand if you know

what the theory is, because there are many details that we haven' yet looked titx

into, and I am not so anxious that you see the flaws in alot of its little details

and superficial points as I am that you get an understanding of i s main features

which after all are 2k, Yes?. .. .. . ..

.AA: Yes, well, suppose we leave that for a little because that is a portion

of what want to go into this hour. A very important question Was raised, but I'd

rather go into it in just a few minutes 3Mr. "...............

AAM: That is something I would like you all to get well in mind. As

originally held, ....3-.... for E and J of course. That's no longer the case.

Now the old E is divided into P and D,and ther's 3. Now of course there is xxxx

E as a separate one. Now Hupfeld siad, The style of E is so much like J that it

is very difficult to tell which is whcih. About all you could go by is the divine.
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There is vy little else. Well, now to tell what is E and what i J, there

11 ...., than there are differences there. You take two chapters 1 which the name

of God appears once, and it is Jehovah, well, sombody says, The dactvr changed it

there. It was originally Elohim. After all, if there are only one or two occur

ances, you can't go by it. And when it comes to the evidences, is narrative, and

E is narrative. So it is very hard to know which is J or E. Well, now the atti

tude which was originally take was that P was the first and E was later, and E is

the first and J Is later. So naturily E was thought to be before J. Now just

when and how it came about that there was a shit in the idea on that in deciding

that E is later rather than earlier. I couldn't say. My guess s somebody sug

gested it., somebody else put it down for a fact. It is not a vital thing. It is

very small. P is a big thing. J is a big thing, D is a big thing. E is so much

like J that as a matter of fact, k most scholars speak of JE. And, of course,

that was the original... 5... dividing it according to divine names, to call it

JE. And the idea is, 3 was originally writeen, then E was written, then a redac-

tor combined J and E and 5, and the redactor combined t into one book,

JE. Well, now to tell which part was originally 3 and which was E, there are all

kinds of IEf different ideas. And so how it came about to decide E was later than

3, probably very soon, because 3 had the greater part of the ant ropomorphic mater

ial. And anthropomorphic naturally seemed more primitive than statements that are

not anthropomorphic, that are really anthropopathic. Well, this spread of

the theory, then, I have spoken of. Howe widely it spread. That's what I was

dealing with when these various questions came up. But number 3 The developmental

aspect of the theroy, or the evolutionary aspect. Let's call it the evolutionary

aspect. That, of course, is the great strength of the theory. ther books were

divided into sources, mostly given up. This continues, because he source idea

had been combined with the evolutionary idea which has been a vital force in our

oivil&zathn for the part seventy-five years. Well, now, just ho doesjthis evo

lutionary idea come into this. Let's think of that for a little In the first

place it comes into it because you have your shorter 61 things first, and

your longer things later. But that's a very superficial aspect. The book of the

covenant, of which Mr. Bentley asked a minute ago, The book of t e coyvenant,
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20 to 23 ?
in Exodus 21 to 23, is a set of three chapters/which gives you a basic law , the

ten commandments, then ordinances, and judgements, realted to it. It is prefaced?

with the question, Will you follow God's Law as He gives it to U? The people

say, We will. Then the law is given, then they had ameal. with the elders and nnhin

nobles, at which% they formally ratified the covenant. It s a nit by itself.

There is no question of it, The book of the covenant. Well, her is a short book

of laws, a brief presentation of the law. Well, then, Oh, you g on to about 5

or 36, and the chapter of the breaking of the ten commaddments, ou have a new

statement of quite a few of these laws, which some think is the ery first primi

tive statement by J. And ....7 3/k... advanced the theory that that was the

original ten commandments, Thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother's milk.

That was one of the original ten commandments J 8u But that's

not a vital part of the critical theory, a good many don't hold t. But that J

had some pery primitive laws, but that the simple book of the covenant is JE, and

.....8 of JE, that is the first law. Well, then, you have he law of Deuter-

onomy. It is more extensive. It is fuller than this. And then you ha the

priestly law which is far more extensive, and far more complicated. Well, this

isn't evolution. That's a natural t order or the evolution to have taken place.

Well, now they say, The idea is contained in these. They say, 3 has primitive

ideas of God. God comes down to see what the men are doing. Let us go down and

see what they are doing. God walkd in the garden in the cool o the day. God

smelled the odor of the sacrifice. All these anthropomoxic statements about

God, that is J, the most primitive document. Then people ddvanc d a little to a

little higher level of religion, and they used just anthropopath c statements.

They don't any longer speak of God hs having a hand or a face, o an arm, or like

that, that those anthropomorphoses, but they take, God was griev d. It zjitx

pained God. They used anthropopathic statements in which he is poen of as

having feelings like a human being. That's E. Well, then you g t up to P, and

in P you have this lofty, spriltual ideal of God. God said, Let there be light,

and there was light. God said, Just the divine words. The loft spiritual con

cept of God without personality, xkztpczxwx you might say, just a word, just

a faith. Well, then they say, this evolution applies in religio s customs. Now
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this is perhaps the very cebter of the evolutionary theJy. Or t ± least of

the Hegelian aspect of it. The religious customs which are fo1lwed in these

different doucments. You take the question, where are you going to sacrifice?

We1, in the book of the covenant you cna sacrifice anywhere you want. You build

an altar, you're given certain directions how to build an altar. After you build

the altar, then you sacrifice on it, Anywhere. Then you come down to Deuteronomy,

and Deuteronomy says in Deut. 12, You shall come to the place the Lord you God ñ

shall select, z out of all your tribes and there shall you sacrifice. It is

limited to one place. And then you go on to the priestly legist &tion, and that

just doesn't say, but it takes for granted thatit is limited to one place. The

priestly legistation with all its complex%ty requires one temple one place df

sacrifice. Now who is to do the sacrificing. Well, in bhe book of the covenant,

any head of the family can do the sacrificing. And then you go n to the Deut,

rxd it says, the priests, the Levites, levitical praix priests, he tribe of levi,

the sacrifice. End then you come on to the priestly legistation and it is the

family of Aaron. It is not anybody. It is not even a whole tribe, it is just

one family. It is restricted. You see the evolution. You see he development.

And so in many cases like thás, there is an alleged evolution or dev&lopment from

the simple to the complex, or from the primitive to the advance. There are hun

dreds of cases where such a development is alleged. And then they say, You take

the narrative, and it fits in with it. You read about Abraham, nd he sacrificed

up here, and down there, and different places in the J document. Abrhham sacri

fices many places. But not in the D or P document. According t them, Abraham

never sacrificed- in any other place than in Jerusalem, because after all, the

teaching of the D document and the P document is that only at Jerusalem can there

be sacrifices. So that in all the accounts where Abraham sacrificed in other

places than in Jerusalem are in the J document. It goes, you see, from the simple

to the complex. Now the J tells us about a flood, and he tells, God Said, take

two of every animal into the ark. Well, P tells us about a floo , but he has a

complicated idea with clean animals and unclean animals, you tak two of every un

clean animal, and seven of every clean. It is complicated. It s more advanced.
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It is a higher stage, less primitive in development, and
sctyou

have your evolutlo;

your dab In development, your going from the simple to the complex which is shown

here, and not only that, but they say it fits with the kttx hisitory. Look at

the history, they say. You find Joshua, you find Samuel, Samuel sacrifieed here

and there and there and there. He doesn't just sacrifice in Jerusalem. Now if the

Deuteronomic law had been there in Samuel's time, how could he sacrifice at Mizpeh

and all these other places. How could he do it? I mean, he was good man. He

wasn't just disregarding the law, he was the sort of man that would kve obeyed the

law. Well, then, xkix when he pays no attention to it, it is pr tty good proof

it wasn't written yet. So it must have been much later. Arid he 1idn't look for

any Levites to sacrifice. He did the sacrifices. Look at Solomo Solomon went

out and he killed ten thousand cows, with his own hands, in order to sacrifice to

the Lord. He didn't look for any Levites, and an priests. Of C urse, right

there, I think it is a little difficult. I think his arm must
hafre

gotten pretty

tired. My guess is that he did have Levites do it for him. But that's what they

say. Mr. Fritz, do you have a question?

AAM: That's what our course is about. I expect everybody h4e to be quite

ignorant about it, but I am trying to present the question and to present the prob

lem to show the 'iew they take, and then to xkx show the answer, and some of the

views they take are very very easy to answer, and some of them are very difficult,

And I am trying first to give an idea of what the view, is. And the view is not jusi

some silly foolish thing that some crazy infidel thought of. It s not that. It

is a very ±± brilliantly conceived evolutionary scheme. That's hat it is. And

when you look at it, there are many many reasons why I am convincd that it is not

a reasobable interpretation of the Bible, that it does not stand p. But in order

to see the reasons it doesn't stand up, 141 , ou have to have

an understanding of the strength of the arguments advanced for it and what are the

points which are difficult to answer, until you get ±.tx into a 'ihorough examina

tion of it. And what are, on the< other hand, the claims made fo it, that rest on

no foundation and are very easily answered. Now someone else hada question, Yes?..........

end of P 3
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.......is an argument which I believe can be completely and satisfactorily answered

I think it is the logical order, tho, to take pp the other arguments first before

it. Rather than, the history I'd rather not take up until along toward the end of

our semester, but I want you to be aware of the problem, to be aware that the argu-

ment from history is that if you take the historical books, they say, and read
he law of

what they tell you that happened in the earlier days, it follows a±ziig JE, and

not the law of D or of P. That's what they say. Well, now, you can present the

argument from history, and I just did, in such a way that it sounds very very

strong. But when you look into its ik±a details, you find all kinds of loopholes,

and weak points in it, and consequently it is an argument which believe is fully

answerable but it is an argument which can be made to appear ver very strong, and

so I want you to be aware of it at this point. Yes"................

AAM: Explain what they say it means? Yes, I'd like you all to have that in

mind. That what they say it is, they say that JE document, Oh, ray! A point I

never thought of before. A very good point. According to the, let's say, accord

ing to the supplementary theory, according to the supplementary
I
Iry the first

document written, the old Elohist document, describes God as appearing to the

patriarchs under the name of El Shaddei, and he was called God, lhhim, or he was

called El Shaddei, and that is the t teaching up until Exodus 6 where Moses says

to God, What is your named, and God says, My name is Jehovah. That is my name,

and you can tell that to the rki1e, and from there on they used the name, but the

named according to the believers in tI supplementary theory, it as revealed for

the first time in Exodus 6:3. Then, however, the people became accustomed to using

the name, Jehovah, and they used it exclusively after that, practically, and when

the J book was written the author of ,J forgot that that was the revious idea

that that name hadn't come into existence until the time of Moses, and he wrote

his book, and he happendd to use the name, aehovah right from the very beginning.

And o when the two are put together, you have a contradiction between the P docu

ment that only used the name, Elhhim, up until Ex. 6:3, and the 4ehovist document

uses it from the very beginning. That is their theory. And it s an interesting

one to consider the answer, but just at the moment Mr. Brown askd this, the thought

&ecurred to me, with the G-Wrr, with the P document put latex, it surely be-
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comes a much weaker theory. Because if zu everybody knew the J document a1read

and according t to the J document the name Jehovah is used right from the beginning

how would the P document get the idea that it never was known untl Ex.16:3.. You

see what I mean? It changes the order around, and kind of wrecks that argument

immediately, it seems to me. By the way, Professor Garstang has written the book

on the foundations of the Bibles, is it? The Archaeology of the ooks of Joshua

and Judges, and he got some very interesting archaeological evd nee on the accur-1

acy of statements in the book of Judges, excellent material, but e says in the

front of the book, he says, I have been greatly interested k 3/k sys,

in finding in Palestine archaeological xxd evidences, and evidencs from the places,

of the accuracy of statements in the JE document of Judges,and so that's what I am

giving here. Now, he says, I have occasionally found evidence of accuracs in the

P document. Now, you'd never expect that anything as late as the P document would

have anything accurate in it. And yet I ku have found a few, but, he says, we are

not going to bother with those in this book. My point in this book is to show

that the JE document is a xztk reliable source of history. And so, you see, that'

the attitude. The P document, that's Dust a late thing with alot of imagination.

That doesn't count. But the JIE document used to be thought to b imagination, too,

now we are beginning to find there is a good deal of true history in it. But, to

his surprise, he found there was some in the P document too. Well, rb3I, you see,

in Ex. 6:3 from the )ttt) Welihausen view with the P document the last, to my

mind it knocks half the wght out of that argument you see, from Ex. 6:3. But

you see what the argument is now 5 3/kMr. Brown. Did I make it clear?

Well, then I fear we'll have to leave that until next Monday

.....end of class, Feb. 17, 1955, end of P k
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eb. 21, 1955

....Question AAM: Yes, you put them together so you hay one manuscript

that you call JE, and which they all admit is very difficult to tell what is J

and what is E. There is very little 1 of divine names.

which was J and which was E by divine names. Now last week we dscussed a few

of the basic things in the last hour, of the critical theory, an we discussed a
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few points about it which are not so basic, a bit more involved perhaps, some

considerably more, and some not quite so much. After class several of the very

best student, I believe stayed around and asked me some question, and from the

questions I saw that they did not have a clear understanding of some of the basic

factors in the theory. If that's the case with them, it probably is the case with

others also. Now there would be not much point in our spending the rest of the

term discussing weaknesses in the the* until I am sure that yo all know what

the the" is of which we will be discussing the weaknesses. Yot have to have a

pretty definite idea of it, or else it doesn't mean a great deal to you. And, in

fact, I think you should have a better idea of what the theory really is than

the students who are trained in liberal schools, for they simply take it and accept

the conclusions and that's that. But if you are going to deal wth people who

feel that this is definitely proven, and you will, every one of ou, before your

life is over, have many such occasions to do that, it is important that you know

exactly what it is that they are talking about even if they don't know. Because,

when you get into discussion, if you start giving an argument, ard then they say
start

that that argument has no meaning, and z giving you a reason f4r it, if their

reason is not a valid reason, you should be able to demonstrate t, and if is most

vital that you be able to show them that you truly understand
whit

the theory is

they are tcing about, and if they think you are not, when they
~ook

it up they

will find you were right on it. And so to get the basic princip es of it

thoroughly understood is extreme1y vital in this point in our d scussion. I

believe personally that the arguments and evidence for it are no sufficient to

maintifrijl it. I believe that it has many very great weaknesses. But it is not

just alot of nonsense. It is a theory which can be made to look very very strong

and very very impractical, and it is a theory which has been accepted by a great

many very brilliant people, and it is important that we have real understanding

of exactly what it is. So I think it would be wise for us to take alittle while

now going over the history of it again, now not bothering with
4e question of

what someman believed or when it was taken and so on, but to find out exactly

what the views were. Take the first thing, the origiaa. document theory, the

early document thecq. According to that view, the view that Eichorn advanced, and
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then others after him, there are how many main documents, Mr. Melton?...........

AAM: Two main documents. There may be other small sections inserted here

and there, but there are two main documents, According to that theory, which of

these documents was written first, ? . ................

AAM: Yes, that's the correct answer. There is so far as I know, no reason why

it makes any git difference to them which of the two was written first. Here

are two different dchcuments. And each of t)a these documents gives an account

of the history erom the creation of the world up to the time of the coming of the

Israelites to Canaan. Now, there are two different documents, then, and somebody

has combined these two, and there is no rason in the world why such a thing might

not hppen. But, the thing about it is they iz.t claim to be able to recognize

the fact bhat there are two different doauments, and to separate them out and tell

what belongs in each one. Now what are the bases on which the1x+ claim to be

able to prove that there are two documents, Mr. Wilson?

AAM: Yes, but their claim is that you have more or less alt rnating sections.

That you will have a section which uses the name Jehovah,
anothe9

in which God is

called Elohim, another section in which he is called Jehovah, an more less alter

nat4, and you can separate them out, according to this, that thi is a very strange

and unusual thing to use two different names for God, use one of them for a while

and then another one, and that you can separate them out, and thus tell what the

documents are. The argument on the basis of divine names has proved that there

were two different sources, and as a means of separating the two sources one from

the other. Now, of course you et a little more into detail and you notice that

in ch.2 and 3 where it uses Jehovah, it uses Elhhim with it, as f to say, This

Jehovah is the Elbhim spoken of in the first chapter, and that o course was added

by the redactor. The document u±gtuut7 originally just had Je ovah. But the

redactor in putting it together would put Elohim after Jehovah i Ch. 2 and 3 to

show this is the same w one he's talking about. Then when, th t is the first

argument, the first bases on which they claim to be able to prove that there were

two distinct documents. Now, Mr. Pinkerton, what is the second 1asis on which

they claim to show there are two distinct main documents"............
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AAM: Yes, They say you take each one of them byj itself,and you read it

through, you've got the whole story, and that's pretty good proof that you have

two distinct complete stories originally. You have the two complete stories, add

you put them together, and have more detail about different phases of it, but that

neither one of them needs the other. They are complete stories by themselves.

That is what they maintn. That is their argument. We are not saying it is true

that any of these are true, we are noticing facts that on the complete arguments

we are trying to get an idea of what they are, and then we'll look into them and

see whether they stand the test of examination. What is the third basis which is

advanced on which they establish this theory? Mr. Bentley...........

AAM:They claim that there are confusions of the same story, and that would

be an evidence of 4araiiei passages. Now that is not the only type of parallel

passage. You have in Genesis 1, it says, God created man, mate ad female created

he them. In Gen. 2, you read the God made man of the dust of the earth and brea1d

into his tx nostrilés the breath of his life, the story of the reation man

told twige. Man's creation is described in Genesis XR 1, about v.20, it is

described in Gen. 2, about v.10, and so you have the story of the creation of man

told twice. That is a parallel passage in that case. There is rip question. This

case of Abraham and Sarah, we can argue whether it is a prallel or not, but here

we do have a parallel, we have the story of the creation of man told twice. Now

you have the story of the making of the tabernacle told twice. drie of them is

represented as being, God said to Moses. Go and do this, do thi, do this, do

hhis. And it says, Moses came and he did this, did this, did th s, did this.

And youhave it told twthce. This is a parallel. But as it stand there is a Ex

reason for the parallel. Oee is the command, the other is the fulfillment of the

cammand, but it is a parallel. So you see there are all kinds o parallels possibl

there are parallels possible whihh are purely, perfectly natural, perfectly proper,

there is no% reason in the world they shouldn't be. I aay say, want you to write

ti±x such and such in this roll call, t1ty seconds later I ma describe them

all over again. There may have been a dozen more people came in the room, and I

may have decided it is still rater early in the hour, and have given it over.

That would have been a parallel, but there would be a reason for the parathiel.
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When I used to teach beginning Hebrew I would explain a point. I would exp'ain it

a second time. I would explain it a third time. It would be three parallels.

Usually then somebody would raise their ha, Wot you please explain so and

so, and I would explain it a fourth time. So there would be four parallels, but

there's a reason for it. There's much that I give you today that parallels that

given in other days. There's a reason. So when you find parallels, the question

is, Are they natural parallels, which you would normally expect to find, or 6are

the not. Are they such parallels that would not ordina2ily occur, and therefore

have to be explained in some unusual way. And there are those who will say, they

will say you can take the two documents through Genesis, and you will find-the o...

tqi series, this event, this event, thisØ' event, this event, right straight

through, describing one, describing the other, a wholelong
series1

of parallels.

Well, we want to look into that, and see whether it is qulle as long as it is said

it is. But that is the argument, and there is considerable
materlial

on which to

base a very reasonable argument. Well, now is there any ot1r basis for the

theory, Mr. Brown? .. . .. . .. . . Mr. Tentarelli, what is the fourth?

AM Differences of style. And exactly what is meant by thait?................

AM Yes, that is to say, that one uses one type of style, and another another

The difference might be a difference of wording, one uses a certain phrase, another

uses a certain phrase. It might be a difference of type of syntax. One might

use prepositional phrases, the other might used clauses more, there might be dif

ferent types of differences of style. Well, now, isn't the first argument simply

a part of argument four, wouldn't you say, Mr. Tentarelli? Argument one is actual

ly only a part of argument four. And some of the critics today ill say it is

just one thing in four. It is tx not a main argument at all, that is, it is

just one cI many differences of style. But we give it as a separate distinct

argument for two reasons. First because that's the way the cf'itcism began, and

we noticed that they based it on that. Second, because in their discussion they

actually do give tremendous emphasis to the matter of the divine names when it

seems bo be a good argument, and when they find difficulty with he argument in

certain places, they say, Oh, that's just one of a hundred stylistic features, not

particularly important. But the fact is that they give great stress to it, and so
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tZt it is not out of place to consider it as one of the four basic arguments.

Well, now, on these four basic arguments, Kiehorn claims to divide Genesis into

two main documents, ax which have been interlaced by a redactor. He would say,

by aa Moses, but later men carried it clear through the Pentateuch and then that

did away with Mosaic authorship, because Moses wouldn't have taken two different

somewhat contradictory stories of events he was connected with and interlace them.

They are from a much ]er time according to this phase of the theory ....end of P 5

P6

.....The other document, the E document would be Genesis 1 and various sections
portions

through the book. What awa particularly of the rest of the

I1entateuch
would

they put in the E document? Mr. Harding...........

...AAM:Well, no, there are sections from Genesis 20 - 50 here. and there that

would be put in, though there are many sections that would be
Pull

in J. But what

about the rest of the Pentateuch, E&Rt after Genesis? They would put sections

all through the book of Gensis, from Gem. 1-20 and Gen.20 -50, sections of all

....l...., tis E document. But what section particularly of the rest of the

Pentateuch?....................

What in particular would go in E, Mr. Perez? , outside of GenesL'

What is particular? This is extremely important to the whole development of

the G-W theory, so I am a bit dissappointed that anybody hesitates on this parti

cular question. Mr. Delaney? The book of Leviticus.

AAM: The book of Leviticus, the prestly legislation, the 1gislation that

goes into minute details of Lax formulas of sacrifice, that sort of material

goes with Genesis 1, where you have enumerations, a list, preeis legat details,

not to be remembered, but to be looked up. That is very very im ortant. You

cannot understand the origin of the G-W theory if tzt you don't have that solidly

in mind . 3 AAM: No, No, I don't know the exact proportion. But

I would say this. There is a book where I can see how the .... 3 .... has arisen.

But say this. As originally held, the 4 document was

Gen 2,3, and k, and would be sections like this to Gen
54.

Tht was the

3 document. And the E document, as originally held would be see
`1

the same

way more or less k..........But Hupfeld said, What we have con-
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sidered as the E document is really two documents. And he said, In this E document

this section here, and this here, except for the last ltttle part of it, and this

here, except for the first part of it, and this here, except for the middle paRt

of it, and then this here, and the first part of this, and the last two-thirds of

that, and this and this, these, he says, are the second Elohist. And then, of

course, he goes on to Exodus and the same thing applies. In Exodus there is your

J document, and here is your E document, and he sa3d, in the E document, this part

and this part, and then, they are second Elohist too. Now you see, what he did

was to take most of those sections of the E document which are from Gen. 20 and

Gen 50, and say they are the second Elohist, but there remains other sections of

the E document between Gen 29 and 50 which he considers the first Elohist, only
all

the striking thins about this, that while he leaves/practically of the E document

up to Gensis 20 of the firs Elohist, but from there on to ch5O he leaves only tiny

little sections with one or two exceptions, one or two pieces are long sections,

but in most cases, just a sentence or two are there is all he leaves for the first

Elohist, and puts the rest in±.k the second. That's very important 5Y

I hope I've been clear on it. Because I would like everone to uberstand that

precisely. xxtQuestion..................

AAM: Yes, that's it preeisely, and we now call, what he called the first

Elohist, what 'owe call it. What he called the first Elohist we call F, and

what he called the f±xx second Elohist, what do we call that, Mr. Goertzen?

We call that E. QeustionWhat I crossed out are the second Elohist.

The first Elohist would be F, P is the part of E that I didn't block out. That's

the first Elohist. The first Elohist includes all the E sections between Gen.l

and 20, no not all of them, but most of them. And it includes e y few of them

between Gen.20 and 50. And then after Gen 50 it includes the greater part of

the E sections. That is the levitical priestly law and all that, but there are

some sections after that given to E also. W&ll, I hope we've made that clear,

because that is very important to understand just what the theory is. Yes?

AAAM: The original E, the first Elohist is P now, that's right. We are still

talking about the early documentary theory, when ther are just two documents, and

these question look forward to Hupfeld which I have been dealing with about the
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2nd Elohlst. But we've been talking about the original documentary theory )fin

which were only included two documents. Now this is xz.tt followed by the

fragmentary theory which broke it up ±x± into alot of little fragments. And

that's very unsatisfactory. Who would be the writer of all kkx these different

fragments. How did they come to be so many, how did anybody ever come to make

a marvelous unity like this out of them all. It was held by qu1 a number, but

real scholars came to see more and more its great difficulties, and gave it up,

andthere were substituted for it the supplementary theory. Now how did the sup

plementary theory differ from the original document theory? Mr..

AAM: The documentary tI'x theory has two 2Xtaid original documents. The

supplementary theory has one document to which somebody adds supplementation here

and there throughout. There is only one document. That document is enlarged

by adding new material 9 Mr. Steltzer9




AAM: No, where it came from,different stories he heard around, different places,

different things, but he put them in his own style which is x different from the

style of the original document. And he did the word Jehobah, the original docu

ment used the word, Elohim. And the original writer used the wo Elohim up

till Ex.6.3, then in Ex.6.3, he said, God z±z said, My name is Jehovah, but your

ancestors d&dn't know me as Jehovah, they knew me as El Shaddei, but I am telling

you now my name's Jehovah, so from there on he calls him Jehovah. That's the

original document. But then the J writer didn't realize that, h erlooked Exodus

6.3 some way, and consequently he knew God as Jehovah, the name that was used

always after Exodus 6.3, and then he inserted these sentences, h just called him

Jehovah, and so that contradicted what was already there, but he didn't realize

it. He added these supplementations all through. Now, accordin to this supple

mentary theory, would the first argument, the first basis still e valid for the

supplementary theory, if it was valid for the document theory? o* the first

argwBit, the first basis be valid for the supplementary theory, f it was valid

for the document theory? Woudi it? Why not? Does anybody have any reason why

it wouldn't? Do you recognize the basic document by is use of the term, Elohim?

The suppletnentations you recognize by the use of the term Jehovah? The same argu

ment would be just as valid, wouldn't it, for one as for the othr. Would be just
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as valid. Yes? Student: It seemIs to me that if 3 is to be added to E,

it would make E not a complete document, and therefore...........

AAM: Well, now, that's getting on tii the second th bases. The first basis

is the matter of the divine names as an evidence. That would still be the evidence

Now as to the .... Mr. Harding?.........

AAM: That could n/nly be used up to Ex. 6.3. That's a very important thing

to keep in mind. In any event it can only lead up to Ex. 6.3. What about

the third argument? Parallel passages? Is that argument as vali for the supple-

ment theory as for the document theory? .......Well, let's ake the second

if you want. What about the second one? Is that a No, b would there

be one there? Yes, well then your second argument would be valid for your E docu

ment, wouldn't it? According to the supplement theory, the E doc ment alone gives

you a complete story, it is a complete narrative, and continuous oucment. You

don't need 3, 3 is certainly not. So that it would work for E, but it wouldn't

have to work for 3 anymore, because J being just eupplementations, they don't have

to be complete. But E would have to be complete. Yes?...........

No the supplement theory was the result of the feeling tht e cpntinuous

document theory didn't work filly with the 3 document. The docurrentary theory

origianily says, You have two complete stories. And you say, Yes, but 3 doesn't

seem quite so eomplete. Well, 3 isn't quite so complete as E, No. But it is

pretty complete. You have got two complete stories. You don't
Ted

the other.

EAch of them is complete in itself, but somebody fittedthem together, interlaced

them. So your continuous documents, yourcomplete narrative stories, arguments,

is an argument that you had two documents each of them complete in itself, which

have been combined. Now, the supplementary theory doesn't have to argue that way

anymore. They say, one of them is complete, the E doe. But the 'J. doe, you say

it isn't complete, well, i doesn't have to be, because it is not a separate

document, it is supplementation put in here and there, and they don't have to be

complete. So the second argument would have to apply to the or, inal beginning,

but it wouldn't have to apply to the supplementation according to that. \n

the, what about the third argument end of P 6
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Youm ight say, the two documents, they'd each of them have parallels

and the redactor was rather stupid and put all of the parallels cbn. In the sup

plementation view you would expect him to have more sense. But f you find,

nevertheless, that he has ut parallels in, it would seemj to bean argument they

weren't there originally, they were part of kt they supplementation. I would

think it would apply just as well, or about as well as in the other case. Mr?

AAM: They would have to be two parallels that occurred in t e same document

which can happen, as we notice. Like there can be two perfectly natural reasonable

parallels, or else maybe one of the divine names has gotten twisted around in the

hands of the redactor. Mr. Rupprecht9...................

AAM: We'l, but it is the claim to be part of the evidence that there are, that

there is more than one document. There is one document plus sup lementation. The

fact that you have parallels. You may not see them until you di ide it, but when

you divide it, you see them, and then it is proof according to this that you are

right to divide them. Mr. Steltzer?

AAM: Well, that would not be a division point of the story, but it might be

a section which deals with foreign nations where you wouldn't use the personal

name of Jehovah you'd IWN use with Israel, or it might be a stress on him as he

creator of all the world, the God of Israel, or some reason like tI, but it

wouldn't be valid for a basis for division. Well, now what about the fourth

argument. Does the fourth argument apply to the supplementary t eory? It would

apply just the same, wouldn't it?

Well, now there was Ewalds crystallization theory. We don' need to spend

so much time on that. But we should have a definite understandi of what is

meant by it. &bhe Crystallization theory is based upon this matter of the complete

ness of the narrative. The reason for having a supplement in the first place was

the J document was not complete, so it didn't seem that it would stand as an

independent document. It was supplementation. That is to say, ou take your

J document, and you read along about something, and then you rea about something

else. And things that have happened iribetween are referred to arid no w.w mention

Of them in the 3 document. You dust take it for granted. So the, must be an
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account of them somewhere already, and so the supplement, for that reason it was

a supplementation rather than a separate document. Now the crystalization theory

you have first a section and then addititons, and then another and another. You

have about three supplementations, instead of just one supplemenary fragment.

Mr. Melton, you had a question? .......

....AAM:Well, he would get the different sections from differe t stories that

he'd heard around, different ideas Yes, in other
lords

you think

that the paBilel passages look more in favor of a document theory, than of a supple-

mentation Mr."




AAM: In other woods, you think the use of the names would fit better with

the document theory that with the supplementati$'on. Well, most scholars today

feel that documentation is much better than the supplementation, and Mr. Hall agree

with them. (laughter). But now the crystallization theory, you see the point that

there were gaps and to fill them in properly would seem to be
moxie

reasonable to

.Ewald if there was a series of supplementations than just one. But this did nôt

win accepttion. Now we come to Hupfeld's modified dmux document theory. Hupfeld

goes back to the old idea of a document theory, which would see to people to be

a retrograde 5 turning away from the beautiful simplicity of the sup-

plement theory that has been held for nearly fifty years by nearly all critical

x scholars. It seemed to them to be a backward step xEt that upfeld took.

WeZ discussed a few minutes ago what Hupfel/d's modified document theory was,

does everybody understand clearly now what Hupfeld's modified document theory was?

Question: . . . .. . .. .... ..

AAM: It was E according to the origianl terminology of Eichorn which just had

ts*x two documents, E and 3, according to that it was E, but what' Hupfeld calls

the 1st E and that they call P. Question:.............

AAM: Simply that the style is one day, two' days, three days, this thing, that

thing, it is an enumeration, a tabulation style and the priestly laws are natural

ly in a tabulation style tw too, so they say, that is the tabul tion type of

style, is the style of F, the dry statistical sort of a style, P, and thatsame

style you find both places, so they must belong to the same document. Well, I

hope that everybody understands what Hupfel's tiew is. We will have at least three
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of four chances to find out before the end of the semester whether you do under

stand what it is, because it is basic to everything else. Yes?

4: D becomes very important under the development theory, but tip to this

point it is not particularly important. D, of course, was adanced early in the

twenties by DeVelde that the Deuteronomy, most of Deut. was the document which was

found in the tent, and he gave different arguments which we have glanced at to

show that it was that. Well, now they all felt that that was after all this

happened. That is, Hupfeld would say, first the first Elohist was written, then

the second Elohist being combined with it, then the J was written or was combined

with it, it might have been written or have been combined with it, and then D was

added. Well, now, that's Hupfeld's theory. Now Hupfeld's theory, how about the

four bases of Eichern's theory. How do they fit Hupfeld's theory. How did the

first basis apply to Hupfeld's theory, as x compared to the way t applied to

Eichorn's theory. What would you say about that Mr. Hall? I

AAM: It wou'd still apply Would it apply as well as to Eic orn" 9




I think each of you has gone a little too far. It is in between, but a little

nearer to what Mr. Ribi said, than to Mr. Hall. That is to say, riginally

Eichorn said, Look here, take the section, take J and make one do ument, and one

style. Take the ones that have Elohim and make another document rid you have

another style. There is a simple basis of division on the basis f divine names.

But now Hupfeld says there are three documents He says that tha has J in it is

one document, but then he says there are two other documents, both of which have

Elohim in, and he says one of them is so much like J it is indieb nguishable from

it. Well, doesn't that cast doubt on how good a division this wa anyway? Divine

names. Here are two distinct styles, the style of J and the styl of x E. And

these two styles are easily distinguished by the fact that the on uses Jehovah,

and the other uses Elohim. They have many other differences of s yle. Now

Hupfeld says in this E there are alot of sections which actually, except for the

divine named are more like the style of J than they are of E. It is a complete

reversal as far as the tsyle of both sections is concerned, and a cording to it,

you have only two divine names on which to divide into three documents. It is

much harder to divide into three documents with two divine names. And in the J¬
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stuff that you can hardly tell what's J and what is E, some of ituses Jehovah,

and some Elohim, so that the Hupfeld theory seems to take the bea tiful simplicity

of the division on divine names, Elohorn's view, and break it up

1].... It still applies to quite an extent. It is still based o it to quite an

extent, but not nearly as much. It is broken up to quite a large extent. What

about the second argument. The argument from continuous narrative. Does that

apply as well to Hupfeld's theory as it does to Eiehorn's theory? What would you

say about that Mr. Jantzen"................

AAM: Well, even more so, because the continous document, originally they'd

say, here's E with a continuous story, here's J with a continuous story. Now they

take E and they divied it up into two sections, and each of them running through,

if you had a hard job to prove that J was a complete document, ar n't you going to

have a still harder one t with the second Elohist. And with you first Elohist

your job is going to be harder to prove it is a complete document because you have

taken out all these 2nd E eections. It makes it much am harder t apply the con

tinous Elohist argument. As far as parallel passages are concern , perhaps it

makes it easier, because you might have two parallels, before bo h of which were

in the E document. Now onw of them can be in E and one in the 2n Elohist, so it

makes it easier as far as parallel passages are concerned. And a far a style is

concerned, it makes it a bit harder. I just pointed out how they said here are two

styles. Now they say you take out all the second Elohist and it s nearer the

style of J than it is the style of E at all. So that actually your style arguments

you have less material of each style and you Eat claim to have three different

styles instead of two styles, so it makes that argument a good bit harder to apply.

If I give you two books, and I say, here is book written by A, an here is a book

written by B, now here's a little section, I want you to t&ll me which style

it is. You would take A and B and study them, and find out what their style is.

This me uses this word so many times, this one uees this word so many times. This

one has so many prepositional kzxx phrases, this one has so many participial

phrases, and so on. Then you look at your little sectionj and you see which is

nearest to it in style. But, if instead of giving you two books give you two

ittle bits of stories, each in a separate style, you'd have much less ground on
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which to make a differentiation of styl e, much less material on ihich to establish

it, and Hupfeld cuts it down to where you have much less materialon which to

l3 ...., so that those ar'guments apply in a some1hat different way now tha'n they

did to Eichorn, quite different. Now we go on from there to Graf nd Welihausen, and

I want to review that tomorrow. I want you ha to have the idea o exactly what the

theory is very thoroughly in mind, and then end of P 7, end o class, 2/21,j55

P8

2/22/55?

......We spent quite a bit of time on it last time. If there is any question on it,

please ask me might now. Mr. Meznar9............

AAM: Yes, we are going to go much more in detail on those tters as we take

up the kE theory as it is today. In connection with Hupfeld what I wanted to o

was simply to put out that dividing it up into four documents gives lea material

on which to establish a definite style. It is true it eliminates progress. If you

would divide up into fifty sections of half a page each, you might say you have less

problems, but you'd also have less emphasis. What I means was, I you have two

documents, each of which is many chapters in ta lengbh, and you can show a defi

nite difference of style, you have a strong argument. Now, if you divide it up

into smaller sections, you have less evidence on which to claim t have proof of

style. And the other point about the style argument of Hupfeld t I think is very

important is that beginning with Eichorn, on the document theory, and then through

the supplementary theory that was universally held for nearly fifty years, before

the rise of the Wellhausen theory, it was claimed by all scholars, all Christian

scholars, that the whole E document had one style which was disti uiahable from

the style of the 3 document. Now Hupfeld took out perhpas a third out of the E

document and made it the 2nd Elohist which is the E of today, and he said the style

of zt that is actually nearer the style of 3 than it is the rest of the E document,

and it seems to me that that casts some doubt on the whole mtka method of thinking

that you can recognize these wmdmm docuemUnts by style, to have forty years of

scholarship to hold that this was one unified style, and then to have everybody

ever since believe that this which is taken out z.t is much more like the style of

the other than it is. We'll look at that more in detail later. . Steltzer?
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AAM: That's a good question. Hupfeld's view applies largely to Genesis because

there's more E materiathere thananywhere else, that is, 2nd Eloist E, but there

is material given which, there is material which they give o E n all the other

boooks of the Pentateuch and also in Joshua, but far less than in Genesis. Well,

now, Hupfeld's view which was advanced in 1853 was just 100 years after Astruc

advanced his original suggestion of the clue on t 1 basis of the
1.ivine

names, did

not receive much acceptance immediately. It seemed to most peopl to be just a

move in a different direction altogether and a move away from thesupplement hypo

thesis which was the established view. Then we have, however, th rise of the

developmental hypothesis, which we'veØ already stressed, but which we wanted to

review so you have it well in mind, the rise of the developmental hypthesis which

holds the view whit has been accepted practisally ever since, and I think this is

very important to understand.. Dr. Allis wrote a book on the live Books of Moses

in which he took up the arguments for the higher criticism and de it{ wthth thejj

at length and gave a great deal of excellent material about them bout ten years

ago. And Dr. Aibright of Johns Hopkins University wrote a review of it inthich

he criticises Allis very very strongly for dealing with iierial from around 1900

almost ent1ly, and for not paying much attention to the later m terial. Now

Dr. Aibright's criticism there was in my opinion entirely unjustified. Since 1900

there have been four or five leading scholars who have advanced suggestions regard

ing the criticism which woudl change the W&llhausen theory quibe materially in

certain regards. But no one of them that has secured any great f ilowing would

make a drastic change. They will perhaps divide one of the docum nts into two

again. They will perhaps touch on the actual existence of one of the_.*. particu

lar documents, and say it was a supplementation instead. There's occasionally been

a man who change the origin of the documents, but that is rare. But the fact is

that the higher criticism of the pentateuch as taught today in pr ctiaally every

theological seminary that is over thirty years old, and in practiE ally every

University in the world where there is any
""

teaching about the Old Testament,.

it is substantially the same as the view which Welihausen advanced in 1877. It is

substantially the same. Now, Pfeiffer in Harvard advacnes a new document, an S

document which he takes out of the J document. He keeps the P document, exactly
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the same, the E is the same, he divides the J into two parts. Otherwise it is

just the same. He keeps the order in exactly the same except for this new S docu

ment. Eisfeld of Halle has an L document which he takes up and thinks is separate

Otherwise His view is practiaally the same. There is a professor in the Hebrew U.

in Jerusalem who has a theory of a change of the order of the documents, which very

few others have followed him in. But he keeps the documents substantially the same.

The theory is a complete change from the theories which were held a hundred years

before, and that's the very important thing to see the great, almost Copernican

revolution that was made in taking what was the very earliest document and making

it the very latest there in 1877, but since that time the document theory with

comparitively little change it has been taught in practically every school in the

world, and so these little changes that are suggested are compariive1y unimportant.

Now it is true that we do not have the same exact agreement that we had from 1875 to

say 1915 and 1920. During that period there was said to be an absolute consensus

of all critical scholars about the Welihausen theory and they agreed on the little

tiny details of it. Since that time archaeology has led many of them to see

great weaknesses in the theory and to attack it at different pointy, but they attac1

it at different points. They don't agree in any one change in th statement. One

man makes one change, another man makes another change, another one makes another

change, but on the main points the hold to the same general principle, and that is

why it is in my opinion far more important to have a t' thorou h understanding

of this view which was accepted in 1877 and which is the basis ofthe views held in

all critical schools today, than it is to know the details of the comparitively

small alterations that Eisfeld or Pfeiffer or some o 11}\r has suggested, but been

followed by oomparatively few during the years since 1920. This s the basic

view. Now I would like everyone i n this class to have a better nderstanding of

what the view really is than any except the very best students wi 1 have when they

graduate from one of these critical schools. Because they don't o into it to try

to prove the view, or to try to give a thorough understanding of hat it really is.

They take it for granted so definitely that most of the students here simply

accept it as something that all scholars believe in and then they, have a very

good understanding of certain aspects, but of its basic underlyth principles,
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and of how it truly fits toger, and of the view that its great proponents have

really held, the mass of the studje from these schools don't have a Ex thorough

understanding. Now if you do have that understanding, then you are in a position

in discussion with them, and everyone of you will find times in the rest of your

life when it will be very helpful to be able to discuss this theory intelligently,

if you do have that understanding, it will be easy for you to put your fire against

the basic things and not et into wasting time on little non-essentials. And it will

be easy for you when they flatly contradict you on something, to know whether it is

some minor thing that it is foolish to waste time arguing about, or that it is some

manor point on which you can be absolutely x certain, and when they l&ok it up,

they will find you are right, and of course that will strengthen your influence on

every aspect if they find you are right on some basic aspect which they had forgot

ten, even tho they had been definitely taught. Mr................

AAM: Yes, yes%, in Princeton today, I would say, that in Princeton the 0. T.

dept. the probabilities are that any teacher in the department there is khrag

thoroughly convinced of the main essentials of the Wellhausen theo . Now I don't

know whether it would be stressed quite as much there as it would e in a school

like Union. But it certainly would underlie the giewpoint a greater part of the

It is my impression that Dr. Gamon who edited the new edition of

the Davis Bible dictionary, in that dictionary in the article on the Pentateuch,

rather definitely leans toward the theory , though he doesn't come strongly in favor

of any critical theory in that book, he leans toward the basic cri ical points such

as this and the matter of Isaiah and the matter of Daniel, and all those points he

leans very much in that directon. Yes?................

AAM: You mean he teaches this. You've heard that from stude t there? Yes,

that is the view which a person has to take today, if he is to be onsidered as

intellectually respectable among ....ll... in the 0. T. It is the evolutionary

view. You get in the yield of biology, and you may find some biologists who will

criticize this and that and the %other aspect of evolution, but nearly all of them

will say, of course, I believe in evolution, because they wou'dn't me as much

respected if they didn't. That's he way with the higher criticis. The basic

essentials. On the other had4thee is a strange development froml875 to 1920
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if you were to be considered as well-trained in the 0. T., of course, you believed

in the Welihausen theory in a].]. of its details. Since about l92O, it has been quite

the thing to say, now of course we don't hold to Wellhausen's views anymore. Of

course there are many points inwhich we know he was wrong. But t at's the general

attitude in sort of running down the name of the Welihausen view. But its essential

are still held and held very strongly. Dr. Barton of the U. of Pnn. about 20

years in an article in Archaology and the Bible said in it that ore of the great

effects of archaeology has been to prove the once separate existence of the great

documents, J,E,D, and P. He made that statement categorically, and I don't know

what evidence he had on it, because his article in which the statement was given

there was no evidence/ for it whatever. The evidence he gave would look in the

other direction. And Dr. Aibright of Johns Hopkins will attack this little feature

and that little feature and the other little feature of the W&llh usen view, and

hell give page after pe to doing it, and then he'll say, However, the basic

feature of it, the existence of these great documents there can b no doubt. Now

I don't know whether in the depths of their hearts these men real1y believe that

particular thing or not, because it is so contrary to the evidenc they find in

archaeology. But I think they have to throw in a few sentences like that once in

a while to be ixttzx considered intellectually respectable. Maybe some of

you know about the experience I had about 8 years ago when I was elected president

of the Oriental Club, here in Philadelphia, a club which includes professors of

Oriental study from U. of Penn., and Swarthmore, Bryn Mawr, Princeton Seminary, and

other institutions like that around, and as President I had to give a presidential

address, and I thought it was a wonderful opportunity for a testimony, so I took for

my subject the sceintific approach to the Old Testament. And in he biew I spoke

briefly of the history of the criticism, and then spoke of archae logical evidence

disproving the Welihausen view, and of course the usually have a ajor and a minor

communication, but when you have the presidential address you don't have but one

communication, you have the whole evening. So I presented this material as

strongly as I could, and when I finished it was thrown open for discussion, and I

found there that these men who were not in the 0. T. field were quite convinced by

my presentation, and tremendsouly impressed. The men who were in the 0. T. field
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I was amazed how mild they were in thir..., hardly one of them came out with a

strong attack, but they .... end of P 8

P9.........

Only these two men who had been formely Orthodox Jews, but
4rer

a long dis

cussion in which they pecked a little here and there on me, and i wasn't particu

larly hard to answer the points that were raised, after a long dicussion, the man

who had origina1ly nominated me for president, who was one of
th4

most respected

oriental scholars in the group, gave the concluding remarks, and to me it was the

most humorous thing to see how he did it. Very very cleverly done. He did it in

uk such a way as to speak so favorably of the archaeological material which was

given, and the excellent presentation, and all the men there who werent in the

technical Old Testament field were nodding their heads, agreeing and feeling that

he'd done a good thing in nominating me for president, zk and on the other hand

he said that there were three or four things tktxix that ought to be emphasized.

He said, One one, of course I had said about the great minds of t ese men who ori

ginally developmed the theory, but, he said, I ought to have stressed a little more

than I had, and he talked about the great minds of Welihausen and Graf and so on,

and then you could see the 0. T. scholars nodding their heads. (laughter) And

then he took up two or three points which he stressed, and in each case he said,

I had mentioned this, so that he didn't seem to be objecting or d fferng with me
the men

in the least, and txtkm there who were not in the Old Testament field were all of

them 2k But they were things which the men in the tech ical field would

feel were strongly upholding the Wellhausen theory, and he presented those in a ver
how

very nice way, kmwgk I had mentioned or admitted thse points, ard they needed a

little more stress on them. And he dissociated himself very vitally from any disa

greement with the Welihausen theory in the course of it. It was ery very cleverly

done, and to me a very interesting indication of just how the feeling is among thosE

who are working in this area. It is established, like the evolutionary they is

established in the biological schiences, and in philosophy, and t at is one thing
it is

we want to stress in connection with this theory, is that/its connection with evo

lution which has presenved ±txtkaxitx it. The documentary basi of it is some

thing which was common throughout the early part of the last cent ry. They divided
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Homer up, they even divided 3 . They divided up all ancient documents

practically and many modern ones into alleged sources, and of coure there are

sources of documents, in most cases there are sources. It is not he same, there

are sources, but saying we are able to recognize tki and separate the sources, that

is .. -.321 Today very few people would think that you take a document

and divide it into sources unless they had another separate document clearly estab

lished which was plainly to be seen tobe one of its sources, and w have no such

evidence for the 0. T. We simply have the Pentateuch itself. But during those

years scholars were dividingup every ancient document into alleged sources of docu-.

mental sections, and scholarship came to the feeling that this things was after all

not very practical and they'd given up practically everything, an almost entirely

given up even with Homer by this time, though it held on with Home than with most

other works, except the Bible. And regarding the Bible, my guess s that the whole

method would have been given up by 1900 or shortly after if it were not for kka the

fact that the work of Graf and Welihausen id something which was ever comtemplated

by the early students of the doucmentary theory. It combined the documentary theory

with the theory of evolution in such a way that not only did it say that you knew tk

source which the unknown redactors of the Pentateuch used, but that you were able

to see in these sources how the ideas of Xi Israelite religion developed, and bhus

to see a natural development from very simple primitive ideas up t the advanced ±

ideas which you find taught in the 0. T., and of course if you can show that these

ideas are just a natural development, you've t come a long y toward explain

ing it away altogether. And was its union z2 with the theory of evolution which

gave it 1tXtLZ its strength, and which made it hold in a crystallized form until

today it is taught text books wi±zx on religion by men who know nothing about the

0. T., but just take it over from the 0. T. scholars, and take over these/basic

things Xtxx1x and xiix include them, and it is taught in philos py of religion

in the universities all over the world today, that the religion of Israel, the idea

of one God, one great God, is a gradual development, and can be tra ed t)1ese

different dcuments. Well, the developmental hypothess cam then w en a group of

scholars who had been not paying particular attention to the 0. T., most of them,
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but thinking along the lines of evolution and of phi1osophicalv lopment, and

making theories about the 0. T. along that line, which the techi al 0. T. scholars

were paying practically no attention to. When their views became united with these

views of the criticism, and formed this Graf-Welihausen theory which had been the

dominant theory now for seventy-five years, in fact almost the exclusive theory

among those who do not hold the Mosaid authorship, and Graf was the one who first

tried to combine the two, and so it was Graf in 1865 who wrote hi work in which he

dealt not much with Genesis, but with the laws of the Pentateuch, and Graf took the

laws of the Pentateuch, and tried to show that you had an
evolut9nary

development.

You have the book of the Covenant, the first set of laws, and therfL you had Deuter

onomy, the more advanced set, and then you had the priestly code the very detailed

complex code with lofty 7 ideas, which would have come m ch later, and

Graf presented this, but originally Graf simply held to the suppi mentary hypothesis

and according to the supplementary hypotheses, of course, the mat rial that later

came to be called P was the very earliest, the foundation document, and then the J

material was supplementation inserted into it. Graf dealt with that, he presented

it, but it was a minor thing. The major thing he stressed was th development of

laws, and immediately after this book was published, it was stro ly attacked, be

casue, people said, you cannot separate the priestly legislation from the material

later called P in the book of Genesis. You can't do it, and they said, it is ridi

culous to say that the u original foundation writing, the E document, that comes

after the supplements added to it. Of course, that would be fant stice. You

couldn't hold the supplementary theory whh for forty years had b en universally

accepted among critical scholars, you couldn't hold that, and sho any evolution

in the laws of the Pentateuch. And so Graf, under these criticis s and attacks,

switched from the supplementary theory to Hupfeld's theory,and he adopted Hupfeld's

modified document hypotheses, and doing that, he was bble then no to gx have the

supplement%tion, and to say the earliest supplement ...8... the Earliest foundation

we switch to the basic point, but we switch to say they were dist nct separate

documents. And then among these separate documents he took the one that ker

came to be called F, which formerly had been considered by all to be the very earli-
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est doaument, and he made it the very latest, because it was the one which mush go

with the priestly legistat ion, and in order to get his evolution in , in the laws,

he switched around Genesis completely from the view which all had held fmerly.

Wall, he did that, and Kuenen presented substantially the same vi ws in Leiden and

in Halle, and it was Welihausen in 1876-78 who wrote it up in beautiful German

a brilliant schalar, and a man with an unusually fine style, and once he presubted

it, it took the scholarly world by torm, and it spread rapidly o Grmany, France

England, and came over here, and became the established critical jew. Well, it is

such a complete change from views before. It is very interesting to see how com-

pletely they were changed and how very lO were the Judgm nts on literary

problems of these people before if this view was correct. That's very interesting

to see, and yet this is the view which had been tenaciously held ever since, because

it tits in so beautifully with the theory of evolution. Now the af-Wellhausen

hypothesis, we have seen, we called it D, and x*:; we've spoken of 1, its Rise,

2, Its' Spread, 3, The evolutionary Feature of it, but number k Xunder that head

is a review of arguments, and here the things I want to stress, (we'll take up

each of the arguments aeparately and look at them,) is that there re two different

types of arguments. We dealt with one through' the history of i hej higher

criticisa from 1753 up to 1878. We dealt almost entirely with one which we may

call the arguments for partition. There were four arguments unde that, four main

ones, and then there are the arguments for development, and there re two different

sets of arguments. But the two fit together in maintaining the Wellhausen view,

as held today. Now I think it is very good to have the two sets o arguments well

in mind, as distinct lines of approac$'h which must fit togehter if the Wellhausen

view is to be maintain'ed. You wi1 find people who take one argument or another

or they jumpy from one to the other, and they txt try to pr sent something on

this or on this. You can take any one of these arguments and you an present in

such a way that it sounds tremendously strong. You can present it in such a way,

that it sounds as if there's just no answer to it. I think that if you examine it

carefully you would find that each one of them has many weak points. There is no

one of them which is nearly as strong when you examine it carefully as it can be

made to appear. But the thing I want to stress now is that it is mot enough' to
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Drove tkzt the thevy to show great strength in one of these arguments, that the

rgument have to fit togebher to prove the theroy. For instance, f you are to

3ay, Look here, in the Bible here is a verse which says, and God c me down and he

a1ked to man in the garden in the cool of the day. Well, you could say, That's

. very early view. That's primitive. That's anthropomorphic. No here's

mother one that says the God was grieved in His heart at what man had done. Well

;hat's just anthropopathc, that's a little bit less primitive. WEll, then, here's

mother view, which says God is exalted in heaven. He sends his m asengers to do

lis well. You might say that's more lofty, more spiritual. Then ere's one, and

rod said, Let there be light, still more spiritual, just God speaking speaking.

Tothing of a ak hadn, of a foot, of a face, nothing anthropomorphic, nothing assuming

1ements of personality. See the ev&lution. Well, anybody can s that doesn't

3how an evolution, because you can pick a sentence out of any bxk and another sen

ence, and arrange them in a ceratin order, and say, this brings out certain aspect,

md this doesn't bring out certain aspects. You can do that. That doesn't show an

volution. In order for it to show an evolution, these statements lave to be taken

rom different documents, and they have to be documents in which th re is more than

)ne senjtence, there's a whole lot of material that has a general u iformity of type,

mnd which you have some evidence that they come at ±±E different periods. It has to

e that. I mean you could pick four people in Phi].ddelphia, and yo could take one

tho has a very very primitive superstitious idea, anothrone, he never went to ak

3choo]. in his life, you can find aother one who went through 8th gr de, and you can

;ake his ideas, a little less superstibious, z you can take anothe man's ideas

tho went through high school, and then you can take a man who's hig ly educated, and

rou could quoOe from the four of them, and you could show f four different stages

)f culture, by eal quoting the views of these four men. You would ave to have some

'eason to thing that these men lived at different times
7that

they weren't just dif

'erent individuals. You'd have to have some reason to explain that this shows an

volution to show that they were really distinct things. Now the evolutionary theo7y

Ln connection with the higher criticism, depends upon the arguments for partition.

If you pick sections of the Bible, and claim to show an evolution, because ... end of

P 9....
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.....clear evolutionary progress from one to the other. It doesn't prove you just

can take a sentence from one or the other. You lave to prove that the whole thing

is basically unified in its attitude and it stand on these matte s. So you see

there are the two different types of argument, both of which ha e to stand solid

ly in order to prove the Welihausen view. It is the development idea, the evolu

tionary idea which .s caused tx it to last and to be strang, because the partition

attitude is given up for all other ancient works. But the evolutionary approach

causes people to be very ready to be easily convinced by the part ion argument,

and the partition argument, if presented strongly cause people to e very ready to

be convinced of the evolutionary argument. It is reasonable bo take each of them

by itself and examin4 it carefully and say, Do we have substantial evidence that

there once were four disnct main dc(nents? Do we have evidence? is such evi

dence acally lacking? That has to be examined fairly. And the we have to take

the other and we say, Assuming that the donuments are such as literary criticism

c1aims extablished, is there truly 4n evolutionary development b tween them?,

Or is there not? It is very easy on any four things to take a couple of sentences

here, a couple here, and couple here, and claim to show a develop t, butis that

corEect interpretation of these particular pha phrases. Or is so ething being

read into them? And is it typécal of the u document as a whole? You see we want

to look at each section separately. Now the four main arguments t at we've noted

four partition are the sames arguments which Etchorn originally advanced back in

1800. I don't know whether you will find them presented this way n all critical

books. I would like to take a good recent critical book and assig it to you to

read to get a presentation of the criticism, ktxLc by those who b lieve in it for

you all to study, but I have not found one that was satisfactory f )r this purpose

because from their viewpoint the battel was fought sixty years ago. From their

viewpoint it is won today, and every recent critical book that I have seen takes up

the discussion of whether certain chapters belong in P or thn E, rather than a dis

cussion of the basic question, Is there any ouch thing as P or D o E? That is just

about taking for granted. It is thought to have been proven fifty years ago. Well,

we want to see whether itwas actually proven or what the evidence s o it, and to

see what their weaknesses are so that you can deal fairly and effe4tiely with
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those who hold it. And those four main arguments, I think everyore ik knows those

well now. We had them under Elohorn. We have repeated them and examined them.

I am anxious that you see how these four arguments which Eichorn resented, how they

apply to the Hupfeld view which is the Welihausen view, how some f them are greatly

weakened by it. The view of divine tii names, we noticed, as long as you have

two main documents, one said, God, one says, Jehovah, that means very simple

argument, just to put the God sections together, the Jehovah sect ons togehher, you

have got two documents. Well, we notice very soon that after Exod s 6 that criter

ion is no longer present. So for three fourths of your Pentateuch, because all the

documents use Jehovah after that time. Ans than we noticed that I the early part,

Genesis and the first w two chapters of Exodus, as originally pre enbed it was very

simple. Here is the document that says God, the Elohistic document. Here is the

document that says, Jehovah, the Xx Jehovistic docuent, very simple. But Hupfeld

said, the document that zVxyz says God, you take out about the material here and

there, that's the 2nd Elohist, and in style that's more like the Jehovah document

than like the first Elohist, and now the first Elohist, which they call P now, the

priestly document is switched to the very end. So you have the name God used in

one of the earlest documents and in the very latest doauments. o documents

which are so utterly different from each other that the second Elo 1st, or E, can

in most places hardly be distinguished from 3. The style is almost identical. It

is only the divine xzx names that mes any differente. And the set of Addis

which we are going to use a good bit, the Documents of the Hexateu h, he has two

volumes, one of which he calle The Earliest Book of Hebrew Histor , and that book

deals with JTE together, and he marks some things as 3, some as E, and about a third

of it he says, either 3 or E, we don't know which. But he puts P n a separate

volume, the priestly documents. So you see that in your main distinction you divine

names breaks down almost entirely. I doubt if it even would have been thought of

as a criterion if it was not that it is so strtking just at the on particular

point of the first ffew chapters of Genesis. There i is more striking than any

where else, and therefore it is made a foundation to start the whole theory. Then

the second argument, the argument of continuous narrative, we've got to examine that

rather carefully. How much evidence do you have that from it being a continous, corn-
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lete narrative, that each of these documents once stood alone as n independent

ocument? Well, you read the P document. God created the world, nd he saw every

hing that He had made and it was good, a wonderful world He made, and then you read

hat the earth was filled with violence, and God decided to destro it. Well, what

appened all of a sudden to this good world that God made? How did it get filled

ith violence% so that God had do decide to send a flood in to destroy it? There's

0 explanation. The chapters inbetween tell about the fall of man but they're J

hey're from the other document. The P document is then not complete, is it? It

ssumes things which J tells, and it is a weakness in the theory. How can you

'elieve that P once was a complete document that just takes thing for granted,

rhich are necessary for the understanding of what comes next, and ou find many such

joints, but right at this.. point the important thing we want to str ss is that the

[upfeld view which is basic to the Welihausen view, breaks up this continuous nar

ative argument. It already had its difficulties as applied to El horn's view of

lust two documents, but now that you have your three documents aside from Deuter

)nomy, it breaks it way up, because most of the material from the document in Gen.

?0 to Gen 50 xtrtxfrom the original z E is given to the 2nd lohist, which th

all E now. And that means that the whole story of the Patriarchs is practically

inrepresented in P. They try to make that up by picking a sentence here and half a

sentence there, and a paragraph here, and just a very very little material between

enesis 20 and Gen. 50 is given to F, whith is so extensive before en. 20, and is

y far the largest document in the rest of the Pentateuch, it just is half a sen

;ence here, and a sentence there through it, and it is a very ar4i icial thing,

;rying to show a completeness there by the taking oft of the 2nd Elohist. Then the

;hird argument from parallel passages, of course, that is an argument which zz if

arried through can lead you to the fragmentary theory. We will go into that rather

bully. It is very interesting in the story of the flood. The stor of the flood,

the claim is made, that you can take the story of the flood, and you can pick out tb

I material and pick out the P material, and you have a complete story of the flood,

ecause practically everyting that ts said about the preparation f5or the blood, and

he beginning of the flood, is in both the 3 documents and the P douments. Th is

'ou will find a statement, The waters came down upon the earth, and the waters
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multiplied and increased and covered the earth. Well, the waters came down upon

the earth, can be one document. The waters spreading and increasiig and multiplied

on the earth, can be another document. You've got the thing told wide, you see.

So there's parallel, and you have these parallels in the story of he flood, so that

you can easily get the first two thrds of the flood story,two corn lete stories.

There's no difficulty at all. But when you come to the end of the flood, you don't

have that. There the stories are not very complete, bedause there you're flood

builds up with this tremendous tremendous thing, and then it tops It comes to an

end. And when it comes to an end, you kve everything told only on e. You have

n& parallels, and so your stories are not very complete, arid at the end of the flodd

But not you take the first two third of the flood sbory, and you take each of the

documents and it is very easy to find parallels again. You could ~ivide each of

them into two documents again, and you could perhaps divide each o them again.

The fact of the matter is that it is a literary device to increase the impressive

ness of the thing to say it more than once, to stress it, to repeal; it, to dwell

upon it. And so youhave parallels in the early partof the flood story, so that as

you read about the waters coming down from heaven, and coming up from the deep and

sweeping over the earth, and covering the tops of the mountains, arid spreading over

the world it just builds up the tremendous intensity, and the thi is told you

abuut eight times in order to stress it. Well, if you are going t say from that

you get to parallels, you might as well say you have eight parallels, and you have

where a thing is stressed that way you have it repeated it any literature, and the

result is you can get parallels, but when you get to the end where it just stops,

you don't have any parallels, you have only the one, so ycuhave gr at difficulty in

proving two documents at the end of the flood story. But in the b ginning part, as

far as parallels are concerned, you could easily prove seven or ei ht different

stories. And so in anything that is ever written, ygu have lots o parallels. You

have things repeated. They may be repeated for emphasis, or they may be re4eated

aswhen God told Moses how to build the tabernacle in full detail, and then it tells

how Moses built it, it is repeated. Well, it is easy to say, well, here's a xzxx

parallel. Onje belongs in one document, and one in the t other, t there is a

reason for the parallels. So your argument from parallel not enough to
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just show there s a parallel. You must JdQXZ show a whole series of parallels,

enough to really prove that there are two or more different docurnnts, aid you must

show that the paralels are not simply such as would naturally occur. And then,

of course, you have the type' of alleged parralels which are supposed to have been

nisunderstood by the writer. As in they say that Abraham want to Egypt and he

lied about his wife. Isaac went to the Phillistine land and he lied about his

wife. These are so similar, they must be the same story. Therefore there's been

a misUnderstanding, one document has the story of Abraham, and the other syas it

was Isaac. One said he want to Egypt the other said he went to t e Phillistine

and, but the stories are substantially the same, it must be the sane story. Will,

in connection with that we have to examine these stories and see w ether they are

the same ± story or not, and we'll have tt to see in life whether there are

incidents whihh are so similar, and yet are distinct. Mr. Wilson? Did you say

that that one that combines E and J put the entirety of material in both E and

J into this other, .. ..13 ...that there was a selection going on?

AAM: Yes. Now that is a very very good question. And an question to ask

bt a very vdifficult question to answer, because you have no pecific authori-

tative statement of the critical view as to whether the redactor p Ut in everything

he found in the manuscripts, or whether he only made selections, aid you have to go

by the arguments presented, and you find an inconsistency in that regard. One of

the basic claims xi to prove that there are these documents, s to say, Look

at here, how this thing is repeated. Look at here how it is given twice. Look at

these contradictions that are here, they must come from separate documents, and then

much is said of this. Look at the evolutionary development. P knows nothing of

any sacrifice in Patriarchaal times. There was no sacrifice then. J has sacrifice.

Well, now that sounds as if the whole material is here. There are a tremendous

number of arguments given in all the critical books which have no ~alidity whatever

if you can say, Well, it may have been in the original documents. They merely made

a selection. On the other hand, where you find difficulty, where you find that one

document simply doesn't have it, you will very often have the critics saying, Well,

of course, that must have been in the original document, but it wa not selected.

is no specific thing on this particular point, but lax the g neal assumption
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is that all, or practically all of the material that was in the oikginai documents

has been retained. That is the general assumption wh h is folloved.

Mr. Wilson. end of P 10
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......If I were to say, for instance, the students of Faith Seminary, there is

exactly the same number of students whose names begin with each letter of the

alphabet. We have five beginning with A, five B, five C, five D, and so on. Well,

you would say, Well, loo here, in this class you've got four beginning with D and

only one beginning with A. And I could say, Oh yes, but the other A folks aren't

in this class. Well, if you have no way of finding out abuut the other students,

you can't say, I'm wrong, but neither can I prove I'm right. And then you are

going to say, Here were were original documents which are completely lost. We know

nothing about them. What we have is only a selection. Well, 9/1 ths of the argu-

ments for the original documents 11 You couldn't say there weren't two

but nobody could say there were two, x they simply wouldn't have ...1.... The

assumption behind it is that practXly all the material in the iginal documents

has been retained. That is why these parallels, we have these repetitions, we have

these contradictory statements, we have tMse disagreements. One an, according to

the 3 documents there were two of every animal that were taken into the ark. Now

the P document sharply contradicts it, because it says there were two of unclean

animals, and there were seven of clean animals. So it sharply contradicts it.

The 3 document knows nothing of any distinction of clean or unclean animals. The

P document has that distinction taught. Now that is what all the gooks will say.

Now if you are to assume there may have been alot of other.2' that haven't

been included, you can very well assume that 3 had that distinction, but it simply

isn't mentioned. 9/loths of your argument would fall to the ground, if you are not

able to assi.Jhat practically all the material has been presented, but it is tvue,

there is no definite consistent view on the matter, and that is one of the weakness

es/of the theory at which we will look. Well, now that is true o this argument on

the parallel passages, then that this is an argument which you ca carry on and

get more and more separate documents, that the divison into more documents of

the Hupfeld view, does not increase the difficulty of the view of arallel passages
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but for the teaching on parallel passages to be really effective t has to be com

bined with the second argument of complete documents. That is, ycu have to have

not only a coupld of parallels, but a whole series of them to sho, now here's what

you will read in some books. They wall say, The J document give ou an aunt of

events in the timed of the patriarchs of the naming of all the different towns and

all that, and the E document gives you a different story of the nnning of all the

towns. Well, you read how Jacob, for instance, was x iUxx.tiii K coming toward t

the Ja.? 3k, the night before he met the angel 3, and you will read

that Jacob divided his camp into two groups, and he xz±x selit one group ahead, and

he took the other group with him, and there were two camps, and so they called the

name of the place, Mahanaim, to camps. And then alittle further on you will read

And Jacob looked up and he saw a host of angels for his protection. And he said,

Here are the angels, and here are my people, and here are two camps and so they

called the name of the place, Mahanaim. Well, you read that, and rou say, That's

funny, they give two reasons for aaming it Mahanaim, very queer. :t certainl/y is

a good arguments for two documents. One document said it was name ft for this reason,

the other for the other reason. You find a few cases exactly like that in Genesis,

where there are seemingly two different reasons given for naming the same place.

Well, does that show two different documents? Well, it looks in t Lat direction. We

have to examine it faxi fairly and carefully. But a very vital qu stion about it is

Not merely that this one point looks in that direction, but how big is your series.

And you will find many a statement in critical books that would lead you to think

that you have a series of about thOrty of these, and aobut thirty parallels. Well,

now, you've got to look at them, and see whether you actually have or whether there

are just a comparitively few that are real arguments, and alot tha r sorb of

forced and .5........Then the fxNx fourth argument, of course, s the argument

from style, and on that argument Mr. Meznar asked in the beginning of the hour, I

won't take time now to go further on it. By the way your paper is due today ....

end of class, 2/22/55
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....really there. It would be very easy for me to say, A couple f weeks ago I

was walking in the mountains, and then f of me a little later to s y, I spoke about

inspiration to the seniors at Wheaton College. And somebody woul say there's a

sharp contradiction. Once he says a couple of weeks ago he was I the mountains,

the other he says he was in Wheaton College. Now anybody who's ever been to

Wheaton knows it is in the flat plains, it is not in the mountain at all, there

is a sharp contradiction between these two statements. Actually, of course, in this

case, both' statements would be tyrzkynn true, but in one meeting I might be speak

ing about bne subject, and in the other about the tx other subj ct, arilthe two

statements wouldbe absolutely true, but given in a different cont xt, they would

seem to contradict one another. In one case, for instance, I might be summarizing

the year's events to meone who was particularly interested in Wh aton College, and

I would give the main events of the year, and when I came to this point I would

mention my visit to Wheaton. TaMng to somebne else who didn't now anything about

Wheaton College, but was much interested in the mountains, I might summarize the

main events of the year here to them and not mention Wheaton, but mention about

at that point in the rinp1aw account, and so you would have the two accounts agreeing

in other things, but at this one point, one having a trip to the mountains, the

other a trip to Wheaton College. Well, now, that may seem far Ce d to you, but

I have within the past month heard people accused of telling lies on no bigger

ground than that. It is very easy once you t get the idea t1 s mebody does not

have integrity, that they are not dependable, it is very very eas to convince

yourself of it further and further by noting apparent discrepanci s in things they

say. Now there are many people who are not dependable at all, an on whose state

ments you cannot rely, but if you are going to take someone and p ove they are not

reliable, be very very slow and careful about you proof, because t is so easy to

get proof that just isn't proof at all, so very very easy. Now a ed contratic

tions, you find the critical books full of them, but a tremendous amount of them

are exactly like what I have just mentionedt. Another sort of co tradict ion that

you find, well, Amax of course, if you had just what I just said, and then you had
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a third place where it is dexcribing my experiences during the year, and mentions

both things, it would be easy to say, here is the earliest document which describes
fox

the trip to Wheaton, here's a later document which substitutes/a rip to Wheaton

a trip to the mountains, now here's a third one which combines th two and puts

them both ....3...., a combining document, a synchronising sort f a thing, a

synthetic sort of a thing, and all three are therefore false and contradictory.

Well, that's exactly what the critics do, time after time. Now another thing the

crttics do time after time is to allege a contradiction where one has something

given that the otehr does not give. For instance I might give somebody an account

of the trip to Wheaton, and knowing that the person to whom I was lying it was one

who had been a former student at Wheaton, and knew how easy it use to be to get

there by taking the Chicago, Arrora and Elgin train out, I might mention the fact

that when I got toCjcago, I looked in the phone book to see if t xax C A & E

was running, and when lfound the only address given for it was o out, way out

in the coury somewhere, I decided it was not running, and so I wv~ out on the

Northwestern, whlbh was not nearly as convenient as the Aurora use to be, but an

awful lot more convenient than the Aurora is today. Well, I
would(i)ition

that in

talking to someone who ad been there and knew the circumstances, nd was particu

larly interested in that problem. Someone who had never been there, I would not

bother to mention that particular fact. But the critics, time and again, point

out, something is mentioned here, it is not mentioned there, there is a contradic

tion. They list these, they list hundreds of alleged contradctio s. Now the fact

then, there can be two different things given, which if you knew t e circumstance,

they are both true, or they can be the same thing given with an ad ed circumstance

which is just not mentioned in the tz other. There can even be tw opposite state

ments given which are both' absolutely tuue. Somebody might remar some day that

at 8:7 in the morning they saw me coming out of the other buildi , so they con

cluded that I had a class at 9, they concluded that I tiad a class, because at 8:57

they saw me coming out of the door of the other building. Somebo y else would say,

Well, at 8:58 I was him going in the door of the other building, s you are complete

ly wrong, the c&ass was 8 to 9. He got out at 8:50 and w)fentover here after class.

The fact of the matter would be, as frequently happens,, Iwould Co e% one moment,
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and start over here, get a hundred feet and remember something I' forgotten that

was vital, turn around and go back for it. OnØ'e person sees me come out at 8:57,

another see me go in there at 8:58, and antoher sees me come out gain at 8:59.

There are three different reports, two of them coming this way, ard one going the

other way. The two coming this way contradict each other as to t e time, though

they agree in general circumstances. The onje is sharply oposit to them because

it has me going in the exact opposite direction, and yet all three of them would be

a1olutely true. There are false statements in the world, there a e all sorts of

them, and it is the proper attitude of the careful think%er to investigate and not

to accept something as true unless you have evidence of it. Whe I have a statement

about xi history, anybody's statement, there may be errors in it, I kzk check tt

with someone else, I try to find at definite evidence for being sure on a detail of

history. But when you are to say there is deliberate contradiction or there is

deinite disagreement between k)± things, particularly between at claims to be

first hand sources, you must recognize that there is always the possibility that

there is some circumstance there, which, if you knew it, would explain the matter.

It is my impression, I'd have to look up the facts on it lately, but it is my

impression that back about 1850 there was a big dispute between t north and the

south. The north banted, I believe, to set taxes in proportion to the number of

living people, and to give representation in Congress in proportion to the people

who had a right to vote. The South wanted to set the representation in Congress

according to the number of x±x living people, but to fix taxes according to the

number of people that had a right to vote, and since about half of the population

of the south was slaves at the time, it meant that your figures, you have the

southern figures, and the northern figures as to the population of the southern

states, in these regards, it would flatly and sharply contradict each other, and

yet there was an explanation for ±t an easy understanding of exactly why the situa

tion was. Even more recently before *omen had the vote, you would have one state

ment of population which would relate to voters, and others which elate to all

people and would be two or more times as big. You could have thos twx two state

ments as to what the population was in an area, it would em to be a flat, sharp,

contradiction, and yet if you got into it, you would see they were both absolutely
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true, and there was no contradiction. We have to go slow and easy about finding

contradictions that show lack of integrity or show a development and a long period

in between. We must go slow on that. If we find an apparent contradiction, we

of course must redognize there is something that deserves study, here's a zk±zx

situation there that needs to be looked into to understand it. It doesnot mean

that we have to throw one of them aside. Now at this particular point as regards

religious intitutions, I have quite a number of them listed here, which I took

from'Carpenter's book, the composition of the Hexateuch. I think probably we won't

look at all of them, but we'll try to get a few of the most important pretty well

in mind. And yesterday I was looking, we looked at 1, The premos c sacrifice, and

we noticed the fact that J and E described sacrifice before there as an Aaronic

priesthood, and P has no sacrifice they say at all, so they say it is a contradic

tion, but actually in the laws of P there is so very little narrative there is no

arttz±zxxxa particular reason any sacrifice should be mentioned.

Now we were looking at{ number 2, the place of sacrifice, and this is one of

the big main key point on the whole main critical theory, this one. J and E permit

sacrifice anywhere that God appears, they say. Well, the wa law o J and E shows

sacrifice, the narritive, I mean, shows sacrifice at many different places. There

was sacrifice at many different places in the time of the Patriarchs. Of course,

there was no central sanctuary, nothing of the kind. There is no contradiction in

a teaching of the Bible that there was sacrifice at many places, and then that

God declares that the nation should restrict it to one place. There's no contra

diction in that. But is the law of JE contradictory to the law of D and P. Well,

we notice that the place that the law of JE permits sacrifice anywhere that God

appears, is based upon Exodus 20:2k. And we noticed yesterday, that what it

says there is, An altar of earth thou shalt make unto me, and s alt sacrifice

thereon thy burnt offerings and thy peace offerings, and thy shee and thine

oxen, in all places where I record my name, I will come unto thee and I will bless

thee, and if thou wilt make me up an altar of stone, thou whalt t build it up

of hewn stone. As this stands in this law, as it stands in the Bi le, it is given

at Sinai, and the people are beginning theirj progress through the wilderness, and

they will haturally have sacrificed ak half the sacrifice in many ~ifferent places
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because they are moving forward. And it would be perfectly silly to have a law herç

sacrifice shall only be in Jerusalem. There'd be no point in it, fonty years before

they get into the land, and 240 years before they conquered Jerusalem. There'd

be no point whatever in such a law being given. But even the critical statement

that this permits sacrifice wherever God appears, you notice, is rot stated here,

at all. There is nothing ut stated whether there is to be one place of sacrifice

or many given. It is just not stated. It stands to reason in the sitjKtion, as the

Pentateuch stands that they sacrificed at many places as they go onward toward the

land, and after their beginning, conquerit before they are final settled, they

sacrificed in many places. There is no point in a law of oonfini g sacrifice to one

place at this time. But an express provision that they are to sacrifice at many

places is not even given here at all, it just says, in all places where I record

my name, it says, I will come unto theZe and will bless thee. It is not saying,

Wherever I record my name, there you will sacrifice. Just what the tie-up is be

tween places where He records His name, and how they are to bhild an altar where

there are ....l3... few stones, is a matter which might be subject to various inter

pretations, but to restrict it, to sacrifice, is certainly going eyond the text.

Well, now, that they say then is the law of JE which permits sacrifice everywhere.

Now in Deuteronomy, especially Deut. 12:5, but other verses later in the book also,

particularly in that chapter, they say, the law is changed in the time of Josiah,

the priests in Jerusalem get this book of Deuteronomy hidden in the temple where

they can find it, and pretend it is an old book, in order to make everybody sacri

fice at Jerusalem, and therefore they'll get a bigger income. Th t is what the

earlier critical books all said of the origin of the book of Deut ronomy. Now

later on many critics reacted against this idea of Deuteronomy being a book put in

4heir for the purpose f increasing the income of the qordx priests. The high

moral form of the book is such that it is very difficult to recon ile with such a

low selfish purpose, the purpose of the book, and they have been greatly attacked

on that, on the moral differences of such a wonderful Godly book a Deuternomy being

written for such a purpose, and so many of them have t{j,kd to mak out that it wasn'i

done by the priest specifically, that is was done, that the book had been in

there some time, but it represents a newer development, or something like that.
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But it is very difficult to imagine just how it got there in those circumstance,

and it is a ixx much simpler theory the way they orig5lly all presented it, that

is was a deliberate attempt to increase their income. But at any ate, Yes?.........

AAN: There are pbses which show opidns edd of P 12
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...It says there that there are the statutes which ye shall observe to do in the

land which the Lord gives you, ye sha1l utterly destroy all the places where the

nations which you shall possess serve their sod. Ye shall not do o unto the Lord

you God, but unto the place which the Lord you God shall choose ou of all your

.... l... to put His name their, even 8nto His habitation, and thth er bhou shalt

and thither ye shall bring you burnt offerings. ever in v.11, v. 10 xz says,

When God gives you rest from your enemies round about o that you an dwell in

saftey, then there shall be a place where the Lord your God shall hoose to cause

His name to dwell there, thither shall he bring all that I command you for burnt

offerings. v.8, Ye shall not do after the thir we do here this day, every man

whatsoever is right in his own eyes, for ye are not as yet come into you rest ?

but when the Lord gives you peace around you, then you have one place. It is re

peated several times in this chapter. It is given as a command for a changed situ

ation after the land is entirely conquered. Now it contradicts t e ...2..., yes,

it contradicts it, just as there might be a law somebody might have stated in 1770,

George Washington might have said, If you want to decide an important matter, send

your ppea1 to London. In 177'O he might sr that, add in 1790, he night say, If you

want to decide an important matter, send you appeal to Philadelphia which is where

the.2*...........There was a change in circumstances. There's no

contraidion, there's a change in circumstances. It is presented as a change in

circumstances. After they conquered the land, there was a different situation

than when they are travelling toward it. But then when you come to the P document,

what the critics say is that P has no command on this matter, but it assumes

-be sacrifice at one place. It assumes the Xxia.t ....3 .... the Deuteronomic

law. Well, you see, here's a sharp agreement between P and D. Th re's no disa-

greement, but they say P being later, the law of Deuteronomy comm separate, you
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u didn't have to present it. Well, of course, P with all the d 1ed priestly

rules prepupposes naturally that all this is going to be done in one place, the

whole background of the Bible stand is that there is to be one temple where these

things are carried out, but it is not explicitly stated there. Now, number 3,

the place of sacrifice, number 3, I am going to mention here the matter of asylum

Now the matter cbf asylum. You might say, What's this got to do with religious

institution? Well the critics make it ....3... with religious i titution.

They, relate it very definitely to religious institutions. They say this. Here

is Grai's book, George Buchanan Gray, Critical Introduction to the Old Testament,

telling how Deuteronomy enjoins the destruction of the Canaanite altar, and then

saying in P there is neither direct prohibition of many altars, nor direct command

to confine sacrifice to a single place, but k it is throughout assumed that legiti

mate sacrifice cna only be offered on one altar. Then he goes on and says while

there were many altars, there was ample means of asylum. Ex. 21:1.3-14. For in

actual early practice, the altar was the place of asylum. With the aboliton of

all altars but one it became necessary to invent fresh asylum, hence, the cities

of Deuteronomies laws, these laws of Deuteronomy 19:l-l3, the cities of refuge, of

peace, Numbers 25:29-3k. Now you see, how it connects up? The c itics say there

were plenty of places for asylum as long as you had many altars. Therefore in J

and E you on't need cities of refuge. inactuaifpract1T they say the altar wa

the place of asylum. And so you have the cities of zxgxx refuge. Now the fact

pf the matter is, you h the cities of refuge told of in Deutero otny, and the

cities of refuge told of in Numbers, andthe critics say there are sharp contra

dictions, a mass of contradtctions between these two accounts of he city of re

fuge. One in Deuet., and the one on Le$viticus, which w show that they repre

sent an entirely different backgound. But the say that JE does not have such a

law. Well, why should it have such a law? J and E is nearly all narrative, with

a very little bit of law in E, nearly all narrative, narrative of the time before

they came into the land. Why should there be such a law. Well, hey say, it i

has a contradictory law. The law is that the altar is the place f asylum. You

didn't need any place of reuge, because you have altars all over the land. Now

what could prove that the altar is the place asylum. You see the development.
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Here is JE. You can sacrifice anywhere that God has given his na . Therefore if

you have altars everywhere, you don't need any asylum. Then you have D, and es

tablish three cities to which the man can flee to be safe, and the you have P, and

you would make it six cities, and so now 'iou have six cities, and ou callthem

cities of refuge. You see the development? The first step in D c m$ing as the

result of the law of the altar, and then P extending it and enlarging it, using

different terminology, calling them cities of refuge, instead of Just cities.

Well, now what is the contradiction between these? Well, in the first place, in

JE there is no reason he should tell about 1tZ! cities of refuge they weren't

established until they got ilito the land. Why should it be contai ed in the little

bit of law that is in E, just a little covenant, the first covenant made at Sinai

forty years before they coma into the land. Why in those three chapters do you

need to have anything .tx about cities of refuge. What they say r ght in those

chapters you have a statement on asylum. Now what do you have? E . 21:13,1k.

What is the law here? Ex.2l:tl3,lk. It says he that smiteth a n so that he

dies shall surely be put to death, and if a man lying not in wait, but God deliver

him into his hands, that is to say, you are not watching for a chalice to kill this
you killed him,

man but through some accident/a man has not laid in wait, but God delivers him in

his hands, then I will appoint thee a place whither he shall flee. Does that sound

as if the altar was the place to which he should flee? Actually I mispoke myself

a minute ago when I said there xaxax was no provision of cities o refuge. Isn't

that the very provision of cities of refuge? If a man lie not in ait, but God

deliver him into his hands, then I will appoint thee a place whither he shall flee.

Here he is forty years before they go into the land, and he is not saying that he

shall flee to my altar. He doesn't say that, He says, Then I will appoint thee

a place whither he 1.u shall flee. It is exactly the law of D and P. The critics

say, Gray says, there was ample means of asylum, but t) with the bolition of all
D's

altars but one, it became necessary to invent fresh asylum, hence he city of tx

law, Deut. 19. Now was D inventing something that never was hear of before'? I

JE right in Ex. 22 says, Then I will appoint thee a place whither e shall flee.

Suppose you were talking to somebody over in Spain who was going t 0' come to this
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Uountyy. And you were to say, when you get to this country, we w11 provide

dvrmitory space for you. We'll give you a place to live, and the suppose that

the man arrives. When he gets you here you say, Now you being a first year student

we are going to put you up on the fdurth floor. Now he'd say, Loo at the sharp

contradiction. You didn't say anything over there about the fourt floor, now I'm

here you say something about the fourth floor. Well, over there i was saidl there

would be space provided, but what is the necessity of telling the recide place

long before you get there? When you get there you give him the precise space. Now

God says in Ex. 21, at the very beginning of the giving of the law, He says, I will

appoint thee a place whither He shall flee, and then when they get to Deuteronomy,

and they are just about to enter the land, he says, I will set apart three dities

to which he flees. It is exactly the same. The alleged contradiction is simply

imported asit is in so many other hundreds of cases. But, of course, that's not

what they are talking about in this place. They don't even record that phrase in

thier discussion. Here's what the refer to, the next verse. But if a man come

presumptiously upon his neighbor to slay him with guile, thou shalt take him from

mine altar that he may die. Now I hope mayy of you have your bibles open so you

can actually see this before you. Ex.21;13,14. 14, But if a man come presumptuous

ly upon his neighbor to slay him with guile, thou shalt take him from mine altar

that he may die. Now there is probably not a general book on the criticism that

has ever been written from the critical view that has not zt stated in it, that

previous to the time of Josiah any one, the place of asylum was tha altar. As

Goerge Buchanan Gray says here, While there were many altars there was ample means

of asylum. Ex.2l:l3,lk. In actual early practice the altar was the place of

asylum. You find that in all the critical books. It is one of the point they all

give. But look at the two verses and it doesn't say that at all. I will appoint

thee a place whither he shall flee. Does that say, Here's a man ho has killed

someone by accident, Let him rtkn to myaltar. Get 12 the altar and get

a±x ahold of it and hang to it, and wait there for the next te years until

people get tired of wantdg to kill him, iig±x hanging an to the altar. There

was ample places of asylum because there were altars. That' ridiculous.
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It would naturally be the case that anybody suddenly in danger anlooking for a

place wlwe he might be safe would be apt to think if he was near he altar of God,

to run and take a hold of it. You would think surely no decent p rson would grab

me here as long as I am in this sacred place. It would be a natural guess as to a

safe place to go if there was nothing else hands and. you had to grab something

quick, it would be the most natural thing, but it is altogejher from a city of

refuge to which you go and spend a few years in order to prevent he beginning of

a feud. And righthere in the passage they say that there was plenty of place of

asylum. The text actually says, I will appoint thee a place whither he shall flee

and show that in the idea of the E document the altar was not sufficient place of

a71 asylum, there was a need of a place, and the promise there will be a place.

So you say that what he says that while there were many altars there was ample

means of asylum was flatly contradicted by the fact that he uses s proof x±

that it is true. And then he goes on to say, For an actual early practice the al

tar was a place of asylum, I Ki. 1:50, the only other place that know of anywhere

in the Bible in which you have the suggestion of a man fleeing t to the altar.

And there in I ki. 1:50 you read, Adonijah feared because of Solomon and arose and

itx went and caught hold on the horns of the altar. Now why did Adonijah run

to the altar. Because he had killed someone unawares, and they didn't yet have

cities of refuge to which eh should flee., and therefore the altar wa the asylum,

and that's why he ran there? Nothing of the kind. Adonigah was man who had

tried to make himself king. And David made Solomon king, instead and naturally

Adonijah was afraid, and he ran, thinking that Solomon would have him seized and

killed, so he ran and caught hold on the horns of the altar, and t was told

Solomon, saying, Behold, Adonijah fears king Solomon, for Lo, he's caught hold on

the horns of the altar, saying, Let Kin% Solomon swear unto me today that he will

not slay his servatn with the sword. And Solomon said, If he will show himself

a worthy man, there shall not a hair of him fall to the earth, but if wickedness

whal]. be found in him, he shall die, so King Solomon sent and the b]agft him down

from the altar. That's the only passage they can allege to show that the altar

was the place of asylum and you didn't need cities of refuge. An it just wouldn't
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the claim to point to such a law has in that very same verse the statement that

God will zxpAy poyide a city of refuge. Yes????" end of 13
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appoint him a place," is very definitely implying that the altar is not a

place which is already present .... that there is going to be a sp sial provision.

The only way you can get that out i to change the text. The text as it stands

definitely does not say that. And that is the way with so many o these alleged

contradictions and developments. So very very many of them rest upon the reading

into it of a supposed contradiction, simply because something is not specifica11y

mentioned. There is just a tremendous amount of that here. If you take the, if

you asume the, take the Bible as it stands, you will find there are difficulties

as in any book, but you will find that 9/lOths of the alleged difficulties that

the critics point to are perfectly understandable and explicable f you take the

Bible as it stands, but if you will divide it up and put .TE here and P here and

D here, and assume that they are written at different periods, well, then naturall3

you have from that viewpoint, that they are written at different Periods, then the

have a different meaning, then you lok at every difference of phrase you can find

in them, and allege it to contradiction, you can find hundreds, y as, thousands of

them, but thany of them which they give, in fact the majority of t em, if you will

just look r' at the actual passages, you will find that it thmmedi tely disappears

when you look at the aCtual words. Now. I notice here on page 112, or starting on

111, where he's dealing with this matter, that Carpenter says, Carpenter says about

it that (he's got quite a bit. I don't know just how much to read to you), on

page 110, "One further instance, perhaps yet more sigificant, under similar

conditions to the forgoing, Moses is commanded to issue a law for the appointment

of six cities of refuge, three on the east of Jordan, three in Ca aan, Numbers

35:9-3k." There you see they have six cities. Now, skipping downa little he za

says "In Deut.19'l-l3 the same ....3.... is again created on a different basis,

and in different form, the land which Israel is to i occupy in the future is to

be divided into three parts with a city in each." Now you see the shall contra

diction. Nibers says, six, one on each side of the Jordan, Deut says three.
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Isn't that a sharp contradiction.? Actually, Deut. is given after the country

across the Jordan has been conquered, and Moses is about to die. And Moses says

When you go into the land of Canaan, and take the land, God will divide it into

three sections arid put a city of f'eguge in it. Numbers says that there will be

three on each side of the Jordan. In Numbers it tells of the es ablishmrit of

three on each side, they are already established there, Now Deut ronomy says

When you go into the otr section, there will be three. It doe n't say three

more, it says, Three. And so they say there's a conradiction w ere one says

threQand the t other says six. Well, if you take the two absol tely apart, then

there is a contradiction. One says three and the other says six As they stand

in the 2xt Pentateuch, they fit together oust perfectly. There' not the least

suggestion of a xEg contradiction. He says here that in Deutero omy the same

thing is again treated on a different basis and in a different f rm. He gives

thee three parts of the city in each. Hither the manslayer,...k... anyone of the
plead.

three ±*i divisions may Uzu. No tribunal is mentioned bet o e E which he may

be cited to appear. The tribunal is mentioned in the cher. None is mentioned herç

so you see a contradiction. Well, whdoes it need to be mentione , when he'd

giving them his exhortation to obey the law, and telling them that in a case of

accidental killing somebody may flee to the city of reuge which od will appoint.

He doesn't have there to go into the details of the tribunal that they may be

called beforex x± to prove they haven't intentionally kille the man. In

Numbers, the law for the priest, you k give all that detail. At er the man gets

into the city of reuge, he can dit down and study the detail and find out what hi

regulations are, what kind of a tribunal he may have to appear be ore, but ± it

is necessary not for him to know about the tribuJThl, but to know bout the provi

sion of the city, so that if he accidentally killed someone, it c uld happen

easily when men were out cutting trees, doing that kind of work a ound, he acciden

tally killed someone, and immediately the person's relatives say bat he killed

him intentionally, and that they are going to kill him. Well, he doesn't need to
about

know ithit the tribunal immediately, but he needs to know where the city of refuge

is, and so he flets there, and he's safe until the tribunal looks inbo it. Well,

he says, No tribunal is mentioned. He continues, "But a trial is obviously implied
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for in the event of t}xiit.txgx his guilt being made clear, th elders of %his

city are charged with the duty of fetching im from his place f shelter and

delivering him to the .6 It is added here thati if Yahweh shall

enlarge their border they may assign three more cities for simllar asylum." Now,

listen what Carpenter says. He says, "Why should the leaders aLready divinely

warned that he must die, xxxx issue two such laws in two week interval? What

causes could have intervened to make such repetition necessary? And if they were

repeated, why should the arrangedments of the first be modified to the second?"

How have they been modified? One mentions a trial, the other desntt mention

it. Now, elsewhere he goes into it, añxx and one calls them :ities and the

other cal].es them cities of refuge, And there are three or fourother difference

of phraseology like that. One says there was no hatred beforehnd, the other

says, he killed him unwittingly and unintentionally. Differentphraseology,

exactly identical meaning. He says, "Why should the leader, al]eady divinely

warned that he must die, issue two such laws in a few weeks interval? The

situation itself seems to create a presumption against the hypothesis of unitary

authorship, and this is confirmed by the rpective literary chaiacteristics. For

2n F, killeth any person unwittingly, D writes, killeth his neighbor unawares,

and zxxix hat{eth him not in time past, you notice/? Alleged zmmX3cz*±k

contradictions, and most of them disappear if you examine the text. Well now

so much then for number three, the matter of asylum. I am not oing to take the

time to go into the matter of sanctuary in the wilderness. They allege that

according to one document the tabernacle was outside the camp, and according to

the other it is inside the camp, and actually, as erU points oi.t in his boot,

here, he goes into the examples fully, actually you will find t1at there are

two or three references to the camp outside the camp, when Moses on account of

the sin of the people, takes it out, and it says, he took it out, and in all othu

cases it is iiM inside the camp in either one, and so you find one of them that

has it both outside and inside the camp, while the other, of
coujrse

has it

always inside the camp, and the reason is that the narrative sec ion tells how

it was taken out for a brief time, on account of the sin of the people, and ever
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that point inferred that the usual place was inside, because it says that Moses

took it out, on account of the sins of the poeple, which certa ly implies that

it was in. So that that is one which the critics make a great deal of, and

Orr has a very excellent discussion of it. By the way, I'd 11k to introduce

you to this book, The Problem of the Old Testament by James Orr. If somebody

knows a little bit about the criticism, and aske you to recommend them a good

book, don't recommend this one, James Orr, The Problem of the 01 Testament. The

reason is this. Orr takes for gratned a little too much backgr und for the

average reader to catch what he is driving at, so I have known people who have

had work in the criticism in some good 0hbistian college, arid said to me, Oh,

I studied through Orr, and I've asked them a few questions and found they had

no idea in the world what Higher criticism was about. For a person witiout

backgund, Orr is of little value, but for a person who has hadthis course, or

its equivalent, and has a definite clear idea of what the criticism is, which

you have when you finish this course, then when you take up 0rr you will find

it a mine of valuable material, and helpful x.t discussion. I m not able to us

it a great deal inthis course because he presupposes so much ~Uft background

that we have to get over in this one semester course, but if yo go on he takes

up, there are one or two concessions he makes which I think are qute unnecessary

and which the critics have grabbed a hold of, and talced alot about, while ig

noring the great amount of fine material in his book, but it is a mine of ex

cellent material, and excellent discussion of these problems. n fact, anyone

who after they have had this course, would like to tale Orr and study it, and

write me a good paper on it, Id be glad to give you a creidt f
~r

doing the

amoun of work that would represent one credit of work, I am gxid glad to give

you a cr4)t for that reading assignment, because it is very much worthwhile,

this study of Orr, and I hope you will all have it listed, to use it sometime

while this course is freah in your mind. Now, if it isn't, get some simplr

book and read it first, before you read Orr, because otherwise rou may not get
enough

into it far iktxto get the value, but it has tremendous vale in it, and

this matter of the sacntuary he is particularly good on. Now I didn't include

that becauee we are trying to rush a little bit, I didn't give it a number. °
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But I gave 3, Asylum.. Let's make 4 the Priesthood , and this matter of the priest

hood, of course, is the matter that so much is made of by the critics.. They say

there is no special priesthood in JE. Well, in the covenant, the law of the

covenant, thoes four chapters, we don't have anything about the priesthood. How

much do you expect to have in those four chapters? I forgot it had anything about

the cities of refuge. But I noticed as I read it, that it's right there in the

place that they say denies the cities of refuge, there is a ver definite

statement that God is going to appoint a place. But in just th se three chapters,

the introduction, the basis of the covenant, you can't expect e erything to be

included. There's no particular reason why it should say, Who' going to be

the piftt, but JE, they say, has no particular priesthood. No P is where they

say there is contradictions. D and P. P has the priesthood li ited to thte

descendents of Aaron, while D, they say, has the Levites as the priests. So, thy

say anybody could be a priest, and then the Levites are priests, and then it is

just the families of Aaron. And so,
4~urally you won't find any ± Levites

mentioned in the time of Abraham. There were no Lvites around then to. have the

priestly office restricted to them at that time. But in the bo k of Deuteronomy

they say it always speaks of the Levitical priests as if all the Levites were

priests. That is not the fact. It does not speak of the priests and t.l you who

are going to be, préests. In exhorting the people as a whole, h doesn't tell

how the priests are to be appointed. There is no special point in that. That-has

already been done, eztablished, there is no need of it in his r petiton of the

law in his final address. But he tells their relationship to the Levitical priest

to the priests who are selected out of the tribe of Levi for this w purpose,

and in some places he refere to the Levites, and in other place to 1evitcal

priests. As Orr points there is there a suggestion that there are some Levis

who were not priests. The critics claim that all of the Levite are priests.

There is one place where there is a mention of the provision for the Levites, for

the priests, the Levitical. priests, it says all the tribe of Le 1, and the rea

sonable interpretation is, this is provision for suort of Levi cal priests and

of all the rest of the Levites. But in the RSV they insert the word 'even,' to

make it, "The Levitical priests, even all the Letites," as if t say all the tribe
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of Levie were priests, o r at least, potential priests. That i inserting a

word which is not in the original. It is just as reasonable to take it as a

succession ?l3) as to different things, one including the 0th r, as to take it

as to which are absolutely synonymous. Theywanted me to discus that verse in

connection withh my section on Nubers for the new commentary, ard I did it, but

it seemed rather strange for me to do It, because it is a verjs in Deuteronomy.

I thought it should come into the discussion on Deuteronomy, but they called my

attention very specially to the verse, axx as I had a similar thing I would be

able to do it best, so I looked into it rather fully at that ti e. But the

claim is that there is this constant narrowing down, and that Aaron is unknown

to Deuteronomy and to JE. Well, right here in Deuteronomy we r ad in Deut. 10

a uz sections which they talk of a good bit as the contradiction with the sec

tion in JE, we read here in v.5, I turn myself and came down from the mount, and

put the tables in the ark which I had made, and there they be a the Lord command-

ed me, and then it continues, and .... end of P 14




P15

....the specific priest's office ministering in

his stead. Now, of course, it is necessary then to take it out ....l...., It

couldn't be there because, if it is there, you have the Aaronic priesthood in

Deuteronomy, and of course, with their theory of development, the aronic priest

hood was later. I haven't looked it up. I brought Addis along. If our time was

a little bit longer than it is, I would look it x.x up and see hat it ways, but

I'd sure they'll have to take it out Question:




AAM: Thee reference is Deuteronomy lo;6,7, and I Just notic that this noon

when I was reading what one of them said, Oh, here, They say, t;t in verse, Oh,

they cannot take this out. Look at this. I was reading this noon how they said,

That in Deut. 10:8 it says that at that time the Lord separated he trite of Levi,

and there the ark of the covenant of the Lord, and they say tha is after the

death of Aaron,that the tribe of Levi is separated is afterthe death of Aaron,

therefore there wann't even a Levitcal priesthood at this time when Aaron died,

Well, I thikk that's misreading the phrase, at that time, Because it goes right

on and talks about him in the mount. I think at that time he 2 earlier

than when he came down from. the mount. But the way they fkp I i I 1-1r, I
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light of these three verses which go on to tell about the dh of Aaron, and if
not

you do that you can't very tell take the verses out and say they re/part of ID

at all. They belong in that particular document. So it mates a ilemna for it.

How will you get the best contradiction, by keeping the verses in or by taking

them out? But it is a frame of z±x mind into which people get. Once yoüreach

the conclusions that the Pentateuch is full of contraidctions, you just find them

everywhere staring you in the face, and you will have the same situation wx with

any person. If you come to the conclusion that I am absolutely ut-idependable, and

unreliable, you just start in wathhing, writing down everything f say, and see how

many times you can find I said one thing that contradicts another. As I said at

the beginning of the hour, I gave illustration of how exactly, how you can find

exact contradictions to what anybody says, or if you know the situation, thW don't

contradict at all. If you take the Pentateuch as it stands, stepby step, you will

find that 90 per cent of your alleged critical contradictions disappear, but if yo

separate the verses out and say this is on document and this is noher, look how

tiey contradict each other, you get contradictions there as you can get them in any

place if you treat it that way, and the greater... That is the one th'ing I want

to have in mind that the alleged development among the doucment is not a develop

ment from polytheism to monostheim, because there is no one who could allege that

J and E is definitely a polytheistic document. There are ver vei7 few passages

in it where there could be the claim the slightest suggestions of polytheism or

animism. It is only a development alleged from more primitive sttembnts, anthro

pomorphic, to that which does not have them. Youdon't naturally find them in a

law, as you find them in any narrative, where you are dealing with divine acts.

But the principle of practiacily all of the alleged differenced become very

minute when you examine them carefully. There is little reason or them, but

the two bi ones that they base their x debelopment on are the persons who per

from the sacrificies, and the place of the sacrifice. Those are the two big

ones, and on those two the argument from history is built, and they can make

that argument from history on these two sound like a very very strong argument.

But the big thing I want you to have in mind is that the claim that there is

development in the documents is. a claim which does not stand up on careful fair
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investigation of it. That is a very very important point. Well, we'll continue

tomorrow morning ...end of class, k/i8

class of k/19

....back into the primitive age of Israel's history. This is a good example of

the way the critics deal with the Pentateuch. Mr. Goertzen 6




AAM: It would be the combined JE, whether it was originally J or , I don't recall............

Oh, no, I X±t didn't make it clear. What he says is this. There is

the story of the rebellion of zzixz,xaDathand Abiram, he say, you remember

the story of Dathan and B±x Abiram. The rebellion of Dathan and Airam is from

JE. These you know were men from the tribe of Reuben, and who rebl1ed against

Moses leadership. That's from JE. Now you take that out, and then you just have

P left, but then as Carpetner mentions, in P, he has pointed out, you have evidence

of secondary division within F, and Dathan and Abiram were taken out, because you

have two stories there, one of which represents Korah as a layman, and the other

represents him as a ]Levite. One represents him as opposing Moses because all the

congregation is ... 7... ., the other as opposing the exclusive priesthood of the

ddseendents of Aaron. So that he says, You take out the story of Dathan and

Abiram becuase JE, you see, ou have parallels, you have Dathan a rd Abi±am doing

things, you hae Korah doing things. They are both doing thir against Moses. It

is a parallel. So you take them out, and then when you get through you still have

P, but you still have parallels, and so you can divide P up into *± two stories

in turn, one of which he says belongs to the original framework f F, that makes

Korah a layman. But if you ta1all the passages that speak of Ko ah as a Levite,

take them out of that, Korah is not mentioned as a Levite, he is layman...........

to belong to any other, but you take them out that say he is a Le ite. Then you

put those together and you have another story, and of course, in hat story He

is a Levite, so you have, you see, according to them, then, three phrases, you

have Dathan and Abiram objecting to Moses leadership, you have Ko ah objecting

to Moses leadership, and you have Korah objecting on behalf f the Levites

to )( the priesthood of Amya Aaron. Well, now, is not this quite convincing proo

that the story of the rebellion of Korah is actually three different stories coming
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together, becuase you have three different grounds of opposition. You have Dathan

and Abiram who aren't even Levites opposing him, you have Korah t o is a Levite,

opposing on the ground that all the congregation is holy, Moses has no right to

take this leadership over all the congregation, and you have Kora *x objecting

on the grounds that the other Letites are just as good as the Aarcnic priesthood.

Well, now, does that prove three distinct utx± stories? I hope 4ou all explained

it correctly on the paper, because we've looked a so many other imilar stories

that if you have the background of the story in mind, it should b very easy to

see what is wrong with it. I would say that as you kaz read what the critics

have said on these. laws and on these stories, thetr whole attit. e is that of

men who show absolutely no conception of what life is orwhat life is

about. Absolutely none. They go to it as if it was simply a collection words,

and if they can show in these words tow wrds that differ, or ther is one word

here which isn't there, they make an argument for a distinct sour4e, which is

xu.t absolutly contrary to what you find in the experiences oflife. Life is

not so simple as they try to make it. Life is complex. You find well, we'll

take a situation in the goverment. The democrats, not so long ago, were cutting

down the size of thearmy. Truman cut down the Ax1 Air Force to hat they wanted,

he cut down the Navy to what they wanted, he was severely criticized by people in

the army. He said our finances won't support so much of the military force as

you want. He was severely criticized by the military ...10J Today, only

three or four years later, you find that the democrats are
strongly urging a

far larger army, and a far larger navy than what the administratin wants, they

were fighting for it in congress the last three Or four days ago. Now what a con

tradiction. You must have two distinction sources They can't both be true. How

could the demoylcrats take one stand, and four years later take th exact opposite.

They must not both be true, If you go at it the way the critics ilo, but if you

look at the facts, you find that when the democrats were in power, they were trying

to balance the budget, and to expend as much money for military expenses as were

necessary, without expending what was unnecessary, but would upse the finances

of the government, and once they are out of power they are tryingto embarass the
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party in power, by taking the side of those who are urging great expenses that

themselves would never think of making if they were in power. No that's no

great criticism of the democratic party, it simply is human nature. It simply

is politics the way it is. An if take any great disagreement wit hin' the church,

most anywhere, where you find a leader with a large group of peop]e against the

leader, you will find that among these people who are opposing the' leader, there

are atleast four or ttu five different grounds of opposition, arid you will

find that the ringleaders in the opposition are trying to round u people to

stand with them in their opposition, and they are giving to the people to whom

they talk, the arguments which they think will be effective to th t person. That's

human nature, that's what you always find. I know of a man who w S a college.

He told me, he siad, he went into ktx that presidenc'y and he stod for what he

thought was right. That happened about thirty years ago. He stood for what he

thought was absolutely right and true, and he said he wasn't there very long before

a group of people over here were opposig him strongly in what he stood for. Pret

strong a group of people over here opposed him strongly on another point, pretty

soon a group over here on another point. After he'd been there a number of years

he said it just happened that all the groups got together and he ias thrown out.

Well they all got together. Actually the difference between them was

greater than the difference between them and him. But they unite? against him

in opposition in rebellion and they threw him out. A year and a alf later many

of them were wishing he'd come back again, because other groups w re in control

with whom they had less in common than they had with him. It is human nature. It

is always the case. You go to a meeting of any church body and you will find

that the group that is more or less in control has certain policies they are trying

to carry on, and you will find that the xa.w chances are that the rest agree with

them in eighty percent of the matters. But here is a group that disagrees in one

20% and here is a group' that disagrees in another 20%, here is a group that dis

agreee with another 20%, and these g groups all get together, and they get to

gether in opposition to the ones in control. It is just human n ture. It is the

way things work, and it is exactly again the stroy of Rebecca which we looked at

ad
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and noticed how Rebecca gave one argument to Jacob, and she gave another argument

to Isaac, and she was doubtess absolutely sincere in both arguments. They both

counted to herØ', one may have counted more to her thati the other, but they both

xunted to here, but she used with each person the argument that wu1d carry weight

with him, and in this rebellion here we have the Leites not 1ikg it because

one group, the Aaronic priesthood is placed in priority. Now, naurally, every

other family knows that they are much better qualified than the Aronic priest, but

probably if any other family were asked, suppose your family is not considered,

which other group would you think was best? They would probably 1l agree that the

Aaronic priesthood was the best. It was just their own particula family. It

probably was the best of all, but we can see, most of can see anybody ease .... 15..

it compares wtt with ourselves or our own immediate associates, and so they all

gottogether, the levites in this temporary period, or at least a arge group of

them in opposition to the Aaronic priesthood. Well, they were necessarily a small

group, the Levites, out of the whole thing, and it wouldn't have amounted to any-

thing, except it just ahppened àhat at this time there was a large 15




in the tribe of Reuben. Rebben was the first-born. Why then shoild Reuben be in

a subordinate position? They wanted to get supremacy. Why shoul3. the Levites and

Noses have supremacy, and so Korah.end of P15




P16

....but when you find it in the Biblical accounts, and you get mo'e or 1es full

details as in this story of Korah, why the critics say, Here's tie JE story,

and then when you et the P story you divide that into two diffeient stories,

and one of them said Korah was a Levite and the other doesn't so the other makes

him a layman. Well, if the other made him not a Levite, they'd surely tell

what tribe he did belong in. They don't make him a layman by not saying he's

a Levite. You notice it is an argument from silence, and an argument from silence

which is rald ridiculous because it is definitely stated, only they give those

passages to the other, and it really is amaz$'ing if you will take up most any of

these critical books, and read their x*ax statements, you read about this con

tradiciton, this crontradictions, and this one, and this one, and this one, it
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just piles up and it just sounds as if the Bible is just absolutely undependable,

and it is just full of contradictions, absolute proof it must have come together

in some process of gathering alot of contradictory things together thejway they

claim. But if you will take their alleged contradictions and loo c at them one by

one by one, and examine them aarefully, you will find in 9/lOths of the cases that

there is absolutely no contradiciton whatever. The contradiction is based on the

fact that one mentions a fact which another one doesn't mention bit certainly

doesn't deny, or they are dealing with two distinct things, or it is imported in

some way, an alleged dontradttion, that will take care f lx 9/10 hs of their

alleged difficulties, and when you get rid of these 9/10, it is easy enough to

see that the other 1/10 may very easily be similar, there may be bircumstances

that you just don't know about, like the indident I mentioned yesterday when some

body saw me come out of the building, and then somebody saw me go into the building,

at just about the same time, and they flatly contradict each other, and yet both

absoltuely sure. One man could say that in ±.1t 1861, 1dwin F. STanton

was the most pronounced critic of Abraham Lincoln in Wa1ngton, cnstantly slamming

him. Heard of an expedition going over to Africa to humt for a big gorilla for a

zoo, and he says, Why do they go to Africa? The original gorilla's right here in

Washington in the White House. And he was talking like that all he time, the

most extrme zutr absurd statements, and another man will tell that General........

3 said to Edward M. Stanton, that year, l86t, what do yu think you are

going to do, Mr. Stanton? And Mr. Staiton said, I am going to mak Abraham presi

dent of the United States, and in the latter part of that year hewas the most

devoted follower of Abraham Lincoln. Two statements made about 1~61 and absolutely

true, both of them. You'd thlk it impossible that somebody who was the most bitter

opponent of Abraham Lincoln would become one of the most adent a.mirers so quMk1y

as bhat. But Abraham Lincoln, even though he knew how Stanton talked about him,

and knew he talked the same way ten years before when he first me him, knew he had

insulted him in such way that very ew people ever would stand fo anybody like

that, knew that he was the best man in the country for the position of Secretary

of War, but nobody else probably every would have thought of him ior that position
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because he had had nor' experience. But he had the qualities need d, and Lincoln

put him into it, and Stanton was so surprised at waE what he did, and in the course

of a month working he learned so much about Lincoln's wiilirgness to trust

him, and Lincoln's remarkable intelligence, and his unusual personality, that he

completely changed his lhoie attitude. If you just had the two statements about

STanton you'd say, What utter contradiction. One or other of these two men is a

liar, but they fit together exactly. And so in the tenth of cases where you can ta

Bibleical statements, andthere seems to be a contradiciton, it is easy enbught

to believe that if we knew the whole facts of the matter we would find the inherent

contradittions easily explainable, if we knew the full facts of t 1e .tta situation

There is some other factor 1± enterng' into it that we just ont know about

in this particular case. Now it would be perfectly silly if the ~ritics came with

a thousand contradictions we couldn't answer, to say, In these thcusand contradic

tions in every case there is some other factor we don't understand. No, their

evidence would then be suficient I would say, to destroy any intlligent person's

belief in the Bible. But what I say is, that examining their cri1icism, sax

examining their denials, examining their statements and their alleged contradiction

and finding that in 9/10 of them, let's be conservative, let's say 3/k of them,

finding that in 3/k of them examination of the statement shows that the alleged

contradiction is .... 5k.... with the desire to find contraddction, or a state

of lying which is so convinced they are there, it is very easy to see them whebher

they are there or not. They are actually, if you look at the words as they stand,

the contradictions alleged is easily explained by the factors givn in the ScripturE

when you recognize that, you prove that in 3/k of the cases, then it is only com

mon sense to assume that in the other i/k or 1/10, or whatever it is, if we knew

the facts there would be a factor which would explain them.
Nffw

this case of

Korah was such an exact parallel to the story of Rebecca that we discussed it rathei

fully of course, but I just wanted tosee how many of you had, instead of simply

getting facts from me here, have gotten principles. I mean, it i nice to get the

facts of what it think of the story of Rebecca, but that's not aé thousandth as

imporatnt as getting the principle zzz involved, the exact sam principle is

here with Korah, so I was interested.. Now if some pf you didn't recall the story,
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that's no criticism as fare as this class is concerned, because in this class it

is not something that is xi assigned. Ordinarily a person iould know before

theygot this far, but there are people who don't, through circumstances for which

they are not to blame at all. Therefore I don't think that this p per will make

a great difference in yoi.rmark for the zmaz semester. That is to nay, Ill be

greatly pleased with those that I find having the understadding, but I'd like you

all to know it, but I will understand if you didn't whow it k.t
that

there may be

reasons why you didn't on this particular page which you will makeup by thowing it

on others on a later paper. But somebody said abut Dr. Robert Dick Wilson, that

his two great objeces in life were to prove that you could trust tie Bible and you

couldn't trust the criticism. And it is a fact that criticial statements, when you

examine them, it is not an attack on the integr4ty of the individuals, but it is

a statement that a person that accepts the critical view and write and works on it,

gets into a frame of mind, where he is so convinced that the Bible is zx full of

contradictions that he easily sdes them most anywhere, add he naturally makes bery

strong statements about it. And so it is not criticising their pesonal ±wx inte

grity to say you can't trust it, not at all. But it is
criticising

the type of

work they are doing, to say that you cannot trust their statemebts' you must check

with the original and see just what the facts are. It is remarkable how often when

they claim there is a contra%diction, you will find the very next tompletely solves

the contradiction, but of course they say that vere belongs to another document,

and there fore is not relevant at all, and there is no real reason for putting It

into another document, except their feeling that it doesn't go with this, that

removing it creates a contradiction, why it certainly is not a scintific or proper

way of dealing with the matters of that type. Student: 9

AAM: No, the critics qould say it must be two dlffdrent stories. You have two

groups of opposition, it must be two stories, so the Dathan and Abram group is the

JE story, and the Korah group is the P story. They are two distint stories.............

AAM: No, no, I guess I didn't make that clear. The critic say there wre

two stories. There is a Dathan and Abiram story, there's the Kora story. They

are two distinct stories. One is the JE story, one is the P story., combined into

one document. Now they say, tjçtake out the Dathan and Abiram story, that is JE,
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what you have left is the Korah story. Now they say when you loo at the Korah

story, you find that it has two strata, that in one of these stra a Korah is a

Lebite opposibg the supremacy in the priesthood of the family of
4Aron,

but in the

other of these stories it doesn't say Korah was a Levite, but it ays that Korah

was at talking about the fact that all the people are holy and opposing Moses'

leadership. So there are two strata in the P story so they d1vid the P story into

P1 and P2, distinct stories, but I was pointing out that actually what you have is

what you have any time you have opposition to a leader anywhere. You have four or

five distinct groups which have different emphases, it may be two ~it may be four

or five, probably there were four or five here, two main ones. Nw in thos Korah

is the agitator, he's the leader. Korah is interested in opposing Moses, and he

is interested in opposing Aaron. He may be more interested in on or the other,

I don't know which, but when Korah talks to the Levites he stirs hem up to oppose

the leadership of Aaron. When Korah talks to the Reubenites he stirs them 'up to

oppose the leadership of Moses, and so you have Korah taking two attitudes., just

as Rebecca took two attitudes, and he probably was sincere in himself meaning

± both attitudes, though he may have been a hundred times more nteresed in one

than in the other, or only twcbce as much, we don't know, but he ws trying to

bring these people together to stand unitedly against the leadersIip of the gp,

and you will find that 1, any group, I don't care where it is, I
4ontt

care what

the group is. If you have a group that is going forward and accoriplishing anything

in the iLf workd, you have life in tht group, and you have groups Within the

group that are questioning the leadership, and the chances are thy are questioning

it on different gx.a grounds, but it their opposition becomes scme!hat intense,

you will find the different groups getting together, aed you willfind them en

couraging one another in their ppposition, even though the basis f the opposition

of the differetit groups to the one who is involved in it. And the Korah story

here is simply things that do happen in life, but it is not jst a simple ABC as

the critics seem to assume a document has to be, and therefore t their viewoint

it is full of contradictions. It is an attitude which is oblivio s to what life

really is. Now they will say, for instance, in Numbers you have ix cities of
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efuge. He says there are to be six cities of refuge in the land. In Deuteronomy

ie says when you go itno the land, it contradicts, you are to appo nt three cities

)f refuge. Now they ay, What a flat contradiciton. In the first place, Numbers

jays cities of reguge, Deuteronomy just says six cities, how would'you change your

;erminology that much in a few weeks? Well, how would you? I amr change it that

auch in two days in talking about a thing. I'll give the same matter in different

;erminology, anybody could. But how would you tahnge your terminology that much

Ln a few weeks, and how would you change it so? To say six citiesonce and three

n the other. It is very clear that you have an evolutionary process here, at

irst you didn't have any asylum, cause you have.131 , then you establish

bhree cities, then you establish six. There is a development. We 1, actually, if

ou take it the way the Bible stands, numbers says establish six, three this side

)f the t Jordan, three the other, definitely said. Deuteroniy they've already

stablished three one side of the lvf Jordan, they kxm haven't kx conguered

the lang on the other. When you conquer that, establish three citjes. That's

what remains. As it stands in the Bible there is abeolutely no
coriltradiction

what

ever. The language used is different. Numbers is the precise lawfor the priest's

application, Deuteronomy is the exhortatio for the people's knowldge, and a man

who wouldn't used different language in those wk two instances, :ould not be

qualified to be a leader, because the situation called for a different type of

Kxz wording. As it stands in the Bible, it is perfectly reasonable, but the critics
utter

say, Look at this, and look at this, a xtka ocntraditions, must be two different

documents and shows a devlopment. I tried in the early part of this course to give

you a very careful and fair picture of the way in thxx which th criticism

developed. Now we are looking at it as a whole, and I hope 15




but the fact i that as you look at the picture as a whole, it has evéloped

into something which is very definitely end of P16




P17.............

absolutely unfair, and that's the result that we have to come to ......

this is a work in which it is g*d to deal with people in such a way as to show them

that itsx utterty unfairness. There are' instances where you are ~ealing with
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people who are convincdd of the fairness of it, and that's not the approachto start

with. The approach to start with is more like the approach I have been giving to

srou to show the fundamental bases of it, that they do not stand, bit on the kx

Cundamental bases of it there has been erected this great mass of
I
Unscientific

attitudes, and then on the basis of these i1 unscientific attitues, the actual

thing is largely presented. The real bases on which it was founded are not mention

ed so much any more in theapologetic, or if they are, they are sort of ried in

the mass of all the alleged contradictions, most of which simply disappear as we

look at them. Well, I think if you have a student in your church ho has gone to

a place where a required couee in Bible, or an elective course in Bible has been

given 2 If you can simply get a statement out of the textbook he is using,

which on careful examination of the fact is palpably wrong, if you can get two or

three like that, and show that to him, you should be able to destroy his confidence

in the text book, and in the whole approach. It is not necessary to take up

everything,to take up all of it witht him, but it is vital for you to have an understand

ing of it.2kappraach. Now we are dealing with the matter of the alleged

development within the documents. And, of course, that is to at quite an extent

a matter of the alleged contradicitons, but you can take these alleged contradic

tions, and proved they show development in almost any case, and naturally the more

complex which you za would say is , therefore, later, is the law-ibook for the

priests which go into fuller detail. You might take a man who writes and article

in the American Medical Journal, on some disease, and the same man writes an article

in modern medicine, or in Hygiene, on the same $ disease. In on case he writes

for the laymen, to g4ve them an understanding, in the other case he writes for

the trained medical man to show him these developments. Now you take the two ar

ticles, and you will find that one is much simplr than the other. One is couched

in simpler language, deals with a few main essentials, leavesˆ' aside a certain im

portant, but secondary fact, which the trained expert would say, really make the

article hardly competently deal with the subject, but yet which you couldn't go

into with the layman because he doesn't have sufficient backgroun . You take the

two articles and look at them written by the same man, and you find quite a pro-
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nounced difference of style, and you will find that tt would be vry easy to say,

Here is the more simply stage of development, where only a few baic facts about

this disease areknown. These are presented in a very simple way. Subsequently,

very important additional details are discovered, a more complicated attitude

is taken fxt toward the matter, a different syle is used, an kk therefore

you have a development here. You have this the earlier one, nd this the

later one,, a a matter of fact in most such cases, you will probaly find the

order of writéng is exactly like the order of the Pentateuch, that the man writes

his scientific articles before he writes his pvpular articles. Ie probably get

a familiarity with the subject as a whole , and with the major advanced details

which he is studying, before he takes up the takk of making it understandable to

them. Of rn course, not so many people have the bbility to write the ttxx

different types of material, but if you can get a man who has the ability, in

writing his material for the layman he will have in mind his mor Eu detailed

material that he cant-put in, and will avoid saying anything which is untrue,

which a popular writer who didn't know the whole view would find it very difficult

to avoid doing. That's exactly what you have here. You have the priestly le$'gis

lation giving the full detailed laws so that the priests xN.t study it and apply

it as circumstances arise. You have the exhortation to the peop]e taking that

which is vital for them to know, and stressing it to them, the piiestly legislation

tells about t1 Jubil&e onee every fifty years,when Moses talkedin his addrees in

Deuteronomy he never mentioned the Jubilee. Why should he? Fity years from

tk now they xiii may all have forgotten it. He talked to them a1 out the seven

year changes which it is vital for them to know about and be prepared for. In the

law book which is to be applied from time to time, forty years Later as the

Jubilee approaces, it is time to start talking about the Jubil&e not at the ery

beginning. There'd be no harm in mentioning it, but it is not n cessary to mention

it. It is certainly not necessary to drive it home to the people. And so the

documents as they stand wilt warrant a reasonable book, with man things in it

which we don't fully understand because it dea's with thousands of matters happen

ing in the course of these many years, and if everything in it w re explained it

would require a few encyclopedias, rather than a book the size o the ....6....
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But it gives that which is vital for us to know, most of its majo e matters are

easily understandable, and with many of its minor matters, we und rstand enough%
of

that is x value, but Lt there are often wehn you look closely at at, other fact

that simply weren't given, but the bulk of it is understandable t us, and it is

reasonb].e the way it stands. Now you take that and you break it into these

documerits,and you take your narrative, and put it nearly all in t lie earlier, and

you find that what law is in the narrative is mostly comparátivel brief, they pt

into it the law of the covenant, and it is the beginning law, it s the vital funda

mental law. It doesn't stress those things which apply particula ly to gzzx Canaai

which was forty years off, but it stresses things which will apply in all the times

and it tells them what kind of altar they are to make. If you mace an altar of

tzw stone, it is to be on hewn stone, if you make an altar of earth it is to be

such a way. That givesyou your general sitaution for sacrifices. It is God's

will that his people sacrifice to him. That is vital, at all tims. It is laid

down at Sinai. It is to be carried on through the wilderness.
4

is to be carr&ed

on in their "sttled life. It is to be carried on in t)± when they are under

invasion. It is to be carried on when they are off in exile. It is to be carried

on wherever they are, or whatever they are doing, they are to hav xa sacrifice,

and general principles for it are laid down. Then in the priestly law they are

given tkj minute deatils for the carrying on of the regular sacrificial system

during the centui!es when they are xtx settled in Canaan. And tIen in Deuteronomy

they age given exhortation for that which the laymen need to
know

about the carry

ing on of their settled life in Canaan with special reference to the life inCanaan

which they are now about to enter. If ci±cumstances make it impcssile to carry

out sacrifice in the way prescribed in Deuteronomy and the priestly laws, then

they are g.tug to say, Oh, now we can't sacrifice. No they are hen to say, These

things are vital in nomral conditions, but you i just don't drop sacrifice because

you can't do it according precise regulations. You don't drop i for that. You

are in school here, and I say, learn this tomorrow, Learn this t e next day,

learn this next days, come to class at a certain time, take eiam nations, you

have all that, you graduate from school, you say, now we have no assign'ments, no
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examinations, therefore, we don't sit study anymore. Well, that's the trouble

unfortu'nately. Many do that. Btit But if your life of service t the Lord is

to be worthwhile, outside of the settled conditions of the school, you won't have

prescribed assignments, prescri$'bed class times, prescribed examirations, but you

will be carrying on the study according to your own system. And
t1he

same applies

to sacrifice here, and to all these matters. The general law as iven in the Book

of the Covenant is applicable to all periods, and all situations. Precise de
tJSls

are given for the period in Canaan, and these details are vital, nd God punished

them if they ignore them. But when there comes a tine of crisis, the land is over

rune people are in hiding. The people are shut down in certain sections of the

land, the people are taking off into exile. That doesn't mean thy stop sacrifces

You go on and you wvrship God the best you can. If you dan't worhip him according

to the full prescriptions, you worship Him according to part of tiem. But it is

far more important to worship Him. Like the proessor at Princetn gave a talk

in chapel, and he said, he said, speaking the truth in love, the iital thing is

you speak it is love. Now, he said, You get too excited. You do It show a loving

spirit. You get all excited whether the earth moves around the m
Hon

or moves

around the sun, or what, and he said, theyargur about it and all, the sun and the

moon and the stars move along in their orbite, and don't pay the leat attention

to what you say. And when you got through with it the emphasis as, When you

speak the truth, be absolutely sure you are speaking it in love, and if you are

not, don't speak it all, Since no one of use' have perfect love
i9

our heart, that

means no one uf us will ever speak. So I gave an address when a man was ordained,

in which I took the same text, and I reversed it. I said, God s id, Speak the

tnuth. He's given us the message. Szd Go out and speak it. Gise the word to

people. Point out the condemnation of sin, point out the evil iri their life,

point out their need of a savior, give the truth! That's what G d called us to

do. Now, I said, He said to speak the truth in love, and let us pray God to give

us a loving spirit. Let us do our best to get a spirit of true iovein our heart

and in our attitude. We must keep growing and improving in that all our lives,

and none of us will reach the stage we whould in it. But do not let the fear that

\rou don't have perfect love in your heart cause you to keep quie and let souls
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go to hell because you don't give them the truth. Speak the truti, but speak it

in love, but spekk the truth. The professor there in the seminary had the emphasis

of it completely changed around. And that's exactly what the critics do with this

matter of sacrifice. They make it as if, according to Deuteronom and the priestly

law every little detail of this was so tremendously important, It must be carried

exactly that way, and that's not the teaching of the Bible. The teaching of the
the

Bible is kt sacrifice, the great principles are the vital things. Here are the

minute ways z. of carrying it out best wk1xzxi when you are settled in Canaan,

and God will punish anyone who does not think it important to tryto carry out his

prescrjions exactly ks He has given them, but when conditions are such these

don't apply, then you don't drop the whole lnstitutibn of them. s Jesus said, The

Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath, and that covers all of

this. Well, we''l stop here. ax end of class April 19, 19 5
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